CITY OF HOBART

AGENDA
Special City Planning Committee Meeting
Open Portion
Thursday, 2 November 2017
at 5.00 pm
Lord Mayor's Court Room

THE MISSION
Our mission is to ensure good governance of our capital City.

THE VALUES
The Council is:
about people

We value people – our community, our customers and
colleagues.

professional

We take pride in our work.

enterprising

We look for ways to create value.

responsive

We’re accessible and focused on service.

inclusive

We respect diversity in people and ideas.

making a difference

We recognise that everything we do shapes Hobart’s
future.
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ORDER OF BUSINESS
Business listed on the agenda is to be conducted in the order in which it
is set out, unless the committee by simple majority determines
otherwise.
APOLOGIES AND LEAVE OF ABSENCE
1.

INDICATIONS OF PECUNIARY AND CONFLICTS OF INTEREST ........ 4

2.

COMMITTEE ACTING AS PLANNING AUTHORITY .............................. 5

2.1 REPORTS ................................................................................................. 6
2.1.1 Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 - Planning Scheme
Amendment PSA-17-3 -Central Business Zone Height Standards Consideration of Representations ............................................................ 6
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Special City Planning Committee Meeting (Open Portion) held Thursday,
2 November 2017 at 5.00 pm in the Lord Mayor's Court Room.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Briscoe (Chairman)
Ruzicka
Burnet
Denison

Apologies: Nil.

Leave of Absence: Nil.

ALDERMEN
Lord Mayor Hickey
Deputy Lord Mayor Christie
Zucco
Sexton
Cocker
Thomas
Reynolds
Harvey

1.

INDICATIONS OF PECUNIARY AND CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Ref: Part 2, Regulation 8(7) of the Local Government (Meeting Procedures) Regulations 2015.

Aldermen are requested to indicate where they may have any pecuniary or
conflict of interest in respect to any matter appearing on the agenda, or any
supplementary item to the agenda, which the committee has resolved to deal
with.
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COMMITTEE ACTING AS PLANNING AUTHORITY
In accordance with the provisions of Part 2 Regulation 25 of the Local
Government (Meeting Procedures) Regulations 2015, the intention of the
Committee to act as a planning authority pursuant to the Land Use Planning
and Approvals Act 1993 is to be noted.
In accordance with Regulation 25, the Committee will act as a planning
authority in respect to those matters appearing under this heading on the
agenda, inclusive of any supplementary items.
The Committee is reminded that in order to comply with Regulation 25(2), the
General Manager is to ensure that the reasons for a decision by a Council or
Council Committee acting as a planning authority are recorded in the minutes.

Item No. 2.1
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REPORTS
2.1.1 Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 - Planning Scheme
Amendment PSA-17-3 -Central Business Zone Height Standards Consideration of Representations
File Ref: F17/141776; PSA-17-3

Report of the Manager Planning Policy & Heritage and the Director City
Planning of 27 October 2017 and attachments.

Delegation:

Council

Item No. 2.1.1
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HOBART INTERIM PLANNING SCHEME 2015 PLANNING SCHEME AMENDMENT PSA-17-3 CENTRAL BUSINESS ZONE HEIGHT STANDARDS CONSIDERATION OF REPRESENTATIONS

REPORT TITLE:

REPORT PROVIDED BY: Manager Planning Policy & Heritage
Director City Planning
1.

2.

Report Purpose and Community Benefit
1.1.

The purpose of this report is to discuss the merits of the representations
received during the public exhibition of Hobart Interim Planning Scheme
2015 (HIPS2015) amendment PSA-17-3 in relation to the height
standards in the Central Business Zone.

1.2.

Recommendations to the Tasmanian Planning Commission (TPC) as to
the merit of the representations and the need for any modifications to
the amendment as a result of the representations received are
considered.

1.3.

The proposal benefits the community by helping to ensure that
development in the Central Business Zone makes a positive
contribution to the streetscape and townscape values and meets
community expectations

Report Summary
2.1.

This report considers the merit of the 178 statutory representations
made in relation to planning scheme amendment PSA-17-3 and make
recommendations to the TPC as to the need for modification of the draft
amendment in the light of those representations.

2.2.

The representations are summarised in the document provided in
Attachment C along with a response as to the merit of the
representations and a recommendation as to the need for any
modification of the draft amendment in response to the representations.
Each representation is given a reference number and discussed in
relation to a number of common issues raised.

2.3.

The key issues raised in the representations are:
2.3.1.

Concern that the amendment is introducing a 75m height limit;

2.3.2.

That maximum building height limits should be set;

2.3.3.

Concern that the amendments do not address amenity issues
including wind effects and solar access;

2.3.4.

The amendment does not sufficiently address views across the
city;

2.3.5.

The amendment does not sufficiently address heritage issues;
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2.3.6.

Concerns about the Desired Future Character Statements
(DFCS) include: the reference to the area of intensification, their
clarity, reference to the Woolley Report and overlap with the
performance criteria;

2.3.7.

Concerns that the performance criteria are subjective and open
to interpretation; and

2.3.8.

The amendments have not considered wider issues such as
traffic, parking, infrastructure, the City Vision process and
community consultation was insufficient.

2.4.

These issues are discussed in section 5 of this report.

2.5.

The key modifications recommended in response to the representations
received are summarised below. The revised amendments (shown in
context) are provided in Attachment B.

2.6.

It is recommended that the proposed DFCS be amended by:
2.6.1.

Deletion of the reference to the intensification area in
Precinctual scale (c);

2.6.2.

Inclusion of 3 statements related to heritage;

2.6.3.

Deletion of the reference to the report: Hobart Interim Planning
Scheme 2015 - Central Business Zone - Height Standards –
Performance Criteria Review, Leigh Woolley, (2016).

2.7.

It is recommended that definitions of some of the terms used in the
DFCS be inserted in section 4.1 Planning Terms and Definitions.

2.8.

It is recommended that the performance criteria in clause 22.4.1 P1 be
modified by deletion of the criteria which duplicate the DFCS along with
other editorial changes.

Recommendation
That:
1.

Pursuant to Section 39(2) of the former provisions of the Land Use
Planning and Approvals Act 1993, the Council endorse this report
as the formal statement of its opinion as to the merit of the
representations received during the exhibition of the draft PSA-17-3
Amendment.

2.

Pursuant to Section 39(2) of the Land Use Planning and Approvals
Act 1993, the Council recommend to the Tasmanian Planning
Commission that the PSA-17-3 Amendment to the Hobart Interim
Planning Scheme 2015 be modified as shown in Attachment B prior
to approval.
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Background
4.1.

At its meeting on 25 July 2016, the Council endorsed a project brief for
the engagement of a consultant to undertake a review of the
performance criteria and related objectives used in the height standards
in the Central Business Zone in the HIPS2015. Mr Leigh Woolley –
architect and urban design consultant was subsequently commissioned
to undertake the review.

4.2.

At its meeting on 3rd July 2017, Council endorsed the
recommendations of the Central Business Zone Height Standards –
Performance Criteria Review Report (Woolley 2016) and initiated the
PSA-17-3 Amendments to the HIPS2015 to implement the
recommendations of that report. The certified amendments are
provided in Attachment A.

4.3.

The PSA-17-3 Amendments completed public exhibition on 1
September 2017 and a total of 178 statutory representations were
received. A copy of each representation is provided in Attachments D
and E.

Proposal and Implementation
5.1.

The proposal is to consider the merit of the 178 statutory
representations made in relation to planning scheme amendment PSA17-3 and make recommendations to the TPC as to the need for
modification of the draft amendment in the light of those representations
and any other modifications considered necessary.

5.2.

The representations are summarised in the document provided in
Attachment C along with a response as to the merit of the
representations and a recommendation as to the need for any
modification of the draft amendment in response to the representations.
Each representation is given a reference number and discussed in
relation to a number of common issues raised.

5.3.

The key issues raised in the representations are outlined and discussed
below:
75m height limit

5.4.

A number of the representations were concerned that the amendment is
introducing a 75m height limit. These concerns appear to stem from
misleading reports published in the media and on a social media site.

5.5.

The amendments do not propose to alter the current numerical
standards in relation to height and do not have the effect of setting a
maximum height limit of 75m.

5.6.

The amendments however do reference the report titled: Hobart Interim
Planning Scheme 2015 - Central Business Zone - Height Standards –
Performance Criteria Review, Leigh Woolley, (2016) (Woolley Report)
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which contains a footnote on page 49 suggesting that the maximum
height of buildings in the potential zone of increased density is 75m.
5.7.

It was not the intention that this footnote be interpreted in the way
suggested in a number of the representations and in order to remove
any doubt it is recommended that the reference to the Woolley Report
be deleted from the amendments.

5.8.

As discussed further in response to other representations below the
benefits of referencing the Woolley Report can be replaced by defining
some of the terms used in that report.
Maximum height limit

5.9.

A number of representations suggest that maximum building height
limits should be set. A variety of figures are suggested.

5.10. The HIPS2015 Central Business Zone does not currently specify an
absolute maxim height and the amendments do not propose to alter the
current numerical standards in relation to height.
5.11. Based on the work already undertaken by Leigh Woolley in relation to
the townscape values it would be difficult to justify a single maximum
height across the Central Business Zone. The Woolley Report
recommends that there should be a transition in height from the centre
of the CBD to the fringes. Council has already agreed that further
analysis and modelling is necessary in order to establish appropriate
maximum heights and the designation of height control planes.
5.12. Without detailed analysis and modelling of different buildings heights in
the CBD and Sullivan Cove, it is difficult to justify an absolute maximum
height limit and be consistent with the objectives of LUPAA, particularly
in relation to facilitating economic development or be consistent with the
activity centre policies in the Southern Tasmania Regional Land Use
Strategy.
5.13. To include a maximum height limit is beyond the scope of these
amendments.
Building height generally
5.14. A number of representations suggest that maximum building height
limits should be set.
5.15. The amendments do not propose to alter the current numerical
standards in relation to height and do not have the effect of setting or
increasing maximum height limits.
5.16. The primary purpose of the amendments is to specify the townscape
and streetscape considerations for buildings that do not meet the
acceptable solutions in relation to height.
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5.17. No changes to the amendments are considered necessary in response
to the representations in relation to height generally.
Amenity
5.18. A number of representations raise issues related to amenity including
wind effects and solar access.
5.19. The current development standards for buildings in the Central
Business Zone in the HIPS2015 were formulated after a detailed review
and analysis of land use and development patterns in the central city
area. (These reports are available on the HCC web site.)
5.20. The development standards address building height, setbacks, design,
passive surveillance, outdoor storage and pedestrian links.
5.21. The building height standards in the Central Business Zone include an
'Amenity Building Envelope' which has been developed with regard to
heritage, streetscape and sense of scale, wind effects and solar
penetration.
5.22. The performance criteria in clause 22.4.1 P1(b) provides that
development outside the Amenity Building Envelope must only be
approved if:
(i)

It provides significant benefits in terms of civic amenities such as
public space, pedestrian links, public art or public toilets, unless an
extension to an existing building that already exceeds the Amenity
Building Envelope; and

(ii)

The siting, bulk and design does not significantly negatively impact
on the streetscape and townscape of the surrounding area; and

(iii)

The design demonstrates that it will minimise unacceptable wind
conditions in adjacent streets; and

(iv) For city blocks with frontage to a Solar Penetration Priority Street
in Figure 22.2, the overshadowing of the public footpath on the
opposite side of the Solar Penetration Priority Street does not
unreasonably impact on pedestrian amenity.
5.23. A number of the representations raise valid considerations in relation to
amenity however these are already addressed in the Scheme standards
and no further changes to these standards are considered necessary
and are beyond the scope of these amendments.
Views
5.24. A number of representations consider that the amendment does not
sufficiently address views across the city because only three view lines
were considered.
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5.25. The amendments include 3 important view lines identified on Figure
22.6. The identification of these view lines was based on analysis
undertaken for earlier urban design studies.
5.26. It is agreed that there are likely to be additional important view lines that
warrant identification in the Scheme however the detailed analysis has
not been undertaken to identify and justify these.
5.27. Council has agreed to commission further work to identify additional
important view lines and view protection planes in the central area of
Hobart and Sullivans Cove for inclusion in the relevant Planning
Scheme.
5.28. No changes to the amendments in response to the representations in
relation to views are recommended.
Heritage
5.29. A number of representations are concerned that the amendment does
not sufficiently address heritage issues because the proposed Desired
Future Character Statement does not mention heritage buildings and
maintenance of heritage character. Some suggest additional heritage
precincts should be included.
5.30. The protection of heritage values in the Central Business Zone are
specifically addressed in clauses 22.4.1 A4/P4 and A5/P5 and in the
Historic Heritage Code (E13.0). There are 255 heritage listed places in
the central area of Hobart as well as 2 heritage precincts.
5.31. Given these specific heritage provisions, the review of the performance
criteria leading to these amendments did not specifically address the
need for additional heritage provisions. It is also considered that the
protection of heritage values are inherent in the proposed Desired
Future Character Statements (DFCS).
5.32. Notwithstanding this however, heritage is an important element of
townscape and streetscape considerations and it is considered that it
warrants specific mention in the proposed DFCS.
5.33. The recommended modifications to the DFCS in relation to heritage
values are provided in Attachment B.
5.34. It should also be noted that the townscape principles in the DFCS
operate in addition to the heritage provisions in the scheme.
5.35. It is beyond the scope of these amendments to include additional
heritage precincts in the Scheme.

Item No. 2.1.1
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Desired Future Character Statements
5.36. Issues raised in relation to the DFCS include concerns about the
reference to the area of intensification, their clarity, reference to the
Woolley Report and overlap with the performance criteria.
5.37. The DFCS does allow for an intensification of development within the
area bounded by Murray, Macquarie, Argyle and Melville Streets. This
is subject to meeting the relevant streetscape, townscape and amenity
considerations as well as the heritage provisions and other relevant
standards.
5.38. In relation to this issue, the Woolley Report notes that the scale, form
and height within the potential area of increased built density will be an
outcome of the principles, and that further modelling of proposed
development intensity in this location is, however, recommended before
a definitive position is reached on the appropriate maximum height.
5.39. Given the level of concern expressed in the representations about this
area of intensification and the fact that further modelling of proposed
development intensity has been proposed it is recommended that
reference to the intensification area be deleted as shown in
Attachment B.
5.40. Council has already agreed that further analysis and modelling is
necessary in order to establish appropriate maximum heights and it
would be appropriate to consider the likely outcomes of development in
the ‘intensification area’ as part of that analysis.
5.41. The Woolley report does provide useful context and explanation of the
concepts however many parts of the report are not necessarily relevant
to the assessment of applications against the performance criteria.
5.42. It is considered that the implementation of the amendment can be
simplified by defining some of the key terms used in the DFCS in the
Scheme as shown in Attachment B.
5.43. It is agreed that there is overlap between the performance criteria and
the statements in the DFCS. The amendment can be simplified by
removing the duplication and it is sufficient to rely on the DFCS.
Performance criteria
5.44. Issues raised in relation to the performance criteria include that they are
subjective and open to interpretation.
5.45. In relation to this issue it should be noted that the Planning Scheme is
performance based as required by the format in Planning Directive No1.
Performance criteria by their nature are subjective and open to
interpretation. Additional definitions proposed will assist in
interpretation and removal of duplication with the DFCS will simplify
implementation.
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Concerns about the amendment process
5.46. A number of representations are concerned that the amendments have
not considered wider issues such as traffic, parking, infrastructure, the
City Vision process and community consultation was insufficient.
5.47. The amendments do not act to increase building heights and therefore
have no implications for issues such as infrastructure, services and
traffic.
5.48. Council has commenced the Hobart City Vision Project which will lead
to a vision for the city. Future amendments to the Planning Scheme
can be considered if it is considered to be inconsistent with the new
vision.
5.49. This amendments process has involved a significant level of community
engagement as is evidenced by the attendance at the 2 public forums
and the number of representations received.
5.50. Issues such as traffic and parking and provision of services are
addressed elsewhere in the HIPS2015.
Recommended modifications
5.51. The modifications recommended in response to the representations
received are summarised below. The revised amendments (shown in
context) are provided in Attachment B.
5.52. It is recommended that the proposed DFCS be amended by:
5.52.1. Deletion of the reference to the intensification area in
Precinctual scale (c);
5.52.2. Inclusion of 3 statements related to heritage;
5.52.3. Deletion of the reference to the report: Hobart Interim Planning
Scheme 2015 - Central Business Zone - Height Standards –
Performance Criteria Review, Leigh Woolley, (2016); and
5.52.4. Other editorial changes to improve clarity.
5.53. It is recommended that definitions of some of the terms used in the
DFCS be inserted in section 4.1 Planning terms and Definitions.
5.54. It is recommended that the performance criteria in clause 22.4.1 P1 be
modified by deletion of the criteria which duplicate the DFCS along with
other editorial changes.
6.

Strategic Planning and Policy Considerations
6.1.

The draft amendment is consistent with the objectives of the Capital
City Strategic Plan 2015-2025 in regard to Strategic Objective 2.3 –
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‘City and regional planning ensures quality design, meets community
needs and maintains residential amenity’.
7.

Financial Implications
7.1.

8.

Legal, Risk and Legislative Considerations
8.1.

9.

The draft planning scheme amendment, including the reporting process
on representations which is the subject of this report, is subject to the
usual amendment process under LUPAA.

Community and Stakeholder Engagement
9.1.

10.

The proposal should not result in any additional significant Council
expenditure.

This report considers the results of a 42 day public consultation
process. These number of representations received indicate a
significant level of community interest in the proposed amendment.
This report gives Council the opportunity to recommend to the TPC
modifications of amendment in response to community feedback.

Delegation
10.1. Delegation rests with the Council.

As signatory to this report, I certify that, pursuant to Section 55(1) of the Local
Government Act 1993, I hold no interest, as referred to in Section 49 of the Local
Government Act 1993, in matters contained in this report.

ri

James McIlhenny
MANAGER PLANNING POLICY &
HERITAGE

Neil Noye
DIRECTOR CITY PLANNING

Date:
File Reference:

27 October 2017
F17/141776; PSA-17-3

Attachment A:
Attachment B:
Attachment C:
Attachment D:
Attachment E:

Certified Amendment ⇩
Revised Amendments ⇩
Representations Summary and Response ⇩
Representations - Part A ⇩
Representations - Part B ⇩
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ATTACHMENT A

am&
7
aty of HOBART
HOBART INTERIM PLANNING SCHEME 20I5

PSA-17-3 AMENDMENT
The Common Seat of the City of Hobart
is fixed hereon, pursuant to
Council's resolution of 3 July 2017,
in the presence of

7Z(
4W4-(T-e,<1

.General Manager
Deputy General Manager

AMENDMENTS TO THE PLANNING SCHEME ORDINANCE
Amendment PSA-17-3-1
Amend clause 22.1.3 Desired Future Character Statements by omitting; 'There are no
Desired Future Character Statements for this Zone.' and inserting the following:
Desired Future Character Statements

Implementation
Strategy

Regional scale:
(a) The city centre will provide a compact built focus to the region
and operate as the commercial hub of the state, reflecting an
appropriate intensity in its role as the heart of settlement.

Clause 22.4
Development
Standards for
Buildings and
Works

(h) The adjacent residential precincts characterised by low rise, fine
grained residential patterns of development shall be maintained
as distinct from the more intense and identifiable focus of the
city centre.

Page 1 of 6
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ATTACHMENT A

PSA 17 3 Amendment

(c) In response to the identified view lines, development will not
obscure or negatively impact the landscape horizons including to
Mt Wellington / kunanyi and the Wellington Range.
(d) By reinforcing the layered landform rise back from the
waterfront, the urban focus will be centered within the natural
amphitheatre beyond the water plane of Sullivans Cove, formed
by the adjacent ridges and contained by the high ground horizon.
(e) Development above the permitted height limits will not diminish
the pattern of a compact city centre by adopting a lightness of
form and graduated reductions in bulk and massing above their
street edge, becoming slimmest at their peaks.
Precinctual scale:
(a) The city centre will develop having regard to the distinct layers
of the land form, respecting the 'urban amphitheatre' including
the 'amphitheatre to the Cove', while providing a transition in
scale to the Queens Domain, the Domain Headland and the
natural rise to Barracks Hill.
(b) The city centre will provide a transition in scale from its intense
focus, acknowledging also the change in contour along the
Macquarie Ridge, including both its rising and diminishing
grades, including to the low point of the Amphitheatre to the
Cove.
(c) The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs
and lower contours of the Hobart Rivulet trough and also allow
for an intensification within the area bounded by Murray,
Macquarie, Argyle and Melville Streets to evolve as a defined
(conical) expression of built intensity, when viewed from
beyond. This should in turn reinforce a transition in scale back
from the low ground delta and the lower contours of the
Macquarie Ridge and also from the rising contours of Trinity
Hill, the Queens Domain and the Bathurst and Macquarie
Ridges.
(d) Development will be sited, designed and arranged within each
lot to assist the compact consolidation of the city centre without
the appearance of a contiguous wall of towers, to promote
separate building forms and a layered visual effect.
(e) A level of visual connectivity and permeability through city
blocks will be maintained, in addition to the existing street
network, through reductions in bulk as height increases, ensuring
light into streets and public spaces.
(f) The pattern of development will acknowledge that street
character and alignments can be assisted by managing vistas
while also encouraging pedestrian movement through the urban
blocks.
Page 2 of 6
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ATTACHMENT A

PSA 17 3 Amendment

(g) Development will acknowledge the traditional pattern of narrow
lot widths, vertically through the use of a variety of
appropriately scaled elements, and horizontally through accented
contextual cues which reflect and reinforce the rhythm within
the street.
Development scale:
(a) Development will reinforce and reflect the topography, scale and
form of the 'urban amphitheatre' of central Hobart, formed as a
progressive layering of rising ground, hills and ridges, climbing
away from the original Cove outfall, with its low ground and
defining headlands.
(b) Development will reinforce the urban fora► of central Hobart as a
compact city centre consolidating within the 'basin' behind the
Macquarie ridge and reclaimed floor, with an emphasis inclining
west and north-west.
(c) Development will reinforce the compact urban form of the city
centre by not being individually prominent by virtue of its height
or bulk, thus reinforcing the containment provided by the urban
amphitheatre.
(d) Development will acknowledge and seek to contribute to the
visual amenity derived from the layering effect formed by the
pleasing arrangement of distinct but cohesive built forms
separated by appropriate gaps when viewed from a distance.
(e) Development will acknowledge and utilise the appropriate
setbacks required to avoid the appearance of a contiguous wall
of tower forms, where a number of buildings appear as a solid
mass.
(f) Development will reinforce the consistent building edges at the
street frontage to a height in support of the 'street wall'.
Adjustments will be made to accommodate solar penetration
where appropriate.
(g) Development will ensure protection of the pedestrian street edge
to enhance public amenity and encourage interior activity
beyond the building threshold.
(h) Development where appropriate will provide permeability in
support of the open space network, of diverse street vistas,
consolidated to ensure an adequate amount of light above the
'street wail'.
(i) The building form above the street wall face shall incrementally
reduce in bulk.
For further explanation of the concepts and terms used in this Desired
Future Character Statement reference should be made to the report:
Page 3 of 6
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ATTACHMENT A

PSA-17-3 Amendment

Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 - Central Business Zone - Height
Standards — Performance Criteria Review, Leigh Woolley, (2016)

Amendment PSA-17-3-2
Amend the Objective in clause 22.4.1 as follows:
(a) insert and townscape' after `streetscape';
(b) insert 'on identified view lines and' after 'impact'.
Amendment PSA-17-3-3
Amend clause 22.4.1 P1 as follows:
(a) omit 'Development%
(b) in sub-clause (a) insert 'Development' before `contained';
(c) in sub-clause (a) omit 'does not significantly adversely impact on' and substitute
`makes a positive contribution to';
(d) in sub-clause (a) insert 'having regard to the criteria listed in clause 22.4.1
P1(b)(ii), (iv), (v) and (vii)' after 'area';
(e) in sub-clause (b) insert 'Development' before 'outside';
(1) omit 'sub-clause (b)(ii)' and substitute the following:
(ii) the siting, bulk and design makes a positive contribution to the streetscape
and townscape of the surrounding area by:
(a) reinforcing and reflecting the topography, scale and form of the urban
amphitheatre of central Hobart, formed as a progressive layering of rising
ground, hills and ridges climbing away from the original cove outfall, its
low ground and defining headlands;
(b) reinforcing the urban form of central Hobart as a compact city centre
consolidating within the basin behind the Macquarie ridge and reclaimed
floor, with an emphasis inclining west and north west;
(c) reinforcing the compact urban form of the city centre by not being
individually prominent by virtue of its height or bulk, thus reinforcing the
containment provided by the urban amphitheatre;
(d) providing a lightness of form and graduated reductions in bulk and massing
above their street wall edge becoming slimmest at their peaks;
(e) providing the setbacks that are necessary to avoid the appearance of a
contiguous wall of tower forms, where a number of buildings appear as a
solid mass;
(t) reinforcing the consistent building edges at the street frontage to a height in
support of the street wall; and
(g) providing permeability in support of the open space network and diverse
street vistas;
and'
Page 4 of 6
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ATTACHMENT A

PSA 17 3 Amendment

(g) renumber sub-clause (b)(iv) to (vi) and insert new sub-clauses (b)(iv) and (v) as
follows:
(iv)it does not obscure or negatively impact on the view lines identified in Figure
22.6 or the landscape horizons to Mt Wellington / kunanyi and the Wellington
Range from public spaces within the Central Business Zone; and
(v) it is consistent with the Desired Future Character Statements in clause 22.3.1;
and'
(h) insert a new sub-clause (b)(vii) as follows:
(vii) overshadowing of public open space does not unreasonably impact on the
amenity of that space.

Amendment PSA-17-3-4
Amend clause 22.4.1 P3 as follows:
(a) in sub-clause (a) omit 'not have a materially adverse impact on' and substitute
`make a positive contribution to';
(b) omit sub-clause (b)(i) and substitute the following:
(i) it provides significant benefits in terms of civic amenities such as public space,
pedestrian links, public art or public toilets, unless an extension to an existing
building that already exceeds the Amenity Building Envelope; and'
(c) omit `.' at the end of sub-clause (iii) and substitute 1 ; and'.
(d) insert new sub-clauses (iv), (v) and (vi) as follows;
(iv)the siting, bulk and design-makes a positive contribution to the
streetscape and townscape of the surrounding area by:
(a) reinforcing and reflecting the topography, scale and form of the urban
amphitheatre of central Hobart, formed as a progressive layering of rising
ground, hills and ridges climbing away from the original cove outfall, its
low ground and defining headlands;
(b) reinforcing the urban form of central Hobart as a compact city centre
consolidating within the 'basin' behind the Macquarie 'ridge and
reclaimed 'floor', with an emphasis inclining west and north west;
(c) reinforcing the compact urban form of the city centre by not being
individually prominent by virtue of its height or bulk, thus reinforcing the
'containment' provided by the urban amphitheatre;
(d) providing a lightness of form and graduated reductions in bulk and
massing above their street wall edge becoming slimmest at their peaks;
(e) providing the setbacks that are necessary to avoid the appearance of a
contiguous wall of tower forms, where a number of buildings appear as a
solid mass;
(f) reinforcing the consistent building edges at the street frontage to a height
in support of the 'street wall; and
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PSA 17 3 Amendment

(g) providing permeability in support of the open space network and diverse
street vistas; and
(v) it does not obscure or negatively impact on the view lines identified in Figure 22.6
or the landscape horizons to Mt Wellington / kunanyi and the Wellington Range
from public spaces within the Central Business Zone; and
(vi) it is consistent with the Desired Future Character Statements in clause 22.3.1.

Amendment PSA-17-3-5
Insert Figure 22.6 after Figure 22.5ii as provided in Annexure A.
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Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 - PSA-17-3 Amendments
Modifications to Amendments recommended in response to representations
received

Amendment PSA-17-3-1
Amend clause 22.1.3 Desired Future Character Statements by omitting; 'There are no
Desired Future Character Statements for this Zone.' and inserting the following:
Desired Future Character Statements

Implementation
Strategy

Regional scale:
(a) The city centre will provide a compact built focus to the region
and operate as the commercial hub of the state, reflecting an
appropriate intensity in its role as the heart of settlement.
(b) The adjacent residential precincts characterised by low rise, fine
grained residential patterns of development shall be maintained
as distinct from the more intense and identifiable focus of the
city centre.
(c) In response to the identified view lines identified in Figure 22.6,
development will not obscure or negatively impact the landscape
horizons including to Mt Wellington / kunanyi and the
Wellington Range.
(d) By reinforcing the layered landfonn rise back from the
waterfront, the urban focus will be centered located within the
natural amphitheatre beyond the waterplane of Sullivans Cove
and including the reclaimed Cove Floor, formed by the adjacent
ridges and contained by the high ground horizon.
(e) Development above the permitted height limits will not diminish
the pattern of a compact city centre by adopting a lightness of
fonn and graduated reductions in bulk and massing above their
street edge, becoming slimmest at their peaks.
(f) The unique and nationally significant heritage assets in the city
centre will continue to be protected and celebrated as a central
and defining feature of the area.
Precinctual scale:
(a) The city centre will develop having regard to the distinct layers
of the land form, respecting the urban amphitheatre including the
amphitheatre to the Cove, while providing a transition reduction
in scale to the Queens Domain, the Domain and Battery Point
headlands and the natural rise to Barracks Hill.
(b) The city centre will provide a transition in scale from its intense
focus in the basin, acknowledging also the change in contour
along the Macquarie Ridge, including both its rising and
diminishing grades, including to the low point of the
amphritheat•e to the Cove.

Clause 22.4
Development
Standards for
Buildings and
Works
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(c) The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs
and lower contours of the Hobart Rivulet trough (being the area
of and the area adjacent to the incised water-course of the Hobart
Rivulet)
bounded by Murray. Macquarie, Argyle and Melville Streets to
evolve as a defined (conical) expression of built intensity, when
viewed from beyond. This should in turn reinforce a transition in
scale back from the low ground delta and the lower contours of
the Macquarie Ridge and also from the rising contours of Trinity
Hill, the Queens Domain and the Bathurst and Macquarie
Ridges.
(d) Development will be sited, designed and arranged within each
lot to assist the compact consolidation of the city centre without
the appearance of a contiguous wall of towers, to promote
separate building forms and a layered visual effect.
(e) A level of visual connectivity and permeability through city
blocks will be maintained, in addition to the existing street
network, through reductions in bulk as height increases, ensuring
light into streets and public spaces.
(f) The pattern of development will acknowledge that street
character and alignments can be assisted by managing vistas
while also encouraging pedestrian movement through the urban
blocks.
(g) Development will acknowledge the traditional pattern of narrow
lot widths, vertically through the use of a variety of
appropriately scaled elements, and horizontally through accented
contextual cues which reflect and reinforce the rhythm within
the street.
(h) The city centre will develop in a way that protects and enhances
the characteristics of the area that contribute to its cultural
heritage significance.
Development scale:
(a) While consolidating as a compact urban centre, development
will reinforce and reflect the topography, scale and form of the
urban amphitheatre of central Hobart, formed as a progressive
layering of rising ground, hills and ridges, climbing away from
the original Cove outfall, with its low ground and defining
headlands.
(b) Development will reinforce the urban form of central Hobart as a
compact city centre consolidating within the basin behind the
Macquarie ridge and reclaimed floor, with an emphasis inclining
west and north-west.
(c) Development will reinforce the compact urban form of the city
centre by not being individually prominent by virtue of its height
or bulk, thus reinforcing the containment provided by the urban
amphitheatre.
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(d) Development will acknowledge and seek to contribute to the
visual amenity derived from the layering effect formed by the
pleasing arrangement of distinct but cohesive built forms
separated by appropriate gaps when viewed from a distance.
(e) Development will acknowledge and utilise the appropriate
setbacks required to avoid the appearance of a contiguous wall
of tower forms, where a number of buildings appear as a solid
mass.
(f) Development will reinforce the consistent building edges at the
street frontage to a height in support of the street wall and where
appropriate its heritage streetscapes. Adjustments will be made
to accommodate solar penetration where appropriate,
(g) Development will ensure protection of the pedestrian street edge
to enhance public amenity and encourage interior activity
beyond the building threshold.
(h) Development where appropriate will provide permeability in
support of the open space network, of diverse street vistas,
consolidated to ensure an adequate amount of light above the
street wall.
(1) The building form above the street wall face shall incrementally
reduce in bulk.
(j) Development located within heritage streetscapes will be
designed to reinforce and not overwhelm the heritage character
of the street.
For further explanation of the concepts and terms used in this Desired
Future Character Statement reference should be made to the report:
Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 Central Business Zone Height
Standards Performance Criteria Review, Leigh Woolley, (2016)
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Recommended definitions to be inserted in section 4.1 Planning terms and Definitions

Reclaimed floor:
The flat fill surface of Sullivans Cove having a recognisable identity contained by the natural rise
of the topography and the deep water of the harbour, sometimes reinforced by the built form.
Urban amphitheatre:
Means the progressive layering of rising ground, hills and ridges, climbing away from the original
Sullivans Cove outfall, with its low ground and defining headlands. (Illustrated in Figure 22.8)
Basin:
Means the low ground area accentuated by the course of the Hobart Rivulet and located between
surrounding ridges and hills. (Illustrated in Figures 22.7 and 22 8)
Street wall:
Means the principal boundary wall facing directly onto the street and forming a continuous or near
continuous line of buildings.
Individually prominent:
Means in contrast with buildings in the vicinity, a building that is significantly higher or more
pronounced or has a larger apparent size within the townscape or when viewed in street
elevation.
Permeability:
Means the ease with which visual connectivity and pedestrian movement within the city can
occur. It includes the through-block links or connections that provide vitality and diversity to the
urban experience. It can also refer to the amount of light between buildings above the street wall,
and the characteristic landscape connections when viewing out along and beyond the central city
streets.
Townscape:
Means the urban form of the city and the visual quality of its appearance, It includes the urban
landscape and visual environment of the city. As a concept it strives to give order to the form of
the city, the pattern of landscape and development of the urban landscape.
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Figure 22.7 - Central Hobart Landform Structure

• OD
Source: Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 - Central Business Zone - Height Standards - Performance Criteria
Review, Leigh Woolley, (2016)

Figure 22.8 — Landform Features

Source: Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 Central Business Zone - Height Standards — Performance Criteria
Review, Leigh Woolley, (2016)
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Revised amendments to clause 22.4.1:
22.4.1 Building Height
Objective:
To ensure that building height contributes positively to the streetscape and
townscape and does not result in unreasonable impact on identified view
lines and on residential amenity of land in a residential zone.
Acceptable Solutions

Performance Criteria

Al

P1

Building height within the Central
Business Core Area in Figure 22.2 must
be no more than:

Develop-Fnent4

(a) 15m if on, or within 15m of, a
south-west or south-east facing
frontage;
(b}

20m If on, or within 15m of, a
north-west or north-east facing
frontage;

(c) 30m if set back more than 15m from
a frontage;
unless an extension to an existing
building that:
(i) is necessary solely to provide
access, toilets, or other facilities
for people with disabilities;
(ii) is necessary to provide
facilities required by other
legislation or regulation.

(a)Development contained within the
Amenity Building Envelope illustrated
in Figure 22.3 must demonstrate
through siting, bulk and design that
it
impact on makes a positive
contribution to the streetscape and
townscape values of the surrounding
area having regard to:
the criteria listed in clause
(I)
22.4.1 P1(b) (iii) and (iv); and
(ii) the impact on the view lines
identified in Figure 22.6, or on
the landscape horizons to Mt
Wellington / kunanyi and the
Wellington Range from public
spaces within the Central
Business Zone.

(b)Development outside the Amenity
Building Envelope illustrated In Figure
22.3 must only be approved if:
it provides significant benefits in
terms of civic amenities such as
public space, pedestrian links,
public art or public toilets, unless
an extension to an existing
building that already exceeds the
Amenity Building Envelope; and
the siting, bulk and design_does
not significantly negatively impact
en—makes a positive
contribution to the streetscape
and townscape of the
surrounding area having regard
to:
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ki minimising unacceptable wind
conditions in adjacent streets;
(6

the degree of consistency with
the Desired Future Character
Statements in clause 22.3.1;
and

(...) for city blocks with frontage to a
Solar Penetration Priority Street
in Figure 22.2, the overshadowing
of the public footpath on the
opposite side of the Solar
Penetration Priority Street does
not unreasonably impact on
pedestrian amenity; and
overshadowing of public open
space does not unreasonably
impact on the amenity of that
space.
A2

P2

Building height within 10 m of a
residential zone must be no more than
8.5 m.

Building height within 10 m of a
residential zone must be compatible
with the building height of existing
buildings on adjoining lots in the
residential zone.

A3

P3

Building height within the Central
Business Fringe Area in Figure
22.2 must be no more than:

0) The siting, bulk and design of
development must respect the
transition between the core area of
0) 11.5m and a maximum of 3 storeys;
the Central Business Zone and
adjacent
zones and must not have a
(bl 15m and a maximum of 4 storeys, if
materially
adverse impact on make
the development provides at least
a positive contribution to the
50% of the floor space above ground
streetscape and townscape of the
floor level for residential use;
surrounding area;
unless an extension to an existing
(I)) Development outside the Amenity
building that:
Building Envelope illustrated in
is necessary solely to provide
Figure 22.3 must only be approved
access, toilets, or other facilities
if:
for people with disabilities;
it provides overriding benefits in
(ii) is necessary to provide
terms of economic activity and
facilities required by other
civic amenities, unle_z an
legislation or regulation.
cxtcnzion to an cxizting
building that already exceeds
the Amenity building Envelope it
provides significant benefits in
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terms of civic amenities such as
public space, pedestrian links,
public art or public toilets,
unless an extension to an
existing building that already
exceeds the Amenity Building
Envelope± and
the design demonstrates that it
will minimise unacceptable wind
conditions in adjacent streets;
and
overshadowing of the public
footpath on the opposite side of

the street does not
unreasonably impact on
pedestrian amenity; and
(.0 overshadowing of public open
space does not unreasonably
impact on the amenity of that
space; and
the siting, bulk and designmakes a positive contribution
to the streetscape and townscape
of the surrounding area having
regard to the degree of
consistency with the Desired
Future Character Statements in
clause 22.3.1.
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PSA-17-3 Summary of representations and response
The following table summarises the issues raised in representations submitted to the Council in relation to the proposed amendment to clauses 22.1.3 Desired Future
Character Statements and 22 4.1 Building Height in the Central Business Zone of the Hobart interim Planning Scheme 2015 and provides a response as to merit and
recommendations. Any reference 10 the Woolley Report' is a reference to the report titled: Hobart interim Panning Scheme 2015 - Contra/ Business Zone - Height
Standards — Performance Criteria Review, Leigh Woolley, (2016)

Contents
Issue - 75m Height Limit

2

Issue - Maximum Height Limits

3

Issue - Building Height generally

5

Issue - Amenity

5

Issue - Views

7

Issue - Heritage

8

Issue - Desired Future Character Statements

10

Issue - Performance Criteria

13

Issue - Concerns about the amendment process

16

General

23

Alternative suggestions

25

Support for the amendments

26

Other

27
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Representation No.

28, 32, 34, 59, 69, 74, 75, 80,
106, 111, 116, 126, 133, 139,
153, 168, 179#
29, 108, 117
29, 31, 56, 59, 80, 86, 90, 08,
100, 104, 111, 114, 114, 115,
124, 135, 137, 144, 147, 168,
170
29, 33, 80, 135, 147, 163
76
156
9, 11, 13, 17, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23,
24, 25, 27, 36, 39, 42, 45, 48,
53, 54, 62, 63, 67, 70, 74, 84,
87, 92, 94, 96, 106, 107, 108,
110, 112, 119, 128, 129, 132,
133, 134, 139, 140, 146, 154,
159, 172, 174, 177, 180

ATTACHMENT C

Summary of Issues Raised

Response Merit and impact of
representation

The 75m height limit suggested in the amendment should
be maintained or even reduced_
The 75m height limit mentioned in the amendment is too
high and not appropriate for the CBS.

The amendments do not propose
to alter the current numerical
standards in relation to height and
do not have the effect of setting a
maximum height limit of 75m.

Issue - 75mieightlimit
4

Page 33

Recommendation Need for modification of
amendment

,.

Concern that a maximum height limit of 75m will become
the standard.
The reference to a maximum height of 75m should be
removed from the Woolley Report%

The 75m height limit has no relevance or justification and
appears to be an arbitrary number.
The amendment should not include reference to any
development over 70m
The slope of the land would magnify the height of a 75m
high building_
The proposed amendment should not include a 75m
height limit. This limit should either be removed from the
Woolley Report' or the whole report removed from the
amendment.

The amendments however do
reference the Woolley Report
which contains a footnote on page
49 suggesting that the maximum
height of buildings in the potential
zone of increased density is 75m.
It was not the intention that this
footnote be interpreted in the way
suggested in a number of the
representations and in order to
remove any doubt it is
recommended that the reference
to the Woolley Report be deleted
from the amendments.
As discussed further in response
to other representations below the
reference to the Woolley Report
can be replaced by defining some
of the terminology used

2

Recommendation:
That the reference to the
Woolley Report be deleted
from the amendments.
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Issue - Maximum Heinits
9, 11, 13, 18, 20, 23, 27, 31, 39,
45, 48, 54, 56, 59, 65, 67, 70,
74, 84, 92, 100, 106, 110, 111,
112, 116, 117, 119, 128, 129,
132,134, 136, 137, 140, 141,
145, 153, 154, 164, 165, 168,
177, 180
173
47, 122
77
102
2
113
76

40

24, 31, 34, 36, 41, 42, 53, 56,
64, 72, 74, 75, 78, 80, 82, 85,
88, 93, 95, 96, 100, 104, 109,
112, 114, 120, 125, 133, 135,
138, , 147, 155, 159, 164, 167,
168, 170, 172, 174, 181
62
35, 140

133
171

A

Maximum building height limits should be set.

•

The HIPS Central Business Zone
does not currently specify an
absolute maxim height and the
amendments do not propose to
alter the current numerical
standards in relation to height

There should be a maximum height limit of four storeys.
There should be a height limit of 15m (4.5 storeys)
There should be a maximum building height of five to six
storeys with no exceptions.
There should be a maximum height of 30m/8 Storeys.
There should be a height limit of 36m with no discretion.
There should be a maximum height of 10 Storeys.
Maximum building heights should be 13 storeys or 40m,
whichever is less_ With precincts within the city of less
than this_
The height limit should be 43m, with Trinity Church the
highest point in the heritage area and discretion for only
2 storeys above the maximum.
There should be a maximum height of 45m.

A maximum height limit of 45rn should be imposed for
two years to allow for comrnunily consultation.
The existing height limits of 45m should remain with
discretion to increase by only 10% where justified, not
just to increase profits.
Development over 45m should only be approved where
there is explicit public benefit_
Buildings should only be allowed over 45m if there is a
majority vote by the Hobart rate payers.
3

Based on the work already
undertaken by Leigh Woolley in
relation to the townscape values it
would be difficult to justify a single
maximum height across the
Central Business Zone. The
Woolley Report recommends that
there should be a transition in
height from the centre of the CBD
to the fringes. Council has
already agreed that further
analysis and modelling is
necessary in order to establish
appropriate maximum heights and
the designation of height control
planes.
Without detailed analysis and
modelling of different buildings
heights in the CBD and Sullivan
Cove, it is difficult to justify an
absolute maximum height limit
and be consistent with the
objectives of LUPAA, particularly
in relation to facilitating economic
development or be consistent with
the activity centre policies in the
Southern Tasmania Regional
Land Use Strategy.
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Recommendation:

.

That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
specifying maximum height
limits.
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116

12, 45, 123
95, 109
95, 109
102
44, 117

90, 120
86
151

79

9, 11, 13, 18, 19, 20, 29, 31, 36,
39, 45, 48, 54, 56, 60, 63, 67,
70, 74, 92, 94, 106, 110, 112,
115, 119, 127, 128, 129, 132,
137, 139, 140, 150, 153, 154,
164, 169, 174, 177, 180

l hnre should he a maximum building height of 45m, or if
discr❑li❑n is required, a maximum building height of 40m
vviih discreti❑n t❑ increase lime height by 10%.
45rn is an appropriate he.ighl and there should be no
more buildings Over 45m in the CBD.
The 'street wall' should have a maximum height of 11.5m
(3 storeys) not 20m and pedestrian amenity protected.
The Central Business Fringe Area should have absolute
maximum heights of 11.5m and 15m
There should be no approval of development above the
permitted heights.
There should be height limits with limited flexibility for
amenity reasons rather than convenience or profits_ The
rules governing this flexibility must be clear_
Development that exceed height limits should be open to
community and heritage consultation.
Buildings higher than 45m should be setback 5-10m from
the front boundary.
There should not be a maximum height limit and the
planning scheme should maintain flexibility for
discretionary applications.
There should not be height restrictions. There is limited
space in the CBD so an increase in height is required. A
limit of 45m would hold back progress in Hobart.
The current height limits should not be amended until the
Council's study into maximum height limits is complete.

4

To include a maximum height limit
is beyond the scope of these
amendments.
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Issue - Building Height generally
1, 4, 6, 8, 16, 17, 22, 27, 30, 33,
43, 46, 59, 60, 69, 86, 87, 89,
97, 99, 106, 107, 112, 120, 124,
135, 153
2, 77, 78, 100, 108, 130, 138,
152, 156, 164, 179#
35, 58, 64, 69, 136

58, 141, 156
35, 44, 127

The existing height limits should be retained.

There are existing and/or recently approved buildings in
the city that area not appropriate_
There have already been a number of unsuitably tall
buildings constructed and this should not continue to
happen.
45m is too high.
Support increased density but not by an increase in
height.

25, 30, 36, 45, 52, 53, 59, 50,
63, 67, 70, 75, 76, 89, 91, 94,

becoming high rise.

1he cily should remain low or medium rise rather than

99, 133, 139, 141, 168, 174,
175, 177
38, 46, 75, 83, 93, 98, 155, 156

A precedent will be set for hi-rise buildings.

9, 11

An increase in height would make the city less attractive

47

Concern that this will lead to an increase in heights in
surrounding blocks.
Height limits should not be altered to benefit developers.

The amendments do not propose
to alter the current numerical
standards in relation to height and
do not have the effect of setting or
increasing maximum height limits.
The primary purpose of the
amendments is to specify the
townscape and streetscape
considerations for buildings that
do not meet the acceptable
solutions in relation to height.

Recommendation:
Recommendation:

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to the representations
concerning height generally_

No changes to the amendments
are considered necessary in
response to the representations in

relation to height generally.

to locals and tourists.

19, 26, 86, 154

Issue - Amenity
1

21

1, 52, 62, 69 71, 95, 109, 152,
165 171, 177, 179#

The shadow length for a 45m building is 120m and for a
75m building is near 200m. ❑ ue to the NE/NW alignment
of the streets every street will be affected.
Because of the grid pattern of the streets and the
topography of Hobart, tall buildings intensify
overshadowing and wind tunnels.
Current building heights and/or some existing buildings

have already been detrunenial In amenity. For example
by overshadowing, causing wind tunnels and/or blocking
views.

5

The current development
standards for buildings in the
Central Business Zone in the
HP52015 were formulated after a
detailed review and analysis of

land use and development
patterns in the central city area .
(These reports are available on
the HCC web site.)

1

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to the amenity issues raised.
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1, 33, 39, 58, 59, 64, 71, 74, 78,
98, 106, 139, 141, 150
64
8, 38, 53, 61 73, 85, 97, 109,
111, 120, 123, 135, 143, 177
1,171

25, 69

47,76,113
7, 40, 83, 84,125, 130, 133, 172,
173

80, 106, 118, 138, 139
95,106

112, 114, 140

28
68, 152
1

47

Tall buildings reduce sunlight and cause wind tunnels.
Tall buildings can also increase temperatures in summer
by absorbing and releasing radiant heat.
Concern regarding the impact on amenity. For example
through loss of sunlight, overshadowing and/or changes
in wind patterns.
People appreciate the city as low rise and that the
presence of sunlight allows for some warmth even in
winter.
The proposed amendment should include a requirement
to setback taller parts of building from the street to allow
sunlight at street level and/or wind modelling.
There must be protection of winter sun to the street level_
The proposed amendment does not address the
environmental impact of an increase in height and
density. For example, solar access and wind speed
needs to be considered.
High-rise buildings are not required for affordable
housing and reduce liveability.
All development in the Central Business Zone and
Central Business Fringe Area should be assessed for
solar penetration and heritage.
The performance criteria should include specific
assessments for solar access and wind. Such as sun
angles and wind speeds_
An increase in height outside of the CBS will still block
sun and create wind tunnels to major shopping centres.
The proposed amendment does not sufficiently address
protection of amenity.
Viewlines are important but liveability of the city and the
pedestrian environment through access to sun and
shelter from wind is more important.
Concerned that heritage, access to sunlight and lifestyle
must be maintained and protected.

6

The development standards
address building height, setbacks,
design, passive surveillance,
ouldoor storage and pedestrian
links.
The building height standards in
the Central Business Zone
include an 'Amenity Building
I nvolope' which has been
developed with regard to heritage,
streetscape and sense of scale,
wind effects and solar
penetration.
The performance criteria in clause
22.4.1 P1(b) provides that
development outside the Amenity
Building Envelope must only be
approved if:
it provides significant
benefits in terms of civic
amenities such as public space,
pedestrian links, public art or
public toilets, unless an extension
to an existing building that already
exceeds the Amenity Building
Envelope; and
the siting, bulk and design
does not significantly negatively
impact on the streetscape and
townscape of the surrounding
area; and
(iii)
the design demonstrates
that it will minimise unacceptable
wind conditions in adjacent
streets; and
(iv)
for city blocks with
frontage to a Solar Penetration
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Priority Street in I vire 22.2, the
overshadowing of Inc public
footpalh on the opposite side of
the Solar Penetration Priority
Street does not unreasonably
impact on pedestrian amenity.
A number of the representations
raise valid issues in relation lo
amenity however these arc:
already addressed in the Scheme
standards and no further changes
to these standards are considered
necessary and are beyond the
scope of these amendments.

Issue - Views
9, 13, 17, 18, 23, 24, 25, 27, 31,
34, 35, 36, 39, 44, 45, 48, 54,
56, 59, 62, 67, 70, 74, 75, 80,
84, 92, 93, 95, 97, 109, 110,
112, 113, 127, 129, 132, 133,
139, 140, 147, 152, 154, 161,
164, 167, 174, 177, 180
9, 11, 13, 18, 24, 27, 36, 39, 48,
59, 67, 70, 84, 91, 94, 110, 112,
128, 129, 132, 140, 154, 174,
180
20, 22, 83
37, 109, 114, 124, 130, 171
38, 139
145

NI

The amendment does not sufficiently address views
across the city because only three view lines were
considered.

The amendments include 3
important view lines identified on
Figure 22.6. The identification of
these view lines was based on
analysis undertaken for earlier
urban design studies.

The additional view lines of West Hobart to the waterfront
and Glebe to the mountain should be included.

It is agreed that there are likely to
be additional important view lines
that warrant identification in the
Scheme however the detailed
analysis has not been undertaken
to identify and justify these.

The proposed increase in height would block existing
view lines.
Existing view fines across the city must be retained.
Viewlines have already been lost by existing, relatively
recent developments.
It is not clear how the view lines were chosen or how
additional views would be protected.

7

Council has agreed to
commission further work to
identify additional important view
lines and view protection planes

I

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to issues related to views.
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in the central area of I lobart and
Suliivans Cove for inclusion in the
relevant Planning Scheme.
No changes to the amendments
in response to the representations
in relation to views are
recommended.

Issue - Heritage
6, 9, 11, 13, 17, 18, 20, 24, 25,
27, 34, 35, 36, 39, 41, 42, 44,
48, 53, 54, 57, 59, 62, 63, 67,
70, 74, 75, 83, 84, 88, 92, 94,
99, 100, 108, 109, 110, 112,
115, 120, 122, 125, 127, 128,
129, 132, 137, 139, 140, 144,
145, 154, 156, 159, 164, 168,
170, 172, 174, 177, 180
6

7, 42, 85, 95, 112, 120, 122,
135, 156, 162, 166, 167
7, 20, 23, 47, 83, 133, 141, 156,
166, 169
37, 82, 86, 88, 119, 135, 156
38 and check all below, 179#
38, 108, 175
40

I

I

The amendment does not sufficiently address heritage
issues because the proposed Desired Future Character
Statement does not mention heritage buildings and
maintenance of heritage character.

The proposed zone of intensification would allow for
buildings that would dwarf heritage listed buildings,
particularly the sandstone buildings on Murray and
Macquarie Street.
The proposed amendment does not address
conservation of the heritage streetscape.
The proposed amendment documents do not sufficiently
address heritage issues.
Heritage streetscapes must be recognised and
considered.
Taller buildings will be detrimental to the heritage
characteristics of Hobart
New developments should fit in with heritage and not
dominate it and/or detract from it.
The heritage area identified in the report should have
been larger.

8

The protection of heritage values
in the Central Business Zone are
specifically addressed in clauses
22.4.1 A4/P4 and A5/P5 and in
the Historic Heritage Code
(E13.0). There are 255 heritage
listed places in the central area of
Hobart as well as 2 heritage
precincts.
Given these specific heritage
provisions the review of the
performance criteria leading to
these amendments did not
specifically address the need for
additional heritage provisions.
It is acknowledged however that
heritage is an important element
of townscape and streetscape
considerations and warrants
specific mention in the proposed
Desired Future Character
Statement_

LE

Recommendation:

That the amendments be
modified by the addition of
statements in relation to
heritage values as shown in
Attachment B.
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42, 135, 172

11, 13, 18, 25, 7, 36, 52, 62, 65,
71, 72, 74, 76, 82, 90, 97, 99,
101, 106, 112, 113, 114, 121,
124, 132, 133, 137, 154, 155,
157, 164, 171, 174
90
156
20
25

71, 88, 138, 156
112
112
160

The protection of heritage should be included in the
Desired I uttire Character Statements and the
performance criteria.
The heritage streetscapes need to be protected.

There will be a detrimental impact on heritage buildings
by a loss of sunlight and creation of wind tunnels
There should be an 'historic urban heritage precinct'.
Internationally, heritage character has been recognised
as having a significance far beyond monetary value.
Agreement with and support for the topographic and
morphological analysis that is the basis of the Woolley
report but disagreement with the proposition that Hobart
can assimilate high rise at all and especially in its historic
and cultural centre. In particular the footprint of the 1811
Meehan plan cannot survive, as an intelligible historic
origin that defines the city, with high rise development,
and should be made a special precinct
New development should be required to blend in or
complement surrounding architecture.
I iebarl should adopt UNESCO's I first❑ric Urban
Landscape principles and approach
Request confirmation that the amended townscape
principles will not contradict existing heritage values.
The performance criteria should include heritage values.

9

The recommended modifications
to the Desired Future Character
Statement (DFCS) in relation to
heritage values are provided in
Attachment B.
It should be noted that the
tOwnscape principles in the DFCS
operate in addition t❑ the heritage
pr❑ visions in Ilia scheme.
It is beyond the scope of these
11.5I.0 itic.uce
i nc lude additional
amendments
heritage precincts in the Scheme.
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Issue - Desired Future Character Statements
3, 17, 37, 52, 57, 127

9, 10, 11, 13, 17, 18, 20, 23, 24,
25, 27, 31, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39,
45, 48, 53, 54, 56, 59, 60, 67,
69, 70, 74, 75, 84, 85, 91, 94,
95, 97, 103, 106, 108, 110, 111,
112, 114, 119, 124, 128, 129,
132, 133, 135, 137, 139, 144,
146, 147, 150, 153, 154, 157,
159, 164, 165, 167, 168, 170,
174, 175, 177, 180

Support for the inclusion of Local Area Objectives and/or
Desired Future Character Statements to guide decisions
for developments that do not meet height guidelines.

Noted.

The Desired Future Character Statements should not
reference 'intensification' and/or a zone of 'built intensity
or a 'high rise zone'.

The amendments do not
designate a 'high rise zone'.
The DFCS does allow for an
intensification of development
within the area bounded by
Murray, Macquarie, Argyle and
Melville Streets. This is subject
to meeting the relevant
streetscape, townscape and
amenity considerations as well as
the heritage provisions and other
relevant standards.
In relation to this issue the
Woolley Report notes that the
scale, form and height within the
potential area of increased built
density will be an outcome of the
principles, and that further
modelling of proposed
development intensity in this
location is however recommended
before a definitive position is
reached on the appropriate
maximum height.
Given the level of concern
expressed in the representations
about this area of intensification
and the fact that further modelling

10

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the reference to the area
of intensification in the Desired
Future Character Statement be
deleted as shown in
Attachment B.
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of proposed development
intensity has been proposed it is
recommended that reference to
the intensification area be deleted
as shown in Attachment B.
Council has already agreed that
further analysis and modelling is
necessary in order t❑ establish
appropriate MaXIMUFTI heights and
it would be appropriate to
consider the likely outcomes of
development in the 'irdensification
area as part of that analysis.
42, 120, 135

Clause (e) under the regional scale and clause (c) under
the precinctual scale sections of the Desired Future
Character Statement should be removed.

Regional scale (e) states:

Development above the permitted
height limits will not diminish the
pattern of a compact city centre
by adopting a lightness of form
and graduated reductions in bulk
and massing above their street
edge, becoming slimmest at their
peaks.

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to DFCS Regional scale (e).

This is a relevant and important
consideration in relation to
townscape values and should be
retained.
Preanctual scale (c) relates to the
intensification area discussed
above and should be retained
subject to the recommended
modification.
127

The Desired Future Character Statement should include
protection of solar access

11

It is considered that solar access
issues are adequately addressed
through the amenity building

Recommendation:
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envelope (clause 22.4.1 P1) and
clause 22.4.1 P3.
148

156

160, 166

There should be no change to clause 22.1.3 Desired
Future Character Statement, it is appropriate as it stands

No matter how strong Desired Future Character
Statements are, they will not stand up to an appeal at the
Tribunal.

Without the context of the Woolley Report', the Desired
Future Character Statements would be challenging to
interpret.

It is considered that some
amendments to the DFCS are
justified in response to the
representations received, these
are shown in Attachment B.
Concern noted.

The Woolley report does provide
useful context and explanation of
the concepts however many parts
of the report are not necessarily
be relevant to the assessment of
applications against the
performance criteria
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That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the reference to the
Woolley Report be deleted
from the amendments and
definitions added as shown in
Attachment B

It is considered that the
implementation of the amendment
can be simplified by defining
some of the key terms used in the
DFCS in the Scheme.
160

160, 161, 188

There should be fewer Desired Future Character
Statements with no overlap in the Zone Purpose
Statement or performance criteria. They should also be
more explicit about which provisions they relate to

It is agreed that there is overlap
between the performance criteria
and the statements in the Dl CS.
The amendment can be simpl Pied
by removing the duplication and It
is sufficient to rely on the DFCS.

Recommendation:

The terms used in the proposed Desired Future
Character Statements should be defined within the
planning r.A;tierrie.

Agreed, additional definitions are
recommended to be included as
shown in Altachment I 3.

Recommendation:

12

That the performance criteria
which duplicate the DFCS be
deleted as shown in
Attachment B.
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161, 166

The proposed Desired Future Character Statements are
not clear and applications will require input from a
streetscape 'expert'. This will add an extra cost to
development

The clarity of the DFCS can be
improved by the inclusion of
definitions of the key term used in
the statements.
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That additional definitions be
included as shown in
Attachment B.
Recommendation:
That additional definitions be
included as shown in
Attachment B.

The Central Business Zone
clauses 22.4.1 P1 and P3 already
require consideration of
streetscape and townscape
impacts which are likely to require
input from an urban design
professional. The amendments
do not change that situation and
provide additional guidance to
assists experts in their
assessment

Issue - Rerformance Criteria
21, 31, 56, 69, 98, 136, 145, 166

37

42, 172

The amended performance criteria should provide clear
guidelines that everyone can understand.

Support for performance criteria for overshadowing, view
lines and public amenity

The proposed Desired Future Character Statement
undermine current height requirements by including
precinctual and regional scale clauses.

13

The clarity of the DFCS can be
improved by the inclusion of
definitions of the key term used in
the statements. Removal of
o.f ormance
duplicationper.
1
criteria
and DFCS is recommended as
discussed above.

Recommendation:

Noted.

Recommendation:

The amendments do not propose
to alter the current numerical
standards in relation to height and
do not have the effect of

That additional definitions be
included as shown in
Attachment B.

T hat the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
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undermining the current height
standards.
42, 83, 120, 172

The existing amenity building envelope provides flexibility
for developments whereas the amended performance
criteria moves the focus towards buildings above 45m.
Requirements to meet the existing amenity building
envelope should be strengthened.

The amendments do not propose
to alter the current numerical
standards in relation to height and
do not have the effect of
encouraging buildings higher than
45m.
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That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

The amendments specify the
townscape and streetscape
considerations for buildings that
do not meet the acceptable
solutions in relation to height.
42, 46, 57, 69, 99, 113, 117,
120, 135, 140, 141, 145, 147,
153, 161, 166

The proposed performance criteria is too broad,
subjective and open to interpretation.

46

The term 'does not significantly adversely impact on'
should not be replaced with 'makes a positive
contribution'

57

76, 117, 158

The Planning scheme is
performance based as required
by the format in Planning
Directive No1. Performance
criteria by their nature are
subjective and open to
interpretation_ Additional
definitions proposed will assist in
interpretation.
A more positive statement is
preferred as the former statement
assumes some level of adverse
impact.

Views of the mountain from Hunter Street/ Franklin Wharf
should be part of the acceptable solution not the
performance criteria.

Impact on views is a qualitative
assessment which is difficult to in
an acceptable solution.

The amended per-rein-lance criteria should be
FileilSUIC:iibIC er include spec ific: eXFIFT1I/ICS

Performance criteria by their
nature are subieclive and 01/CM 10
interpretation. Additional

14

Recommendation:

That additional definitions be
included as shown in
Attachment B.

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
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definitions proposed will assist in
interpretation.
117

142

148

160

161

Question the need for acceptable solutions when they
don't have to be met.

The performance criteria should not be changed to
enable taller buildings to be constructed.

There should be no change to clause 22.4.1 Building
height, it is appropriate as it stands

The proposed performance criteria for building height
standards under clause 22.4.1.P1(b) and P3(b) should
use the phrase 'should have regard to rather than 'must'
and siting bulk and design provisions should be dealt
with under the Statement of Desired Future Character.

The proposed performance criteria are too onerous and
applications will require moo' from a tri-..ntscape 'expert'.
This will add extra cost In develoonnonls

The structure of the Scheme is in
accordance with Planning
Directive No1 which requires
acceptable solutions and
performance criteria to be
provided in relation to each
standard.
The amendments do not propose
to alter the current numerical
standards in relation to height and
do not have the effect of
encouraging taller buildings.

ATTACHMENT C

That additional definitions be
included as shown in
Attachment B.
Recommendation:

That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

The amendments specify the
townscape and streetscape
considerations for buildings that
do not meet the acceptable
solutions in relation to height and
provide greater direction in the
assessment of those matters than
presently contained in the
Scheme.

Recommendation:

In the interests of consistency
with the State Planning Provisions
it is agreed the introductory
phrase should be amended to say
'have regard to'.
Siting and bulk issues are dealt
with In the DFCS.

Recommendation:

The clarity of the amendments
can be unproved by the inclusion
of definitions of the key term used

in the DFC statements.

15
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That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

That clause 22.4.1.P1(b) and
P3(b) use the phrase 'should
have regard to as shown in
Attachment B.

Recommendation:
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147

The planning scheme should not be performance based
and there should be clearly defined guidelines for
interpretation.

Issue - Concerns about the amendment process
20, 25, 113: 124

22, 36, 144, 153, 163, 167

The Central Business Zone
clauses 22.4.1 P1 and P3 already
require consideration of
strentscape and lownscape
Impacts which are likely to require
input ti OM an Urban design
proloF,SiOnal. 1 he amendments
dc not change !hal alluation and
provide additional g uidance to
assists experts in their
assessment
The Planning scheme is
performance based as required
by the format in Planning
Directive No1. Performance
criteria by their nature are
subjective and open to
interpretation. Additional
definitions proposed will assist in
interpretation.

311

The amendment does not sufficiently address the
increase in traffic and/or car parking demand from taller
buildings.

The road infrastructure in the city and surrounding areas
is not adequate to deal with the increase in traffic caused
by taller buildings_

16

The amendments do not propose
to alter the current numerical
standards in rnlation In height and
do not have the effect of
encouraging taller building and
therefore have no implications for
parking demand.
The amendments do not propose
to alter the current numerical
standards in relation to height and
dc not have the effect of
encouraging taller building and
therefore have no implications for
parking demand.
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I hat additional definitions be
included as shown in
Attachment B.

Recommendation:
That additional definitions be
included as shown in
Attachment B.

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
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84

7, 31, 36, 47, 83, 113, 141, 153,
169

A transport strategy ter public and private transport
needs to be development and applied to all future
development applications.

Noted. Council is in the process
of developing a Transport
Strategy for the City,

The process has not included a clear vision for the future
of the city.

The Woolley Report has clearly
articulated the key townscape
values of central Hobart, these
are based on well considered and
illustrated townscape principles.
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Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

Council has commenced the
Hobart City Vision Project which
will lead to a vision for the city.

25, 36, 40, 112, 152, 153, 166

14

39, 40, 41, 46, 78, 83, 112, 124,
156, 159, 161, 164, 170, 181

There needs to be full and holistic consideration of the
future of Hobart with wide community consultation_ This
should have been undertaken prior to the initiating the
amendment_
The proposed amendment has not done adequate due
diligence. For example whether Hobart needs high-rise
buildings, what people want the city to like and
integration with other projects such as mac point and
light rail.

The proposed amendment should not be based on only
one consultants report

17

Future amendments to the
Planning Scheme can be
considered if it is considered to be
inconsistent with the new vision.
As above.

The amendments strengthen the
Scheme standards in relation to
higher buildings.
As mentioned above future
amendments to the Planning
Scheme can be considered if it is
considered to be inconsistent with
the new vision.
The consultant has considerable
knowledge and experience in the
field of urban design and
townscape analysis in Hobart and
is more than qualified to provide
advice in relation to this issue.

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
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39, 41, 42, 71, 72, 83, 112, 120,
126, 135, 141, 152, 159, 161,
164 166, 167, 169, 170, 172,
179#

The amendment has rid' included appropriate thought
and/❑r COMM unity consultation.

42, 120, 135, 172

The amendment process should follow the City Vision
process and utilise the community engagement of that
process. or be included as part of the Specific Area Plan
for the Statewide Planning Scheme.

7, 42, 47, 172

29

152, 156

The amendments have an unnecessarily narrow/limited
vision.

Not opposed to increased height and recognition that
long term planning must include increased density.
However there must be logic to the planning.

Concern that there are no state policies and/or land use

strategies to guide amendments.

This amendments process has
involved c❑rnrnuruty CO1ISUital ion
as is evidenced by attendance at
2 public forums and the number of
representations.
As mentioned above future
amendments to the Planning
Scheme can be considered if it is
considered to be inconsistent with
the new vision.
It is proposed that the outcomes
of this amendment process be
translated into the Tasmanian
Planning Scheme.
The amendments deliberately
focussed on townscape and
streetscape issues given the
Planning Scheme already
addressed amenity issues
through the 'Amenity Building
Envelope' which has been
developed with regard to heritage,
streetscape and sense of scale,
wind effects and solar
penetration.
The amendments do not act to
increase building height and are
based on a detailed assessment
of townscape values.

The concern about state policies
is noted.
The proposed amendment is
consistent with the following
activity centre policies in the
STRLUS:

18
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Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
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AC 1 Focus employment, retail
and commercial uses, community
sot vices and opportunities for
social interaction in well-planned,
vibrant and accessible regional
activity centres that are provided
with a high level of amenity and
with good transport links with
residential areas;
AC 1.5 Ensure high quality urban
design and pedestrian amenity
through the respective
development standards;
AC 1.8 Ensure that new
development and redevelopment
in established urban areas
reinforce the strengths and
individual character of the urban
area in which the development
occurs;
AC 2.2 Achieve high quality
design for all new prominent
buildings and public spaces in the
Primary and Principal Activity
Centres.
7, 21, 25, 100, 105, 113, 161

15, 138

152

The proposed amendment does not sufficiently address
the broader impact of increased building heights. For
example infrastructure, services, land values, liveability,
the environment, economic and social analysis as well as
transport and tourism strategies.
Although there may be economic benefits from allowing
taller buildings, this will be exceeded by the loss of
amenity and reputation.

The amendment is to an interim scheme that will never
be finalised.

19

The amendments do not act to
increase building heights and
therefore have no implications for
issues such as infrastructure,
services and traffic.
The amendments do not act to
increase building heights and
provide greater protection for
townscape and streetscape
values.
The Interim Scheme has been
finalised and it is proposed that
the outcome of these

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
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14

137, 156

158

160

Any changes to height restrictions must plan for the

into the [ ❑eel Provisions
Scliccin10 of the Tasmanian
Planning Schome,
The amendments do not change
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That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:

future beyond the current election period and must not
just a response to foreign and national investments

the current height restrictions.

The report the amendment is based upon is not clear and
does not have adequate justification or explanation.

The reasons for the amendment
are explained in detail in the
report to Council dated 26 June
2017.

Recommendation:

The concepts the report is based upon would be more
suitable for greenfield development than an existing city
and there is too much ambiguity.

The townscape assessment is
specific to central Hobart and it is
difficult to see how it could be
applied to a greenfield location_

Recommendation:

The proposed amendment is not in accordance with the
Southern Tasmanian Regional Land Use Strategy.

The proposed amendment is
consistent with the following
activity centre policies in the
STRLUS:

Recommendation:

That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

AC 1 Focus employment, retail
and commercial uses, community
services and opportunitios for
Social interaction in well planned,
vibrant and accessible regional
activity centres that are provided
with a high level of amenity and
with good transport links with
residential areas;
AC 1.5 Ensure high quality urban
design and pedestrian amenity
through the respectivo
development standards;
AC 1.8 Ensure that now
development and redevelopment

20

That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue_

That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
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in established urban areas
reinforce the strengths and
individual character of the urban
area in which the development
occurs;
AC 2.2 Achieve high quality
design for all new prominent
buildings and public spaces in the
Primary and Principal Activity
Centres.
160

161

166

166

The proposed amendment does adequately address the
availability of developable land and diminishes
opportunities for sites within the Central Business Zone
that are outside of the 'pear shaped zone'. The area
within the 'Compact City Centre' is either already
developed or not within the Central Business Zone.

As discussed above it is proposed
that reference to the area of
intensification be removed from
the DFCS pending further
modelling of the proposed
development intensity.

The amendment ignores existing nodes of higher density
development in the city.

The DFCS encourages higher
density towards the centre of the
CBD rather than around each
existing node of higher density_
This in accordance with the
townscape principles identified in
the Woolley Report.
As discussed above it is proposed
that the amendment not
specifically reference the Woolley
Report.

Concern that if the details and diagrams in the report will
become 'de facto standards' and there will be greater
reliance on technical experts to make decisions.

It is not clear in the report how the 'pear shaped cone'
will operate.

21

As discussed above it is proposed
that reference to the area of
intensification be removed from
the DFCS pending further
modelling of the proposed
development intensity.

Recommendation:
That the reference to the area
of intensification in the Desired
Future Character Statement be
deleted as shown in
Attachment B.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue_

Recommendation:
That the reference to the
Woolley Report be deleted
from the amendments as
shown in Attachment B.
Recommendation:
That the reference to the area
of intensification in the Desired
Future Character Statement be
deleted as shown in
Attachment B.
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The proposed amendment does riot iiirlher the objectives
under schedule 1 of the Land Use Planning and
Approvals Act 1993.

It is considered that the proposed
amendment meets the objectives
of LUPAA, in particular it:
Assists sound strategic planning
by assisting in theac.I uoverrient of
the relevant Zone Objectives and
the Southern Tasmania Regional
Land Use Strategy (STRLUS)
pollei(3s,
Is consistent with the objective to
establish a system of planning
instruments to be the principal
way of setting objectives, policies
arid controls for the inie,
development a rid prolection of
land,
Assists in the provision of a
pleasant living and working
environment by protecting key
townscape and streetscape
values; and
Assists in the conservation of
places of special cultural value by
helping to protect key townscape
and streetscape values.

Recommendation:

The amendment should not include the 'Woolley Report
as an official attachment.

As discussed above it is proposed
that reference to the Woolley
Report be deleted from the
amendments.

Recommendation:

22

That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

That the reference to the
Woolley Report be deleted
from the amendments as
shown in Attachment B.
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General
11, 12, 61, 66, 75,77, 80, 84, 93,
96, 103, 106, 111, 114, 118,
131, 132, 150, 156, 164, 176

2

12, 28, 38, 70, 73, 74, 124, 139

15, 26, 38, 41, 46, 53, 54, 61,
76, 82, 84, 87, 91, 99, 100, 101,
106, 113, 114, 121, 126, 130,
132, 133, 138, 139, 141, 143,
146, 149, 150, 154, 155, 165,
166, 168, 109, 176, 178#
28, 32, 38, 39, 45, 75, 76, 81,
82, 83, 93, 103, 108, 114, 119,
120, 124, 125, 130, 131, 132,
134, 135, 138, 139, 146, 155,
171, 178#
21

173

Other cities internationally retain their heritage character
and remain tourist attractions and liveable cities by
maintaining height restrictions.

The proposed amendment is too subjective and people
will still find a way around it to develop buildings that are
cut of place.

Hobart must retain its identity and not become generic.

Hobart has a unique character that should be retained.

Visitors and tourists do not come to Hobart for high-rise
buildings.

The amendment should not be about how high Hobart
should go, but where and how.

The proposed amendment does not take into
consideration the economic impact.

23

The amendments do not act to
increase building heights and
provide greater protection for
townscape and streetscape
values.
Performance criteria by their
nature are subjective and open to
interpretation. Additional
definitions proposed will assist in
interpretation.
The amendments provide greater
protection for townscape and
streetscape values.

The amendments do not act to
increase building heights and
provide greater protection for
townscape and streetscape
values.
The amendments do not act to
increase building heights and
provide greater protection for
townscape and streetscape
values_
The amendments do not act to
increase building heights and
provide greater protection for
townscape and streetscape
values.
The amendments specifically
address townscape and
streetscape issues. They do not
change the permitted standards in
relation to height.
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Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That additional definitions be
included as shown in
Attachment B.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue_
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
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38, 137, 138

82, 152

152

84

The amendment will only benefit developers.

Developers will take advantage of any weakness in the
planning scheme.

Development standards should not be relaxed, all
development in the CBD should be discretionary.

There must be greater policing of permits to ensure
compliance.

'i he amendments do not act to
increase building heights and
provide greater protecli❑n for
townscape and slreetscape
values.
The amendments are intended to
strengthen consideration of
townscape and streetscape
issues.
The amendments do not relax any
development standards. They
provide greater direction in
relation to the assessment of
townscape issues.
Council acts when necessary to
enforce the Planning Scheme.
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Recommendation:

That the no change l)e made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue_

30, 114, 120, 124, 135, 157,
161, 164, 166, 170

61, 66, 141, 154

Future planning schemes should not reference the
'Woolley Report'.

There is no need for large office blocks with increased
digitisation, online shopping and people working f rem

home.

3,95,109

7 he iirT1Crldfilents should be retained in the state-wide

As discussed above it is proposed
that the amendment not
specifically reference the Woolley
Report.

Recommendation:

This is an issue for the market to

Recommendation:

determine and not related to
these amendments.

planillfig scherne.

It is proposed that the outcome of
the arnendinont process be

Council has a responsibility to protect the culture and
nature of the city for residents whilst being vibrant and
inviting for visitors_

Provisions Schedule of the
Tasmanian Planning Scheme.
The amendments provide greater
protection for townscape and
streetscape values_

translated into the Local

33

24

That the reference to the
Woolley Report be deleted
from the amendments.

That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to the; issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
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83

147

Concern about there being discretion to approve
buildings that are out of context or scale.

The amendments provide greater
proloctiOn for townscape and
streetscape values.

There should be stronger strategic planning within the
council rather than relying on consultant's reports and
more appropriate funding of the planning department.

It is entirely appropriate for
consultants with specialist
knowledge and expertise to be
engaged by Council in relation to
issues such as townscape and
urban design.

There are alternative areas outside of the CBD that
would be more suitable for high-rise development and/or
higher density.

The identification of these areas is
beyond the scope of these
amendments.

Density could be increased in area outside of the CBD
rather than increasing height limits.

The amendments do not increase
the existing numerical height
standards.
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That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

Alternative suggestions
8, 14, 20, 21, 22, 25, 75, 112,
146,

30, 53, 95, 109

88

35, 42, 46, 84, 97, 100, 124, 139

Taller buildings should not be restricted to a specific
area.

There should be development of car yards and/or better
use of existing (including heritage) buildings.

25

The amendments do not restrict
taller buildings to a specific area.
As discussed above it is proposed
that reference to the area of
intensification be removed from
the DFCS pending further
modelling of the proposed
development intensity.
The amendments do not preclude
the redevelopment of car yards or
better use of existing buildings.

Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

Recommendation:
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40, 47, 95, 82, 109

16

31, 56

The amendment does not address underutifised sites
such as vacant lots and car parks.

Development should occur over a wider area rather than
just the CBD.

The amendment should limit the height and bulk of
buildings to 'community acceptable levels' everywhere,
not just in the CBD.

The amendments do not preclude
the redevelopment of car yards or
use of vacant lots.

The identification of these areas is
beyond the scope of these
amendments

The amendments provide for
greater consideration of
townscape and streetscape
values. The height and bulk of
buildings outside the Central
Business Zone is beyond the
scope of these amendments
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That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue_

Support for the amendments
29, 151

35

35

Support for the proposed amendment and/or the Height
Standards Performance Review.

Support the consideration of shadowing and offset near
heritage buildings.

Support the amendment including requirements fora
positive contribution...' and to 'provide significant
benefits...'

26

Noted.

Recommendation:

Noted.

That the no change he made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:

Noted.

That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
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Support the amendments ro tating to vices IlOGS,
increasing height without bulk, maintaining solar access
and avoidance of individually prominent buildings.

Noted.

Recommendation:

Support the design principles and/or framework
contained within the report.

Noted.

That the no changc be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.
Recommendation:
That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to this issue.

Other
5, 49, 50, 51

55

These representations only mention the proposed
Fragrance Group developments which are in the area
covered by the Sullivans Cove Planning Scheme 1997.

Noted.

Recommendation:

Indicates support for the representation submitted by Ald
Reynolds.

Noted.

That the no change be made
to the amendments in relation
to these representations.
Recommendation:
As per recommendations in
relation to representation
number 42

# Representations 178 ( received 2/9/2017) and 179 (received 5/9/2017) were received after the close of the exhibition period and are non-statutory.

27
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Representation reference
number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

REPRESENTOR

Brian Walter
Philip Stigant
Mary McNeill
Alan & Coral Flannaby-Welsh
John Dory
Lisa Townsend
Robert Vincent
John Daniels
Karen Stott
Carolyn Canty
Geoff & Susan Batten
John Hagan
John Dowson
Christian Fernandez
Julian Tertini
Shani Roberts
Paul and Margaret Champion
Fiona Musgrave
Kim Cartwright
Lyn M Smith, George V Smith, Angus G Smith
Helen Willing
Tricia Ramsay
Gillian R Fitzgerald
Barbara Smith
Danielle Pacaud
Blane Fitzgerald
Allyson Ekin
John Biggs
Geoff Syme
Chris and Di Waite
William Dawson
Roger Lake
Robert and Anne Windsor
Cathy Doe
Janet Butler
Douglas & Jenny Armati
Ann Olive
Sue and Tony Bell
Jane Davis
Wendy Stothers and Greg Koennecke
Sally Curry
Alderman Anna Reynolds
Peter Thompson
Alan Butler
Nicky Price
Peter and Heather Frampton

1
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47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

Di Elliffe
Rod Force
Evie Long
Jessica Smith
Alicia Dale
S.M. Shackcloth
Julia Bestwick
Patricia Moran
Annette Stilwell
Anita Dawson
Catharine Errey
Richard Newport
Catherine Clemens
Alex Matysek & Janet Matysek
Chris Gurney
Serena Rule
Douglas Pattison & Jane Dykstra
Rob Jones
Rodney Cameron-Tucker
Isabelle B.H. Gurney
Ian Garde
Jill Wright
Joan R von Bibra
Genevieve Ryan
Celia Baden
Jo Errey
Gail Bradford
Enola Johnson
Glenn & Karin Wheeler
Miles and Anne Harrison
Beth Ellingworth
Isabel and Bill Heap
John Dory
Barbara Wienecke
Gail Watkins
Alison Lennox & Jim Walker
Maria Fiotakis
Jan Hyde
David & Jan Ritz
David & Melanie Rowe
Kitty Courtney
Chris Needham
Peter 1Courtney
Frances Millar
Christine Saunders
Natalie Gergel
Trudi Disney
Janet Taylor
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95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

Eric Pinkard obo Council of Hobart Community
Hilary Johnston and John Quinn
Colin & Laurel Trevena
Angela Nichols
Paul J Wagner
Colin Sumner
Gavin Miller
Dr] Carington Smith
Helina Nielsen
Gwendolyn Dumigan
Andrew Wilkie MP

106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142

Susanne Lafferty
Duncan How
Sue Carter
Eric Pinkard for Mount Stuart Residents Inc
Nigel Nichols
Edward Furst
Brian Corr, President Hobart Not Highrise Inc
Margaret Taylor
Dr Jennifer Bond
Gail Sorbian
Tom Beattie
Peter McGlone, Tasmanian Conservation Trust
Alan Taylor
Barbara Edwards
Odille Esmonde-Morgan and Warwick Lawson
Janice Hall
Anna Pafitis
Una & John Harbinson
Jane Patten
Malcolm & Roslyn Saltmarsh
Catherine Ackland
Krista Rosewarne
David Ackland
Kathleen McLaren
Margaret Willoughby
Samantha Climie
Cath Garde
Jane Herbert and Michael Watson
Jane and Ali Kabalan
Ruth Howard
Julie Payne
Krystyna J. Shepherd,
Margaret Phillips
Lynn Pitt
Peter Black
Austra Maddox
Helen & James Collins
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143
144

Helisha Doyle
Julie McConaghy
Philippa Fairbairn for Members of the Student

145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152

Environmental Law Society
David & Jan Jack
Andrew Edwards
Anna M Williams
Jarrod Sorbian (everyone)
Peter Essex
Frazer Read OBO University of Tasmania
Andrew Ricketts - The Environment
Richard and Margaret Stoklosa
Zoe Magnus
Lyall McDermott
Gwenda Sheridan
Roger McLennan
Dr Robert K Murfet
Sharon Connolly
Irene Inc obo Riverlee Pty Ltd
Brian Wightman obo Property Council of
Margaret Reynolds
Chris Merridew
(Patricia) Anne Parrott
Tamzin Hookway
Neil Shepherd obo Don Neil
Bernadette O'Brien
David Halse Rogers obo The South Hobart
Progress Association (Inc)
Melanie Archer
Geoffrey Bradshaw
Fiona Ringrose
Alison Palmer
Robert Rands
Christine Chiavassa
Garry Clarke
Pru Blundell
Anni McCuaig
Toni Oost (non statutory)
Robyn Mathison (non statutory)
Fiona Masters

153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
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REP 1
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brian Walter <bwalter@macquarietelecom.com>
Monday, 7 August 2017 12:38 PM
Records Unit
PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 — Amendment to the
Height Standards in the Central Business Zone

Hi
I'd like to make a representation about the amendment to the planning scheme regarding building height in the
Hobart CBD. I don't think the height limit should change.
Firstly, regarding the climate of Hobart, the angle of the sun in winter it's worth remembering that nothing about
our location has changed.
■ Shadows in the streets from buildings on the north side will still project at 20 degrees. This is the case for
midday in June. The shadow length for a 45m building is 120m and for a 75m building is near 200m. The
alignment of the streets is such that the streets are NE/NW oriented, so the effect of the shadows is on
every street except early morning and late afternoon.
• Tall buildings act like sails in the wind and accelerate the wind at street level to an uncomfortable level.
• The current building heights already cause shadows over the entire streets and wind concentrations that are
uncomfortable bordering on dangerous.
Some anecdotal demonstrations of the effect of shadows that make the streets cold:
• You may have noticed that with up to 4 storey buildings in Collins, Macquarie and Liverpool streets, people
will walk in winter on the south side of the street in the mornings to stay warm.
• The shadows from Macquarie St buildings already extend into Davey St, such that most of the street is in
shadows for most of the day in winter. The north side of Davey 5t near between the Federal Law Courts and
Harrington St is a cold an inhospitable place in winter because it is in the shadows of buildings on the next
block.
• The shadows from the new buildings in Parliament Square already shadow the whole of Salamanca place
and the iconic market
• It's worth noting that the new Uni Accommodation in Elizabeth St now overshadows Elizabeth and Melville
Streets in winter, where it was once sunny and warm at street level.
The effect of wind in the streets near tall buildings affects how people behave because it makes the street too
windy:
■ The DPIWE —Service Tasmania building in Macquarie St and the adjacent smaller but still block fronted
buildings at 144 and 152 Macquarie make the street very unpleasant for pedestrians. I have seen people
blown over in this area and the street is cold, unpleasant and full of airborne dust when it is windy.
• The AMP/ NAB building 86 Collins St causes the same issue in a slightly smaller zone, but people actually
stay in their offices and don't go past the building on windy days.
• As a cyclist, the level of wind when passing this area makes it difficult for inexperienced or lightweight riders
to stay on course.
The view lines from various aspects i.e. the waterfront to mount Wellington where visible from Hunter St or
Constitution dock are an issue, but I think the livability brought on by the warmth and feel as a pedestrian is more
important. The aesthetics that people appreciate in Hobart very much include that it is law rise and not like every
other capital city in Australia and much of the reason people like Hobart is that even though the temperature is low,
the presence of sunlight makes you warm and comfortable. I travel to Sydney and Melbourne for business regularly
and this point has been volunteered to me many times over by interstate travelers.
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REP 2
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Philip Stigant <pstigant@mo.com>
Thursday, 3 August 2017 1:14 PM
Records Unit
Proposed changes to hieght limits for buildings in Hobart CBD- Representation

Dear Sir,
I wish to make comment on the proposed changes to height limitations for buildings in the city.
Whilst I appreciate that a lot of work has gone into the proposed amendment, in the form presented it gives me no
confidence that we will avoid more appalling high rise buildings. It is much too subjective and I can see clever
lawyers and spin doctors finding ways to get around it and still present us with buildings that are out of place in our
city. I would propose a simple height limit, above which no consideration will be entertained. Most of Paris is limited
to 36m. It is true that we currently have many buildings above this height, but I think r can say that they are without
exception a blot on the cityscape, We should not be allowing more. Therefore I propose that in addition to the other
controls in place an overall height limit of 36m be applied, not subject to discretion or variation.
Yours Sincerely,
Philip Stigant
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REP 3
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary McNeill <mary@gourmaniafoodtours.com.au>
Thursday, 10 August 2017 9:19 AM
Records Unit
Amendment PSA-17-3

To the General Manager,
1 support the proposed PSA-17-3 Amendment to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015.
I attended the information session presented by Mr McIlhenny and Mr Woolley on Tuesday 8
August. Unfortunately I had to leave before the end of the question period.
In regard to the current Planning Scheme, as Mr McIlhenny described the process of how provisions for the
Central Business Zone were formed, it occurred to me that greater public awareness of the stringent and
thoughtful processes used to reduce these complex issues into a set of regulations might reduce public
agitation regarding a perceived loss of private land owner rights.
Mr Woolley's proposed amendments are much needed as Planners had no guidance as to 22.0 Central
Business Zone objectives or future character. As a current student at ETAS in Planning, I failed to
understand why this was the case:
22.1.2 Local Area Objectives
There are no Local Area Objectives for this Zone.
22.1.3 Desired Future Character Statements
There are no Desired Future Character Statements for this Zone.

I only hope that if the Commission accepts these amendments, that they retain their integrity when the statewide plaruting scheme
comes into force. This was a question I did not get to ask - wilt all this hard work translate to the new scheme?

I also wanted to ask where the 75m figure came from, I heard Mr Woolley's comment about a footnote, but did not understand
the exact provenance of the height restriction in relation to the townscape values the amendments embody.

Yours,
Mary McNeill
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REP 4
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Coral Hannaby <msneadway@hotmail.com>
Saturday, 12 August 2017 4:26 PM
Records Unit
for the attention of the General Manager

Dear Mr Heath,
We are unable to attend the last public forum this coming Tuesday regarding the proposed amendments
and outcomes of the Leigh Woolley Height Standards Review Report and related matters, so we would like
to express our views by email regarding the two skyscrapers currently being considered for construction
on the Hobart waterfront, or any others.
We believe that the current low-rise limits must be respected and maintained, and that the Fragrance
Hotel group should not be allowed to build these two buildings which are intended to be 84 and 179
metres in height (note that the latter is 5 times taller than the current definition of 'high-rise'), towering
over this city. In our opinion, the 75-metre restrictions on building height which were recently endorsed
by the HCC should be maintained long into the future - or even reduced. Neither Sullivans Cove nor the
CBD, nor anywhere else in Tasmania, would be suitable locations for buildings of such massive
dimensions. Both the Tasmanian brand and also the current lifestyle benefits to residents in Australia's
most historic city must be cherished and protected because once they are destroyed, no resuscitation will
be possible and the defacement of this beautiful city and its surrounds will be a permanent reminder of
the stupidity of these decisions. This city's skyline and its picture-postcard waterfront deserve better than
to be treated in such a mercenary, short-sighted and reckless manner.
Six years ago when we settled in Hobart - after having lived in Hong Kong, Singapore and Perth - we were
seeking the well-recognised qualities of a smaller city, with the rare aesthetic appeal and liveability of this
one. Like many others who have come here before and since, we wanted something different and special,
only to find now that perhaps Hobart is to assume the generic identity of so many other cities - because
once a precedent is set, more of the same will follow. Other great cities have resisted this lure and
secured their identities as vibrant, artistic hubs which are full of activity without compromising their
signature style. Hobart can be brave without being tacky.
We believe this position will be well-represented by others but would like to add our voices. We thank
you for the opportunity to have a say and look forward to feedback from the public meeting.
Yours sincerely,
Alan and Coral Hannaby-Welsh

t
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REP 5
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

24.131124121
Records Uilil
JOBS JOBS
Tuesday, 15 August 201711M2:36 PM

JOBS GO AT CADBURYS JOBS GO AT K+D PEOPLES LIVELYHOODS ARE AT
STAKE THESE HOTELS WILL PROVIDE HUNDREDS OF JOBS DO NOT LET ALL
THE KNOCKERS WHO WERE BORN IN THE PAST AND WANT HOBART TO
STAY IN THE PAST AND WANT TO
STOP HOBART FROM BEING A CITY GOING FORWARD PUT PEOPLE FIRST
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REP 6
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Townsend, Lisa <Lisa.Townsend@humanservices.gov.au>
Friday, 18 August 2017 7:45 AM
Records Unit
2015 Interim Hobart City Planning Scheme [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

TO: The General Manager, City of Hobart.
Copy to all Aldermen
I would like to express my concern at the proposed amendments to the 2015 Interim Hobart City Planning Scheme.
My understanding is that the Desired Future Character Statement does not mention the significant number of
heritage buildings in the Hobart CHO or how we might maintain the heritage feel that is at the core of Hobart's
appeal for residents and visitors alike.
The proposal for a zone of intensification in the eight blocks bounded by Murray, Macquarie, Melville and Argyle
Streets is concerning as this includes areas which you might describe as the 'sandstone belt' such as Macquarie St
and Murray Street —I think it would be a great mistake to dwarf these buildings by packing in modern buildings—
especially if the upper height limit is allowed to increase to a staggering 75 metres.
I can't understand why Council are not embracing the interesting challenge of developing Hobart city in concert with
it's beautiful and much-loved heritage. I think 75 metres is high-rise and that we already have enough high-rise
buildings. I would like to see the current height restriction of 45 metres retained. I don't feel we have the right to
sell off Hobart's identity to often overseas interests — the paltry return to Hobart in no way compensates for the loss
of character and the aesthetic trashing of our beautiful, human-scale city,
I think of an jingle that used to be shown an TVT6 at the end of transmission each evening where the lyrics went 'a
city of Hobart, a beautiful place to be' —so true? I only hope that we can recognise what makes it so and retain these
qualities in perpetuity,
Thanks for your consideration,
Lisa Townsend
Hobart Resident
West Hobart
PH (work) 03 6213 8635

********************************************************************** IMPORTANT: This
e-mail is for the use of the intended recipient only and may contain information that is confidential,
commercially valuable and/or subject to legal or parliamentary privilege. If you are not the intended
recipient you are notified that any review, re-transmission, disclosure, dissemination or other use of, or
taking of any action in reliance upon, this information is prohibited and may result in severe penalties. If
you have received this e-mail in error please notify the sender immediately and delete all electronic and hard
copies of this transmission together with any attachments. Please consider the environment before printing
this e_mail **************************************************:********************
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REP 7
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Robert Vincent <robertvincent96@gmaii.corn>
Monday, 21 August 2017 10:27 AM
Records Unit
Submission re height and form
DRAFT PREAMBLE.docx

Dear City Manager,
Nick, I have prepared this with a group of other people out of a serious concern for the failure to address the
conservation of the unique heritage streetscape and a concern for micro climate especially the analysis of the winter
sun.
If current provisions fail to be amended Hobart will suffer in an manner that will not be able to be rectified.
Yours faithfully
Robert Vincent
0478050843
Architect, Planner and Historical Researcher.
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REP 8
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Daniels <john-danieis@bigpond.com>
Friday, 18 August 2017 5:47 PM
Records Unit
Height Standards Performance Criteria Report, Leigh Wooley (2016)

Dear General Manager,
oppose any increase in planning height for building projects in the Hobart CBD. Current heights are appropriate as
a maximum and sufficiently tall; any further height increase will compromise the amenity of the city by increasing
the effect of 'wind tunnelling' and reducing the sunlight levels on the city streets, particularly in the winter months.
I see no justification for any height increase of any building project in the city that is higher than current levels.
Planning schemes have set height levels for the reason that new buildings, of excessive scale and size, should not be
constructed that dwarf those of heritage architectural value. The historical architectural integrity of the Georgian,
Victorian and Edwardian government and commercial buildings in the CBD, already compromised, need to be
valued, respected, and retained, and what integrity remains, preserved and given space.
I would prefer an increase in planning height of buildings out of the CBD, perhaps along Argyle and Campbell Streets,
but particularly the former with commercial car yards sites, where buildings of current CBD height limitation would
be more acceptable and provide opportunity for tourist hotel development without impacting the existing historical
'integrity' of the CBD.
Yours sincerely,
John Daniels
0362283425
297 Lenah Valley Rd
Lenah Valley
7008
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REP 9
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karen Stott <karstott©grnail corn>
Wednesday, 23 August 2017 3:31 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Dear Sir/Madam,
I own and manager Bendalls Bed and Breakfast in New Town, Hobart and am well aware of the
reasons people visit Hobart. A major reason is that the old buildings and the more recent low rise
buildings give visitors a sense of space and an understanding of living history around them as
they tour the city. Because of this I am opposed to raising building heights in Sullivens Cove and
in Hobart CBD. My suggestions are:
•

HERITAGE STREETSCAPES should be specifically recognised in the Desired Future
Character Statement, by including a reference to the importance of heritage to Hobart's
future character and the need to protect heritage streetscapes.

▪ MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT LIMITS should be set so that developers know what they
can work with. This would also enable Council to reject inappropriate development
applications that do not meet the planning rules. These maximum height limits should be
developed with full community involvement and professional advice.
The Council has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits for the
CBD. Until the study is done and the report is available, any reference to HEIGHT LIMITS
SHOULD REFLECT THE CURRENT RULES in the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme
(around 45 metres in the CBD).
•

The reference to 75 METRES in the Woolley Report should be REMOVED before the
report is included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If 75 metres is not
removed, then the Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning scheme
amendments.

•

For Hobart is to remain a low to medium-rise city, then you should request that a HIGHRISE ZONE NOT BE INCLUDED, that is, references in the Desired Future Character
Statement to allow for 'intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity' should be deleted. ie.
(c) The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs and lower contours of the
Hobart Rivulet trough and reinforce a transition in scale back from the low ground delta and
the tower contours of the Macquarie Ridge and also from the rising contours of Trinity Hill,
the Queens Domain and the Bathurst and Macquarie Ridges.

▪ There should be more than just THREE VIEWLINES (Franklin Wharf to kunanyi, Hunter St
to kunanyi, Macquarie St to Cenotaph) incorporated in the planning scheme amendments.
These should include other viewlines such as West Hobart to the waterfront, or Glebe to
kunanyi, as discussed in the Woolley Report.
Kind regards,
Karen Stott
0418 802 706

80 New Town Road
New Town TAS 7008
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REP 10
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carolyn Canty <cantycd@bigpond.corn
Wednesday, 23 August 2017 3:41 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Dear Sir,
I am totally opposed to a city center high rise density zone. Please don't authorize this.
If these hotels truly want to locate in Hobart then insist that they respect our city optimum profile and history as a
fine colonial city by increasing their footprint (more $$s) not their love of tall pencils which will cast long and serious
shadows over everyone else. Visitors might love to have a bird's eye view of everything, but WE LIVE HERE!
Carolyn Canty

Carolyn Canty
79 Wells Parade
Blackmans Bay 7052
03 6229 5050
0488 386 853

March Forth ....and diversify!.

Sent from my iPad
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REP 11
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Adventures Unlimited <travel@adventuresunlimited.com.au>
Wednesday, 23 August 2017 3:58 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Ms S Hickey,
Lord Mayor of Hobart.
Dear Ms Hickey,
My wife & I are travel agents. We spend 4-6 months every year travelling the world with tour groups. We
believe that our 25 years of such extensive travel gives us a good base on which to compare Hobart with
other cities.
We are strongly of the view that one of the principal reasons Hobart is a popular tourist destination is that it
retains its low rise flavour & old world charm. To allow development of high rise buildings would
irrevocable damage this fundamental attraction of our city. We are vehemently opposed to future high rise
development. We support fully the ideas expressed by the "Hobart Not High Rise" group. Specifically, we
would argue that:
• MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT LIMIT'S should be set to enable Council to
reject inappropriate development applications that do not meet the planning rules.
These maximum height limits should be developed with full community involvement
and professional advice.
• The Council has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits for the
CBD. Until the study is done and the report is available, any reference to HEIGHT
LIMITS SHOULD REFLECT THE CURRENT RULES in the Hobart Interim
Planning Scheme (around 45 metres in the CBD).
The reference to 75 METRES in the Woolley Report should be REMOVED before the
report is included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If 75 metres is not
removed, then the Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning scheme
amendments.If your vision for Hobart is to remain a low to medium-rise city, then you
should request that a HIGH-RISE ZONE NOT BE INCLUDED, that is, references in the
Desired Future Character Statement to allow for 'intensification' and a zone of 'built
intensity' should be deleted.
• ie. (c) The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs and lower
contours of the Hobart Rivulet trough and
should-in-turn- reinforce a transition in scale back from the low ground delta and the
lower contours of the Macquarie Ridge and also from the rising contours of Trinity
Hill, the Queens Domain and the Bathurst and Macquarie Ridges.
There should he more than just THREE VIEWLINFS (Franklin Wharf to kunanyi, Hunter
St to kunanyi, Macquarie St to Cenotaph) incorporated in the planning scheme amendments.
These should include other viewlines such as West Hobart to the waterfront, or Glebe to
kunanyi, as discussed in the Woolley Report.
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REP 12
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Hagan lhagan@internode.onsiet>
Wednesday, 23 August 2017 4:42 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Hi —I am totally against these high rise buildings proposed for Hobart. It's important that we maintain the ambiance
and shape of our capital and not despoil it with 200 metre skyscrapers. Cities like Helsinki and Prague remain tourist
attractions (and livable cities) thanks to their 'low rise' planning schemes. I would submit that a maximum of 45
metres is high enough in and around Sullivan's Cove and the CBD. Na more buildings over 45 metres in these areas
please.
Many thanks
John Hagan
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REP 13
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Su bject:

John Howson <j_dowson@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, 23 August 2017 10:43 PM
Records Unit
Submission on proposed height limit changes for Hobart

Dear Sir,
I may live in Fremantle on the other side of Australia but I am a fan of the
predominantly human scale of Hobart, and would like to see that human scale kept.
I agree with all of the following points I read on the internet:

• MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT LIMITS should be set to enable Council to reject
inappropriate development applications that do not meet the planning rules. These
maximum height limits should be developed with full community involvement and
professional advice.

• The Council has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits for the
CBD. Until the study is done and the report is available, any reference to HEIGHT
LIMITS SHOULD REFLECT THE CURRENT RULES in the Hobart Interim Planning
Scheme (around 45 metres in the CBD).

• The reference to 75 METRES in the Woolley Report should be REMOVED before the
report is included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If 75 metres is not
removed, then the Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning scheme
amendments.

• I believe Hobart should remain a low to medium-rise city, and request that a HIGH-RISE
ZONE NOT BE INCLUDED, that is, references in the Desired Future Character
Statement to allow for 'intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity' should be deleted.
• ie. (c) The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs and lower contours of
the Hobart Rivulet trough and
• •
-;-- •.:-:
reinforce a
transition in scale back from the low ground delta and the lower contours of the
Macquarie Ridge and also from the rising contours of Trinity Hill, the Queens Domain
and the Bathurst and Macquarie Ridges.

• There should be more than just THREE VIEWLINES (Franklin Wharf to kunanyi,
Hunter St to kunanyi, Macquarie St to Cenotaph) incorporated in the planning scheme
amendments. These should include other viewlines such as West Hobart to the waterfront,
or Glebe to kunanyi, as discussed in the Woolley Report.
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REP 14
Johnson, Diane
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Christian Fernandez <christian_fernandez@hotmail.corn>
Thursday, 24 August 2017 8:20 AM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Good morning,
As a Hobart resident I would like to submit my view on the new proposed plans of height changes to
Sullivan's Cove and the cbd.
I object to all changes of current height restrictions on the basis that you are doing this without due
dilligence. Does Hobart truly need high rises? What do we as a population want our city to took like? What
are we doing at Mao point? Are we putting a light rail to northern suburbs in place? These are questions
that need answering before we make radical and irreversible changes to our lovely historic town. High
density high rise could be placed in moonah and glenorchy with swift light rail to bring ppl to central hobart.
And the impact of airbnb and other similar services are not fully understood with regards to accommodation
needs. We must plan for the future and not just knee jerk respond and accommodate foreign and national
investments without democratic process. You do not have my support in the current changes proposed.
Take your time and let ppi weigh in for better solutions. We are not in a hurry to do this. Think beyond the
current election period and have a generational view to protect all that is great about Hobart and adding
more positive and unique aspects to it rather than detracting and ruining.
Regards,
Christian Fernandez
34 Bishop St
New Town
Get Outlook for Android
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REP 15
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

J Tertini <jtertinigoigpond.net.au>
Thursday, 24 August 2017 9:04 AM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

I am in the process of investing up to $30M in the Tasmanian wine industry and am deeply disturbed by the
prospect of Hobart's skyline being overwhelmed by high rise buildings, bringing the ugliness that blights most cities
in the world. Hobart is blessed with something that very few cities anywhere in the world have — a beautiful
mountain that flows down to the sea. This uniqueness should be cherished, not obstructed by ugly high rise.
Hobart is already on the tipping point with existing ugly buildings built in the last 40 years or so. Adding more
ensures that the beauty of your heritage buildings will be overwhelmed. Why on earth would anyone see this as a
good thing.
The economic benefits that will flow from allowing totally inappropriate development in Hobart will be far exceeded
by the loss of amenity and consequent reduction in the premium appeal that Tasmania in general, and Hobart in
particular, engender amongst visitors and potential global markets for premium Tasmanian produce. Tasmania's
reputation as a clean, green refuge from modern day overpopulation and environmental destructiveness is very
fragile. Property developers do not care about this reputation. They build their buildings, take their profits, and go to
the next opportunity to exploit, wherever it is in the world.
The people of Tasmania rely on their governments to represent their best interests and not the interests of a few.
These best interests are represented by enhancing Tasmania's reputation, not trashing it.
After many years of hoping I have finally seen evidence that Tasmania has realised its potential for sustainable
economic growth in the global premium food, beverage, and tourism industries. It has been wonderful to see the
government encourage this growth. There are plenty of low rise possibilities for tourist accommodation scattered all
round the city. There is a potential growth corridor that extends from Hobart, through to Moonah, Glenorchy, and
Claremont. This provides an opportunity to spread development over a wider area, rather than try to squeeze it all
in to a few blocks of Hobart.
Visitors can commute into Hobart by ferry, via the disused rail line (if it is turned into a transport corridor), or by car
(if you build more underground car parks).
And please do not fall for the dishonest and very common developer trick of submitting for 70 stories with the aim
of compromising on 35 when that's all they wanted in the first place. This kind of duplicity is now obvious to all.
I would rather have paid for a qualified town planner to make a submission against the proposed rescaling of
Hobart, but the tight timeline and the fact I am going overseas means I have to make do with this impassioned plea
for you not to jeopardise the wonderful features that make Hobart so attractive to visitors and locals alike.
Julian Tertini
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REP 16
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Shani Roberts ‹shani_roberts@bigpond,com>
Thursday, 24 August 2017 12:42 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
I am writing to you to protest about the change to the height of high rise buildings in Hobart In particular we don't
want any high rise buildings close to the waterfront at Salamanca. We already have several hideous high rise
buildings there and certainly don't need any more.
Shani Roberts
29B Waimea Avenue
Sandy Bay
Hobart 7005
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REP 17
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Paul and Maggie <Ichampiogiinet. net.au>
Thursday, 24 August 2017 12:39 PM
Records Unit
Re the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme

We congratulate the council on the development of a desirable future character statement to guide proposed
developments for the Hobart CBD.
However we have serious concerns about some recommendations of the 'Woolley Report' which council have
If council believes that Hobart is to remain a iow to medium-rise city, then parts this report are simply not
compatible with this:
the inclusion of a high rise zone
a height limits of 75 metres
Hobart seems on the brink of destroying forever, the very character and ambience that is now attracting so many
visitors from the mainland and overseas.
We appeal to council to have the vision and leadership to develop a Desired Future Character Statement which
• Includes reference to Hobart's heritage streetscapes
•

Does not include reference to Woolley's 75 metre height limit

•
•

That height limits reflect the current rules in the Interim Planning Scheme NS m)
Does not include a hi-rise zone in the CBD

•

that the protection of more than 3 view lines be incorporated in the planning scheme amendments

We implore the council to preserve the precious and rare city that we have, both for all Tasmanians now and in the
future, and for the sake of the economic benefits that come with tourism generated by the beauty and character of
this place. They aren't coming to see high rise!!!!
Paul Champion
Margaret Champion
8 Anulka Street
Howrah
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REP 18
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fiona Musgrave <f_musgrave@hotmail.com>
Thursday, 24 August 2017 2:30 PM
Records Unit
No to highrises in the Hobart CBD area and or where they block views from residential
areas.

Hobart Council. City ofllobart, GPO Box 503, Hobart 7noi,
Dear Hobart Council
General Manager,

In agreement with Brian. Corr, President, Hobart not Ilighrise Inc. I would like to
state that these below regulations become part of Hobart's buildings policies.

• MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT LIMITS should be set to enable Council to reject
inappropriate development applications that do not meet the planning rules. These
maximum height limits should be developed with full community involvement and
professional advice.

• The Council has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits for the
CBD. Until the study is done and the report is available, any reference to HEIGHT
LIMITS SHOULD REFLECT THE CURRENT RULES in the Hobart Interim Planning
Scheme (around 45 metres in the CBD).

• The reference to 75 METRES in the Woolley Report should be REMOVED before the
report is included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If 75 metres is not
removed, then the Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning scheme
amendments.

• If your vision for Hobart is to remain a low to medium-rise city, then you should request
that a HIGH-RISE ZONE NOT BE INCLUDED, that is, references in the Desired
Future Character Statement to allow for 'intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity'
should be deleted.
• ie. (c) The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs and lower contours of
the Hobart Rivulet trough and reinforce a transition in scale back from the low ground
delta and the lower contours of the Macquarie Ridge and also from the rising contours of
Trinity Hill, the Queens Domain and the Bathurst and Macquarie Ridges.

• There should be more than just THREE VIEWLINES (Franklin Wharf to kunanyi,
Hunter St to kunanyi, Macquarie St to Cenotaph) incorporated in the planning scheme
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amendments. These should include other viewlines such as West Hobart to the waterfront,
or Glebe to kunanyi, as discussed in the Woolley Report.

■ HERITAGE STR.EETSCAPES should be specifically recognised in the Desired Future
Character Statement, by including a reference to the importance of heritage to Hobart's
future character and the need to protect heritage streetscapes.
Kind regards

fiona musgrave
Glenorchy
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REP 19
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kim Cartwright <kimsweetie@iinet.net.au>
Thursday, 24 August 2017 2:54 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Having read the planning scheme amendment proposals I would appreciate your time to peruse my
thoughts. Pm writing as a Hobart born and HCC rate payer.

The Council has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits for the CBD. Until the study
has been completed and the report is available, any reference to height limits should reflect the Current
rules in the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme (around 45 meters in the CEID).

Maximum building height limits should be set to enable Council to reject inappropriate development
applications that do not meet the planning rules. These maximum height limits should be developed with
full community involvement and professional advice.

The reference to 75 METRES in the Woolley Report should be REMOVED before the report is included
in the submission to the Planning Commission. If 75 metres is not removed, then the Woolley Report should
not be attached to the planning scheme amendments.

I believe city building height restrictions are an essential clement of control over the character and function
of our city. Altering the limits to benefit individual investors over the welfare of the citizens is a breach of
responsibility. As citizens of Hobart we must be able to rely on Councils integrity to uphold these
restrictions.
Thank you for your time
Kim Cartwright
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REP 20
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:

Lyn <ImsmithtasmaniaMyahoo.com.au>
Thursday, 24 August 2017 2:58 PM

Subject:

Submission re Planning Scheme Amendments. City of Hobart.
Hobart Submission on highrise buildings 24 August 2017.docx

Records Unit

Attachments:

18 Kelly Street
Battery Point. 7004
24th August 2017

The General Manager, the Mayor and all Council Members,
City of Hobart,
Tasmania. 7000
Dear Mr. Nick Heath and all Councilors,
We are very concerned about planned changes to the Hobart Planning Scheme and
proposed building height limits within the CBD.
While Leigh Woolley's Height Standards Performance Criteria Review sets out some
guidelines, they are, overall, very general and, amongst other matters, do not take into
account the enormous amount of increased traffic - already a problem, the need for
hundreds more parking spaces to service the densely populated high-rise buildings, and
the resulting invasion of inner suburban residential streets by cars and trucks looking
for parks.
This will, of course, put pressure on our Georgian heritage to be pulled down for said
parking. This has happened elsewhere across Australia. Hobart Central is squeezed
between the mountain and the river and there is too little room for expansion of roads
and parking places to make high rise development a beneficial way forward.
Nor do these changes take into account the rapaciousness of developers, who care
nothing for the landscape and everything about building their projects in the cheapest
and most profit driven manner. Their past history across Australia should be a warning
to Council members.
The Council represents its community and the community of Hobart has made it clear
that the heritage and low rise feel of this historic city is what they want to maintain and
keep. It makes Hobart a special place to live and this city is very widely admired, not
just across Australia, but these days, across the world.
We would ask you the Council to ensure the following:
■ That the current Rules of the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme should
apply until a study of the consequences of the proposed maximum height
limits has been completed.
• That the 75 metre proposed allowable height as presented in the Woolley
report be deleted before that Report goes to the Planning Commission. If
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this height of 75n metres is not deleted then the Woolley Report should not
be submitted to the Planning Commission at all.
• That maximum height limits be set and strictly adhered to - without
exceptions.
• That there should be no provision for a High-Rise zone within the central
city of Hobart as allowed for in the Woolley Report. The viewlines we have
now would be largely obliterated amongst other disadvantages already
mentioned. If this High Rise zone is granted, Hobart will no longer be a
low-rise city and will be far less attractive to locals and to visitors.
• That Heritage Streetscapes should be prioritized in the Desired Future
Character Statement.
Across Europe, in those cities we all love to visit if we can, heritage character has been
recognized as having a significance far beyond monetary value. Cities that include
Paris, Vienna, Prague, Strasbourg, London and Venice. And many smaller historic cities
such as Annecy and Gothenburg also.
It is not as though we don't have alternative places to site high rise and business
development. Some of the northern suburbs have the space not just for the buildings
but for parking also. This space gives more efficient access to freight and supplies.
Local Councils there are more likely to appreciate the possible access to jobs. Parking
and access could be built into the developments in a way not possible in Hobart
CBD. Satellite cities are common across the world and our northern suburbs are only a
short distance away. (A tramway to and from Hobart is worth considering as this would
be much used also.)
Yours sincerely
Lyn M Smith
George V. Smith
Angus G. Smith
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REP 21
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Helen Willing <helen.willing@gmail.com>
Thursday, 24 August 2017 4:00 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Dear General Manager, HCC,
NOT HOW HIGH- BUT WHERE?
Hobart's colonial core CBD with early Hobart Town roads running along the first settlements into New Town and
South Hobart started with primarily Georgian architecture and narrow roads, limited by hilly topography.
. Due to its early settlement and topography, the pattern set by early development is based on much narrower
streets and roads than later settlements such as Launceston, Melbourne and Perth which are primarily Victorian and
have much wider streets and kinder topography.
. Hobart's original development lines contain a good cross section of remnant architecture ranging from Georgian,
early/mid/late Victorian, Edwardian and NeoClassical styles.
If we wish to preserve the essential nature of how our history is reflected in our built environment, the unique
character of Hobart and its amenities, maybe we should be asking first, "NOT HOW HIGH - BUT WHERE AND HOW"
. In considering "how high should Hobart go?", there are many complex issues that relate to this issue, at least as
important as height and view lines. These issues include accommodating the increased density of use of services,
roads and public utilities such as medical, transport and waste management.
Many would argue that Hobart's infrastructure is not adequately dealing with these issues at current levels of use.
. If we wish to retain the historical, architectural and amenity values that remain in our inherited built environment
and distinguish Hobart from other cities, then perhaps we have to look at other models for integrating future
demands with the features and character we wish to retain. Examples from other capital cities (flat) in Australia,
where the historical facade has been retained as a frontispiece, may not be appropriate. It is window dressing at
street level, essentially cosmetic and can cause the loss of many interior architectural features that will never be
created again.
. Because we have CBD road grids based on early narrow infrastructure and hills, the effects of tail buildings in
narrow streets is intensified overshadowing and wind tunnelling from the waterfront. This has the potential to affect
CBD public open spaces. In addition, we have a network of islands and streams running under our CBD which
greatly complicates matters as seen with the Myer project.
. Perhaps we need to "greenfield" higher density close to CBD services on an adjacent site such as Macquarie Point.
. Australian investment within Australia is particularly supported, especially development that is sustainable and
demonstrates a sound business model and a commitment to operating as part of/within the community. There have
been a few examples of international, particularly Asian (Silver Needle Hotels etc) tourism developments in OLD that
have not worked as a business and ultimately been sold, leaving an irreversible impact on the environment they
leave behind.
Hobart needs a comprehensive, common sense plan that outlines a simple guideline for the city's future - one that
everyone can understand, one that can demonstrate practical solutions not incomprehensible performance criteria
that ultimately become someone's discretion. The city needs to assert its sovereignty over its future and create clear
guidelines for beneficial development_
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Both heritage and development should be accommodated along with the services to keep our city operating
efficiently. Such planning cannot result from external pressures put on our community by investors who decide to
buy property opportunistically which then generates a planning response.
We, Hobart, Tasmania and all citizens, need to be ahead of the game and make a statement about the ongoing
guardianship of our land and the terms and conditions for its use into the future.
Helen Willing

Sent from my iPad
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REP 22
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tricia Ramsay <tramsay@hotmail.com>
Thursday, 24 August 2017 4:21 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

With reference to the proposed increase in height for future developments within the Hobart CBD I support
sensitive and appropriate development that is sympathetic to the current context and scale of our heritage and
mostly 20' century buildings, and absolutely oppose any increase in building height. I hope the Hobart City Council
(HCC) demonstrates the visionary leadership, aesthetic understanding, and financial prudence to maintain the
current building height status quo, for the following reasons:
The HCC makes decisions that impact not only on the ratepayers within the Council's boundaries but everybody that
lives in this state. The CBD's current built infrastructure demonstrates the nature of our history and the social and
economic influences that have produced what is — in comparison with other capital cities - a modestly scaled CBD
cradled between two beautiful and majestic natural geographic features: the mountain the river. It is the jewel in
the crown of Australian capital cities. Not because of its ostentatious glitz or glamour, its homage to the big end of
town, its grab at any cost for development, whatever built monstrosity that may entail. It is the jewel because its
built heritage has charm, it is understated, and a majority of it is sited harmoniously within its natural geographic
features. The CBD reflects the fabric of Tasmania which is not big and burly but small, innovative, sensitive,
contained. The public of Tasmania should be factored into any decision the HCC makes regarding increasing building
height, for it is their capital city too; it does not only belong to the ratepayers of Hobart.
Hobart's COD is blessed with an ambience that should be protected. Part of that ambience is the small to medium
size of the buildings within the city and the open pedestrian spaces such as those around Parliament House and
Salamanca Place. Various sight lines around the city to the mountain and to the port would be compromised if
building height increased. Please do not let history repeat itself. The inappropriate height and scale of the Marine
Board Building on the waterfront continues to this day to be a source of public outcry because it restricts significant
sight lines from around the CBD to the port and its facilities.
Hobart is not a busy corporate hub and never will be. Compared to other Australian capital cities, its population is
small, with a CBD that services only current commercial, private and public administrative, health and leisure and
hospitality sectors. The need for large corporate head quarters does not exist. Nor is it ever likely to. If it ever does,
hopefully the Council will have the wherewithal — such has been done in places such as Paris and Rome — to leave
the city centre as it is and build any high rises in another area that can be easily serviced by the various transport
infrastructure and services necessary to cater for the increased development.
The infrastructure that supports the current status quo is stretched, as is evident by the constant letters to the
editor to the Mercury newspaper regarding traffic problems. The corollary of any planned increase in building
height within the CBD is an increased population using infrastructure that has not been designed to cater for it. The
development of infrastructure is expensive and has long time lines. Kingborough, Gienorchy and Clarence Councils'
are already suffering from inadequate road transport infrastructure to and from the Hobart CBD. If high rise
developments are to be a part of the future of Hobart, it would be wise to build them where infrastructure can be
developed to cater specifically for them; that is, away from the COD.
Tricia Ramsay
25 Roslyn Avenue
Kingston Beach, 7050

Other commentators, such as Richard Flannagan
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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REP 23
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gillfitzgerald@bigpond.com
Thursday, 24 August 2017 6:14 PM
Records Unit
Planning Scheme Submission

General Manager city of Hobart
Submission re. proposed changes to the Interim Planning Scheme.
(1) Max. height limit of buildings should be set, after full community involvement and professional
advice.
(2) Until current study by HCC is completed height limits should reflect the current rules — 45m. in
CBD.
(3) Remove the 75m. height in the Woolley report.
(4) Request that a Highrise zone not be included in future planning for Hobart City.
(5) There should be more than three viewlines in the Planning Scheme.
6 Heritage streetscapes should be recognised.
I urgently request that these points are considered, as it is important that Hobart retains its unique
character , which is highly valued by us locals and visitors.
Gillian R.Fitzgerald
South Hobart.

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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REP 24
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barbara Smith <barbles22@icloud.com>
Thursday, 24 August 2017 7:11 PM
Records Unit
No high rises in Hobt

Dear General Manager,
As a citizen of Hobart, and a rate payer , I do NOT want high rises in Hobart CBD, Salamanca, or in
fact, anywhere!
WHAT SHOULD BE CHANGED?
Below are the issues most important to me about this issue:
■ 45 metres should remain the MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT. This would allow Council to
reject inappropriate development applications that do not meet the planning rules.
•

Until the study that The Council has commissioned is done, (a study of proposed maximum height
limits for the CBD) and the report is available, any reference to HEIGHT LIMITS SHOULD
REFLECT THE CURRENT RULES in the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme (around 45 metres in
the CBD).

■ The reference to 75 METRES in the Woolley Report should be REMOVED before the report is
included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If 75 metres is not removed, then the
Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments.
•

If your vision for Hobart is to remain a low to medium-rise city, then you should request that
a HIGH-RISE ZONE NOT BE INCLUDED, that is, references in the Desired Future Character
Statement to allow for Intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity' should be deleted.

•

VIEWLINES: There should be more than just three of these (Currently Franklin Wharf to kunanyi,
Hunter St to kunanyi, Macquarie St to Cenotaph) incorporated in the planning scheme amendments.
These should include other viewlines such as West Hobart to the waterfront, or Glebe to kunanyi, as
discussed in the Woolley Report

• HERITAGE STREETSCAPES should be specifically recognised in the Desired Future Character
Statement, by including a reference to the importance of heritage to Hobart's future character and
the need to protect heritage streetscapes.
There is a lot of passion amongst Hobart residents, who, like me, moved here for the low impact feel of
this beautiful city... It is VITAL to me that I look up from the CBD and not see extremely tall buildings
blocking my sun, my views, the sense of expanse that keeps me living in Hobart
Regards
Barbara Smith
13 Corby Ave
West Hobart
7000
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Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Danielle Pacaud <danypacauch§gmail.com>
Friday, 25 August 2017 1:28 AM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Submission to Hobart City Council re High Rise; Planning Scheme amendments PSA-17-3
I wish to make this submission to Hobart City Council regarding proposed amendments to the existing planning schemes concerning maximum, heights,
Firstly I request that the City Council involves the community in well informed choices about the impacts of increases to maximum building heights,
supported by impartial professional advice.
This advice should be holistic and multidisciplinary considering the wide ranging impacts of potential increased building development in the city. This
consultation should explore the alternatives of incremental increase in density through low and medium rise development.
I feel that the City Council must represent the medium and longer term interests of the people of Hobart who live and work in Hobart first, as well as the
benefits to visitors and investors. In my view a city that is convivial for its inhabitants will also be sustainable in the long term as an attractive place to
visitors and investors.
In this light, maximum building heights should remain and should enable Council to reject development that is not in the best interests of a well-planned
convivial city,
I am concerned about the impacts on traffic, parking and streetscapes due to increases in density that are more than incremental.
I am concerned about the impacts of significant increases in density on the historic city of Hobart, its heritage buildings, the historic fabric itself and the
city's sense of place. In my view these are primary factors in Hobart's success, together with its access to the waterfront.
I believe that any proposal to increase allowable building heights significantly would need a whole-of city or whale -of-region plan. Options need to be
developed, evaluated and compared, such as creating a high rise zone with clear and excellent road andlor light rail connections to the airport and from
this zone into the historic city.
Comments have been made by others about planning in Paris which has a high rise zone entirely separated from its historic centre. Paris also has a 50
year regional plan. Hobart's diminutive scale makes this long term and broad planning approach all the more necessary, because its centre is more
fragile, more fragmented and increasingly rare. It is also more feasible because Hobart is small and more easily managed.
agree with and support the topographic and morphological analysis that is the basis of the Woolley report but I disagree strongly with the proposition
that Hobart can assimilate high rise at all and especially in its historic and cultural centre. In particular the footprint of the 1811 Meehan plan cannot
survive, as an intelligible historic origin that defines the city, with high rise development, and should be made a special precinct.
I believe that the reference to 75m height limit cannot be justified and should be removed. The 20m nominal height of the 'street wall' the should be
more prominently referred to and emphasised to guide development to sympathetic, incremental, medium density rule-of-thumb or norm.
In my view the unique topographic character of Hobart between the Mountain and the waterfront is invaluable and essential to the city's success, the
wellbeing of its people and its future economic sustainability, as place that attracts people here to live, work, learn, create and be healthy. High rise
development in the 'basin' of the central business zone would inevitably compromise this character for a person within the city.
However a city is not only a spatial form and the impacts of high rise development would be wide ranging, affecting infrastructure, services land values
and environmental burden, in fact all that contributes to the quality of life in Hobart.
Where there is benefit from increased density and more commercial development, this needs to be managed at a scale and pace that is not self-defeating
and destructive of Hobart's unique sense of place and strengths. A review of the C3D and its planning scheme could bring benefits of investment at a
human scale and pace that would enhance and sustain the city. Existing height limits of 45m in the interim scheme must be constrained by consideration
of topography and environment to allow sunlight and avoid high winds in I lobart's streets. The acknowledged scale of the street edge at 20m has to be
accompanied by an animated and human scale street face to be experienced by a person inhabiting the street to be socially effective. Further economic
and social factors need to be planned for.
The Sullivans Cove Scheme height limits must be maintained and the ability for Hobart City Council to reject planning applications for development
outside these limits must be stated and strengthened. Investment should be directed instead to fragmented, disturbed and disused part of the conurbation
where significant redevelopment is needed.
Their must be protection for more than three view lines, including from West Hobart and the Glebe as discussed by the Woolley report. The view line
should be considered for a person in the street, rather than from an aerial position. In my view each and every development of such a significant change
of scale needs to be justified on its individual merits and impacts, within the strict height restrictions, taking into account its particular impacts on
Hobart's historic character and the sense of place of the city as a whole. This is because such change in scale will change the experience of the city as a
whole.
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Many cities have lost all sense of a particular character and identity as a place. Many cities have become hollow, losing their once populated streets and
open spaces to windswept and inhospitable service roads and underground car parking entrances. Many tall buildings take up the street level and several
levels above with car parking and ventilator outlets.
Many cities, like the Monopoly board, became warehouses for development gain - where tall buildings stand empty while local people cannot afford
homes because of the exponential increase in land values. In the short term, cities that sell out to such development become permanent building sites,
noisy and dirty, inhospitable and unattractive. Longer term social problems can be serious and far reaching, and extremely difficult to undo.
Conversely, a higher density, medium rise city, that develops incrementally, can retain its culture and historic identity and continue to attract success.
Jan Gehl's plan for Hobart, using his principles of making cities for people, demonstrated how to enhance Hobart as a convivial and thriving human
habitat through management and reduction of traffic. High rise would bring with it dramatic increase in car traffic, when there is no train or
underground infrastructure. This would strangle Hobart, constricted between mountain and sea, as a fait accompli, precipitating pressure for costly and
defacing road developments, 1 believe that the planning scheme amendments need to address the impacts on traffic.
Having invested in the Gehl report 1 urge Hobart City Council to stand firm and persist with a vision of Hobart as a city made for its people.
1 request that references to a high rise zone in Hobart are not included in any Desired Future Character Statement and references to 'intensification' and
`built intensity' should be deleted from proposed amendments. Alternate locations, beyond the historic city, should be sought for any high-rise
development, with integrated access by public transport and road infrastructure.
The requirement to set back taller parts of buildings from the street to allow sunlight at street level should be strengthened. Wind modelling should be
required taking into account increased storm events due to global warming.
Hobart's heritage strectseapes should be specifically protected particularly for the footprint of the 1811 Meehan plan. The connection of the historic city
streets to the waterfront should be enshrined and enhanced in the Desired Future Character Statement.
would be grateful of an acknowledgment of this submission and notification of any future opportunity to participate in consultation.
Faithfully
Danielle Pacaud

70 Hillborough Road
South Hobart
TAS 7004
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REP 26
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

B Fitzgerald <blane.fitzgerald@bigpond.conn>
Friday, 25 August 2017 10:09 AM
Records Unit
hobartnothighrise@gmaii.com
Planning Scheme

Sir I am concerned about the planning debate.
What is the point of plan that at a whim can be changed from 45 m to 75m.
Height is not something that should be played with to benefit the pockets of developers.
Think of Empress Tower or ODavey St. Blights on our landscape.
A logo that looks like used band aids or an iron Christmas tree can be changed but a major building is here for a very
long time.
Or will it not matter if Hickey's Horror is built in Davey St., then 75m will look small by comparison
Our city still has a unique character so let's keep it that way.
Blane Fitzgerald
South Hobart

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Allyson Ekin <ekina68@yahoo.com>
Friday, 25 August 2017 11:35 AM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

To whom it may concern,

I strongly believe that these points should be incorporated into any further Hobart City building height considerations
or amendments;

1)MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT LIMITS should be set to enable Council to reject inappropriate development
applications that do not meet the planning rules.
2) Any reference to HEIGHT LIMITS SHOULD REFLECT THE CURRENT RULES in the Hobart Interim Planning
Scheme (around 45 metres in the CBD).
3) The reference to 75 METRES in the Woolley Report should be REMOVED before the report is included in the
submission to the Planning Commission.
4) That a HIGH-RISE ZONE NOT BE INCLUDED, that is, references in the Desired Future Character Statement to
allow for 'intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity' should be deleted.
NB - There should be more than just THREE VIEWLINES (Franklin Wharf to kunanyi, Hunter St to kunanyi,
Macquarie St to Cenotaph) incorporated in the planning scheme amendments. These should include other viewlines
such as West Hobart to the waterfront, or Glebe tokunany, as discussed in the Woolley Report.
5) HERITAGE STREETSCAPES should be specifically recognised in the Desired Future Character Statement, by
including a reference to the importance of heritage to Hobart's future character and the need to protect heritage
streetscapes.

I sincerely hope that the concerned people of Hobart, who are proud of our city and the reputation it holds as heritagebased and full of character with a unique low-rise aspect, will be listened to.
From a concerned Hobart resident.
Allyson
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REP 28
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:

John Biggs <jbiggs@bigpond.corn>
Friday, 25 August 2017 12:51 PM

To:
Subject:

Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Records Unit

I think the recommended maximum height of 75 metres for the CBD is far too high. That is the height of Wrest Point
along main streets even allowing that it will not apply in Murray Macquarie Melville Argyle intersects. Outside this
central block is still too close to major shopping centers and will block sun, and create wind tunnels. Aesthetically,
Hobart's charm are its low lying buuildings. European cities have their high rise way out of the CBD like Paris,
London, Edinburgh, Lisbon, the list goes on and on. It is crazy to promote tourism with Hobart's Olde Worlde
charm and then make it look like and other Australian capital or US skyscraper style cities from which our torist
population would be getting away from.
John Biggs
PO Box 1083
SANDY BAY

Tas 7006
Ph: 0362252257
ibiges@biepond.com
www.lohnbiees.com.au
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Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Geoff Syme <geoff.symegbigpond.corn>
Friday, 25 August 2017 12:54 PM
Records Unit
Comment on Hobart Interim Planning Scheme Amendment Amendmentsto the Heiight
Standards in the CBZ.

General Manager
Hobart City Council.
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
In general I am highly supportive of the proposed amendments and congratulate Leigh Woolley
on his Height Standards Performance Review. I understand that the council is to conduct
further investigations on Proposed Maximum Height limits in the CBD which will provide further
material for decision making in this regard.
I am somewhat concerned that if the Woolley report is appended to the proposed amendments
that the specific recommendation detailed in a subscript that the maximum height should not
be more than 75 metres will be taken too literally and become a de facto standard. This
comment seems to be far more specific than most of the rest of the report
In my opinion either the reference to 75 metres should be deleted or some language in
accompanying documentation provided that makes it clear that maximum heights will remain at
the current 45 metres until further investigation and recommendation is available.
I am not necessarily opposed to greater height if our streetscapes are not negatively reflected
unduly. Good long term planning needs to accommodate for significantly increased density in
the zone identified in the Woolley report if we are to avoid incremental loss of meaning for the
city. This may require significantly taller buildings and I recognise that this may entail a change
in our current height restrictions. I do, however, support logic in planning. If the 75 metre
recommendation, which seems to be an afterthought, is adopted as the de facto standard before
further investigation it will make further investigations likely to be ineffectual.
GEOFF SYME

12 VIRGINIA COURT
Sandy Bay
TAS 7005
Australia
M: 0405 779 63S
Email: geoff.syme@bigpand.carn

Disclaimer
The information in this e-mail and attachments Of any is confidential and may be privileged or commercially sensitive. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender immediately and delete any copies held on your systems. Any review, re-transmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking
of any action in reliance upon this information, by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited-
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Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

chris waite <cwaite@netspace netau>
Saturday, 26 August 2017 10:52 AM
Records Unit
Dianne Waite; Kitty Courtney
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Dear sir,
As a resident of Tasmania, regular visitor to Hobart and possible future resident of said city, I wish to
express my view that the height limit pros for increasing the height of buildings within the CBD, and
immediate close surrounding suburbs, currently being reviewed by Council, be managed to continue to
enforce and maintain the present height limit of 45 metres. It will behove the city councillors to recognise
Hobart cannot ever be another Melbourne or Sydney. Hobart is a low-rise city and therein lies it's charm. A
few new high-rise buildings will detract from what we have now, not add to it.

As a concerned persons and Tassieophiles, we implore the Council to remove all reference to the "Wooley
Report" from any future Planning Scheme for the city of Hobart.
Yours sincerely,
Chris and Di Waite

C Waite
68 Nobelius Drive
Legana 7277
TASMANIA
cwaite(netspace.net.au
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REP 31
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bill Clawson <scroats@bigpond.com>
Saturday, 26 August 2017 11:21 AM
Records Unit
Hobart Interim Planning Scheme amendments

Dear Sirs,
With regard to the proposed amendments to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme, I would comment
as follows:

1. It is essential that any amendment incorporates a restriction on building height. This should
not be a recommendation but a nominated maximum height that cannot be exceeded under any
circumstances. This will enable the Council to make a finite judgement on all new planning
applications.
2. Given that the Council has recently commissioned a further study into building heights within
the CBI), some form of protection must be immediately enacted to prevent any approvals of
developments outside the current scheme. As the current scheme is somewhat vague on
building heights, a 45 meter limit should be mandated.
3. Following my attendance at the public forum discussions at the Council conference centre on
15/8. it was apparent that the reference to a maximum height of 75 meters given in the
Woolley report was causing some community confusion and concern and therefore, this height
reference should be deleted in its entirety.
4. I would question the commercial and community need for a designated high-rise area within
the CBD. I can understand the need to strengthen the existing Interim Planning Scheme so as
to prevent over-height/bulk buildings to be established on an ad-hoc basis but see no
justification in setting aside a specific area within the CBD for this purpose. Any amendment
should be so configured as to restrict new development height/bulk to community acceptable
levels, irrespective of their location. There is no compelling rationale to mandate an
'intensification' zone as the essence of Hobart City's low/medium rise configuration will be
lost forever, without the achievement of any tangible gain.
5. West Hobart residents look out over that monumental failure of town planning called Empress
Tower. The viewline from the west and north of the City towards the Derwent have been
massively compromised by this over-height monstrosity. Any amendment must include
appropriate viewlines from ALL city locations.
6. The language of the proposed amendment(s) must be so worded as to reduce the ambiguity of
both the amendments and the Interim Plan. To say that you could drive a bus through some
sections of the Plan is not an overstatement. The final draft plan must present a clear and
incontestable vision of the City's future character.
Yours Sincerely
William Dawson
1/40 Fielding Drive
West Hobart 7000
0400034580
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REP 32
Johnson, Diane
From;
Sent:
To:
Subject:

roger23@iprimus.com.au
Saturday, 26 August 2017 12:19 PM
Records Unit
Hobart CBD Height Limits

Gday Nick
I stand 100% behind Hobart not High Rise.
If it is true the Woolley Report recommends a 75M height limit this is still way too high.
Visitors come to Hobart for its charm like our Scandanavian counterparts with no high rise.
Keep A real Nick
Roger Lake
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REP 33
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Windsor <robertwincisor@bigpond.com>
Saturday, 26 August 2017 1:02 PM
Records Unit
High Rise Proposal for Hobart City

Dear Sir,
We are deeply concerned residents of greater Hobart and Hobart City Ratepayers that have proudly called Hobart
our home for over 65 years.
We have invested in and developed a lot of real estate in Hobart over the years and would describe ourselves as
being pro development and could potentially benefit from a raised height restriction due to property we own.
However after reading the Woolley report and seeing the proposals by the Fragrance group for excessive breaches
of the planning scheme guidelines we find it necessary to put our concerns in writing.
Firstly, in relation to the Woolley report we believe that there are many good points that he makes and the
document appears well researched, however his conclusion to impose a 75 metre height limit on the central city
area appears to have no relevance to any of his research and no justification other than to put an arbitrary figure on
a height limit.
We believe that the current height limit is sufficient and should be rigidly adhered to.
Secondly, in relation to the Fragrance group proposals we find these to be obscene breaches of just not the planning
code but a total disregard of the culture and character of Hobart that visitors and locals alike have come to enjoy
about our city.
Tall buildings by there very nature create shadowing effects, and the further we are from the equator the greater
the shadowing.
When Bruce Small was Mayor of the Gold Coast he encouraged tourism and development and people from the
southern states flocked to the Gold Coast for its magnificent beach and surf. Unfortunately today the iconic beach is
almost deserted in the afternoons due to the shadowing caused by the skyscrapers. Do we want this for our iconic
Salamanca Place which is a hot spot for both locals and tourists enjoying a meal or a drink in the outdoors venues in
the afternoons and summer evenings.
(We have looked at this and would ask that you get an architectural expert to demonstrate the shadowing effect on
this area)
We believe Council have a responsibility to do the best they can for their ratepayers and come up with a solution
that protects the culture and nature of the City that makes it so attractive to live here and also to make it a vibrant
and inviting city for visitors as well.
Let's be smart about our developments and have the courage to say no to inappropriate developments and keep the
height limits as they are.
We attended the Hobart Not Highrise meeting at the town hall and whilst not a member of the group we support
their proposals wholeheartedly.
Robert and Anne Windsor
51 Carlton Beach Rd
Dodges Ferry
Tas 7173
Also Owners of:
1/1 Una St Mt Stuart
131 Collins St Hobart (part)
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REP 34
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ward and Cathy Doe <ward.doe@bigpond.com>
Saturday, 26 August 2017 3:36 PM

Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Submission
75 metres as maximum building height is too high and should be subject to wider public consultation. Until
then the current 45 should remain with NO Exceptions. The Myer building has already gone too far.
A high rise zone should not be included in the Desired Future character statement. Heritage streetscapes
should be defined and fully protected, particularly from inappropriate infill developments which overshadow,
dominate and diminish heritage streetscapes.
Three view lines are inadequate. The current amphitheatre with viewlines from the foothills to the
waterfront and vice versa should be retained and not further eroded by high rise development.

Regards
Cathy Doe
Sent from my iPad
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REP 35
Johnson, Diane
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Jan Butler <jan.butler@internode.ormet>
Saturday, 26 August 2017 3:42 PM
Records Unit
Submission regarding changes to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme
Submission Regarding Planning Scheme Amendments JLB .pdf

Please find attached my Submission Regarding Planning Scheme Amendments, Hobart City.

Yours sincerely
Janet Butler
7 Ragged Lane Hobart Tasmania 7000
GPO Box 55 Hobart Tasmania 7001
jan.butler(ibintemode.on.net

0417 962 466
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Submission Regarding Planning Scheme Amendments, Hobart City
26 August 2017
From:
Janet Butler
7 Ragged Lane, HOBART 7000
(GPO Box 55, HOBART 7001)
To:
General Manager, City of Hobart
Email coh@hobartcity.com.au
(GPO Box 503, HOBART 7001)

Dear Sir
I write to comment, as a Hobart resident, on the amendments now being considered
to the Planning Scheme for the CBD.
I love living in Hobart and I enjoy walking around the city and seeing views of the
water and the mountain. In my nearly 20 years here, I have seen special views
disappear as new high buildings are built. Before I arrived, there were a number of
buildings developed which should never have been allowed as they have spoilt the
low rise, unique character of this beautiful city. This should not continue to happen
if we are to maintain the amenity of Hobart for residents and tourists.
I understand that the Planning Scheme amendments are to incorporate specific
guidelines for decision makers to follow when assessing development proposals that
do not meet the planning rules. I do not understand why this is necessary. What is
the point of having planning rules if they are not followed? Why not reject an
application if it does not meet these rules?
In particular, the maximum building height limits in the current Hobart Interim
Planning Scheme are 45m and I strongly believe that this limit should remain in any
new amendments, perhaps with a discretion of 10% allowable increase if there is a
very good reason for this, and not just to increase profits for developers. All reasons
for a change to the rules should be advertised, giving the community an opportunity
to be involved in the decision.
I am pleased to see consideration for shadowing effects and offset of buildings when
near heritage buildings. Also the amendments which require "a positive
contribution..." and "provide significant benefits..." are excellent changes. I think
there should be more discussion of the need for sustainability of building proposals,
and this would include the ability to create roof-top gardens, using solar and wind
for electricity in the buildings, as well as careful and creative designs which do not
rely solely on air-conditioning.
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I would like to see more than the three view lines to and from the mountain and the
sea discussed in the Woolley Report, as these are what makes Hobart unique and
gives a sense of place for those living, working and visiting Hobart.
I do not support a high-rise zone as suggested by Leigh Woolley. I agree that there is
an opportunity for more intensification of buildings in the city, but believe that there
are ample places for this to occur without increasing heights above the 45m limit.
For example there are numerous ugly car sale yards, which could be moved out of
the CBD and replaced with attractive, well-designed developments. Underused
heritage buildings can be sympathetically developed to provide more
accommodation for residents and tourists.
Heights are not the only issue when considering development applications. We
residents are proud of and enjoy the heritage streetscapes, which are an attraction
to tourists, and these need to be specifically recognised and protected in the Desired
Future Character Statement.
Thank you for your consideration.
Yours sincerely
Janet Butler
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REP 36
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Douglas Armati <armati@me.com>
Saturday, 26 August 2017 4:32 PM
Records Unit
Submission - Proposed Amendments - Height Standards etc
HCC Representation 20170826.pdt
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Douglas & Jenny Arrnati
Stanwell Hall, ME. Melville Street,
(PD Box 3209), West Hobart Trk5 7000
Phone: (03} 623! 5023 Mobile: 0400502 326
Email: armat fame.coro

August 26, 2017

General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart TAS 7001
Via email to: coh©hobartcity.com.au

Dear General Manager
RE: PROPOSED CITY OF HOBART PLANNING SCHEME
AMENDMENTS
We are writing to make a submission on the proposed City of Hobart
Amendments to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone under
the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015. We request that our points be
considered before any amendments are finalised.
We have six issues:
1. CITY VISION PROCESS
2. DEFINITION OF THE CENTRAL BUSINESS ZONE
3. DESIRED FUTURE CHARACTER STATEMENT
4. MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT LIMITS
5. HERITAGE
6. VIEWLINES

1. CITY VISION PROCESS
After decades of being the poor relation of Australian cities, Hobart
finds itself as a newly found darling, with many suitor- developers
wanting to insert their projects into the city.
It is vital that there is a comprehensive vision of the city to provide
a rational framework against which all such projects can be
assessed.
That framework should contain both qualitative and quantitative
elements developed through detailed and truly responsive
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engagement with the people who live in the city, who come to work,
shop, create, do business and study in it, engage with it as visitors
and with the rich variety of economic agents who play a part in its
success.
To be making amendments to the Interim Planning Scheme prior to
the completion of that work seems premature, pre-emptive and
foolhardy.
❑ne outcome of the City Vision process may, for example, be
something radical, like the funding of a comprehensive
redevelopment scheme, an approach taken so successfully in other
cities, which might see compulsory acquisition of chunks of the city
with a view to creating sympathetic redevelopment of the existing
fabric along with sensitive, holistically considered low to mediumrise new developments to fulfil those City Vision goals more
thoroughly than simply inserting high-rise into the existing low-rise
heritage fabric.
2. DEFINITION OF THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
The notion of a Central Business District is, of itself, fluid. If the area
of the City of Hobart, for example, were to be expanded to
incorporate, say, the City of Glenorchy, the available geographies for
the location of the "CBD" would change significantly.
To determine the need for a certain square meterage of
development and then to designate a few blocks for high-rise to fulfil
that requirement, as Leigh Wooley has apparently done in his
report, is a response to the apparently limited area that the existing
"City of Hobart" local government/planning area has available. If
this area were significantly expanded, the need for high-rise at all
may diminish accordingly or there may be more suitable locations,
away from the human-scale old city centre, for such developments.
So, the definition of the CBD is, itself, a vital consideration in the
debate about the future shape of the City of Hobart.
3. DESIRED FUTURE CHARACTER STATEMENT
Consideration of the "desired future character" of Hobart should not
be limited by the apparent urgency of determining acceptable height
limits for the city because we have a few developers who want us to
radically change our views to accommodate their wishes.
"Desired future character" is a much richer conversation, properly
determined and amended from time to time as part of the overall,
ongoing City Vision debate which should be part of the core business
of the City of Hobart polity and bureaucracy.
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If, however, the Council wishes to push ahead with the
Amendments, we make strong representation that it is our desire for
Hobart remain as a low to medium-rise city in the "environs and
lower contours of the Hobart Rivulet trough and reinforce a
transition in scale back from low ground delta and lower contours of
the Macquarie Ridge and also from the rising contours of Trinity Hill,
the Queens Domain and the Bathurst and Macquarie Ridges." and,
therefore, request the deletion of all references to a "high-rise
zone", "intensification" and "defined (conical) expression of built
intensity".
4. MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHTS
Pending the outcome of the current iteration of the City
Vision/Desired Future Character debate, which should be informed
by detailed study of proposed maximum height limits for the CBD,
the City would, therefore, be best served by temporarily setting the
existing 45 metre guideline as an absolute limit in the "CBD" as
defined by Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 and respecting the
other guideline heights set out in that Scheme as maxima in the
adjoining zones.
We consider Council's submission of proposed Planning Scheme
Amendments to the Planning Commission to be entirely premature,
for the reasons given above.
If, however, a decision is made to proceed with that submission, any
reference to 75 metres in the Woolley Report, including its diagrams
and plans, should be removed and, if not removed, the Woolley
Report itself should not form part of the submission.
5. HERITAGE
Currently there is no mention of "heritage" in the Desired Future
Character Statement or Performance Criteria within the proposed
Amendments, which is extraordinary, given the significance of
heritage in the "character" of Hobart and Tasmania.
These deficiencies need to be addressed before any submission is
made to the Planning Commission, with detailing of the uniquely
significant heritage character of the townscape and individual
streetscapes included in Regional, Precinctual and Development
Scale descriptions of the character of the Central Business District,
ensuring that all developments allowed in the city are designed to
reinforce, protect and not overwhelm the heritage characteristics of
the place.
6. VIEWLINES
As part of the City Vision process, the definition of precious viewlines
should be elicited. We can only imagine there will be many more
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than just three viewlines (Franklin Wharf to kunanyi, Hunter St to
kunanyi, Macquarie St to Cenotaph) the people of Hobart consider
should be incorporated in the planning scheme amendments when
they are eventually submitted. These would almost certainly include
viewlines such as West Hobart to the waterfront, Tasman Bridge and
Trinity Church, Glebe to kunanyi and Campbell Street to the docks.
Thank you for considering our submission and proposed changes in
approach. We look forward to further engagement in the City Vision
process.

Regards

Douglas & Jenny Armati
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REP 37
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ann Olive <olivann@gmail.com>
Saturday, 26 August 2017 5:40 PM
Records Unit
Hobart Planning

I support the following amendments:
1.
The new Desirable Future Character Statement which is intended to guide planning decisions
about proposed developments for the CBD that do not meet height guidelines.

2.
Performance Criteria for building heights regarding overshadowing, viewlines and
benefits to public amenity.
3.

Heritage streetscapes should definitely be recognised and taken into consideration!

4.
Viewlines linking suburbs like West Hobart and Glebe to the water and mountain
respectively, should be kept.
Ann Olive
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REP 38
Johnson, Diane
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Sue & Tony Bell <abe14819@bigpond.com>
Saturday, 26 August 2017 8:01 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3
Dear Alderman highrise 3.docx

General Manager, City of Hobart

23 August 2017

Dear Alderman:

We feel very strongly that a move to allow highrise tower buildings (over the height 45 meters) to be constructed in
central Hobart is a massive mistake.
This will change the character of the city and destroy its uniqueness.
It will become like every other highrise city — a place full of shadows and wind corradores and the many wonderful
views of our port and our very unique Mountain nearby will be lost forever.

I have never forgotten that during my first trip to Europe in 1970 —I walked within Innsbruck and was stunned by the
beauty of the views from the town to the surrounding mountains in the distance.
This was a unique experience for me then - and one that Hobart can still deliver — but only if we do not let greed get
in the way.

We have already lost the wonderful entrance views to the city — coming from the direction of the airport via the
bridge
— as we used to see Mt Wellington fi LIIII the round-about (now blocked by the Menzies Centre)
and there was also a fantastic view over the port area as you came around the bend in Davey street (now blocked by
the very ugly and too high Zero Davey building.)

Greed must not win out. We must not have a zone of built intensity.
We are convinced that no one except developers (probably foreign) will benefit from this.
This type of development will destroy the very special historic precinct near the port (especially the areas bounded by
Davey, Macquarie, Argyle and Melville streets).
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The historic buildings are the essence of our city and their modest height also contributes to a wonderful peoplefriendly ambiance that Hobart has always had.
This will be lost if we destroy what we have with Shanghi-type structures which are not of our culture, and way way
too big and high.

The action to allow even one highrise will open the door for many.
These buildings represent the "Asian" dream — travel to Singapore (or any large city in China or Malaysia) and you
see the sameness and ugliness of these buildings which have proliferated like a disease.
We should look at the lessons that historic European cities demonstrate.
People love being in cities that preserve and delight in their historic origins.

Tourists are also attracted to Hobart for the many views of the Mountain and surrounds from the port and from the
city.
Hobart is people friendly and special. Tall tower blocks are neither of these things.

We need innovative new buildings that fit in with the Heritage of our city rather than those which dominate.
We do not want an "Asian" city. We are too special to sell out to foreign developers who just want to make a fast
buck at our expense.
Buildings like our new wharves at Sullivans cove have been locally designed and fit the bill perfectly.

Do not vote to allow even one highrise to be built. You will go down in history — not as the Council that voted for
"progress",
but as the Council who opened the door to the irreversible destruction of much that we hold dear about our city.

We have lived in the Hobart area since 1974.
We have travelled across the world to many cities in America, Europe and a few in Asia.
We always return GRATEFULLY to our very special Tasmania and Hobart.
Do not make the mistake of thinking that Hobart needs to "catch up" to the latest that can be found in other places.
Its specialness is its difference.

Sincerely,

2
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23 August 2017

Dear Alderman:
We feel very strongly that a move to allow highrise tower buildings (over the height 45 meters) to be
constructed in central Hobart is a massive mistake. This will change the character of the city and
destroy its uniqueness. It will become like every other highrise city — a place full of shadows and wind
corradores and the many wonderful views of our port and our very unique Mountain nearby will be lost
forever.
I have never forgotten that during my first trip to Europe in 1970 — I walked within Innsbruck and was
stunned by the beauty of the views from the town to the surrounding mountains in the distance. This
was a unique experience for me then - and one that Hobart can still deliver — but only if we do not let
greed get in the way.
We have already lost the wonderful entrance views to the city — coming from the direction of the airport
via the bridge — as we used to see Mt Wellington from the round-about (now blocked by the Menzies
Centre) and there was also a fantastic view over the port area as you came around the bend in Davey
street (now blocked by the very ugly and too high Zero Davey building.)
Greed must not win out. We must not have a zone of built intensity. We are convinced that no one
except developers (probably foreign) will benefit from this. This type of development will destroy the
very special historic precinct near the port (especially the areas bounded by Davey, Macquarie, Argyle
and Melville streets).
The historic buildings are the essence of our city and their modest height also contributes to a
wonderful people-friendly ambiance that Hobart has always had. This will be lost if we destroy what
we have with Shanghi-type structures which are not of our culture, and way way too big and high.
The action to allow even one highrise will open the door for many. These buildings represent the
"Asian" dream — travel to Singapore (or any large city in China or Malaysia) and you see the sameness
and ugliness of these buildings which have proliferated like a disease. We should look at the lessons
that historic European cities demonstrate. People love being in cities that preserve and delight in their
historic origins.
Tourists are also attracted to Hobart for the many views of the Mountain and surrounds from the port
and from the city. Hobart is people friendly and special. Tall tower blocks are neither of these things.
We need innovative new buildings that fit in with the Heritage of our city rather than those which
dominate. We do not want an "Asian" city. We are too special to sell out to foreign developers who
just want to make a fast buck at our expense. Buildings like our new wharves at Sullivans cove have
been locally designed and fit the bill perfectly.
Do not vote to allow even one highrise to be built. You will go down in history — not as the Council
that voted for "progress", but as the Council who opened the door to the irreversible destruction of
much that we hold dear about our city.
We have lived in the Hobart area since 1974. We have travelled across the world to many cities in
America, Europe and a few in Asia. We always return GRATEFULLY to our very special Tasmania
and Hobart. Do not make the mistake of thinking that Hobart needs to "catch up" to the latest that can
be found in other places. Its specialness is its difference.
Sincerely,
Sue and Tony Bell
29 Esplanade, Lindisfarne
(formerly of North Hobart)
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REP 39
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Davis <janedavis050@gmail.com>
Sunday, 27 August 2017 9:15 AM
Records Unit
submission re planning scheme ammenclments

Dear Hobart City Council
I would like to submit changes to the proposed planning scheme which currently appear to be only informed
by a single entity: architect Leigh Woolley
1.Maximum building height limits should be to ensure that the Hobart City Council can reject
unsuitable development applications that do not meet the planning rules.
2. Rather than just one consultant advising, the maximum building height limits should be
developed with full community involvement and multiple professionals advising.
3. I understand that the Hobart City Council has commissioned, for the central business district, a
study of proposed maximum height limits. Any reference to the height limits should be in
alignment with the current Hobart Planning Scheme Interim Planning scheme, which I
understand is around a maximum of 45 metres. Thus any application for Sullivan's Cove and
Hobart CBD should be rejected such as the Fragrance owers proposal.
4. It is imperative that the reference to mmetres in the report by Leigh Woolley should be totally
removed before the before the report is included in the submission to the Planning Commission,
as it is not in accordance to the current planning scheme. As previously mentioned that there is
still the consultative study looking at maximum building heights underway, and no other avenue
of 'slipping in' other suggested maximum heights should be allowed to be submitted until that
report is completed. Thus the Woolley's Report should not be included as part of the propose
planning scheme amendments, if the references to 75 metres in Woolley's report is not removed.
5. A High-Rise zone should not be included in the planning scheme ammendments, as you have
classed your 'vision' for Hobart to be a low to medium-rise city. In accordance with this the
references in the Desired Future Character Statement to allow for 'intensification' and a zone of
'built intensity' should be deleted:
(c) The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs and lower contours of the
. .
Hobart Rivulet trough and
reinforce a transition in scale back
from the low ground delta and the lower contours of the Macquarie Ridge and also from the
rising contours of Trinity Hill, the Queens Domain and the Bathurst and Macquarie Ridges.
6. In your current proposed planning scheme amendments you have only three view-lines
(Franklin Wharf to kunanyi, Hunter St to kunanyi, Macquarie St to Cenotaph). As mentioned in
the Woolley report, otherview-lines should be included, such as West Hobart to the waterfront, or
Glebe to kunanyi.
7. In the Desired Future Character Statement a reference to the importance of heritage to Hobart's
future character and the need to protect heritage streetscapes.
This will help to keep encouraging our tourist industry as many people visit to enjoy the small city
feel, the heritage, open spaces, relaxing water front. European cities ensure that they successfully
maintain their heritage areas ,which are very popular tourist destinations. Also the live-abilty of
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Hobart is such a bonus. High-rise buildings, as they only reduce sun-light to the streets, and cause
increase of 'wind-tunnel' effect, should be avoided at all cost. The developer cost is really only after
high-rise's profits and are not thinking of the future of a 'Hobart-for-all'. The Hobart City Council
needs to be reflecting on all of the wishes of the people of Hobart and the tourist draw-cards.
thanking for accepting my submission.
kind regards
Jane Davis
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REP 40
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Wendy Stothers (via Goagle Docs) <wendyofvvairoa©gmail.cona>
Sunday, 27 August 2017 11:56 AM
Records Unit
Submission for Hobart City Planning scheme amendments
Ms Wendy Stothers.docx.pdf

Wendy Stothers has attached the following document:

Ms Wendy Stothers.docx
please find attached submission from HCC ratepayers Wendy Stothers and Greg Koennecke
Google Docs: Create and edit documents online.
Google Inc. 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
You have received this email because someone shared a document with you from Google Docs.
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Ms Wendy &others and Mr Greg Koennecke
229 Bathurst Street
West Hobart
Tasmania 7000
27th August 2017
To the General Manager
We have never written a submission before but this issue is one we feel extremely strongly
about.
We submit the following with reference to the Hobart City Planning Scheme amendments.
1. We do not think that a report should have been commissioned before the broader
questions of what the city of Hobart should look like into the future in conjunction
with consideration of the heritage buildings the city has now and how the skyline and
streetscape may be affected by future developments. By having the report
commissioned first the cart has been put before the horse. Our city skyline, the
cultural and building heritage, the streetscape and townscape are too precious not
be considered holistically and fully. Hobart boasts colonial buildings from pre 1850
after all. The planning scheme should have started with these considerations fully
developed before the report was commissioned and wide community consultation
should have taken place first. There has not been future visioning for the last 10-15
years from the Hobart city council and so making this planning scheme visionary,
broad and consultative for all rate payers should have been imperative. The HCC has
put up a scheme that can only be tinkered with rather than a blank sheet for rate
payers and city dwellers and users to have a say under a broad brief. In other words
the HCC is only asking for development control. The process the HCC has used is
potentially posing a huge problem for our city. Therefore the brief for the report was
not expansive enough as it did not request that the points we have already
highlighted be considered. (Our city skyline, the cultural and building heritage, the
streetscape and townscape.) It is i mportant that any future development should not
obscure or impact negatively on the landscape and horizons identified in the report.
Neither does the report ask for micro climate to be considered, but it should have.
For example the new 14 story UTAS building on the corner of Elizabeth and Melville
Street casts shadows by 11am in the winter and so the micro climate is affected in
the shadow of that building. There are now and will be into the future, without due
diligence in planning, more wind tunnels in the city and other micro climate effects in
our city.
2. The report by Leigh Woolley has some worrying aspects to it.
Firstly the report from Leigh Woolley is being cited by HCC as a reference document
which is very worrying as it is the only report commissioned. This effectively
enshrines it in law. There should have been more than one report commissioned to
be considered. One urban designer (with buildings he has designed being present in
our city) is a narrow (and possibly biased) view of what should and could be
considered.
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Then there are these two words: intensification and enclosure. These terms need to
be carefully looked at by a planning lawyer as they could into the future be
interpreted to the detriment of the city scape and heritage value.
The heritage area he has identified is not broad enough in our view. To the west it
should go all the way to Barrack and Harrington Street.
Most importantly the height limit should be kept at 43 meters, which is the existing
limit within the heritage area. Trinity church should remain the visible highest point
within the heritage area. The height limit should be enforced and discretion only be
given be given for 2 storeys above the limit.
Next the reports idea of intensification is worrying because it does not require that
underutilised and vacant land be used for building in preference to more multistorey
buildings being built on city blocks that already have buildings on them. A study of
what is vacant and being used as car parks should be undertaken and utilised before
intensification as suggested in the report be carried out on any level.
Also only very specific defined places should be allocated and identified by the HCC
for any future high rises (and they should be within the existing height limit as we
have already stated. )

Submitted 27th August 2017 by
Wendy Stothers and Greg Koennecke
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REP 41
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sally Curry <sallycurry2@gmail.com>
Sunday, 27 August 2017 4:32 PM
Records Unit
Hobart Planning Scheme changes

To
The General Manager
City of Hobart

I am writing to make a submission on the City of Hobart initiated Amendments to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone (PSA-1 7-3) under
the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015.
The Desired Future Character statement ignores the heritage buildings that give our city its character.
It is my opinion that development above the permitted height limits WILL diminish the pattern of our hitherto compact capital.
We would be in danger of losing our very liveable and unique city, losing our heritage buildings and losing the very thing that makes Hobart the envy of
more
I believe that the Woolley Report should not be placed as an official attachment to the proposed amendments - to do this would have the appearance of a
`done deal' rather than what it should be; nothing more than an opinion to be considered.
I note that the Woolley report diagrams suggest taller buildings and that "a maximum height datum of 75m is recommended"
This is completely unacceptable and is another reason why the Woolley Report should not be given the authority of an official attachment to the
proposed amendments. It is only one report, and does not take into consideration the opinions of the people who live and work in our city.

The current planning rules for the CBD provide for buildings up to an 'Amenity Building Envelope' of 45
metres, for developers who want to build higher than the 'Acceptable Solution' building limits for the city.
The 'Acceptable Solution' limits for the CBD zone are set out in 22.4.1 Building Height, Al of the scheme
and are as follows,
Building height within the Central Business Core Area in Figure 22.2 must
be no more than:
(a) 15m if on, or within 15m of, a southwest or southeast facing frontage;
(b) 20m if on, or within 15m of, a northwest or northeast facing frontage;
(c) 30m if set back more than 15m from a frontage; unless an extension to an existing building that:
(i) is necessary solely to provide access, toilets, or other facilities for people with disabilities;
(ii) is necessary to provide facilities required by other legislation or regulation.
I would like to see a strengthening of the 45m height limit as the maximum height limit for the city of
Hobart.
I would like Hobart City Council's City Vision process to be consultative with the citizens, and show true
commitment to the consultative process by initiating communication with the people before considering the
Woolley Report's dramatic changes.
I would be disappointed if Hobart were to become an imitation of other high-rise cities with their traffic
jams, wind tunnels and shaded streets.
Thank you
Yours sincerely
Sally Curry
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REP 42
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Ald Anna Reynolds <ald.reynolds@hobartcity.com.au>
Sunday, 27 August 2017 6:21 PM
Records Unit; MeV henny, James
Submission re: CBD Height Standards Amendments
Anna Reynolds Submission, CBD Height Standards, Planning Scheme Amendments.pdf

Please see attached, my submission on the CBD Height Standard Amendments
thank you,

Alderman Anna Reynolds
Hobart City Council
phone - 0423 222 149
email - ald.reynolds@hobartcity.conn.au

Sign up for my Council Newsletter here - http://eepuri.com/lNAtt
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Alderman Anna Reynolds
Town Hall Hobart Tasmania

General Manager
City of Hobart,
GPO Box 503,
Hobart 7001
coh@hobartcity.com.au
26 August 2017

Dear General Manager,
I am writing to make a submission on the City of Hobart initiated Amendments to the Height
Standards in the Central Business Zone (PSA-17-3) under the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015.
I would like the following points considered before the amendments are finalised.

While I support some aspects of the amendments and can appreciate Mr Woolley's analysis of the
city within the landscape, I have five major concerns:
1. The new Desired Future Character Statement is meant to communicate the planning vision
for the CBD, but does not mention the word 'heritage' once. Nor does heritage feature
anywhere in the new performance criteria to define what is unique and important about
Hobart's townscape and streetscapes.
2. The new Desired Future Character Statement lays the foundations for a much taller CBD and
undermines current height rules, by including:
a. In Precinctual Scale (c) a proposed new zone of built intensification (in effect, a
'higher-rise zone') in the CBD blocks bounded by Murray, Macquarie, Melville and
Argyle Streets and that this development zone should "evolve as a defined (conical)

expression of built intensity when viewed from beyond".
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b. In Regional Scale clause (e) which envisages buildings pushing through height limits
— by stating that, "Development above the permitted height limits will not diminish
the pattern of a compact city."
3. The amendments provide more discretions for planners and decision-makers to allow
buildings to exceed the 'Amenity Building Envelope' of 45 metres, and they introduce a suite
of new performance criteria that are vague, subjective and hard to interpret.
4, Including the current version of the Woolley Report as an official attachment to the
amendments is an unusual approach. It will also mean that diagrams and references in the
report that envisage much taller buildings in the CBD will become part of planning law and
therefore central to decision-making for the city.
5. The amendments present an unnecessarily narrow vision for Hobart's heart and are a missed
opportunity to reform our planning laws in the CBD in a more considered way.
I wish to propose changes to the amendments to deal with some of these concerns:
1. Include better and stronger references to heritage in the new Desired Future Character
Statement and the new Townscape Performance Criteria
While Hobart's CBD has lost some of its heritage buildings and streetscapes, there remains a rich
vein of colonial, Georgian, federation and deco heritage in the CBD zone that is fundamental to
the character and charm of the city. This needs to be acknowledged and defended as a central
part of the CBD's future character.
Heritage needs to be better reflected throughout the Desired Future Character Statement with
proper acknowledgement of the heritage character of the townscape in the Regional, Precinctual,
and Development Scale descriptions of the Character of the CBD.
For example, some of the following statements could be included in both the statement and also
the performance criteria:
•

Regional Scale — (add) The unique and nationally significant heritage assets in the city
centre are protected and celebrated as a central and defining feature of the area.

•

Precinctual Scale — (add) The city centre will develop in a way that protects and
enhances the characteristics of the area that contribute to its cultural heritage
significance.

•

Development Scale (add)
development will seek to utilise, enhance, conserve, interpret and promote
heritage places and streetscapes
development sitting within heritage streetscapes will be designed to reinforce and
not overwhelm the heritage character of the street
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2. Remove references in the amendments that lay the foundations for a significant increase in
CBD building heights
To avoid these amendments becoming the first step in facilitating a high-rise CBD, I propose
removing the specific references to this vision in the amendments.
Remove the clause - Precinctual Scale (c) that proposes new zone of built intensification in the
CBD blocks bounded by Murray, Macquarie, Melville and Argyle Streets and the suggestion that
this development zone should "evolve as a defined (conical) expression of built intensity when
viewed from beyond".
Remove the clause - Regional Scale clause (e) "Development above the permitted height limits
will not diminish the pattern of a compact city."
propose removing the Leigh Woolley report as an official attachment to the scheme
amendments, as the document sets out a specific vision for the CBD that envisages an area with
higher buildings extending well beyond the current levels.
Including the report will mean that a number of diagrams suggesting much taller buildings and
guidance notes that "a maximum height datum of 75m is recommended" become part of planning
law. If Council is of a mind that the report must be included, I propose deleting the 75 metre
reference and all diagrams that seek to illustrate the proposed new zone of built intensity.

3. Strengthen the centrality of the 'Amenity Building Envelope' of 45 metres to the CBD
planning rules, and set a maximum height limit at this level
The current planning rules for the CBD provide for buildings up to an 'Amenity Building Envelope'
of 45 metres, for developers who want to build higher than the 'Acceptable Solution' building
limits for the city.
The 'Acceptable Solution' limits for the CBD zone are set out in 22.4.1 Building Height, Al of the
scheme and are as follows,
Building height within the Central Business Core Area in Figure 22.2 must
be no more than:
15m if on, or within 15m of, a southwest or southeast facing frontage;
ra
lb)
20m if on, or within 15m of, a northwest or northeast facing frontage;
30m if set back more than 15m from a frontage; unless on extension to an
rc)
existing building that:
(i) is necessary solely to provide access, toilets, or other facilities for
people with disabilities;
(fif is necessary to provide facilities required by other legislation or
regulation.
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The 45 metre 'Amenity Building Envelope' was designed to provide some flexibility for developers
in the CBD, while still acknowledging the importance of Hobart's human scale, climate
considerations and the importance of not overwhelming the heritage character of the city.
The suite of new performance criteria taken from the Woolley Report moves the focus of the CBD
planning rules to building heights above this 45 metres. Many of the performance criteria are
vague, subjective and difficult to interpret and could create a great deal of uncertainty.
A better approach for Hobart would be to strengthen the city's commitment to the 45 metre limit
and set this as the maximum limit for the city. Many of Mr Woolley's landscape and viewline
principles will be best protected by setting an absolute limit at this 45 metre level.

4. The amendments present a narrow vision for Hobart's heart and a missed opportunity for
a more in-depth discussion about planning for our future CBD
These amendments come at a time when the City of Hobart is in a period of change and they
signal a major shift in strategic direction for the look of the CBD, but without the corresponding
depth of thought and community conversation about what overall planning guidance and
improvements we want for the heart of our city.
The City of Hobart is poised to undertake a major new City Vision process which will include
undertaking significant community engagement on what people want for the city. Developing
and setting a vision for the desired character for the CBD heart of Hobart should be a key part of
that City Vision discussion.
Yet this planning amendment process is hurtling along its own track and largely based on one
report about the look of the city within the wider landscape. This is just one element of planning
for the city that should be considered. To implement these amendments, and then go to the
community seeking ideas on their vision for the city, will make the community cynical about the
City Vision process.
Separate and additional to the City Vision process, is the requirement in the coming 6-12 months
for the Council to submit a Specific Area Plan for the Hobart Central Business Zone as part of the
transition to a Statewide Planning Scheme. This begs the question why the Council is pursuing a
set of amendments that bring a narrow outlook to what should be a broader and more thoughtful
consideration of the city.
In developing a Specific Area Plan for the Hobart CBD Zone, I would like to see the plan consider
a number of important issues including:
•

A more strategic approach to the micro-climate effects of development on the city, with the
Council setting much stronger requirements to ensure that the city is a comfortable place to
be for people who work, shop and live in the city.
Currently each building developer produces a report showing that their individual proposal
will "minimise unacceptable wind conditions in adjacent streets" and the new rules suggest
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that each individual development should be "consolidated to ensure an adequate amount of
light above the 'street wall"; and that "overshadowing of public open space does not
unreasonably impact on the amenity of that space.
But there has been no detailed planning work undertaken by the Council in the public interest
on the cumulative effect of development over a certain height on the city micro-climate —
nothing on a par with how the Woolley Report considers townscape in detail.
Given Hobart's location at 42 degrees South and the impact this has on the position of the
sun through winter and the amount of wind, it is important that the Council take a more
strategic and overarching approach to planning to create a positive micro-climate in the zone.
•

As mentioned above, while the current planning rules provide guidance for development that
is on a heritage listed place or adjacent to a heritage listed place, more detailed work could
be done to strengthen protection of heritage streetscapes and expand the list of heritage
precincts in the CBD, which are currently limited and not well planned for.
It would be timely too for the new planning rules to consider if additional rules and incentives
could be implemented to encourage the adaptive re-use and revitalisation of heritage
buildings so that Hobart's heritage streetscapes can be enhanced and celebrated.

Thank you for considering my submission and proposed changes.
Regards,

0'

-

Anna Reynolds
ald.reynolds@hobartcity.com.au
0423 222 149
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REP 43
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter Thompson ,<southernmusic@bigpond.com>
Sunday, 27 August 2017 8:24 PM
Records Unit

Hobart Building Heights

Having just spent some time with my brother from Melbourne walking on the wharves and thinking how
wonderful Hobart looks, I would ask the Council to leave the building height restrictions as they are .
Please do not spoil the picture.
Many thanks,
Peter Thompson.
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REP 44
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Alan Butler <alan.butler@internode.on.net>
Saturday, 26 August 2017 10:14 AM
Records Unit
Submission regarding Planning Scheme amendments
Submission Planning Scheme Aug2017.docx

Dear Sir/Madam,
Please see the attached submission, regarding Planning Scheme amendments for central Hobart now being
considered by the Council.
Thank you,
Yours sincerely,
Alan Butler.

----Alan Butler
7 Ragged Lane, Hobart, Tasmania 7000
GPO Box 55, Hobart, Tasmania 7001, Australia
alan.butleraintemode.on.net
0457 000 434

1
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Submission Regarding Planning Scheme Amendments, Hobart City,
August 2017

From:
Alan Butler
7 Ragged Lane, HOBART 7000
(GPO Box 55, HOBART 7001)
To:
General Manager, City of Hobart
Email coh@hobartcity.com.au
(GPO Box 503, HOBART 7001)
Dear Sir,
I write to comment, as a Hobart resident, on the amendments now being
considered to the Planning Scheme for the COD.
I five here voluntarily, having lived in Adelaide, Perth, Brisbane and frequently
visited Melbourne and Sydney. I love living in Hobart and would not want to live
in the centre of those other cities. Why? The charm of Hobart is multi-faceted
and I will not write about all of it now but major issues include the height of
buildings, the heritage streetscapes, and the many viewlines linking the city
with its neighbouring environments.
My request is that the Council set a mandatory height limit with a limited
flexibility around it and with a firm set of rules for the application of that
flexibility. Otherwise, there will be a vague "discretion" which leads to a
creeping invasion of bad design, and which will place an intolerable burden on
the decision-makers. The rules for the application of flexibility should be
designed to foster amenity for the residents and users of Hobart (not for the
convenience or profit of developers); for example, there might be a case that a
hospital cannot operate efficiently, for the population is has to serve, unless it is
of a certain height. Such cases will be rare and the rules governing them should
be clear.
There is a proposed Zone of Built Intensity in the city centre - I submit that,
even while aiming for intensification in those eight blocks, there is no need
for anything to be built higher than 45 metres. In this way, Hobart can
develop without losing its people-friendly, low-rise character. That character is
priceless, not only for residents, but is also a major tourist drawcard. Hobart is
proud of its heritage streetscapes and visitors love them; their protection
should be written into the Desired Future Character Statement.
One of the charms of Hobart at present (not just for residents, but for the
tourists) is that there are many viewlines. You see glimpses, and sometimes
vistas, of the sea, the mountain or the D amain, from many points. That is one of

1
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Hobart's great assets and should not be squandered. There should be more
than three of them protected.
hi conclusion, I do not wish to work through the Planning Scheme and its
associated documents point by point, which is beyond my expertise, but I do
want to request, as a citizen, that the Council adopt a firm, effective planning
scheme designed to protect the character of Hobart - its visual and functional
amenity, and its heritage - not to develop it into a cold, depressing copy of the
Gold Coast! That means making a set of rules designed to be as clear as possible,
with no more flexibility than necessary, and with clear criteria governing the
application of that flexibility.

Thank you for your consideration,
Sincerely,
Alan Butler.

2
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REP 45
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Nicky Price <nicky.price@bigpond.com>
Saturday, 26 August 2017 9:40 AM
Records Unit
highrise in hobart
highrise.pdf

Attached a letter re high-rises and planning changes in Hobart
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26/8/17
To whom it may concern,
In relation to high-rise development in Hobart.
I understand that the Hobart City Council is considering changes to the planning scheme for Hobart
in relation to the community's vision for Hobart. I consider this vision should prioritise law/medium
rise developments only that protect the current and heritage streetscapes, preserve sight lines
across the city, and remove premature recommendations on maximum height limits until
publication of the Councils report on this matter for the CBD.
Specifically, I think that

•

Maximum height limits should be set to allow the Council to reject inappropriate
development applications that do not meet the planning rules. These maximum height limits
should be developed with full community involvement and professional advice.

•

Until the Council study on height limits in the CBD has been undertaken published, any
reference to height limits in the current Hobart Interim Planning Scheme should be
removed.

•

The reference to height limits of 75m in the Woolley Report should be removed from this
document until the above review, and if not removed, the Woolley Report should not be
attached to the planning scheme amendments.

•

References in the Desired Future Character Statement to allow for 'intensification' and a
zone of 'built intensity' should be deleted.

Hobart is more than site lines to three views- Franklin Wharf to kunanyi, Hunter St to kunanyi,
Macquarie St to Cenotaph. It is a city in which it occupants enjoy and wish to maintain open vistas
across our landscape, in keeping with our location between the kunanyi, into the Rivulet trough and
to the Derwent River. I believe that visitors who want high-rises will find them elsewhere in the
world. Hobart is not that place, it is not why we live here, nor why travellers visit our beautiful city
and environs.

Nicky Price

Taroona resident
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REP 46
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Heather Frampton <dorikeys@daisydowns.conn>
Friday, 25 August 2017 5:33 PM
Records Unit
re PSA-17-3 Amendment Hobart Interim Planning Scheme Representation
CBD high rise.docx

Dear Council Members ,
Please find attached my Representation in regards to Hobart Interim Planning Scheme Amendment P5A-17-3
If at any time in the future "my document' attached above is published on the Councils Web Site , I would request
that my personal address and email are blanked out.
Thanking you
Regards
Peter and Heather Frampton
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Peter and Heather Frampton
5 Harrington Lane
Hobart 7000
Friday August 25th 2017

Dear Council Members,
We have chosen to live in the City of Hobart for many reasons, its heritage and charm, arts and cultural activities and community immersion.
Like many others residents we consider ourselves indeed fortunate to enjoy every day in this beautiful city of Hobart. We live in a heritage
property in the Central Business Zone; our neighbours are restaurants, offices and shops. We have been greatly encouraged to see the
innovative and exciting changes taking place over recent years; we are delighted to share this stunningly beautiful city with overseas visitors
and mainland tourists. We know exactly why they travel to Hobart ........because it isn't like everywhere else. It's unique as a capital city with
heritage buildings, harbour and mountain views, and it's a compact, accessible and friendly city.
Same of the proposed amendments to Hobart Interim Planning Scheme are of troubling concern.
Building height limit in CBD should not be changed from the current 45 metre nor should there be any provision for developers to presume
that building applications submitted that exceed the current height limit could be assessed on individual merit if the development meets
performance criteria resulting in application approval.
"The Wooley Report" as it stands has many contentious issues including the wide parameter of height standards performance criteria that is
less a definitive guide but more a broader framework that is open to modifiable suitability. The height Indication of 75 metres is the opinion of
one architect only _His vision should not represent us all. We have rnany visionary people in this state who have awarded and acclaimed
developments that enhance our state and city. These are the people that should be involved in the "Desired Future Character Statement".
P5A-17-3-3

Amendment Clause 22.4.1 Building Height
Please Retain (C) "Does not significantly adversely impact on" do not substitute "makes a positive contribution"
This is such an important statement ......The impact of a high-rise building can be overwhelming on the city CBD , something that up to now

Hobart has not had to deal with, once such a building that exceeds our current 45 metre limit is constructed that building will be forever on
our landscape. Sadly, a precedent will have been set and other high-rise applications will follow as there will be no substantiated reason the
council can offer the applicant developer to reject their planning application. The damage will have been done and will continue until Hobart
will look and feel like every other capital city.... characterless and bland.
The statement "makes a positive personal contribution" is full of promise but how does the council planning members equate that into a
realistic terms never mind the long term ramifications of how a high-rise building could possibly contribute to the city's needs or aesthetics. If
this contribution is purely based on economics then there is a much bigger and very worrying issue.
In the 1980's and 90's the Gold Coast boomed with foreign developers building high-rise hotels. The council and tourism board enthusiastically
encouraged these developments with tourism, economic growth and jobs into the region being the council's major agenda. However, the long
term reality was that most of the dollars spent by the tourists went straight back offshore. Foreign owned tour companies crept into the
lucrative tourist arena running junket tours, wedding and honeymoon packages and budget holidays for retirees. The tour companies took the
tourists by bus to selective hotels, restaurants, selective souvenir stores f with foreign made souvenirs) and selected tourist attractions all
staffed by international students studying at the universities on the Gold Coast. Be assured that most of the dollars spent on these activities
including staff wages went straight back offshore. In short, the tourists were not experiencing the Gold Coast but an abridged and censored
experience based on fear of language and cultural differences, imposed by the foreign owned local tour companies. It took almost a decade for
the Gold Coast Council and Tourism Board to eliminate this unorthodox practice, but it took much longer to change the mind set of Australians
that the Gold Coast was a holiday destination for everyone not just foreign tourists.
Progressive development does not have to go high-rise; there are so many more options such as new builds within development height levels
of 45 metres, refurbishments of existing buildings including heritage buildings, visitors would embrace such unique accommodation. The
Hobart City Council represents the Hobart community. Please acknowledge these on-going high-rise building concerns and develop strategies
that involve multiple key professionals as well as community involvement.
Yours Sincerely
Peter Frampton

Heather Frampton
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REP 47
Johnson, Diane

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Di Elliffe <di,elliffe@cooexpress.com>
Monday, 21 August 2017 2:11 PM
Records Unit
Submission to review of Heights and Form in Hobart's CBD
Vincent and Newton 1992,docx

AU: City General Manager, Nick Heath
Regarding Changes to the Height and Form Standards in the Hobart City centre.
I have some concerns about the Amendment already apparently signed off by the General Manager in July (actually
understanding its implications on the surrounding blocks is one of my problems, will there be a creep of increased
heights to the surrounding blocks?!), and also the Woolley report which proposes some guidelines on Height and
Form Standards in the CBD.
These documents and the current public debate around planning issues for the Central Business Zone in Hobart have
highlighted a number of underlying issues which need to be addressed.
The first major point is the lack of a clear and agreed vision for Hobart. Which way are we going?
- Are we to become a mini modern metropolis?
- Are we to protect our colonial heritage and see Hobart as a historical precinct in total?
- Are we to become a commercial hub?
- Do we want Hobart to be an integrated cultural and historical precinct, which places priority value on existing built
heritage and sympathetic development, which does not undermine that heritage?
- Should Hobart be considered for Historic Urban Landscape status in line with the UNESCO 2011 Recommendation?
These are not just idle theoretical considerations, as each position has very real practical implications for how we
protect or develop our city right now and into the future.
I think my preference would be for option 4 out of these 5. I want to see our planning rules and guidelines respect
the historical nature of Hobart as a 20th Century overlay on Federation and colonial settlement. We are very
fortunate to still have significant buildings and streetscapes providing visual access to that history.
It is a concern that the propozed zone of "intensification" happens to correspond with a strong presence of heritage
listed buildings. For example, the heritage value two storey shopfronts in Elizabeth and Liverpool Streets. Bolt's
survey of Liverpool St indicated that a block of six of these extant buildings pre date 1850, meaning they are unique
colonial buildings.

I and many other citizens are most concerned that our current heritage, sunny and lifestyle aspects in Hobart be
maintained and protected:
- by decision makers actively recognizing the strength of our colonial past;
- by ensuring that development is on a scale which does not overshadow those buildings and streetscapes;
- by promoting those features integral to the identity of Hobart as an unique place to live, enjoy and visit.
We see it as an important opportunity for the Hobart City Council to take a genuine leadership position on
developing and promoting a positive and comprehensive vision for Hobart, and, just as importantly, ensuring that
changes to the Planning Scheme do not undermine our best options.
For example, any single development which undermines the basic fabric of the city should be actively discouraged,
as even one inappropriate development is a dangerous precedent which can undermine a coherent positive plan.
We should remember that in the past various positive but limited attempts have been made to identify features
which would make Hobart such a unique, liveable, and accessible destination. For example:

1
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- While Paul Lennon was Premier a major international Architectural competition was held with the major entries
being exhibited for public scrutiny at an exhibition at T.M.A.G. There were some excellent concepts and practical
applications on show, which generated a lot of public interest. Unfortunately there was no follow-up, and the
opportunity to really plan for the future of Hobart was ignored at the political level,
- Jan Gehl, an internationally recognized planner, was later commissioned to do a more limited study of some
aspects of Hobart's functionality as a liveable city. His report has only ever been implemented in minor, cosmetic
ways, and again the opportunity was not built an to engage with the community and develop an agreed plan for the
future.
- At another level, the University has its own "town and gown" plan; a plan which has not been the subject of proper
public consultation but which could have a very significant impact on future possibilities for Hobart.
The Woolley report does not answer these questions either, although to be fair that is probably primarily because
his brief was too limited to take the longer or broader view. Although his emphasis on the natural features of the
Hobart area is welcome, it is inadequate in terms of identifying the other features which need protection and which
make Hobart unique. For example the sort of "intensification and enclosure" (never clearly defined in the report)
which is recommended would totally trash the heritage value of many of the historical buildings in the Hobart city
area.
There are other issues around this intensification concept, but this is one clear and practical example which
highlights how going with a set of recommendations without thinking through either the immediate impact, or the
longer-term perspective of how we really want Hobart to look into the future, could effectively negate other
desirable options.
An alternative to the current agreed/proposed(?) intensification zone and the concomitant height limits being
suggested would be to instead adopt a height limit of (say) 15 metres (equivalent to about 4.5 stories) and to
instead require the active utilisation of sites which are currently underdeveloped or completely undeveloped, such
as the wasted space in caryards along Argyle Street.
One principle which should be enshrined in the rules is protection of the penetration of winter sun to the street
level in our city streets. We have the example of the UTAS student housing in Melville St which has stopped the
winter solar penetration to Elizabeth Street. One measure suggested to ensure this protection is suggested by the
"Vincent, R; Newton, P, 1992. Heritage Topic Report Central Area Strategy Plan, HCC", which prescribes angles to be
maintained in order to ensure winter sun reaches across the footpath on the opposite side of the street. (See
attachment).
What is needed is a more sophisticated economic and social analysis, which incorporates more than just a
development agenda and which also integrates a heritage strategy, also a movement and transport strategy. A
tourism strategy would be another dimension of such a proper full-scale analysis.
Quite obviously we firstly and still) need to answer the question "What sort of Hobart do we want for the future?"
Thank for the opportunity to comment.

Di Elliffe
67 Newdegate Street
West Hobart
Home +61 (0)362349908
Mobile +61 (0)411671652
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REP 48
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rod Force <rodforce@nestproperty.com.au>
Monday, 28 August 2017 11:40 AM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

▪ MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT LIMITS should be set to enable Council to reject
inappropriate development applications that do not meet the planning rules. These
maximum height limits should be developed with full community involvement and
professional advice.

• The Council has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits for
the CBD. Until the study is done and the report is available, any reference to
HEIGHT LIMITS SHOULD REFLECT THE CURRENT RULES in the
Hobart Interim Planning Scheme (around 45 metres in the CBD).

• The reference to 75 METRES in the Woolley Report should be REMOVED before the
report is included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If 75 metres is not
removed, then the Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning scheme
amendments.

• A HIGH-RISE ZONE should NOT BE INCLUDED, that is, references in the Desired
Future Character Statement to allow for 'intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity'
should be deleted.
■ ie. (c) The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs and lower contours of
the Hobart Rivulet trough and
reinforce a
transition in scale back from the low ground delta and the lower contours of the
Macquarie Ridge and also from the rising contours of Trinity Hill, the Queens Domain
and the Bathurst and Macquarie Ridges.
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• There should be more than just THREE VIEWLINES (Franklin Wharf to kunanyi,
Hunter St to kunanyi, Macquarie St to Cenotaph) incorporated in the planning scheme
amendments. These should include other viewlines such as West Hobart to the waterfront,
or Glebe to kunanyi, as discussed in the Woolley Report.

• HERITAGE STREETSCAPES should be specifically recognised in the Desired Future
Character Statement, by including a reference to the importance of heritage to Hobart's
future character and the need to protect heritage streetscapes.
For goodness sake, please do the right thing for future generations of Hobart residents and
visitors.
Thanks you,
Rod Force.

Rod Force
Property Agent
M 0418 531 837
E rodforce@nestprociertv.com.au

HOBART OFFICE
49 Sandy Bay Road, Sandy Bay TAS 7005
PO Box 377, Sandy Bay TAS 7006
P 03 6224 2004 F 03 6224 3009
nestpropadv.com.ou

Privacy, Confidentiality and Liability Statement This email and the Information contained in it and in any attachment are subject to
copyright, confidentiality and may also be privileged. It is intended only for the addressee(s) named above. If you have received this
email in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the original message. You are not authorised to disclose, use, copy, alter,
or distribute this email or any part of it. We have taken precautions to minimise the risk of sending software viruses but we advise you to
carry out your own virus checks. We cannot accept liability for any loss or damage caused by software viruses. To the extent that there
are opinions or views expressed in this email, they are those of the individual sender and may not, necessarily, reflect the views of Nest
Property.
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REP 49
Sky Scraper
Dear Hobart city council,
Hobart needs this sky scraper because it will be great money for this
city. Just think about it. Hobart might even be put on the world map
for some of the greatest attractions. You just have to build it, and it
will offer some of the most spectacular views in the whole world. It
will also have 475 rooms. Who wouldn't want a sky scraper in
Hobart?
To start with, it will be great money so you could make it bigger and
better. Just think you could become famous for thinking of it. The
city could become rich. A lot of people are really excited about it.
Secondly, if you build a sky scraper in the city it will become a great
attraction and it will be put on the world map and become a
landmark for the whole world to know we became famous for. Just
imagine, being put on the world map would be a spectacular
opportunity.
Lucky last, it will offer some of the most spectacular views in the
whole world. Imagine sitting in one of the hotel rooms looking out
onto the water, bridge, lights, the city view, the night sky and lots
more. Better views means more money. These could be some
outstanding views for people to see.
This is why you need to build this sky scraper. I can't even believe
that there is a fight over it, just build it, It will be great for Hobart. It
will also be very fun.

By Evie long
St Mary's College Hobart
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REP 50

Subject: Hobart sky Scrapers
Dear sir/madam

This is a ridiculous suggestion, why are you putting this big skyscraper in Hobart? We don't need it!
I'm shocked and disgusted you are even thinking about it. It is better with all the buildings near the
same height. We don't need a tall thing in Hobart. It is going to block the astonishing views, cause
traffic jams and crashes from people looking at it get built and it going to kill our wildlife.
To start with, it will block the astonishing views from people everywhere around the skyscraper
because it Is 211 metres tall. People on Mt Wellington have had an awesome view but now they
don't have a very good view. People on the water front might have had front row spot on the water
but now they have second row seat. It's terrible you're blocking the fabulous views like the Tasman
Bridge, water, lights and Mt Wellington and lots more from people. You also have to pay a lot of
money to get on the water front and then you will waste there money.
Secondly, it is going to cause traffic jams and crashes from people trying to look at it get built. It will
be terrible if people get hurt. It will also be heartbreaking. People will be changing lanes and
merging, people will be rude and not let them in to get a closer look and they will bang in to each
other and cause collisions. There will also be major traffic delays when roads need to be shut down.
Thirdly, it Is going to kill our wildlife because they might think the reflection on the glass is another
bird then they will go really fast to go and fight then BangilThey hit the glass and kill themselves
because the skyscraper is 211 metres high and there isn't usually a building that high. Tourists some
times come down to see our wildlife and there won't be any there it will also make less jobs for the
RSPCA because all the wildlife is killed.
Finally, I strongly persuade you against the skyscrapers because you will block people's views, cause
accidents and hurt our wildlife. We don't need it! it Is hurting our city. HOBART NO HIGH RISE!
From Jessica Smith
St Mary's College
Grade 4 myrtle
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REP 51
Skyscra per Hobart?
Dear Hobart City Council,
We NEED the skyscraper to commence to bring us into the 21,t century. It would be a great
attraction to tourists and locals, it would have astonishing views because it would be built
211 metres high and the skyscraper would mean more jobs and more diversity.
To begin with,
It would be a beautiful attraction to tourists and to the locals that live here. Also it would
attract people to come and stay at the skyscraper and that would mean more money for the
people that work there. Tourists would love the the new skyscraper because it would be
luxury with king size beds for everyone, buffets, bars, morn service, astonishing views,
pools, spas, massages, cinemas, a children's play space, gym, saunas, fancy linen, views to
the traffic, Mount Wellington, lights and the water, modern rooms and fantastic day spas.
Another point is,
The skyscraper would have astonishing views because the skyscraper would be built 211
metres high. Because the skyscraper would be built 211 metres high there would be views
to the water, the traffic, the lights and Mount Wellington. The skyscraper, if it is built 21
metres lots of tourists would stay there because if it is built 21:1rnetres high it would hay
amazing views and the tourists would be interested in the new skyscraper and they would
be wondering how good the new skyscraper would be. Then they would get a surprise as
they walk through the door and they would be like this is really nice and luxurious.
Finally,
The new skyscraper would mean more jobs and more diversity for people that don't have
jobs that are searching for a lob that they can apply for. The skyscraper would mean more
jobs for people that are unemployed and because the new skyscraper would be built 211
metres high then that would mean more jobs like people would have to do room service,
bartenders, chefs, therapists, masseurs and security right outside your door_ It would mean
more diversity because everybody is different and diversity is the same as different. I think
diversity is good because it doesn't matter what colour skin you have or or where you come
from in the world. I personally think we are all one family.
Conclusion,
I HOPE this letter to you has persuaded you into thinking that you need to put this
SKYSCRAPER IN HOBART. Thank you for listening to my three reasons as to why we need to
put this SKYSCRAPER IN HOBART. Please put this skyscraper in Hobart because tourists
would love it.
Yours sincerely,
Alicia Dale
St Mary's College Hobart
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REP 53
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Julia Bestwick <bestwickj@bigoond.com>
Monday, 28 August 2017 2:05 PM
Records Unit
Representation to the Hobart City Council on Planning Scheme Amendments
Hobart Not Highrise.doc

Attention: General Manager, City of Hobart
I understand the Hobart City Council is considering proposed new rules that will affect the height and
character of the Central Business District. I have already written to the Lord Mayor and Hobart City
Councillors about proposed high-rise construction in Hobart (please re-visit this correspondence — attached),
and to the Fragrance Group in regard to proposals the group has submitted for high-rise construction in
Hobart.
I am aware that the Fragrance Group proposals are outside the CBD zone. However, my correspondence is
not specifically related to the Fragrance Group proposals, but to the character of Hobart and why I do not
believe high-rise development is suitable for Hobart.
I am concerned that the vision set by the "Desired Future Character Statement" of the Woolley Report does
not mention "heritage"; heritage is integral to Hobart's townscape and character, so why is this not
included? Built heritage is considered everywhere else; no European city would build high-rises to tower
over its historic precincts. I believe Hobart should remain a low- to medium-rise city, and that references to
"intensification" and a "zone of built intensity" are not appropriate.
The zone of proposed "building intensification" bounded by Murray, Macquarie, Melville and Argyle
Streets contains many very attractive old buildings, which attest to our early streetseapes, and the way in
which Hobart has developed. Eventually many of these buildings would not fit the aesthetic vision of a
high-rise CBD, and would disappear, as has happened to many of Hobart's old buildings over the years,
when short-sighted planning has made them redundant. Hobart's CBD has some amazing heritage
streetscapes and precincts, but many are hidden, dowdy and neglected. What we really need is proactive
planning for restoration, re-use and revamping of our heritage precincts.
The CBD forms the backdrop of the historical waterfront area bounded by Macquarie Street; this area
contains almost 60 National Trust-listed buildings. To envision something like what these beautiful
buildings, that chronicle the early settlement of Van Diemen's Land, would look like with even medium-rise
buildings in the CBD beyond, one only needs to go to the Railway Roundabout to see the once-imposing
Georgian mansion on the corner of Brooker Avenue and Liverpool Street completely dwarfed by the
medium-rise UTAS Menzies Centre buildings adjacent. With a high-rise CBD, these lovely old sandstone
buildings would no longer be imposing, but would be relegated to visual insignificance.
These proposed planning scheme changes signal a shift away from our heritage and "human-scale" CBD
towards one of tall towers, permanently shaded, cold and windy streets, restricted views, and pressure to
remove remaining heritage buildings.
I believe the current height limit of 45 metres, without "discretion" to go higher, is appropriate, especially
considering the height added by hilly terrain. In the context of a pending review of proposed maximum
height limits for the CBD commissioned by the HCC, it is not appropriate for any reference to a height limit
of 75 metres to be included in the Woolley Report, and this should be removed before the report goes to the
Planning Commission.
There arc already many opportunities for exciting, modern, medium-density, "human-scale" development of
our city — on Macquarie Point, in the area between the CBD and North Hobart (this area is a semi-industrial
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wasteland full of car yards, and shouldn't be, much as North Hobart, previously littered with panelbeaters'
workshops, is now smart and sophisticated), and at appropriate sites along the rail line between the
waterfront and Glenorchy.
In closing, I would like to say that we have lived in Hobart for 40 years. We have come to love this city,
with its wonderful position at the culmination of a unique and spectacular scenic approach, with its
waterfront and its majestic mountain backdrop, and its lovely sandstone buildings and heritage values. This
is not a city for ugly high-rise, where architects outdo themselves with weird and wonderful expressions of
themselves. Our enviable lifestyle is founded on our experience of heritage and our built and natural
environments, and is epitomised by Salamanca Market, by the yachts on the Derwent, by our events and
festivals, by our galleries, by TMAG and the TSO and MONA, by our cafes and our restaurants, by our
flourishing creative and intellectual fraternities. We do not want the thriving vibrant character of OUR city
to change.
Thank you for your consideration of my views.
Julia Bestwick.
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Subject:High-rises proposed for Hobart
Date:Sat, 6 May 2017 19:08:28 +1000
From:Julia Bestwick <bestwickj@bigpond,com>
To:lord.mayor@hobartcity.com.au, ald.christie@hobartcity.com.au, ald.zucco@hobartcity.com.au,
ald.briscoe@hobartoity.corn.au, ald.ruzieka@hoharteity.com.au, ald.sexton@hobartcity.com.au,
ald.bumet@hobartcity.com.au, ald.cocker®hobartcity.com.au, ald.thomas@hobartcity.com.au,
ald.reynolds@hobartcity.com.au, ald.denison@hobartcity.com.au,
ald.harvey@hobartcity.com.au
Dear Lord Mayor and Aldermen,
I write regarding the high-rise hotels proposed for Hobart.
I and all my family are very alarmed by these proposals_ We have lived
in Hobart since 1973, decided to stay and bought property in 1974,
because we were enraptured by the mountain and the river and the relaxed
lifestyle and environment.
We do not want to live in some sort of metropolis. This is not what
Hobart is about. We do not want our lovely buildings dwarfed and cast
into everlasting shadow by characterless creations of some swanky
architect who has no feel for our city.
Tourists who come to Tasmania will not care for a city that looks just
like any other. Hobart's attraction is its position, its uniqueness, its
beauty, its architecture that reflects its beginnings and heritage, its
open waterfront, its enviable lifestyle. The vistas as we approach the
city from the Northern suburbs never cease to give me a thrill.
If we have to develop a future vision for Hobart, please may it be a
medium-rise city, respecting our existing buildings, respecting our
small-city status, respecting the citizens' wish to live in a delightful
urban environment, where development has not gone mad, and where the
holy dollar is not the be all and end all.
Thank you for considering our feelings.
Yours sincerely,
Julia Bestwick and Family.
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Personal note to Alderman Dr Peter Sexton about an instance of "wind tunnel" effect created in certain
weather patterns in Macquarie Street:

Subject:Proposals for high-rise development in Hobart
Date:Mon, 8 May 2017 08:00:10 +1000
From:Julia Bestwick <bestwickj@bigpond.com>
To:ald.sexton@hobartcitycom.au
Hi, Peter,
I have already harassed you regarding this issue, but I would like to
draw your attention to an incident you may remember a number of years
ago when we were both working at St Helens, which relates to the
occasional "wind tunnel" that is created in certain weather patterns in
Macquarie Street.
That day, I had been to Welch's, and had just purchased three large
sheets of heavy cardboard to make a folder for my Fine Arts presentation
at UTAS. When I emerged from Walch's I was caught by the wind and blown
clean across Macquarie Street and then straight back, with cars needing
to brake and swerve to avoid me, where I was slammed into the back of a
car reversing out of the driveway next to Walch's. The driver got out
and said "Stay there as long as you like!" and got back in. You happened
to come walking down the road when I was taking off again and took the
sheets of cardboard and stood with them under the portico of the
adjacent building, I retrieved my car from its parking space over the
road, drove across Macquarie Street, up on to the footpath, and under
the portico, and the cardboard was safely stashed in my boot. I've never
forgotten being rescued by you on that day.
The reason I raise this incident is that this happens now. with
high-rises in the CBD, we could expect effects like this to be
magnified, not just in Macquarie Street, but in all streets running
parallel in which high-rises are built, with significant risks to
pedestrians and possibly even vehicles. Maybe this has not been
considered in deliberations to date. On that day, pedestrians were
having trouble keeping their feet, rubbish items large and small were
being blown about, umbrellas were being turned inside-out - I have
frequently seen the umbrellas of people standing waiting for pedestrian
lights blown inside out when I have been driving down Macquarie Street.

Warmest regards to you and Tiina,
Julia.
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REP 54
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Trish Moran <trishm0r2n@gmail.com>
Monday, 28 August 2017 1:57 PM
Records Unit
SUBMISSION RE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO PLANNING SCHEME
planning changes.docx

Please find attached my submission regarding changes to the planning scheme.
Yours sincerely
Patricia Moran
131 Waterworks Rd
Dynnyrne 7005
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SUBMISSION RE PROPOSED PLANNING SCHEME AMENDMENTS

Our small city has a unique beauty and character. Its extensive water and mountain
views, heritage buildings, docks, gardens and parks, and its domestic architecture
ranging back two centuries are all wonderful assets. Hobart is Australia's last
southern outpost of civilisation and the buildings of the city nestled low beneath hills
beside the long, wide, lonely view down the river are part of its different, special
appeal.
Hobart's human scale delights visitors and residents alike. We are blessed with the
amenities of a capital city without the high-rises and endless flyovers of Melbourne,
Sydney, Brisbane — any number of tall cities around the planet.
I urge the Council to keep it that way.
Hobart doesn't need a high-rise zone or zone of built intensity; its character and
amenity depend on its present low-rise nature and human scale. Even one high-rise
like the proposed Fragrance Hotel could ruin what makes our city special for visitors
and residents alike.
To preserve its special charm, Hobart needs maximum height limits, set in
consultation with both professionals and the community. The study of maximum
height limits for the CBD already commissioned by Council should form the basis of
these, and until the report of this study is available, limits should stay as they are in
the Interim Planning Scheme. This means that the Woolley Report's reference to 75
metres should NOT be included in the report to the Planning Commission — or
alternatively the report as it stands should NOT be attached to the planning scheme
amendments.
Also, as discussed in the Woolley Report, there should be more than three viewlines
incorporated into the planning scheme. Viewlines and views are important to
Hobartians; a great number of us live within sight of the water or kunanyi or the
eastern shore hills, or they lift our hearts when we see them as we go about our
daily business. We want to keep it that way. This isn't a NIMBY issue: living in this
lovely place affects our moods and enriches our lives.
Finally, visitors and locals alike love our heritage streetscapes, which are a distant
memory, or dwarfed and diminished, elsewhere. To ensure we can retain and
protect them, they should be included in the Desired Future Character Statement.
Patricia Moran
131 Waterworks Rd
Dynnyrne 7005
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REP 55
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Annette Stilwell <ajstiiwell@bigpond.com>
Monday, 28 August 2017 1:49 PM

Records Unit
Hobart - no high rise

Dear Sirs,
I wish to wholeheartedly support the submission of Anna Reynolds who puts into words exactly what
think.
Yours sincerely,
Annette Stilwell
707 Sandy Bay Road, 7005
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REP 56
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anita Dawson <an itamarie13@icloud.com>
Monday, 28 August 2017 1:13 PM
Records Unit
Hobart Interim Planning Scheme amendments

Dear Sirs,

With regard to the proposed amendments to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme, I
would comment as follows:

1. It is essential that any amendment incorporates a restriction an building height,
This should not be a recommendation but a nominated maximum height that
cannot be exceeded under any circumstances. This will enable the Council to
make a finite judgement on all new planning applications,
2. &iven that the Council has recently commissioned a further study into building
heights within the CBD, some form of protection must be immediately enacted
to prevent any approvals of developments outside the current scheme. As the
current scheme is somewhat vague on building heights, a 45 meter limit should
be mandated.
3. Following my attendance at the public forum discussions at the Council
conference centre on 15/8, it was apparent that the reference to a maximum
height of 75 meters given in the Woolley report was causing some community
confusion and concern and therefore, this height reference should be deleted in
its entirety.
4. I would question the commercial and community need for a designated high-rise
area within the CND, I can understand the need to strengthen the existing
Interim Planning Scheme so as to prevent over-height/bulk buildings to be
established on an ad-hoc basis but see no justification in setting aside a specific
area within the alb for this purpose. Any amendment should be so configured
as to restrict new development height/bulk to community acceptable levels,
irrespective of their location. There is no compelling rationale to mandate an
'intensification' zone as the essence of Hobart City's low/medium rise
configuration will be lost forever, without the achievement of any tangible gain,
5. West Hobart residents look out over that monumental failure of town planning
called Empress Tower. The viewline from the west and north of the City
towards the berwent have been massively compromised by this over-height
monstrosity. Any amendment must include appropriate viewlines from ALL city
locations.
6. The language of the proposed amendment(s) must be so worded as to reduce the
ambiguity of both the amendments and the Interim Plan, To say that you could
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REP 57
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Catharine Errey <catherrey@gmail.com >
Monday, 26 August 2017 11:09 AM
Records Unit
Representation on PSA -17-3 Amendment - Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015
Representation on PSA-17-3 Amendment - Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015.docx

General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart 7001
Find attached submission
Catharine Errey
101 Summerleas Road
Fern Tree
TAS 7054
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Catharine Errey
101 Summerleas Road
Fern Tree TAS 7054
28 Aug 2017

REPRESENTATION
on PSA - 17- 3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 — Amendment
to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone
22.1.3 Desired Future Character Statements
I endorse the adoption of all the Desired Future Character Statements as proposed by
Leigh Woolley, However I have the following reservations: •

Performance Criteria P1 (b) (iv):Any structures that exceed the height of existing buildings in Macquarie and Collins
Streets on the uphill side of Elizabeth Street will definitely interfere with the view line of
kunanyilMt Wellington from the Hunter Street/Franklin Wharf area. This needs to be
spelled out in the Acceptable Solutions rather than in the more 'flexible' area of the
Performance Criteria.

•

The term 'positive contribution' in e.g. P3 (a): While th i s is an improvement on the existing wording ('not have a materially adverse
impact on') it is still worryingly imprecise. As a member of the public I am concerned that
decisions about what constitutes a 'positive contribution' will be made behind closed
doors and that the bigger and more powerful the proponent the more persuasive their
case will be for the positive contribution that their proposal could make,
If we, the people of Hobart, are to have confidence in the planning decisions that will
affect our City we need to be kept in the loop i.e. there needs to be an open and
transparent process, not ''we tell you what we plan to do".

•

There is not enough protection for Heritage listed buildings.
They are not mentioned in the Desired Future Character Statements and I think this
is a serious omission. Hobart's many Heritage buildings are just as important a part
of the CBZ's unique character as are the physical setting and surroundings, which
are so well considered in Leigh Woolley's Performance Criteria Review,

Conclusion
It is crucial that the people of Hobart have confidence in planning decisions which affect
the place where we live, some of us because we grew up here but also those who have chosen
to live here because of what is unique about this city. The controversy, anger and fear in relation
to proposed 'skyscrapers' comes out of distrust of those who might make decisions that would
irreparably spoil this place, our home. Bad decisions have been made in the past — Hobart has
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plenty of 'eyesores' and inappropriate structures. I urge you to get this right — and keep the
citizens with you.
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REP 58
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

richard newport <richardnewport@gmail.com>
Monday, 28 August 2017 3:50 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Walking through Hobart CBD I am always admire some of the few exceptional good examples of contemporary
architecture,ie the Police headquarters and other public building but these are over shadowed by the recent
construction of soulless facades of corporate high-rise such as the vodophone building. These are areal insult to the
wonder stone heritage building that are being hidden as the city has grown.
Since the council seems to have no control of the aesthetics of buildings I would hate to see the city further degrade
with 75 metre tall
slabs of concrete that produces cold windy sunless corridors that us taxpayers have to endure at the expense of very
wealthy business people who will never walk our streets.
Please make Hobart special and a delight for every one, (especially for residents that have to walk to work,) with
more wonderful views and beautiful low rise buildings. Already the city is loosing it's sense of uniqueness which
could be a dmired by future generations and visitors from all over the world.
45 metre is already too high please do not be influenced by big money and vandalise Hobart.
Your sincerely
Richard Newport
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REP 59
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Catherine Clemens <catIoulou@gmail.com>
Monday, 28 August 2017 4:29 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Hello
I do not want any

buildings that are taller than what is currently built in Hobart. Skyscrapers are out of place
in our small, historic city. Buildings that are too tall for our streetscape are jarring and ugly. Tall buildings
create dark, shadowed streets that do not get sunlight and also act as wind tunnels.
We need

• Maximum building height limits that the Council abides by, always. Developments should be
automatically rejected if they do not meet these rules.
• Height limits should reflect the current rules — ❑O NOT let any development sneak through while the
study is being undertaken.
•

75 metres is atrocious — remove any reference to this from the Woolley Report.

• A high rise zone should be removed as Hobart is and should remain a low to medium rise city. If I
wanted to live in Hong Kong, Singapore or some other characterless sky-scraper city, then I would do so. I
would not value the views, character, beautiful sandstone buildings and charm of Hobart.
• Three view lines is not enough — include more such as West Hobart to the waterfront, or Glebe to
kunanyi, to increase the attractiveness of our city, not to decrease it.
• Heritage streetscapes should be specifically recognised in the Desired Future Character Statement. This
must include all Heritage streetscapes, not name some specific ones, thereby allowing loopholes where
some heritage streetscapes can be adversely impacted upon.
The fact that I have to write this submission (my first ever to a council) fills me with dread. HCC has made
many god-awful planning decisions over the years and consistently fails to protect the character and charm
of Hobart. The consistent push for ugly develpment, tall buildings and quick buck investment with little care
for the future look and feel of Hobart, makes me despair.
You will ruin where we live, if you do not do the right thing now. You only have to look at the public outcry
of the actions of the Clarence City Council and Kangaroo Bay to see how disenchanted ratepayers feel about
that matter.

The decisions are in your hands, I can only hope you make the right choices.

Regards,
Catherine Clemens
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REP 60
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

alexmat@netspace.nelau
Monday, 28 August 2017 4:33 PM
Records Unit
Re: Height Limits for the Hobart CBD

ATTENTION GENERAL MANAGER CITY OF HOBART
We, the undersigned, wish to make a submission regarding the proposed maximum height limits for the Hobart CBD.
We strongly believe that the character of Hobart would be irreparably damaged if height limits of new
developments are not retained within the current rules of the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme. We understand that
the HCC has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits and, until the study is done and the final
report is available, we believe that any reference to height limits should reflect the current rule, ie 45 metres.
Our vision for Hobart is that it should remain a low to medium rise city and, as such, we believe high-rise zones
should not be included.
The view lines and heritage streetscapes should not be threatened when considering new developments.
Our city has its own unique character and gives it a point of difference that is admired by its residents and visitors
alike.
Hobart should not, and must not, become a high-rise development playground for overseas developers.
As ratepayers for 44 years, we would hope that some significance is given to our views when considering these
important proposed changes.
Yours sincerely,
Alex Matysek
Janet Matysek
486 Huon Road
South Hobart 7004
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REP 61
Johnson, Diane
From:

Chris <chrisgurney23(ghotmail.com>
Monday, 28 August 2017 5:37 PM
Records Unit
PSA-17-3 Amendment. Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015. Amendment to the Height

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Standards in Central Business Zone

Dear Sir or Madam,
I wish to put in a representation on PSA-17-3 amendment to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme
2015 as described above.
1 am concerned that this amendment will alter the existing character of Hobart City, as it will lead to
taller buildings that will cast longer shadows and block existing views and sight lines from the city. It
will also lead to the disruption of views and sight lines from the suburbs around Hobart to Mt
Wellington, River ❑erwent, Meehan Ranges and many other areas.
Hobart is a unique city that has an unusual mix of heritage sandstone buildings and modern
medium height commercial buildings. This gives the city a distinctive environment of human scale,
historic interest and livability which is the envy of many other cities. These attributes are also very
attractive to tourists as the booming tourist industry demonstrates. The above amendment is
contrary to these values.
Iconic cities like Paris, Amsterdam, Edinburgh and Rome have kept to medium height commercial
buildings in their city centres and are not only world famous but also thriving commercial and tourist
hubs. Surely Hobart will be a better place if we follow these notable
examples of successful cities? The above amendment is contrary to these values.

Commercial activity in Hobart is now digitally based and much of it is outsourced. Office workers
are opting to work from home. Business is contracted out to companies in Asia, India and all over the
world. The internet is an essential business highway and has transformed the commercial world. The
need for large office blocks for legions of workers has diminished. The idea that Hobart city needs to
expand upwards appears old fashioned and outdated. I can only wonder where the motivation to
increase the height standards in Hobart Central Business with the above amendment is coming from?

I request that PSA-17-3 amendment to Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 be rejected.

Chris Gurney,
65 Bramble St, Ridgeway, 7054, Tas
Businessman and Resident
28/8/2017
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REP 62
Johnson, Diane
From;
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Serena Rule <serena.rule@gmail.com>
Monday, 28 August 2017 5:45 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Hobart is a beautiful city which draws great numbers of visitors attracted to its built heritage, its fabulous
location, and its human scale. I fear that should the amendments be passed these very qualities would be
threatened.
1. The lack of any mention of heritage and the protection and indeed promotion of that heritage is a major
issue in the proposed amendments. Heritage is at the heart of Hobart's appeal to both tourists and inhabitants
and must be positively protected.
2 The inclusion of the Woolley report and of its promotion of a 75m height limit in the central area of
Hobart is extraordinary. Either the Wooley report should not be attached to the amendment proposal, or it
should have the 75m proposal removed.
3. The council should adopt an interim 45m limit for at least two years so that the issue can be properly
discussed by the public and the professionals rather than simply being imposed by the planners and the big
end of town.
4. Hobart is a city in a cool southerly latitude. Shading is more of a problem in a city where for six months
of the year the sun is vital to the city's livability. (On all but the rare hot morning I always choose the sunny
side of each street to walk to work.) As a city aspiring to have more sustainable journeys, deeply shaded
streets would be a distinct deterrence to those walking. Even now those buildings which are more than 45m
in height create unpleasantly chill and windy streets.
5. Hobart should remain low-rise and medium density. There should be no 'zone of high intensity',
especially given that the area suggested has higher ground-levels than, and is to the north and northwest of,
Sullivan's Cove.
6. One of the delights of Hobart has always been a sudden unexpected view of the snow-capped mountain,
or a huge ship at the end of Argyle Street, or the Glebe's heritage houses nestled into the bush of the
domain, or of St Johns, St George's or St David's towers glowing in the sun. Those multiple sight-lines must
be protected - not just the miserly three named. It is these frequent magical glimpses that give us the sense
of living in an extraordinary city which provides us with all that we need whilst being both close to the
natural environment and protecting our built heritage and wonderful street-stapes.
Serena Rule
Lot 2, 457A huon Rd
PO Box 139
South Hobart
7004
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REP 63
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Doug <doug_pattison@hotmail.com>
Monday, 28 August 2017 7:47 PM
Records Unit
Planning Scheme
Planning Scheme amendment submission docx

To the General Manager
Dear Sir
Please find attached our submission regarding amendments to the Planning Scheme.
Your sincerely
Douglas Pattison
Get Outlook for iOS
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Submission regarding proposed Planning Scheme Amendments.
I respectfully submit the following.
• That no changes be made to maximum allowable height of buildings until after Council has
received all professional advice and undertaken to consult widely and meaningfully with the
Tasmanian community. It would be premature to proceed until the study commissioned by
Council into maximum building heights is received and its recommendations disseminated
for comment. Comment should be invited from not just from within the Council electorate,
as the nature and character of the State capital is an issue which affects all Tasmanians.
• That until, and unless, changes to the height limit are made, the height limits should reflect
the current rules of around 45metres.
• The reference to a height limit of 75metres in the Woolley Report should be removed before
it is attached to any submission to the Planning Commission as this would mean de facto
endorsement by Council of this part of the Report. if the reference to a 75 metre limit can
not be removed, then the Woolley Report should not be attached to the Council's
submission.
• That the section referring to a !High-Rise Zone be removed from the Desired Future

•

Character Statement. The desirable future character of Hobart is that it's buildings be low to
medium-rise, keeping high-rise well away from the CBD and Sullivan's Cove.
That the Heritage streetscape of Hobart be explicitly acknowledged and included as
fundamental to the Desired Future Character Statement.

Yours sincerely
Douglas Pattison
Jane Dykstra
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REP 64
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Erica Jones cerjonesigbigpond.com>
Monday, 28 August 2017 8:54 PM
Records Unit
SUBMISSION: Amendments to Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 - Building Heights
170828 - Planning - Submission vsn 1.0.pdf

Dear Sir/Madam,
Please find attached a representation on the proposed changes to the interim planning scheme in particular in
relation to building heights in the CBD.
Yours sincerely,
Rob Jones
98 Woodcutters Rd
Tolmans Hill
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Submission on Amendments to the Height Standards in the Central Business
Zone
I write to express my deep concern at the proposal to amend the Hobart Interim Planning
Scheme to allow construction of buildings above the current limit of 45 metres, up to 75
metres, under certain circumstances. I believe the character of Hobart MD needs to be
retained and that there have been too many buildings of such a height as to degrade the
character of the city already.
The current height limit of 45 metres should be retained as an absolute standard within the
CBD notwithstanding there are already buildings that probably exceed that height. Higher
buildings will not only change the sky line, and create obstacles for clear views of the

mountain and harbour but will have adverse impacts on the character of the City as a whole.
in addition, lifestyle conditions in the CBD will be adversely impacted upon. in particular:
1. Ambient temperature. High rise buildings have two opposite effects depending on the
season:
a. In the colder months, such buildings create increased shadows and keep out
sunlight at a time of she year when maximum sunlight on the streetscape is
required; in effect cooling the city further.
b. Conversely, and not widely recognised, these building in the warmer months
actually increase the temperature in the city at streetscape level due to
reflection of summer sunlight by glass and the 'storing' of heat within the
building fabric acting like a heat source. Added to that is the impact of
increased need for air-conditioning. All of adds to the ambient temperature.
2. Wind Tunnels. Hobart is a very windy city as it is. Even the current building heights
create some wind tunnels. increasing the allowed height will only exacerbate this
effect.
Any reference to a change to heights should be removed and the Wacky report, if it is to be
incorporated into the planning scheme should not reflect any such height change.
Many fine buildings have been built in Hobart over the last 10 years. They have been able to
meet the needs of the organisations involved without changes to the height limits albeit I
know that in a number of cases the proponents would have liked to do so. Given the right
decisions were made in those cases to ensure height restrictions were maintained I cannot
see any possible justification for changes now or into the future.

,
7/-Z
- / 1_,----Yours sincerely,

ones
Woodcutters Rd
olmans Hill.
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REP 65
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Other <ctuckerother@iinetnet.au>
Monday, 28 August 2017 9:12 PM
Records Unit
Helen Cameron-Tucker
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

My submission is to raise concern about the MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT LIMITS and discretion to override the
scheme.
The max height sho uld be set to enable Council to reject inappropriate development applications that do not meet
the planning rules. These maximum height limits should be developed with full community involvement and
professional advice.
It is of concern that Council has the discretion to override a planning scheme developed with community and
professional advice. I recommend that the amendment remove the discretion of council to override the scheme. In
other state councils they have lost community support as elected members have been involved with developers or
their agents. Removing council discretion resolves the ability of council to have the allegation of Influence levied.
The current issue of maximum height should also be set within a planning scheme with the express community
desire to maintain heritage streetscape within a necessarily developed Hobart which has sufficient sight lines to give
pedestrians a view of our harbour and natural features. Heritage values are an integral aspect of the experience of
Hobart and need to be kept in custody for future generations.

Rodney Cameron-Tucker
2 Braeside Crescent
Sandy Bay. 7005

Sent from my iPad
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Den of outbuilding under HIPS

A3 - outbuilding below 2400mm - (a) does not apply.

zincalume fabric

located on existing slab
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Stormwater code applies - ❑E ok
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ATTACHMENT D

REP 66
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Isabelle Gurney cisabelle.gurney@gmail.com >
Monday, 28 August 2017 11:41 PM
Records Unit
PSA - 17-3 Amendement. Hobart Inter[rn Planning Scheme 2015. Amendment to the
Height Standards in Central Business Zone

To whom it may concern,
I am resident of Hobart and I wish to put in a representation on PSA-17-3
amendment to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015.
I am concerned that this amendment will alter the existing character of Hobart City,
as it will block existing views and sight lines from the city. It will also lead to the
disruption of views and sight lines from the suburbs around Hobart to Mt Wellington,
River Derwent, Meehan Ranges and many other areas.
Hobart is a unique city that has an unusual mix of heritage sandstone buildings and
modern medium height commercial buildings. These attributes are also very
attractive to tourists as the booming tourist industry demonstrates.
Iconic cities like Paris, Amsterdam, Edinburgh and Rome have kept to medium height
commercial buildings in their city centres and are not only world famous but also
thriving commercial and tourist hubs. Surely Hobart will be a better place if we follow
these notable examples of successful cities? The above amendment is contrary to
these values and the Hobart brand.

The need for large office blocks for office workers has diminished with the increase of
alternative working environments enabled by digital and flexible work spaces. The
idea that Hobart city needs to expand upwards appears old fashioned and outdated.

I request that PSA-17-3 amendment to Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 be
rejected.

Yours Sincerely,

Isabelle B.H. Gurney

126 Waterworks Rd,
Dynnyrne
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ATTACHMENT D

REP 67
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ian garde iangarde@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, 29 August 2017 12:42 AM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

To whom it may concern

I am deeply concerned as a resident of West Hobart with potential damaging future developments in
Hobart governed by two planning schemes i.e., The Sullivans Cove Planning Scheme', and 'The
CBD' by the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme. In relation to my concerns I submit the following
comments and hope the council will think carefully before they disfigure this beautiful city.
• Clear rules should be established re: Maximum building height limits to enable council to reject
development applications that do not coincide with these parameters and full public consultation
should be sought in drafting same to reflect the community's needs.
•

The current study commissioned by the council on proposed maximum height limits for the CBD
needs to be completed and available for public scrutiny before any references made about increased
height levels and council should strictly abide to current rules contained in the Hobart Interim
Planning Scheme.

• Any reference to 75metres contained in the Wooley Report should be deleted prior to it being
included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If this reference is not removed then the
report should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments.
•

I believe the vision for Hobart articulated by council is for it to remain a low to medium-rise city and
therefore it would be inconsistent that a request for a 'High-Rise Zone' to be included in the 'Desired
Future Character Statement' allowing for intensification and a zone of 'built intensity' and
this request should be removed, i.e. (c) The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs
and lower contours of the Hobart Rivulet trough and
reinforce a transition in
scale back from the low ground delta and the lower contours of the Macquarie Ridge and also from
the rising contours of Trinity Hill, the Queens Domain and the Bathurst and Macquarie Ridges.

•

As discussed in the Wooley Report there should be a number of view lines in addition to the three
mentioned in the planning scheme amendments including at least the following Franklin Wharf to
Kunanyi, Hunter St to Kunanyi, Macquarie St to Cenotaph West Hobart to the waterfront, or Glebe
to Kunanyi

• There should be greater emphasis given to the need to protect heritage streetscapes in the 'Future
Character Statement'. That recognises the unique history of Hobart contained within its old buildings
and avoiding the development of a bland 'cookie cutter' approach shared by many other cities or
building out of scale projects that obscure heritage streetscapes and prevent their ongoing enjoyment
by the public.
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ATTACHMENT D

REP 68
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jill Wright <jillw@southcom.com.au>
Tuesday, 29 August 2017 12:54 AM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Can high-density, shade creating wind tunnels be necessary in Hobart. They may be needed in Sydney and
Melbourne with their populations over 4 million. Jill Wright

1
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REP 69
General Manager
City of Hobart, GPO Box 503
Hobart 7001
39 Waimea Avenue
Sandy Bay 7005
24th August 2017

Re; Height levels in the CBD and the proposed new Planning Scheme
Dear Sir
When 1 came to live in Hobart from Europe some 50 years ago I was delighted to find a small city with a
central district of largely Georgian and Victorian, and some Art Deco, buildings set neatly between Mount
Wellington and the sea, with forested mountain, water and distant shores all easily seen from the centre of the
city. As the unique setting of the city beside a deep estuary made it ideal for shipping, the city sloped down to
a picturesque working port. The whole place was charming.
Since that time, inevitably, new buildings have been built but often they have been allowed to be built
blocking some sightlines which gave the city its special atmosphere. The sore thumb which stuck out when 1
arrived here was in Battery Point: Empress Towers. Later, the Council allowed buildings such as The Grand
Chancellor, the Marine Board Building and 1Davey Street to be built, blocking views to the mountain and to
the water. l hesitate to use the word ugly which these buildings are, but can say definitely that they are
inappropriate for the cityscape of Hobart. Other such buildings have appeared more recently, blocking views
and sunlight, causing wind tunnels and changing the "human" scale of the city.
The public meetings held recently by the Council and its planners showed clearly that concerned ratepayers do
not want their city to be full of high-rise buildings like many other cities in Australia and elsewhere. They are
anxious that Hobart should be careful to guard what is left of its unique quality. Thus, I would urge that the
new proposed Planning Scheme for the Hobart CBD keep the height limit of 45 meters so that the Hobart City
Council can reject inappropriate development applications that do not meet the planning rules. I would
advocate against a high-rise zone and insist there be absolutely no buildings of 75 meters (or higher) as
suggested in Mr Woolley's Report. Hobart does not need a "zone of built intensity" with high-rise buildings.
do agree with Mr Woolley's idea of stepping any high building back from the pavement to allow light to
enter streets and of placing high (but not 75 meters or more high) in the dip of the city towards the end of the
Brooker Highway where the research and medical faculty buildings are. The planning scheme should be very
clear and not use emotive or subjective language (e.g. "a positive contribution to the streetscape") as the
Appeals Board would reject such terms when considering a case: it does not deal in aesthetics!
As a long term rate payer and a great admirer of our small, and still quite beautiful, city I should like to
suggest that every rate payer in Hobart be sent a line outline of the city's skyline with, alongside, an outline
drawing of a 75 meter building and a 45 meter building to scale so that they can see clearly the effect on the
city's skyline. Then each rate payer should be asked to vote for what they prefer. If not every rate payer
bothers to reply then the HCC should adopt what the majority of those who do reply want. That would be fair
to everyone.
Yours sincerely

Joan It von Bibra (Mrs)
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ATTACHMENT D

REP 70
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gen.ryan01@gm a if .co rn
Tuesday, 29 August 2017 9:20 AM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

The General Manager
City of Hobart
Dear Sir,
Re - the Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3.
•

Maximum building heights should be set. This would enable the council to reject inappropriate development
applications. These limits should be developed with full community involvement and appropriate
professional advice.

•

Concerning the recently commissioned study: until this is completed and published, height limits should
reflect the current rules in the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme i.e. approximately 45 metres in the CBD.
■ Concerning the Woolley Report: the reference to 75 metres should be removed before the report is
included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If this cannot be done, then the report should not
be attached to the planning scheme amendments.
• A high-rise zone should not be included. Hobart should remain a low to medium-rise city. To do otherwise
would be to the detriment of the character, appeal and environment of our city.
• More than just three view-lines should be incorporated in the planning scheme amendments. As discussed
in the Woolley Report, view-lines such as West Hobart to the waterfront or Glebe to kunanyi should also be
included.
■ The recognition and protection of Heritage Streetscapes should be included in the Desired Future Character
Statement.
Hobart is an amazing city. It's location between mountain and river is unique and truly beautiful. The number of
heritage buildings still remaining is remarkable. The scale of Hobart stands out in a world full of big and anonymous
cities.
To remove building height restrictions and allow skyscrapers to be built would forever alter the character of the city.
Not only would this turn our beautiful city into a generic city that could be anywhere in the world, it would affect
the environment/lifestyle for all residents and tourists.
Hobart needs to remain a low to medium-rise city!
Kind regards,
Genevieve Ryan
5 Myrtle Court
Mount Nelson 7007
0408 250748

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1
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REP 71
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

I am

Celia Boden <celiaboden@gmail.com>
Tuesday, 29 August 201712:58 PM
Records Unit
planning scheme amendments

writing to comment on the planning scheme amendments for height of buildings in Hobart city.

Istrongly

object to the recommendations made to increase the height of buildings in the city to 75 metres.

Buildings of half this height already exist and cast shadows over the city streets in winter. Why would we
want to increase this effect in the city by creating taller buildings that cast even larger shadows?
We are in the fortunate position of being able to look at other cities and see the effects of tall buildings;
casting big shadows and blocking sunlight, creating wind tunnels, blocking views from the surrounding
suburbs, and creating a new city scape.
We should be trying to reduce the visual and environmental impact of large buildings in our city, not
encouraging people to make them taller_
Developers who exceed the height limits set out should have their proposal immediately rejected.
And developers who do wish to build large buildings should have some kind of caveat attached where it
needs to blend into, or complement the surrounding architecture. The new Ibis hotel is a perfect example of
a building that does nothing to enhance the streetscape. It is quite frankly horrible. And a great
disappointment that somebody looked at the plans for the building's aesthetics and signed off on the
development. What a disgrace.
We need to protect our heritage streetscapes and a high rise zone does not fit with the character of our city.
More consultation with the community needs to be undertaken, and advice from experts so that we are not
railroaded into a situation that benefits developers and dismisses community concerns.
Regards,
Celia Boden
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REP 72
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo Errey <jojoerreyQgmail.com >
Tuesday, 29 August 2017 12:38 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Dear General Manager
City of Hobart
Having returned to live in Hobart, where I spent my formative years, its opened my eyes as to what a unique and
special place it is nestled between the beautiful kunanyi and foothills and the river Derwent. There are many
charming medium rise Georgian sandstone buildings which line Macquarie and Davey Streets in the CBD and with
the backdrop of the river on one side and the mountain on the other give Hobart its special character for both locals
and visitors to enjoy. There have been a few changes over time in the streetscape some for the better, like the
Elizabeth Street mall and others not so good: how did the Grand Chancellor happen, an ugly obstruction, totally
unsuited to its geographical position on the harbour? Once inappropriate developments occur like this one and a
few others like the Ibis Hotel in Macquarie Street, the local population are left to live with the consequences for a
long time to come. Getting it wrong can take away the views or glimpses of both the mountain, foothills through the
streetscape. This is why it is important to consult properly with the local community and ensure they are fully
informed ahead of any decisions which will impact adversely on them.
I fully support having certainty for building heights in the CBD as well as the Sullivan's Cove precinct. Buildings
should not exceed a 45 metre height for the CBD and this should be non discretionary with exemption for the Royal
Hobart Hospital for any future developers. We must retain the heritage values of both the CBD and Sullivan's Coves
precincts for present and future generations to enjoy - and not destroy the special character of Hobart which
tourists come to experience.
Yours faithfully
Jo Errey
6 Hean Street
South Hobart
Tasmania 7004
0420 229 400
Sent from my iPad
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REP 73
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gail Bradford <geepbee@gmail com>
Tuesday, 29 August 2017 11;42 AM
Records Unit
Hobart highrise

I moved to Hobart from Sydney almost 2 years ago. Essentially to retire to this beautiful city, however I am
working part time for UTas.
I was born and grew up in Millers Point, adjacent to The Rocks area of Sydney and as such have seen the
city of Sydney change beyond recognition. Although The Rocks area and Millers Point retain some of their
heritage, the CBD and inner city Sydney has changed dramatically and North Sydney, which was a
residential area where I attended school, has totally transformed.
After many holidays in Tasmania, I chose Hobart to live because it reminds me of the Sydney I grew up
in. There is a grace and charm about Hobart that is lacking in the other capital cities, including Melbourne
which has managed to combine old and new in a relative cohesive manner.
Admittedly there are some buildings in Hobart that are truly ugly. I imagine there must have been a period
in the not too distant past where the Government Architects had either no imagination or no money,
however on the whole the city of Hobart with its surrounding waterways is beautiful.
I would hate to see an influx of high rise in such a charming setting. By all means encourage development
and Hobart does need more hotels, but restrict these in height to compliment their neighbours, not stand out
like eyesores in an otherwise picturesque setting, or use some of the empty buildings in the CBD to convert
to boutique hotels.
By the time I left Sydney, I hated it and what it had become. The streets of the CBD are wind tunnels with
no sunlight. More and more federation houses demolished to make way for apartments that have no appeal
whatsoever. A street of magnificient moreton bay fig trees bulldozed to make way for a light rail system.
Sydney got rid of its trams, but it seems to have forgotten that. I won't live long enough to see Hobart
become like Sydney, but I urge the council to look at other cities that have maintained and exploited their
heritage, Quebec comes to mind, with its charm that capitvates and delights the many tourists who visit.
Let Hobart stand proud of its heritage and its charm and not become just another capital city without any
soul.
Kind regards,
Gail Bradford
11 Sun Valley Drive
Old Beach 7017
0412 116 047
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REP 74
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Enola Johnson <enolaj3@yahoo.comau>
Tuesday, 29 August 201711:01 AM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Dear Hobart City Council General Manager
I wish to lodge the following submission concerning the Hobart Planning Scheme amendments.
I. Maximum building height limits should be set and water tight to enable the Council to reject
inappropriate development applications that do not meet the planning laws. The height limit should be
determined with full community and professional consultation. I believe 75 metres is inappropriate and will
destroy this city's unique beauty and charm. Along with creating wind tunnels, throwing streets into cold
shade, destroying the views, and turning the city into another ugly homogenous city found anywhere in the
world. Height limits should be capped and set at a maximum of 45 metres.
2. Until the study that has been commissioned into proposed maximum height limits for the CBD is finished
and available, any reference to height limits should reflect the current rules in the Hobart Interim Planning
Scheme (45 metres in the CBD).
3. The reference to 75 metres in the Woolley Report should be removed in the submission to the Planning
Commission. If not temoved then the Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning scheme
amendments.
4. If your vision for Hobart is to remain a low to medium-rise city, then you should request that a high-rise
zone not be included, that is, references in the Desired Future Character Statement to allow for
intensification and a zone of built intensity sound be deleted.
5. There should be more than just three view lines incorporated in the planning scheme amendments. These
sound include other viewlines such as West Hobart to the waterfront, or Glebe to kunanyi, as discussed in
the Woolley Report.
6. Heritage streetscapes should be specifically recognised in the Desired Future Character Statement by
including a reference to the importance of heritage to Hobart's future character and the need to protect
heritage landscapes.
Yours sincerely
Enola Johnson
Mount Stuart, Tasmania 7000
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REP 75
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Karin Wheeler rkwheeler675@gmail,com>
Tuesday, 29 August 2017 2:12 PM
Records Unit
Building heights in Planning Scheme
Hobart CC Planning Scheme Building Heights.pdi

Dear General Manager,
Please find attached our submission regarding the Building Heights being considered for the Planning
Scheme amendments.

Regards
ka4,-/41/
Karin Wheeler
0418 530 327 or 6247 3374
kwheeler675@grnail.com
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Glenn & Karin Wheeler
owners of11 Audley Street
North Hobart 7000
Postal address
675 Oceana Drive
Tran mere, TAS, 7018
email: kwheeler675@gmail.com
General Manager,
City of Hobart,
GPO Box 503, Hobart 7001,
email: coliPhobartcity.aom.au
29 August 2017

Building Heights in Hobart Planning Scheme
Dear General Manager,
We make this submission with a strong passion for the city within which we live.
Having travelled to many other cities around the world we have seen how the
communities that love their heritage precincts and their natural assets have treated
them—with respect.

Nowhere in the historic centre of Paris will you see high-rise buildings; here shopping
centres, hotels, entertainment venues and housing all stay within a very respectful
height limit.

The visitors we are attracting to our state, and the locals that enjoy life here, are not
the ones that yearn to visit, or live, in Hong Kong or New York for the hustle and
bustle of high-rise-city life. Our visitors and locals are here for the beauty of our
nature, our quaint cities and towns, and our clean air and magnificent views. We
have no desire to be amongst concrete and glass towers that provide gloomy
shaded streets with throngs of people in tight spaces.
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Once we spoil our city, visitors will go elsewhere and the pride in our home will
diminish.

Like other cities that care strongly for their heritage or cultural way of life, we believe
that, there should be a maximum building height limit in the planning rules for both
the city (45m) and the Sullivans Cove precinct (12-18m) that are not negotiable.

As soon as the limit is broken, developers take the opportunity to use the break as a
precedent and push the boundaries as much as they can. These developers are not
interested in how our city looks in the future, they are only interested in the now, the
money and 'being the highest/biggest' to promote their name.

We have had such clever designs, such as MACq 01. This building provides
accommodation, plenty of employment and a beautiful drinks & meals venue for
locals to enjoy, as well as blending in with its surroundings. High-rise solutions are
not clever, they are common. The more clever solutions we have, the more proud we
will all be of our city.

We are not against high-rise completely, Paris, for example, has its high-rise precinct
but it is at a tasteful distance from its heritage area, if needed we can do the same.

Please involve our creative-design minds, community and heritage specialists to
come up with a better solution for Hobart, particularly Sullivans Cove, than high-rise
buildings.

Again, we wish to state that as soon as one developer is given approval for a height
limit above the rules, more will follow—and quickly. Please ensure that until any
changes to the Hobart Planning Scheme are amended there will be no opportunity
for a height greater than 45 metres to be considered. The reference of 75 metres in
the Woolley Report should not seen as a likely outcome and influence any current
decisions. We believe 75rnetres is too high.
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Our vision is for a "happening" Hobart that is genuine in its character, that gives
visitors authentic and unique experiences achieved within a low-to-medium-rise,
sun-drenched city. Therefore we believe the references in the Desired Future
Character Statement to allow for 'intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity'
should be deleted.

ie. (c) The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs and
lower contours of the Hobart Rivulet trough and also-allow-for-an

reinforce a
transition in scale back from the low ground delta and the lower contours
of the Macquarie Ridge and also from the rising contours of Trinity Hill,
the Queens Domain and the Bathurst and Macquarie Ridges.

The view lines around Hobart are one of its most appealing features. Every day I am
glad to see the mountain and the water and it makes me glad to live here. Just look
at Facebook or Instagram and see how often locals post photos of the Hobart view at
sunrise/sunset/snow/storm or just a sunny day from all parts of the city. To only
include three view lines in the planning scheme amendments belittles the wonderful
scenery we are surrounded with and shows how little understanding there is about
the importance of view lines to the community—residents and visitors alike.

Another feature of Sullivans Cove and the City area is that many of our heritage
buildings are still standing out proud without being lost amongst great walls of
concrete and glass. Our heritage streetscapes should be strongly represented in the
Desired Future Character Statement so that our city retains its authenticity to its past
and keeps its visual appeal to both locals and visitors.

Yours sincerely
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REP 76
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Anne & Miles Harrison <masmjhar@bigpond.com>
Tuesday, 29 August 2017 4:01 PM
Records Unit
Representation - HIPS Height Standards
170829 HCC Height submission .docx

Dear Lord Mayor, Aldermen and General Manager,
Thank you for consulting with the Hobart community an these very important proposed amendments.
Please find attached representation from Miles and Anne Harrison.
Thank you & regards,
Anne Harrison
6229 2121
0419 585 291

1
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53 Talone Rd,
Blackmans Bay, Tas. 7052
Tuesday 29th August 2017

City of Hobart,
GPO Box 503,
HOBART 7001.

Dear Lord Mayor, Aldermen and the General Manager,

Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 - Amendment to Height Standards CE12
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the Hobart Heights Proposed Amendments

1
The appeal of smaller, low rise more individual cities all around the world is well known
and demonstrated, some ready examples being Paris, Rome, Firenze.
Hobart is no exception. When we arrived in Tasmania over 30 years ago, Hobart's appeal was
obvious; extraordinary topography, the panoramic views, the history and built heritage, and of
course all the things that deliver quality of life and amenity. Hobart has it in spades. Our many
interstate and overseas visitors marvel at the low rise, human scale with heritage and colonial
architecture and the incomparable natural setting. We have invested financially in business in the
CBI], and have spent a lot of time and disposable cash in Hobart CBD knowing that every dollar spent
here assists this state and our city's economy.

2

What is it about Hobart that visitors most admire? Visitor feedback is instructive.

It is critical that the HCC and the public know and understand feedback from the visitor experience
to Hobart, whether visitors are from interstate, overseas, or from other parts of the state.
"Hobart Visitor Experience" - data and feedback is surely available covering the following:
•

numbers? days ? spend?

•

the trigger for a Hobart visit?

•

would they tell others and would they be repeat visitors?

•

peak experiences?

HIPS 2015 - Amendment to Height Standards in CBZ

MP EA Harrison Representation

3 pages
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Anecdotally from visitors, we understand that the Tasmanian brand is hugely important and has
great marketing value. Also important is Hobartian's "sense of place" which contributes to
residents' well-being and amenity.

3

importance of the wider macro-economic view — not just building development at any cost

T❑ say that the ONLY way Hobart can encourage investment is by intensification of the CBZ with
often questionable development which despoils what tourists and residents value, (see our previous
point 4) seems extremely short sighted.
Preserving and enhancing the built heritage and experience of inner Hobart is vital. However, built
heritage will scarcely be enhanced by high rise, high intensity in the CBZ, as is being mooted in the
proposed amendments.
We a re particularly concerned that a narrow micro-economic view is often applied in respect of
building activity and development in Tasmania. The macro-economic view and strategic,
sustainable and integrated planning is preferred. The wider economy should be considered. Similar
consideration should be given to the triple bottom line of economy, environment and community.

4

Brand Hobart - what does this mean to locals and visitors?
•

Glorious panoramic views of mountain, surrounding hills, river and ocean( as opposed to

•

solar access into all our streets ( all of our streets, not just some which are considered to be

the long narrow vistas recommended in the proposed amendments)
greater priority, as in the proposed amendments)

•

heritage and colonial buildings ( could there not be greater investment channelled into our

•

low—rise human scale; where Hobart streets may typically be narrow, they are not now

heritage buildings?)

generally overpowered by excessively high building . (Tapering up to a point as in the
proposed amendments would still have an adverse effect in our view)

•

lots of amenity and services

The above are just some of the things that define Hobart.

5

Tools used for Assessing HCC proposed amendments?

We would like to see the modelling which HCC and L Woolley are using for the proposed
amendments.
We consider that the shadow diagrams are actually not strictly true as they only show sun at 45
degrees. We understand that Hobart winter sun is more likely to be around 22 degrees. Fig 22.4
Amenity Building Envelope ( Performance Criteria).

HIPS 2015 - Amendment to Height Standards in CBZ

MP EA Harrison Representation

3 pages
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Performance Based Schemes — flaws with enforcement of Performance Criteria

a. We are reliably advised that the specific (metrical, quantitative) ALWAYS trumps the general
written, qualitative) when at the Tribunal (RMPAT).
We like the intent and words of the proposed amendments; they may well be an improvement on
what HCC currently has in HIPS but will the DFCS stand up legally? Will the words guide decision
making? Possibly. However when challenged at law they will not be enforceable unless the
Performance Criteria are backed by very specific examples of what they are intended to mean.
Without such examples lawyers will be tied up in Tribunal over terminology and definitions which
are ambiguous and vague, and the intent of the Performance Criteria will fail.
b. It is essential that community endorsed Acceptable Solutions are inserted for this reason. (Not
just Performance Criteria which do not stand up legally).
c. Pictures, diagrams and drawings should be inserted to demonstrate what is meant as DFCS and
Performance Criteria.

7

Proposed Amendments
•

We think the heights in Hobart CBZ should be kept low.

•

We endorse any idea of keeping Hobart heights to 13 stories or 40m , whichever is least.

•

We think there should be precincts where even 13 storeys are NOT allowed. Keep some low
rise precincts in Hobart CBZ.

•

We in no way support any mention of 70m or over, for Hobart CBD, aspirational or
otherwise.

•
•

Any mention of 70m high should be expunged from the proposed amendments.
"Panoramic" views are now owned by everyone. The proposed amendments suggest some
vista long views, and this means limited lines of sight. Many will miss out!

•

We Ike the idea of positively encouraging streetscape, townscape values but doubt this will
mean anything specific to a developer unless, as identified above, specific examples are
included in the amendment.

•

Sunlight must penetrate ALL streets. EG There is no way of measuring P1 (vi), specifically
what amounts to an unreasonable impact of overshadowing on pedestrian amenity?

Hobart is very special. We do not want to see this "unique brand" which attracts so many visitors
compromised. Neither do we want to see this city with its quite unique 'sense of place" , meaning
so much to so many locals, destroyed.
We are happy to discuss questions you may have and look forward to presenting our arguments as
part of the wider process. Thank you again for this opportunity to comment.
Yours Faithfully,
Miles and Anne Harrison
ph: 6229 2121

email; masmjhar@bigpond.com

HIPS 2015 - Amendment to Height Standards in CBZ

MR EA Harrison Representation

3 pages
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REP 77
Beth Ellingworth.
125 Liverpool Street.
Hobart. TAS. 7000

24th August. 2017.

The Genera! Manager.
City of Hobart.
P 0 box 503.
Hobart. TAS. 7001
Dear Sir or Madam.
I believe that it is in Hobart's best interest to emulate the French developers and limit
the height of buildings to about 5 eiik storys. I think that the look that even quite
large cities — eg Lyon ( population 2.22 million [ world population review — 2017J)
which have held to relatively low rise buildings and the cities are vibrant. gracious
and elegant, and it does not hinder their development.
I think that there should • • is - • • 11 01 •• ' I .11
14'1 - in fact I
think that there are already several quite ugly buildings which are too tall already.
However we are stuck with those.
We don't want to look like Hong Kong or Singapore —they are fine where they are.
however we don't want to look like that.
Hoping that the right decisions may be made for the future happiness and beauty of
Hobart.
Yours faithfully

Beb Ellingworth.
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REP 79
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Dory lohndory2020@gmail.com>
Tuesday, N August 2017 3:20 PM
Records Unit
stopping investment

To the lord mayor the idea of height restrictions in the CBD will not be good for investments for
Developers.... the CBD is a limited space so having spreading lower floors when there is no room on a
site. Going up is the only alterative. Developers are spending millions of dollars so the only way these
buildings can be profitable is to add as many floors as possible ..So 45mtrs is just holding back progress
other Australian cities are steaming ahead don't hold Hobart back.
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REP 80
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barbara Wienecke <april08@internode.on.net>
Tuesday, 29 August 2017 6:55 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Honourable Members of the Hobart City Council,
I am writing to you to encourage you to insure that our beautiful city remains the jewel she is. Too many cities have
been ruined by high-rise buildings while others, such as Amsterdam, maintain their historic character by NOT
allowing high-rise buildings in the old city centre.
(High-rises do occur elsewhere in the wider city's boundaries.)
We do not want a mini-Singapore in Hobart. High-rise buildings do not make a city more livable. Quite the opposite!
(see
http://www.srnartcitiesdive.com/ex/sustainablecitiescollective/7-reasons-why-high-rises-kill-livability/561.536/)
The Property Council is wrong to suggest that high-rises may be needed to increase affordable housing in the inner
city. The example of the Grenfell Tower in London showed that this strategy is highly flawed (see
http://www.srn h.com.au/comment/highrise-solution-to-affordable-irinercity-living-has-falled-20170616gwsax2.html).
There are far better alternatives, such as presented here:
https://architizer.com/blog/low-rise-highdensity/
To protect the Hobart we enjoy and love, we need to set limits to the height buildings can reach. New buildings have
to blend in with the current vista, ie they should not exceed —45 m. I read the Woolley Report; it describes well some
of the viewlines of the city but not all.
Furthermore, I was puzzled to see the recommendation to limit height to
75 m as a footnote! No, 75 m is too high. If the report is to be accepted by the Planning Commission, this note has to
be removed. It seems to be a rather arbitrary number as no good reason for its support is given.
Hobart has to remain low- to medium-rise for her continuation as a livable city with beautiful, sunlit historical
streetscapes. There should be no 'intensification'.
The suggested changes to Tasmanian planning laws are deeply concerning.
Councils and the community have to be part of the process when it comes to development in Tasmania. It is our
state, not the government's and not that of a few developers.
Yours,
Barbara Wienecke

1
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REP 81
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gail Watkins <gail.e.watkins@gmail_com>
Wednesday, 30 August 2017 10:42 AM
Records Unit
CBD height standards

I would like to

put in my objection to the amendment to allow the increase in the height of the
building developments with in the CBD of Hobart.
If this happens it will change the street scape of the city which is part of the reason so many tourists visit
Hobart .
Regards Gail Watkins
46 View St
Sandy Bay

Sent from my Samsung GALAXY S5
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REP 82
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

I write to comment on

Alison Lennox <alisonglennox@gmail.com>
Wednesday, 30 August 2017 9:11 AM
Records Unit
Hobart CBD 2015 Interim Hobart City Planning Scheme

the proposed rule changes for the Hobart CBD.

As a resident of Hobart and environs for 63 years I feel strongly that we as a city have to be careful that we
do not destroy what is so precious.
Travel to Sydney or Melbourne reminds us, or opens our eyes to, what a city life of tall buildings, shady
streets and wind tunnels can be Like. It is always a joy to return to Hobart which is not so overbuilt or
gloomy!
We need to protect this atmosphere. It is under threat now....walking down Macquarie Street near the
newest 'acquisition' of highrise reminds me of being in any Sydney street....grey, gloomy and windy!
I am sure that most locals and visitors appreciate Hobart's current Lowrise profile and we should not spoil
this. Our success in the tourism sector is testament to this, the scale of our buildings, and their heritage
values are what people appreciate, not crowded over high monsters!
Hobart City Council (and surrounding LGA's) need to be clever with the use of space re-use of
underused areas, decentralisation and consideration and recognition of our heritage areas and buildings have
to be made a priority with clever thinking, not thinking guided by developers who just want 'BIG ' because
that increases the profit margin.
I implore Hobart City Council to include protection of the Heritage values of this city in this Planning
Scheme. I also ask that the height limit for buildings in the area be limited to 45 m.....without 'discretionary'
possibilities!
Developers will just jump on any weakness in the scheme and use it to their advantage. Every suburb and
municipality can show instances of times when limits have been pushed, so it is up to residents to
object/battle/invest money in appeals when really 'we' should have sensible rules that have to be adhered to!
Many thanks for the opportunity to comment.
Alison Lennox and Jim Walker (partner and resident for 15 years after escaping overdevelopment in
Sydney!)
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REP 83
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

maria fiotakis <maryio22@icloud.com>
Tuesday, 29 August 2017 7:42 PM
Records Unit
Re interim planning Schleme(PSA-17-3)
Council Rep 290817, pdf

1
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29th Aug 2017

The General Manager,
Hobart City Council

I am writing to you to make a submission regarding the City Of Hobart proposed amendments
to the height standards in the central business zone, (PSA-17-3) under the Interim Planning
Scheme 2015. While Mr Woolleys report raises some interesting points (analysis of the city
within the landscape) I have the following concerns.
1) Lack of planning vision into the future for the CBD incorporating heritage buildings and
sites.
2) No strong references to the desired future character of our city and the protection of the
citys uniqueness and history.
3) Discretional capacity of planning schemes to gain approval for buildings that are out of
scale and context with their surroundings.
4) Impact on the Hobart CBD renowned for its charismatic qualities based around 19th
century streetscapes.
5)The impact on views of the city from the surrounding suburbs and from the waterfront
looking back to Mount Kunyami.
6) What effect will increased height and density have as an environmental irnpact,(shadowing,
sun, wind, rain etc)
7) Lack of broader professional representation regarding the future vision of the Hobart
CBD , rather than relying on one report.
8) Lack of community consultation.

The 45m amenity building envelope was designed to provide some flexibility for developers
in the CBD. I fear that increasing it to 75m will only open the door to more developers
"pushing the envelope" so to speak , and eventually setting an undesired precedent in the
future. Visitors to Hobart do not come to see a miniature Sydney or Meib, but to see our
unique harbour, colonial, Georgian, Federation and Deco heritage.
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The CBD makes up an important contribution to the character and charm of our city and
therefore it is essential that extreme care be taken when future amendments and planning
regulations are modified so that they incorporate the existing historical and cultural value
already in place, and that these are visible and not hidden by huge monoliths that do not add
but detract from our city.
So in summary, the council needs to consider what is the future vision of Hobart? Do we
compromise our cultural heritage for big development and become a mini metropolis? (A
smaller version of Melbourne or Sydney). Or do we insure that we set protections for our city
into the future so that future generations can enjoy living in or visiting our unique beautiful
city?

Mrs M Fiotakis
678 Sandy Bay Road
7005
maryio22@icloud.com
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REP 84
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jan Hyde <jazztime@bIgpond.com>
Tuesday, 29 August 2017 9:30 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Planning Amendment 17-3
Response to FICC Planning Amendment Proposal - PSA 17-3.pdf

General Manager Hobart City Council,
Please find attached my submission on Planning Amendment 17-3.
I would appreciate an acknowledgement of receipt of this submission.

Yours sincerely,
Jan Hyde

1
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44 Colville Street
Battery Point TA5 7004
29 August 2017

General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart TA5 7001
Sent by email to coh_@hobartcity.conn.au
SUBMISSION IN RESPONSE TO - PSA-17-3 AMENDMENT TO THE PLANNING SCHJEME
ORDINANCE — HOBART INTERIM PLANNING SCHEME 2015 — AMENDMENT TO THE HEIGHT
STANDARDS IN THE CENTRAL BUSINESS ZONE
Dear General Manager,
I wish to make a submission in response to the Hobart City Council's (HCC) planning
amendments for the Central Business District (CBDj.
I am a Hobart Council rate-payer. I am not anti-development.
Hobart offers a unique social environment — a blend of modern lifestyle coupled with a
respectful celebration of Hobart's heritage. No other capital city in Australia offers this
uniqueness - except in small ways such as The Rocks in Sydney. I believe that the proposed
amendment to height standards and intensity in the CBD are unnecessary. I believe that
wonderful, innovative development can be achieved in Hobart within the existing height
limitations. Proposed height and density changes would see Hobart turn into just another
unremarkable city, and the charm that brings travellers to Hobart and lures expats home
would be irretrievably lost.
I attended the Public information sessions by Mr. James Mcllhenny, Acting Director City
Planning, and Mr. Leigh Woolley on Tuesday 8 August 2017. While the aim of the session
was to explain the proposed amendments and seek submissions form the commun i ty, I
found the presentation and subsequent responses to questions, by Mr. Mcllhenny in
particular, to be very defensive — almost as if the amendments were a foregone conclusion
and that this consultation was just 'going through the motions'.
I commend the work of Mr. Woolley and the professional manner in which he presented his
report to the community however there are areas left unaddressed that I believe should be
addressed as part of Council's community consultation.
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Heritage & Historic Streetscape
Heritage buildings and historic streetscapes should be specifically recognised in the Desired
Future Character Statement of the P5A-17-3 amendment, by including a reference to the
importance of heritage to Hobart's future character and the need to protect heritage.
I am concerned that without proper protection, Council could be pressured to demolish lowrise heritage properties to allow for high-rise. Council should seek support of The Heritage
Council to ensure the proper protection of appropriate heritage sites and streetscapes such
as Liverpool Street from Argyle to Harrington with its two-story buildings with awnings.
Microclimate— impacts of wind and shadow
There is nothing in the Woolley Report that looks at shadow lines in mid-winter and the
impact of the wind in Hobart. Micro-climate is extremely important in Hobart given our
long winters, with low sun angles, and our very windy springtime. Prior to any changes to
planning legislation, Council should consider how the increase in density and height could
impact the loss of sunlight to the footpaths. Lack of sun will affect the capacity of streets to
dry and increase the prevalence of black ice on the roads and footpaths which are a serious
safety hazard for pedestrians and drivers.
The 'wind tunnel' effect, which is already experienced in Hobart CBD could worsen making it
extremely uncomfortable for those moving throughout our city.
Before any changes are made council should undertake an environmental impact
assessment to increase in height and density of this proposal for the CBD.
Do not attach the Woolley report to legislation
Of particular concern to me is that the "Leigh Woolley Height Standards Review Report
(2016)" has been specifically referred to in the Planning Amendment signed by the General
Manager and Deputy General Manager and made under the Common Seal of the City of
Hobart.
By adding this document to the amendment, Council is effectively setting the 75m height made as a footnote to the Woolley report - as a precedent of acceptable height. Mr.
Woolley made it clear in his presentation on 8 August that 75m was a footnote not to be
relied upon and he seemed genuinely concerned that it had received the notoriety it has in
the press.
The reference to 75m in the Woolley Report should be removed before the report is
included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If 75m is not able to be removed
from the report then the Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning scheme
amendments.
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Why go up when we can go out?
As I said before why should Hobart become like other cities when it has the opportunity to
be a unique city in the world?
There is a sense in the local community that the 'zone of built intensity' that is defined in
the amendment as bounded by Murray, Macquarie, Argyle and Melville Streets has been
specifically identified to allow for the UTAS STEM building to be built above the 45m limit it is budgeted to be four (4) times the cost of the UTAS student accommodation on a
modest city block leaving some to believe the only way the building can go I up.
There is so much underutiiised space in broader Hobart CBD that would benefit from
thoughtful low to medium-rise development. For example, there are more car dealerships
in the Hobart CBD that any other city of comparable size. Car yards could easily be
relocated out of the CBD to free up considerable space for development.
To that end, in the Desired Future Character Statement criteria that calls for 'intensification'
and should be deleted from the proposed amendment.
Viewlines
Appendix A to the PSA-17-3 amendment identifies just three viewlines (Franklin Wharf to
kunanyi, Hunter St to kunanyi, Macquarie St to Cenotaph) in the giving the impression that
these are the only relevant viewlines in the Hobart area. The Desired Future Character
Statement should think more broadly and include other viewlines such as West Hobart to
the waterfront, or Glebe to kunanyi, as discussed in the Woolley Report. Consideration
should also be given to viewlines to St Georges Church — Battery Hill and Trinity Church.
Setting an upper limit
I commend the Hobart City Council Planning Committee for its decision on 28 August to
undertake work to set an upper limit on buildings in Hobart. It is important that maximum
building height limits should be set to enable council to reject inappropriate development
applications that do not meet the planning rules.
Some great cities around the world have set heights in response to key natural or manmade features such as St Petersburg and Washington DC and they have prospered as a
result.
Other matters — Transportation, Compliance
In addition to the specific comments to the proposed amendment, I wish to highlight other
matters of concern.
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Transportation
Regardless of height outcomes, there are already developments underway in Hobart that
will increase the amount of traffic in the CBD. The integration of a movement and transport
strategy that balances public and private transport, and pedestrian access, needs to be
developed and applied to all future development applications.
Compliance
An area of concern to me is the policing of compliance. I regularly see changes being made
architects and builders to buildings in Hobart in contravention of the conditions imposed by
Council and/or The Heritage Council. Such inappropriate behaviour undermines the
Council's authority. I urge Council to fully resource the compliance process and set
penalties to an appropriate level that deter non-compliance
Thank you for your consideration of this submission.

Yours sincerely,

Jam Hyde,
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REP 85
Johnson, Diane
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Ritz <ritz1ginet.net.au>
Wednesday, 30 August 2017 11:33 AM
Representation
Amendments to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone (PSA-17-3)

Dear General Manager,
With reference to the above amendments, we would like to express our
opposition to the height standards proposals and to make the following points:
The Planning Scheme changes seem to allow a definite shift away from our heritage and humanscale CBD - towards one of taller towers, shaded and windy streets, elevated property values, and
pressure to remove the heritage we still have. This appears to be a nod towards developers that
higher buildings and higher property density are desirable and likely to be approved in the future. We
would like to see Council confirm the `de facto' height limit of 4S metres, to give developers some
certainty and to prevent ambit proposals of massively higher buildings. Thus we support Ald. Burnett's
motion recommending height limits of 45118m for CBD I Sullivan's Cove with no discretion, apart from
special cases such as the hospital.
The Woolley report makes no mention of heritage in the context of changes in the development of Hobart's
CBD which is disappointing because heritage is integral to our townscape and character.
The cumulative effects of development need to be evaluated against an overarching plan for the future

development of Hobart, not a piecemeal, one proposal at a time, approach?
Sincerely, David and Jan Ritz
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Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
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David Rowe (roweboat©bigpond.net.au>
Wednesday, 30 August 2017 12:20 PM
Records Unit
Submission regarding Highrises in Hobart City

Height limits should reflect the current rules. That is, 45 metres in the CBD. An added rule should be a set back from
the streetscape of 5-10 metres if the maximum height is to be 45 metres.
The 75m in the Wooley report should be removed from the plan.
Hobart is a medium rise small city and the high rise zone not be included.
There are only three view lines included in the report, There are at least half a dozen to include.
Heritage street scares need to be identified and protected.
City height restrictions are an essential element of control over the character of our city.
We have to rely on the council to uphold these controls and stop altering the limits to benefit individual developers
over the welfare of Hobart citizens. Stop changing the restrictions.
The Sullivan's Cove area restrictions must remain as they are.
Regards
David and Melanie Rowe
13 Colville Street
Battery Point,7004
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REP 87
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kitty Courtney <courtneykitty7@gmail.com>
Wednesday, 30 August 2017 222 PM
Records Unit
Hobart City Planning Scheme Amendments
HCC-Changes to Planning scheme 30817.docx

Attached please find a letter regarding the Hobart city Planning Scheme Amendments

Kitty Courtney
7/319Macquarie St
South Hobart, Tasmania 7004
Australia
Phone: 0362 21 5307
courtneykitty7@gmail.com
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Mrs. Katherine Courtney
71319 Macquarie St
South Hobart, Tas. 7004
Tel:03 6221 5307
e.mail:courtneykit-ty7@gmail.com
19 October 2017
Mr. Nick Heath
General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart 7001
Re: Hobart City Planning Scheme Amendments
Dear Mr. Heath,
My husband and I moved from Sydney to Hobart 27 years ago to leave the
demolition of old, even heritage, buildings in Sydney's CBD which were
replaced with high-rise impersonal towers. It changed the character, the
friendliness and even the climate of Sydney. In Hobart we found not only
natural beauty but a built environment which was on a human scale, with
graceful low-rise buildings and a preserved heritage. It is why so many
mainland Australians have decided to call this charming city' home'.
We understand the Hobart City Council is proposing changes to the Hobart
Interim Planning Scheme and to investigate new maximum height limits. We
also believe the 'Woolley Report', which recommends a maximum height limit
of 75 metres in the 'zone of built intensity', is to be attached to the
amendments so it is incorporated into the planning scheme.
Along with so many Hobartians we would urge the Hobart City Council to
maintain the present height limit at 45 metres. The reference to 75 metres in
the Woolley Report should be removed before the report is included in the
submission to the Planning Commission. If 75 metres is not removed, then the
Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments.
Yours truly,
Mrs. Katherine Courtney
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REP 88
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Chris Needham chrisneed ham(gbigpond.com>
Wednesday, 30 August 2017 2:33 PM
Records Unit
Submission attached
Letter to GM HCC re Leigh Woolley proposed amendements to CBD Height standards
August 2017docx.docx

Please ensure that this is forwarded to the GM HCC.

With Thanks,
Chris Needham.
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139, Tinderbox Road,
Blackman Bay,
Tasmania, 7052.
Tel 62 294361 or 0418 123 239
30.08.2017

Dear General Manager,

Re Leigh Woolley Proposed amendment to Central Business Zone. 2017

1 wish to make the following comments in relation to this report
•
•
•

The word "heritage is not mentioned in the new Desired Future Character Statement (DFCS)
The DFCS allows for much taller buildings in a specified zone which is not acceptable as it will enable
developers to build well in excess of the current 45 metre height restriction.
By confining the "taller buildings to one specific area of the CBD it will do nothing to improve either
the streetscape or the skyline.

Reeoinmendalions
I wish to make the following recommendations
•
•

Building heights anywhere in the CBD do not exceed 45 metres..
Heritage value and special heritage places within the CBD are identified and preserved for the long
term

•

The "special place" feel of the CBD is maintained in the future by only allowing sensitive development
that complements what we already have.

•

The recommendation the "taller buildings" are kept within a specific area be discarded and the CBD
developed as a whole.

Yours sincerely,

Christine Needham,
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REP 89
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Kitty Courtney ‹courtneykitty7@gmail.com>
Wednesday, 30 August 2017 3:16 PM
Records Unit
Hobart City Planning Scheme Amendments
HCC-amend. planning scheme 30817.doc

Attached please find a letter regarding the Hobart City Planning Scheme Amendments

Peter J_ Courtney
7/319Macquarie St
South Hobart, Tasmania 7004
Australia
Phone: 0362 21 5307
courtneykifty7Qmail.com
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Peter .1. Courtney B.Arch.
7/319 Macquarie St, South Hobart, Tas 7004
Telephone: 0362 21 5307
Email: courtneykitty7@gmaiLcom
August 30, 2017

Mr. Nick Heath
General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart 7001
Re: Hobart City Planning Scheme Amendments
Dear Mr. Heath,
There has never been a more critical time in Hobart's history than now.
The Hobart City Council is in a position to provide and maintain
legislation which will preserve the unique heritage of 'Hobart Town',
while at the same time allowing for appropriate development which will
maintain a liveable city and provide future generations with the rights the
citizens of Hobart enjoy today.
It is incumbent on the Hobart City Council to maintain the current 45
metre height limit throughout the city and therefore preserve Hobart as a
medium low-rise city.
The city of Sydney lost its chance to preserve its heritage—Circular Quay
and 'Old Sydney Town' are now swamped by huge, overpowering,
faceless buildings—all human scale gone. Don't let Hobart repeat
Sydney's short sightedness.
Yours faithfully,
Peter J. Courtney
Architect
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REP 90
Johnson, Diane
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

F Millar <millarignetspace.netau>
Wednesday, 30 August 2017 3:54 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3
Building Height and Bulk
1 The maximum height of 75m on page 49 of Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015, Central Business
Zone, Height Standards - Performance Criteria Review
should be removed. This seems to only be a footnote and is unnecessary given the other criteria on which
height is to be assessed.
2 Proposals for development which exceed the existing height and bulk standards should be actively
discouraged by the HCC.
3 If a proposal currently exceeds the existing height standards then there should be a process of
consultation with the Hobart community and heritage bodies.
Heritage
It is imperative Hobart maintains its valuable heritage and developments which negatively impact on
existing heritage buildings, structures and vistas should not be approved. Negatively impacting includes;
overshadowing and loss of sunlight (which can lead to sandstone dampness and rapid deterioration),
the creation of wind tunnels which place stress on 19th structures leading to deterioration of the
structures,
loss of vistas towards the heritage buildings, ie the public need to be able appreciate these buildings by
seeing them from a distance and along the streetscape with a natural environment backdrop,
maintenance of existing heritage streetscapes and the vistas towards the mountain, the river and distant
scenery which offset the essential valuable heritage character of Hobart as a city
Thank you for accepting this submission.
Yours faithfully,
Frances Millar
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REP 91
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

christine saunders <chrispetesaun@hotmail.com>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 5:35 AM
Records Unit
Planning Scheme

1 understand that the HCC is considering changes to planning schemes.
This submission is brief as I am currently travelling overseas and have limited internet access.
it totally oppose high rise development in Hobart. In fact even medium rise should take consideration of the
topography of the city - eg West Hobart, Mount Stuart, Mount Nelson, The Glebe, etc.

As a resident of Hobart I think it is vital not to destroy the existing character, livability and historic nature of
our city.
I am a keen traveller and very much recognise the value of good planning, sensitive management and
development in overseas cities.
Christine Saunders
Hobart

Get Outlook for Android
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REP 92
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tasha Gergel <gorgel©dodo.com.au>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 12:17 AM
Records Unit
Re: HOC proposed amendments to Hobart Interim Planning Scheme.

Dear Madam/Sir,
I wish to make a submission in regard to the Hobart City Council's proposed amendments to the
Hobart Interim Planning Scheme.
In a bid to protect the future shape and height of Hobart city I urge the HCC to consider the
following points when deciding on the proposed amendments. I also strongly recommend that
Council consider the resident's and community's passion about the issues of: High-rise buildings
in the CBD and Sullivan's Cove; future developments that are sensitive in keeping with the
heritage architecture we are fortunate to have in Hobart.
1. Maximum building height limits should be set to enable Council to reject inappropriate
development applications that do not meet the planning rules. These maximum height
limits should be developed with full community involvement and professional advice.
2. The Council has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits for the CBD.
Until the study is done and the report is available, any reference to height limits should
reflect the current rules in the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme (around 45 metres in the
CBD).
3. Proposed Amendment - The 'Woolley Report' is to be attached to the amendments so it is
incorporated into the planning scheme.
3a. The reference to 75 metres in the Woolley Report should be removed before the report
is included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If 75 metres is not removed,
then the Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments.
4. Proposed Amendment - Although Council intends to investigate new maximum height limits in a
separate process at a later date, the 'Woolley Report' recommends a maximum height limit of 75
metres in the 'zone of built intensity'.
4a. if your vision for Hobart is to remain a low to medium-rise city, then you should request
that a high-rise zone not be included, that is, references in the Desired Future Character
Statement to allow for 'intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity' should be deleted.
ie. The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs and lower contours of the
Hobart Rivulet trough and reinforce a transition in scale back from the low ground delta
and the lower contours of the Macquarie Ridge and also from the rising contours of Trinity
Hill, the Queens Domain and the Bathurst and Macquarie Ridges_
5. Proposed Amendment - Associated changes to performance criteria for building heights
regarding overshadowing, viewlines, and benefits to public amenity.
5a.There should be more than just three viewlines (Franklin Wharf to kunanyi, Hunter St to
kunanyi, Macquarie St to Cenotaph) incorporated in the planning scheme amendments.
These should include other viewlines such as West Hobart to the waterfront, or Glebe to
kunanyi, as discussed in the Woolley Report.
6. Proposed Amendment - The Future Character Statement also proposes a 'Zone Of Built
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REP 93
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Trudi Disney <trudi.disney@gmall.com>
Wednesday, 30 August 2017 10:31 PM
Records Unit
submission regarding alterations to the planning scheme in Hobart.

Dear General Manager
My submission primarily concerns the issue of high-rise development in Hobart.
I am a busy professional and do not have time to address individual clauses of the proposed amendments to the planning scheme so will speak generally.
I am very concerned though, that we have arrived at a situation where an overseas company can even seek to put up a proposal for a tower TEN TIMES the
current height limit (lam in Sullivans Cove), and presumably expect to be granted something still well in excess of the height limit.
I support calls for an absolute height limit of 45 m. I do not agree with the Woolley reports proposal for Selected buildings up to 75m.
We reed to have an absolute height limit, no exceptions, and then all development applications must ft within the limits or will not be considered, This will
demand that architects think outside the square and design buildings that fit in to our city. New development in Hobart should be innovative, interesting,
creative, Inspirational. We have some good examples of this already.
I think we have to recognise what makes Hobart feel such a loved city for both residents and visitors, and what we have to lose by spoiling
that. Hobart is a welcoming, comfortable, approachable, low-scale city nestled around the harbour beneath its mountain. Visitors do not come here
to see a modern metropolis. They can go elsewhere for that. They love the scale and character of Hobart.
There are many modern cities around the world with sleek high-rise towers - much grander and more sophisticated than Hobart- we shouldn't try to
copy or compete with them. There are also many cities around the world who have chosen to preserve their essential character, to not allow high-rise
(for example Paris, Barcelona, Rome, Cambridge), and often have legislated to preserve important view lines.
Preserving only 3 view lines In Hobart is not enough. We must preserve that dominance of the mountain, that you can still see looming behind, from
most places within the city - particularly from the waterfront. High rises stealing the afternoon I evening sun would change the whole experience of
an evening stroll on the waterfront forever.
We need to be very careful about setting precedent Once the high-rise can Is opened, it will be too rate to step back.
Trudl Disney
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REP 94
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

janettl 7@adam.com,au
Wednesday, 30 August 2017 5:20 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Importance:

High

To: General Manager
FROM: Janet Taylor, 11 Llenroc St, Geilston Bay
INTENT: Submit statements and comments on the Hobart planning scheme amendments as a concerned
Tasmanian.
I appreciate the opportunity to submit my concerns and ideas so that the city of Hobart continues to have beautiful
views, a combination of contemporary and heritage development with a specific maximum height limit that would
allow the views and not interfere with weather and winds coming off the mountain as we now see in Elizabeth St.
I understand that the Council has commissioned a study to be done regarding having a maximum height stated for
all new development. Until this report is completed, the current maximum height restrictions should be used, 45
meters in the C80, in the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme. Also as part of this commissioned study, I believe that
consultation with the community and professional advice are both key requirements in the decision making of
maximum height restrictions.
I understand that the Woolley Report is to be attached to the amendment however this report speaks of 75meter
maximum height. This needs to be removed until the commissioned study, with community and professional advice
is completed. Otherwise the Woolley Report should not be attached to the amendments.
In my viewpoint, high rises are not required in Hobart and low-medium building heights are more appropriate, can
still add interesting architecture with the preservation of the historical as well. Therefore, in the Desired Future
Character Statement the terms to allow for 'intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity' should be deleted. In the
Precinctual Scale (c) after Hobart Rivulet trough and REMOVE and also allow an intensification within the area
bounded by Murray, Macquarie, Argyle and Melville Streets to evolve as a defined (conical) expression of built
intensity when viewed from beyond—This should intern" then continue with reinforce...
Another point in the Desired Future Character Statement I would like to see is a statement about historical
streetscapes and the importance of heritage to Hobart's future character and the need to keep historical
streetscapes an integral part of the city.
One last item regarding viewlines. The Woolley report includes three but additional view lines such as Glebe to
kunanyi and West Hobart to the waterfront are important to consider.
Thank you for this opportunity.
Regards
Janet Taylor
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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REP 95
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

pinkardf@southcom.com.au
Wednesday, 30 August 2017 4:50 PM
Records Unit
Height Standards Performance Criteria Review
Letter to HCC 20170830.pdf

A representation from the Council of Hobart Community Association is appended.
Any questions or queries, please feel free to contact me.
Regards
Eric Pinkard (Secretary)
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CH (7.A
August 30, 2017

c/- the Secretary, 7 Ogilvie Si., MOUNT STUART TAS 7000
Email: bettercommunitieshobart@gmaii.com
pinkardf@southcom.com.au
Ph 03 6228 5743
Mob 0409 285 743

The General Manager
Hobart City Council
GPO Box 503
HOBART TAS 7001

Dear Mr Heath

Height Standards — Performance Criteria Review
The Council of Hobart Community Associations is the representative body for most of the
community associations in the Hobart municipality. We welcome the opportunity to
participate in this review.
We accept Mr Woolley's expertise in preparing the subject document. However, attaching the
document to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme means that the Council is endorsing every
part of the document. We doubt very much whether this will be the case when all
representations have been analysed and considered.
The document refers to the Amenity Building Envelope, but fails to define this anywhere in
the document. This should be remedied, particularly if it is to be attached to the Hobart
Interim Planning Scheme.
The document completely fails to include heritage protection, which should be a very
important part of planning and planning decisions in Hobart.
We take issue with Mr Woolley's statement on page 29 of the review that
"Streets in Central Hobart are typically 18 - 20m wide (being Meehan's 60 'width.) The
threshold or 'scale of enclosure' is determined by the height of buildings along the edge
generating a street 'wall In Hobart this varies, but for new work should typically be
between 10 - 20 m, notwithstanding heritage and solar penetration provisions.
We believe that heritage and solar penetration should be considered in every planning
decision in Hobart, particularly in the Central Business Zone and Central Business Fringe
Area
We do not accept Mr Woolley's recommendation that the street 'wall' should be up to 20m
high. Our recommendation is an absolute maximum of 11.5m — i.e. 3 storeys.
We concur with Mr Woolley's statement about the protection of the pedestrian street edge,
awnings, et cetera on page 30.

1age 1 or 2
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We think it is very important to ensure that street vistas and streetscapes are maintained. It is
very disappointing that the HCC can only come up with three strcetscapes which it thinks are
worthy of inclusion in the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme. There are many vistas which can
easily be identified, documented and monitored to ensure that what we have now is not lost
and enhanced if the opportunity arises.
We applaud Mr Woolley's aim to reduce the bulk of buildings with height, but reinforce that
heritage and solar penetration should be considered when planning decisions are being made.
An amendment to the Desired Future Character Clause P_6 should be made to reinforce the
importance of solar and heritage. Overshadowing is already having a detrimental effect on
Central Business Zone properties, especially around the winter solstice when the requirement
for sunlight is at a maximum. The new University of Tasmania accommodation building on
the corner of Melville and Elizabeth Streets is an example which overshadows buildings on
the other side of the streets, despite having 'expert' input. Whilst some attempt was made to
reduce the overshadowing, the failure to fully take into account the substantial shadow cast
around the winter solstice has resulted in a substantial detraction of the streetscape on the
south west side of Elizabeth Street.
There should be some recognition that the reinforcing of the urban form of Central Hobart as
a compact city centre does not incorporate providing high density residential living for
students. There are alternatives to the proposed intensification of the city centre, using
underutilised land areas, such as Macquarie Point, car parks, car yards, warehouses et cetera
which are in suitable areas adjacent to or near the CBD. Does the City Centre need to be
intensified? Has the HCC undertaken any analysis that intensification will be economically
viable? Will putting student accommodation in the Central Business Zone achieve the desired
intensification?
Council should limit the height of new developments in the Central Business Zone to the
existing 45m without any options to go above this. This may result in a lot of applications
being made for developments of maximum permissible height which will need to be carefully
managed to ensure that the criteria set out in the review are always considered.
In the Central Business Fringe area, there should be absolute maximum height limits of
11.5m and 15.0m as specified in Figure 22.3 Amenity Building Envelope.
We congratulate the HCC on its initiative in developing and instigating Mr Woolley's paper
and the subsequent consultations and review. We hope that the resulting criteria are included
in the State-wide Planning Scheme when it is introduced.
Yours faithfully

Eric Pinkard
Secretary
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REP 96
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hilary Johnston <hjohnston010@gmail.com>
Wednesday, 30 August 2017 4:31 PM
Records Unit
John Quinn
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3 (To the General
Manager)

Dear Sir
I am concerned about any height alterations contained within any amendments to the planning scheme. I have just
returned from Europe and beautiful cities including Paris, Amsterdam, Bruges Antwerp have height restrictions
within the city - this retains the beauty of the city. Hobart can remain beautiful only if no building heights go beyond
the present 45 metres maximum
The Woolley Report refers to a maximum height of 75 metres. Either this reference to 75 metres should be
removed, or the Woolley report should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments

thank you
Hilary Johnston and John Quinn
1A Russell Crescent
Sandy Bay 7005,
0438 622 715
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Johnson, Diane
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Colin Trevena <ctrevena@bigpond.net.au>
Wednesday, 30 August 2017 4:23 PM
Records Unit
PSA-17-3 Amendment - Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 - Amendment to the
Height Standards in the Central Business Zone

To the General Manager
We have read the existing sections of the current Hobart Interim Planning Scheme (HIPS) to which changes
are proposed together with the associated HCC documentation.
We have inspected the streetscapes of the area under review and the surrounding precincts, particularly
north and westwards and observed there is significant undeveloped land and underutilized buildings.
We have read the suggested amendments.
We have attended a briefing given by James MclIhenny & Leigh Wooley and read the Leigh Wooley report.
We are particularly interested in maintaining Hobart's built heritage values.
We expect built heritage property to be used or re-purposed without changing the streetscape character
and relationship to other heritage properties.
22.1.3 Desired Future Character Statements
We understand the stated reason and nature of these changes. We feel there should be a clear indication
that heritage streetscapes are very important to Hobart's future and have a priority over other variable
discretions. All changes made to existing heritage facades diminish future heritage importance and
significance. Every time another piece of heritage fabric is chipped away, Hobart loses more of its now
unique character.

As they will form a part of the Wooley report that is to be attached and form a part of the scheme, we are
concerned that the regular reference to the subjective terminology encompassed by "intensity" "intense"
"intensification" in the Regional and Preinctual Scale clauses conflict with the objectives listed in the
Development Scale clauses which clearly seek to limit inappropriate "height" "bulk" "mass" of future
building and maintain visual amenity through view lines and maintain light as well as limiting shadow.
In short, we are against intensifying new building in this precinct as the concept suggests new buildings
will be greater in height, bulk and mass and interfere with visual amenity by eroding many pleasing sight
lines and not only those marked in the report.
22.4 Development Standards for Buildings and Works
We note there are no proposed changes to the acceptable solutions.
All the changes are to the Performance criteria that are discretionary.
It is our view the existing 45m figure is an absolute maximum but should not also be the minimum.
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We believe in view of the heritage facades still existing in the precinct under discussion, development in
the main should follow the current guidelines in 22.4 especially with regard to limitations where setbacks
determine building heights with extra protection of heritage listed property.
We note the 'Project Brief' comments regarding perceived difficulties when the 'Palace Hotel'
development assessment revealed apparent shortcoming in considering 22.4 P1(b)(00.
We believe the Wooley report 'footnote' in Point 5 of the Response to the brief, by nominating a height
limit of 75m is congruous in the context of what the brief sought to address. Such an approach would
seem to defeat the objectives by establishing an 'Amenity Building Envelope' and including this height in
assessing applications that fall outside the 'Amenity Building Envelope'.
If development allowed situations where 75m buildings were approved, then all buildings in the vicinity
would necessarily be layered to meet the proposed changes resulting in excessive adverse solar and wind
effect.
In summary we wish this section of the planning scheme to
1.

Prioritise heritage streetscapes

2. Not increase existing height restrictions that result in loss of sunlight and cause shadowing as well as
increase wind speed effect
3.

Maintain existing setback height restrictions to observe the Amenity Building Envelope objectives.

4.

Limit bulk and mass of new buildings in relation to their surroundings

5. Maintain view lines of all significant features of Hobart surrounds - not only Mt
Wellington/Kunanyi but Glebe, Trinity Church and St Georges Church as well.
Colin & Laurel Trevena
Sew Monde"
41 Runnymede Street
Arthur Circus

Battery Point TAS 7004
Phone voice 03 6224 1424 Fax 03 6224 0213
Mobile Corn: 0408 139 748 Laurel 0438 139 746
E-mall Cella: ctrevenaatiicioond.net.au or colinetrevena.net Laurel laurelatrevena.net
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REP 98
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Angela Nichols <angiemnichols@icloud.com>
Wednesday, 30 August 2017 4:22 PM
Records Unit
Fwd: Planning scheme ammendments

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
> Dear City of Hobart Councillor,
> I am writing re the City of Hobart's planned changes to the City Planning scheme.
I am concerned with the attachment to this document of Leigh Woolley's report that mentions a suggested 75
metre height limit. This well above the CBS existing 45 metre limit and as the your report does not mention a limit
at this stage I think it is not advisable to have the number in Mr. Woolley's report as this can then be used in any
future disputes.
> Once one tall building is approved it will open the flood gates. This then leads to shadowing, wind tunnels, loss of
sight lines and the loss of the lovely low rise, tucked under the mountain by the water feel of Hobart.
> Cities need to have a clear and appropriate Planning scheme that reflects the history and style, natural
environment and it's residents wishes.
> This is a great time for the City of Hobart to be a world leader in sustainable and respectful development
regulations.
> The City has done such wonderful sympathetic developments that have made it the city that people want to visit
and live.
> It is all too easy to have regulations that make it easy for developers to erect buildings that are all over, especially
Asian, cities which would result in the loss of Hobart's unique charm and beauty.
> I do hope that the people working on this scheme can view these regulations with a wider and interesting
perspective.
> Yours sincerely,
> Angela Nichols
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Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Paul and Lynne Wagner <paullynnew@gmail.com>
Wednesday, 30 August 2017 4:19 PM
Records Unit
Representation to the Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone

The General Manager City of Hobart
Dear Sir
Being the owner of a Heritage Listed property in the City of Hobart l would like to lodge the following representation
relative to the Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business 2one.
Hobart is a very attractive City to live in and also aesthetically, it would be very disappointing to see developments
approved that detracted for this appeal. There has been comment made that "Hobart will become a flat City and
developers will avoid Hobart", because of Hobart's uniqueness and popularity developers will continue to look at
and present opportunities for our City. It then becomes Councils duty of care to ensure that only the best
developments that compliment our City and comply with the planning laws are selected to proceed.
I believe that the the Leigh Woolley 2017 Report is a step in the right direction. However in my opinion too many
criteria for approving developments where they fall outside the guidelines are left open to interpretation. The
following are examples of the criteria that are very open to interpretation:- ''makes a positive contribution to",
"overshadowing of the public footpath on the opposite side of the street is not unreasonable", " the siting, bulk and
design makes a positive contribution to the streetscape and townscape of the surrounding are by-" these
statements need to be tightened up with specifics not left open ended as they are currently.
The Leigh Woodley report also proposes defining the building heights in the various City areas, again a positive
proposal especially the consideration given to Heritage listed properties. I am however totally opposed to increasing
the maximum height for developments in any of the Hobart Areas, especially the 75 metres mentioned in the Leigh
Woolley report. Developments have been previously approved by Council that exceeded the building height limits at
the time so why increase something that appears not to be set anyway. I understand Council is commissioning a
seperate report in the height of buildings in the CM Area and strongly voice my opinion that Hobart remain a low to
medium rise City.
As mention earlier I am the owner of a Heritage Listed property in Hobart and strongly recommend that Heritage
Streetscapes should be specifically recognised in the Desired Future Character Statement, by including a reference
to the importance of heritage to Hobart's future character and the need to protect heritage streetscapes. Visitors to
our City come here to visit, view and stay in our built Heritage so we must protect it at all costs.
I trust that my representation will be given due consideration by Council.
Yours sincerely
Paul J Wagner

Paul J Wagner
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Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Colin Sumner <csumner@internode.on.net>
Thursday. 31 August 2017 928 AM
Records Unit
Planning Scheme Amendment

General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart 7001

Dear Sir,
write to make a submission with respect to the possible changes to the planning schemes that fall within the remit
of the Hobart City Council and in particular the Proposed Planning Scheme Amendment to the Central Business Zone
of Hobart (CBZ). Those schemes are, respectively, the Sullivans Cove Planning Scheme and the Hobart Interim
Planning Scheme.
But before I submit my concerns and my viewpoint I do wish to place on record my support for the Council's
concerns with respect to the Tasmanian Planning system and its "one size fits all", over simplistic but unfortunately
overriding philosophy. Our capital city, with its unique characteristics, warrants special consideration and I support
your calls for there to be a fresh round of consultation with stakeholders and substantial amendment to that
scheme as a consequence.
I intend to make a number of points in my submission, some of which I will reinforce by way of examples. Firstly lets
begin by considering;
What is so special about Hobart?
What do I and you cherish about our City?
What do I and and what do you seek to avoid as a consequence of amending the Planning Scheme?
What level of liveability are we seeking to achieve in Hobart?
I shall return to these themes throughout this submission and I urge each and every one of you to give the questions
your earnest consideration.
As a founding member of the North Hobart Residents Group, at that time I was living in Thomas Street, the suburb
was in danger of becoming a commercial/industrial slum with just a rudimentary residential housing stock
sandwiched between factories, bodyworks, printers, storage depots, workshops and the like, Traffic, commercial
vehicle access, odours, noise etcetera were all slowly choking out the residential values of our neighbourhood.
Liveability, streetscapes and heritage values were all under recognised and were losing the battle against
commercial building intensification. That was in the 1970s and into the 1980s. Today, some 30 years later, it has
become one of the most desirable inner urban residential quarters of our fair city. The shift to which revived and
led to the redevelopment of the declining shopping strip into a multi-faceted, boutique entertainment, shopping
and restaurant precinct. Those former bodyworks, factories and the like, so unsuited as they were to the narrow
streets, and crowded in amongst modest heritage workers' cottages are now being converted, redeveloped,
recycled into highly desirable residential dwellings and all of this preceded Mona, the visit of the Chinese Premier
and all of the other recognisable events that have lately led to Hobart's rise as a highly desirable vacation location
and second home site.
So what has this all got to do with these proposals. Well its partly about vision, North Hobart of 30 years ago, a
declining and less than desirable inner city enclave versus North Hobart today, a vibrant popular place to visit and to
live; Hobart today and Hobart 30 years into the future. What is your vision? What do you want it to be?
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Q. What was so special about North Hobart?
A. It was its inner city location, its heritage characteristics, its small scale residential quarters and its streetscapes
giving rise to a high level of liveability that, over the next 30 years, was eventually recognised and that developed a
people focussed commercial heart and lifted its status to where it is today.
Which version do you prefer?
Could we intensify its current (residential) built environment? Yes but only by going up and what would that do to
the area?
Likewise scale is vitally important in the context of Hobart City and the CBZ.
Please carefully consider and formulate what it is that is so special about Hobart, what you cherish about our city,
what are you seeking to avoid when you alter our planning scheme and what can all of us achieve to make Hobart
the most liveable city in the country?
Let me now proffer some commentary on the proposed Palace/Hyatt hotel in our CBZ. I do appreciate that most
councillors voted to approve this proposal but it appears to me to be a further example of inappropriate scale
coupled with a lack of sensitivity to both the values of the natural environment, traffic and people movement
intensification and a lack of appreciation of the built environment in that particular precinct. Height, bulk and style
all fail the critical test of suited to its immediate environment. But there it will be for the next 30 or 50 years. Such a
shame as it starkly juxtaposes with the successful examples of nearly recycled buildings. With these new
amendments that are being proposed let us not make the same mistake again.
Our city plan should seek to blend the natural environment, which incidentally we all own, with the built
environment which is largely privately owned and integrate cultural, heritage and people scale desirable
characteristics such as streetscape as well as seeking to enrich our appreciation of our natural world by providing
access to it whether that be through gardens, parks and reserves, urban tree policies, view lines, pedestrian and
traffic flows and of course with the necessary commerce which provides for our peoples' living.
In much the same way that North Hobart's currently desirable residential and liveability characteristics could be
damaged or even lost by over intensification of urban development so too can the CBZ be overdeveloped and lose
its innate character and interest to both residents and to visitors. Set maximum building heights and bulk in
consultation with your community and guided by professionals in this field. Our current planning scheme guides us
to a 45m height limit and for starters this should be adopted as a mandated limit. It represents an appropriate
compromise with human scale and view lines to the dominant natural features as the dominant determinants.
I do not agree that the 75m height proposal for selected locations as referenced in the Woolley report is appropriate
given all of the above and it should be removed as part of the overall submission.
We also need to take on board the "Desired Future Character Statement" which needs to shift from the language of
intensity, increasing bulk and volume' to treirnagine, recycle, redevelop' and reflect the low to medium-rise beautiful
city that that it still is. We must all bear in mind that any and all developments approved today will still be there in
30 or even 50 years time and reflect on the wealth of enjoyment and growth and liveability and desirability that the
recycling of North Hobart has brought to us all with little or no increased "built intensity". That "Desired Future
Character Statement" should also be inclusive of the heritage status of many of our fine buildings and of
streetscapes as well as these are an important part of Hobart's charming character and as custodians on our behalf
we trust that you will protect them for future generations to enjoy and savour.
A final example of imaginative re-use of older building stock and one that courts controversy is the Pumphouse
Point development at Lake St. Clair. A recycled building and reimagined precinct, conceptualised from the beginning
it represents the sort of development that reutilises older buildings or even heritage building stock in an original way
yet with a high degree of sensitivity to its natural environment and was privately funded.
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You, our city councillors, should similarly exercise your minds to developing a planning scheme that seeks to
emulate those broad principles and thereby become one of the most progressive planning authorities M the
country.
Thank you for your time,
I remain,

Colin E. Sumner
31 Carlton St.
New Town
Tasmania 7008.
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Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gavin Miller <santo@southcom.com.au>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 9:28 AM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

I am writing to voice my concern about high rise buildings in Hobart.
Some years back essayist Pete Hay asked the question Who owns the landscape?' The same issue arises
here - who owns the city-scape?
There are many who have a stake in it. Residents, building owners, out of town commuters, tourists... Its
not simply the developers and the council. In terms of numbers, it's the broader population who have no say
and have the most to lose. It hurts our pride to see what a disservice poor planning has done to our city
already.
Hobart is unique in that it has much of the Colonial period fabric still intact. This is a major part of
Australia's heritage and it is steadily being eroded. Hobart's development strategy should be about
enhancing the early period, not overwhelming it. A feel for our early history and our wonderful waterway is
central to Hobart's image.
Having stayed in Fragrance hotels in Singapore I am most concerned that a company focused on middle to
lower level tourism (very small rooms) might apply the same marketing to Hobart. It may well lead to more
Asian-based packaged tours but I don't believe this is this what we want for the tallest and most outstanding
building in Hobart (if the proposal went ahead). This style of accommodation doesn't have to be in the
centre of the city and it doesn't have to be high-rise.
From the Fragrance Hotel Singapore website:
Operating 21 hotels island-wide, Fragrance Ilotel is one of Singapore's largest chains of
economy hotels since 1998. Being one of the best budget hotels in Singapore, we provide
quality and affordable accommodation.
Our established track record and reputation of providing cheap accommodation in Singapore
has led to our Fragrance brand becoming well established in the local and regional hospitality
industry.
Good planning has to be based on a clear strategy. The strategy sits at the top, it is not the resultant of
building heights rules. Proposed buildings should not interfere with the heritage values of the city - the
Hobart planning scheme should reflect this. High-rise in the CHO should be out of the question. Tasmania is
known for its clean fresh air, clear skies, it's Colonial villages and architecture and its wilderness. The city
of Hobart is the southern latitude maritime component. This is our point of difference.These are the reasons
we choose to live here and these are the things we are happy to share with tourists. Please don't lose track of
our "Point of Difference".

Your sincerely,

Gavin Miller
1
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Postal Address:
PO BOX 391,
CLENORCHY TAS 7010.

Home Address:
1114 Eady St.
Glenorchy TAS 7010.
TeI. (03) 6272 3030

29' August, 2017.

RECE /ED

The General Manager,
City of Hobart,
GPO Box 503
HOBART 7001.
Dear Sir or Madam,

Re: Amendment to Hobart Interim Planning Sc teg114. OF HOS
Thank you for holding a forum on this subject on 15°' August. I found most aspects of
Mr. Woolley's many-facetted consideration of the future development of Hobart admirable
and appreciated the paper version that you provided. The latter, however, was not clear on the
subject of :
Maximum Height of Buildings
On p. 11, the maximum height mentioned for buildings within the proposed Central
Business Core Area is (c) 30m (if set back more than 15m from a frontage).
On p.12, the maximum height for buildings in the Central Business Fringe Area is
given as 15m and a maximum of 4 storeys.
This provides a standard of 4 storeys per 15 metres, and thus any 30m buildings in the
Core Area would presumably contain up to 8 storeys, which is quite enough.
On p.13, however Fig. 22.3 shows buildings 45m high. At the rate of 4 storeys per 15
metres, these buildings could have 12 storeys, which is too many, and quite out of character
for Hobart.
There is worse.
On the first page of the "Summary of proposed amendments to the Central
Business Zone " under Amendments: 22.1.3 I wish to draw attention to

Regional scale:
(e) Development above the permitted height limits will not diminish the pattern of a
compact city centre by adopting a lightness of form..." etc.
There should be NO development above permitted height limits. What is the use of
height limits if buildings are allowed to go above them? if this clause is allowed to slip
through, it will means in effect that there is no upper height limit at all.
I would like to see 30m/8storeys as the maximum height.
Forgive me for writing a representation when I now live in another municipality, but I
come from a family that did live in Hobart from 1940 to 2004, and I have watched the
creeping tide of ugly development with distress. As Hobart is the State's capital, in a sense its
once- beautiful city centre belongs to all Tasmanians. Please do not let it be ruined.
Yours faithfully,
1 42.4:;i101,741.---APL.;../It
(Dr.) Jill CARMIGTON SMITH
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REP 103
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Henna Nielsen <helina.nielsenagmail.com>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 10:41 AM
Records Unit
Decision about high rise zones in Hobart City

I have just been to St Petersburg, a city of 4.5 million people in Russia. The center of the city has no high
rise buildings, all the buildings are only about 4 floors. It looks really beautiful and it is a tremendous tourist
attraction, because of its uniformity. Hobart could be similar, if it maintained the historic character.
People who want to see high rise buildings, can visit any of the Asian cities. They all look the same, nothing
unique about them.
I oppose the high rise buildings in Hobart. The zone of built intensity should be removed from the planning
scheme.
Yours sincerely,
Helina Nielsen
Sandy Bay
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REP 104
Johnson, Diane
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

GWENDOLYN MAY DUM1GAN <gdumigan@bigpond.com>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 11:08 AM
Records Unit
holm/ cbd planning scheme

I strongly urge the council to ensure the high rise zone proposal to 75 metres in the Wooley report not be
included in the amendments to the planning scheme review, is the limit should remain at 45 metres. regards,
gwen dumigan
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Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Allingham, Kate (A. Wilkie, MP) <Kate.Allingham©aph.gov.au>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 11:09 AM
Records Unit
submission re Amendment to Hobart CBD height standards
SKMBT_C55417083112220.pdf

Good morning,
Please see the attached submission from Mr Wilkie regarding the amendment to Hobart CBD height standards.
Kind regards
Kate Allingham I Adviser to Andrew Wilkie MP
P: +61 3 6234 5255 I 188 Collins Street, Hobart
P: +61 2 6277 4766 I Suite R-1-75, Parliament House, Canberra
www.andrewwilkie.org
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Andrew Wilkie yip
INDERE MDEINT MEMBER FOR DENISON

31 AUG 2017
Mr Nick Heath
General Manager
City of Hobart
cohediobartcity.com.au

Dear Mr Heath
Amendment to Hobart CBD height standards
I oppose high-rise development in Hobart such as the Fragrance Group hotel. It is
clear that the community does not support the idea, and in any case such high-rise
developments would not satisfy stringent social, environmental and economic
criteria. The Fragrance Group proposal is especially inappropriate seeing the project
site is among the beautiful Georgian heritage buildings on Davey Street.
Hobart City needs an overarching strategic plan. Indeed the City is facing an
unprecedented number of big planning decisions including whether to allow a cable
car up the mountain, the Macquarie Point development, whether to invest in light
rail and cycle lanes, UTas expansion into the city and the ongoing problems with
traffic congestion. Tourism in Hobart continues to increase and we need to ensure
we have the infrastructure that meets that demand.
Rather than dealing with each proposal in a piecemeal fashion we need a well
thought out strategy that encourages development while ensuring that Hobart City
retains its heritage values, amenities and continues to be a liveable city. In 2010, the
Hobart City Council commissioned Urban Design Consultant, Professor Jan Gehl, to
develop a city plan. One of his main recommendations was the reduction of traffic in
the city centre with more emphasis on walking, cycling and public transport. Hobart
is the only capital city in Australia without inner city bicycle lanes,

188 COLLINS STREET (GPO BOX 321 HOBART TASMANIA 7000 [0316234 5255
R -1.75 PARt_rAMENT HOUSE CANBERRA ACT 2600 [021 6277 4766
www.andrewwilkir.arg aadrew.wilkie.ropki;sph.gov.su
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Hobart is on the cusp of something new. Investment and interest in the city is at an
all time high and we need a strategic plan to make the most of such opportunities
while retaining what is fabulous about this city.
Yours sincerely

Andrew Wilkie MP
Independent Member for Denison
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Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Susanne Lafferty <geosus@bendigodomain.com.au>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 11:15 AM
Records Unit
Submission re Amendments to Height Standards in the Central Business Zone
SUBMISSION Hobart City CounciLdoe

General Manager,
City of Hobart,
GPO Box 503,
HOBART, Tasmania 7001
Dear Sir,
Please find attached my submission to the Hobart City Council re the Amendments to Height Standards in
the Central Business Zone.
Although I only resided in Hobart to my late teenage years due to my family moving to the mainland and
return as frequently as possible I make this submission in the hope that Hobart is not overdeveloped as
the mainland cities are with increased traffic congestion and pollution, less solar penetration, creation of
wind tunnels and destruction of heritage features.
"The problem with the skyscraper wind effect
8y Justin Parkinson BBC News Magazine 9 July 2015
The City of London has fewer skyscrapers than New York but much of its layout is based on medieval street patterns. its
narrower roads mean it concentrates the wind through channelling more than happens in New York's generally wider streets and
avenues, says architect Steve Johnson.
Architects test skyscraper designs in wind tunnels to ensure there would be no damage to structures. But the potential effect on
people living and working down below is becoming more of a focus for study, says Johnson.
Dubai's Bun Khalifa, the world's tallest building at 528m (2,716.5ft), underwent "micro-climate analysis of the effects at terraces
and around the tower base" before opening in 2010.
in Toronto, the broadcaster Global News measured gusts of between 30kmph (16.6mph) and 45kmph (28mph) at one corner of
the 55-storey Four Seasons Hotel. It detected wind speeds of just 5kmph (3.1mph) slightly north of the building.
As the air at higher altitudes is colder, it can create chillier micro-climates when downdraught from skyscrapers reaches street
level. This can be welcome during hot spells, but less so in winter, And, as buildings go higher, the speed of air hitting them
ises,, increasing ground winds below.
Skyscraper-affected airflow is a relatively new phenomenon in cities like London and Leeds, which were mainly low-rise until
recently.
This is not so in New York, where, more than a century ago, residents were complaining of the winds caused by the face of the
Flatiron building, then considered tall at 93m (305ft). It was said to lift women's skirts above their ankles, attracting young men
not used to such public exposure. In 1905, a salacious (for the time) film of this phenomenon was made.
As long ago as 1983 in New York, engineering consultant Lev Zellin called for laws to counteract the effects of buildings on
street wind.
The City of London Corporation is not going this far, but it is changing the way it works with developers. The level of wind predicted
by developers and that which actually occurs can differ "somewhat", says the corporation's head of design, Gwyn Richards. So
there's going to be independent verification of studies carried out by developers to ensure they're as 'rigorous end resilient' as
possible, he adds.
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SUBMISSION

PSA-17-3 AMENDMENT

— HOBART INTERIM PLANNING SCHEME 2415

— AMENDMENT TO THE HEIGHT STANDARDS IN THE CENTRAL BUSINESS ZONE.

To retain Hobart's unique unparalleled beauty with the River Derwent in front and the majestic
Mount Wellington in the background, maximum building height limits should be set to permit
the Hobart City Council to reject unsuitable development applications that do not meet the
planning rules. Such maximum height limits should be developed with full community
involvement with a reasonable, unhurried timeframe and unbiased professional advice.

Hobart is the most picturesque of all Australian capital cities and should retain its heritage
instead of destroying its special character. Other Australian capital cities have become bland
facsimiles of each other with multitudes of monoliths lining their streets which have become
dark, windy canyons in the winter months, Hobart's narrow streets cannot cape with such lack
of solar penetration. While an artistic impression may look impressive on paper, it does not
always result in a good realistic outcome.

The City of Paris, with buildings no taller than 100', supports continuous retail along the street,
making every neighbourbood walkable. The historic city of Edinburgh has the iconic Castle which
can be viewed unimpeded by modern massive monoliths. A desire to preserve the remarkable
character of the town has necessitated the implementation of heavy restrictions concerning the
height of new buildings.

Edinburgh has a stunning skyline and views from all over the city are impressive. The same can
be said of Hobart.

Heritage characteristics and natural beauty should be appreciated

as once these features are destroyed they can never be regained.

Hobart has these features in rich abundance.
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According to the Woolley Report, p.5, "Hobart is 'a small city in a large landscape' (LW 2004)a compact centre will assist in managing its special character as a city with defined margins and
natural horizons. While allowing for growth and further demand, the centre of the capital city
should continue to be characterised by being contained and identified within, the natural
landform."

On page 46 of the Woolley Report it states 'To ovoid excessive bulkiness it is appropriate to
consider the existing scale of development and the effects of Central Hobarts topography in
exposing buildings to views across the city. An effective way to ensure relatively slender
construction is to apply a maximum diagonal dimension to tower forms above the street wall.
Another is to apply the principle that bulk reduces as height increases."

Bulkiness will still be increased by the taller part of the building even if the principle/belief "that
bulk reduces as height increases" is applied as the whole building or numerous such buildings
will impact visually on Hobart's "small city scale in a large landscape". Multiply similar
increased future developments in bulkiness and it will lead to Hobart being a small, bulky city in
a large landscape. Hobart's panoramic beauty will be destroyed.

The more uneven the upper profile of a cityscape, it is the more likely that it will have turbulent
corners and dangerous downdrafts. A certain permeability between blocks is also necessary to
ensure good circulation. These characteristics can be modelled by using 3D software but seldom
do so at the level of the city quarter. Winter "cold spots", unpleasant lingering odours and a
general lack of fresh air are often a result. These factors are frequently neglected until it is too
late.

Any reference to height limits should reflect the current rules in the Hobart Interim Planning
scheme (around 45 metres in the CBD). The planned Council's commissioned study of proposed
maximum height limits for the CBD and subsequent report should not anticipate an expectation
by Council and developers that height limits can be increased on an ad hoc basis.

The Woolley Report's reference to 75 metres should be removed before the report is included in
the submission to the Planning Commission. If this height reference is not removed, the Woolley
Report should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments. 75 metres is an
inappropriate height limit for Hobart's incomparable character.

A high-rise zone should not be included in any future plans for Hobart. Any references to allow
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for "intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity' should be deleted in the Desired Future
Character Statement for this city.
The Age Victoria, August 29 2016. "Tall buildings inflate the price of adjacent land, thus making
the protection of historic buildings and affordable housing less achievable. in this way they
increase inequality.
The high-rise is not the only answer to density. in fact, it may be a very
unsuitable solution that undermines the character, livability, social fabric and even the public
health of a city."
To reiterate comments made by members of the public regarding this article:
•

"ft is a horrid place, and the worst port is, oldies remember what a beautiful place
Melbourne (and Sydney) once was."

•

" Both Melbourne and Sydney are just two more miserable, scruffy Asian cities.
Still, one can always fly down to Hobart and see what could've been."

Hobart should not be subject to similar planning errors.
This will desecrate its extraordinary natural beauty.

It is the responsibility of elected representatives of the community to preserve such features for
future generations and take heed of citizens' concerns.

5ue Lafferty, 336 Mclvor Highway, Junortoun, Vic 3551
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REP 107
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Duncan How <dhow58@gmail.corn>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 11:55 AM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

• Maintain existing height limits (45m) in the CBD and Sullivan Cove precinct. Fragrance
Towers controversy may distract concerned citizens from the importance of maintaining present
character of Hobart. The heritage of a colonial city survives and makes Hobart a desirable place to
live and visit.
The new Macquarie Wharf (Federal Group) hotel is sympathetic to the character of the waterfront - a
desirable model for future developments at Macquarie Point.
• The reference to 75 m in the Woolley Report should be removed before the report is included in
the submission to the Planning Commission. if 75 metres is not removed, the Woolley Report
should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments.

• There has already been enough reports about new/revised planning schemes. The Gehl Report
receives scant mention. It was widely accepted by community and government. Why are its
recommendations for better public and pedestrian access to the city and waterfront not being
implemented.
Duncan How
resident of Mt Stuart since 1982
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REP 108
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

suecarter@brieftherapy.com.au
Thursday, 31 August 2017 12:06 PM
Records Unit
Submission re Height Amendments for the CBD of Hobart
CBD Amendments submission_doc

Please find attached my submission regarding the proposed Amendments for the CBD area in the Interim Planning
Scheme
Sue Carter
704 Sandy Bay Road
Sandy Bay Tas 7005
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Submission on the Hobart City Council Amendments to the Height Standards in the
Central Business District Zone.
There is no doubt that the report prepared by Mr. Woolley's has been beautifully put together
but it does raise concerns especially considering that it is proposed to attach it to the
Amendments being put forward by the Hobart City Council.
It is disappointing that more emphasis was not placed on the Heritage values in the city that
still exist and should be protected into the future. One would think that The Desired Future
Character Statement would have been an ideal place to include direction regarding the
protection and enhancement of the Heritage buildings in the CBD. It is sad to see that
many of the Heritage street frontages above awnings are not currently taken care of a bit of
paint would make an immense difference on some of them — this may be considered as having
nothing to do with planning but if there was a way it could be included it would make a
difference to the presentation in the City,

I would also like more emphasis placed on the design of future buildings so that they
reflect/include elements of the character of say our Georgian Buildings so that they are
not in stark contrast, clashing and each competing for their own moment of glory. There
should be some ability for the Hobart City Council to have a say in the appropriateness of
design. When you look at the 'space age' like awnings on the University Student
Accommodation in Melville Street one has to wonder just what consideration was given
regarding how they fitted in with the heritage buildings in that area. Hopefully this can be
improved in the future.
One would hope that the changes to the Performance Criteria that are proposed will provide
more ability/certainty for the Hobart City Council to have a say in the quality of what happens
in the CBD without having to face the prospect of costs involved if a DA is rejected and the
Developer takes it to the Tribunal process. In a perfect world Developers would look at the
Planning Scheme and build around what is outlined in the Acceptable Solutions only using
the Performance Criteria for minor discretions outside the Acceptable Solutions. We know
however that this is not the case in an ever increasing number of Development Applications.
Because Performance Criteria are so often not defined and are open to someone making a
decision using their 'opinion/interpretation' of the Performance Criteria, many Developers
see them as a vehicle to try for as much as they can get above what is stated in the Acceptable
Solutions.
I do have concerns regarding Mr. Woolley's statements about 'intensification' in a
defined area and his statement 'to ameliorate individual prominence a maximum height
datum of 75m is recommended'. There is no doubt that Developers will see this as the
height that they will be aiming for and therefore the new height for Hobart buildings
will be 75m albeit with them 'becoming slimmer at their peaks' and with 'lightness of
form and graduated reductions in bulk'.
I therefore ask that any reference to intensification within a defined area not be
included in the Amendments. I do realise that mistakes have happened in the past with
buildings being built in inappropriate places, such as Empress Towers being built up on a hill,
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and these bad decisions need to be avoided but surely, if buildings above the Acceptable
Solutions of 15-30m range (up to 43m) that is currently prescribed are only allowed in a
defined area, over time that defined area will end up with a built density that is emphasised
because it has been confined to one area. This will of course be exacerbated if the 'maximum
height datum' is set at 75m.
So I would also like to see Mr. Wooley's recommendation that a height datum of 75m be
removed from his report before it is attached to the Hobart City Council Amendments
and if this is not possible then his report should not be attached.
I believe that currently the highest building in the CBD of Hobart is NAB House at 58m. This
building has created a windy area to be walking in and it is unfortunate that such a height was
ever allowed. I note that a proposal regarding height limits for the CBD and Sullivan's Cove
Planning Schemes will be discussed at the next Hobart City Council Meeting — ? 45m for the
CBD and 18m for Sullivan's Cove. I think that without such restrictions there will be an ever
increasing push for more height. Details discussed in the Woolley Report such as becoming
slimmer at their peaks and graduated reductions in bulk can still be applied to the proposed
45m CBD height to prevent a 'flat boxes' effect occurring. You just need to look at the
Fragrance Group and the unfortunately local architectural Firm Xsquared's proposals (that are
obscenely above the Acceptable Solutions in the Sullivan Cove's Planning Scheme) to see
how far Developers are prepared to push. This makes these proposed height limits even more
important as a way empower the Hobart City Council to make good decisions for the future of
Hobart without the fear of any proposal rejected because of height being taken through the
Tribunal process with all the associated costs the Council would incur.
A couple of years ago I was in a stopover on the way back to Hobart from overseas. I spoke to
a fellow traveller, a Scandinavian businessman who regularly travelled to Australia on
business. When he heard I was from Hobart he responded in such an enthusiastically positive
way saying how much he liked Hobart I asked him out of interest why he felt so strongly
about Hobart. His answer: It has not been spoilt like other cities with inappropriate high rise
buildings and has so many lovely old buildings. I knew that the Palace Hotel was being
considered (73m at that time) and did not have the heart to tell him that the rot was setting in.
Hopefully the Palace Hotel is the last development of significant height because at the now
63m it is not what Hobart wants more of. We do know unfortunately though that Developers
like to use 'precedence' to allow them to push the boundaries as far as they can.
Sue Carter
704 Sandy Bay Road
Sandy Bay Tas 7005
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REP 109
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Treasurer at Mount Stuart ‹treasurer@mountstuarttas.org.au>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 12:12 PM
Records Unit
'Stewart Gardner'
Height Standards - Performance Criteria Review
Letter to HCC 20170830.pdf

Thank you for the opportunity to the above.
A submission from Mount Stuart Residents Inc is attached.
Eric Pinkard
Treasurer
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MOUNT STUART RESIDENTS INC
30 August 2017

PO BOX 116 NORTH HOBART TAS 7000

President: Jennifer Dunbabin
Secretary: Stewart Gardner

The General Manager
Hobart City Council
GPO Box 503
HOBART TAS 7001
Dear Mr Heath

Height Standards — Performance Criteria Review
Thank you for the opportunity to make a representation to this important review.
Many Mount Stuart residents have views over the city centre and do not wish these to be further
adversely affected by building tall and bulky buildings. We strongly support one of Mr Woolley's
intentions to maintain the existing panoramas as far as possible.
We accept Mr Woolley's expertise in preparing the subject document. However, attaching the
document to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme means that the Council is endorsing every part
of the document. We doubt very much whether this will be the case when all representations
have been analysed and considered.
We applaud Mr Woolley's aim to reduce the bulk of buildings with height, but reinforce that
heritage and solar penetration should be considered when planning decisions are being made. An
amendment to the Desired Future Character Clause P_6 should be made to reinforce the
importance of solar and heritage. Overshadowing is already having a detrimental effect on Central
Business Zone properties, especially around the winter solstice when the requirement for sunlight
is at a maximum. The new University of Tasmania accommodation building on the corner of
Melville and Elizabeth Streets is an example which overshadows buildings on the other side of the
streets, despite having 'expert' input. Whilst some attempt was made to reduce the
overshadowing, the failure to fully take into account the substantial shadow cast around the
winter solstice has resulted in a substantial detraction of the streetscape on the south west side of
Elizabeth Street.
The document completely fails to include heritage protection, which should be a very important
part of planning and planning decisions in Hobart.
We take issue with Mr Woolley's statement on page 29 of the review that
"Streets in Central Hobart are typically 18 - 20m wide (being Meehan's 60' width.) The threshold or
`scale of enclosure' is determined by the height of buildings along the edge generating a street
'wall'. In Hobart this varies, but for new work should typically be between 10 - 20 m,
notwithstanding heritage and solar penetration provisions.
We believe that heritage and solar penetration should be considered in every planning decision in
Hobart, particularly in the Central Business Zone and Central Business Fringe Area.
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We do not accept Mr Woolley's recommendation that the street 'wall' should be up to 20m high.
Our recommendation is an absolute maximum of 11.5m — i.e. 3 storeys.
We concur with Mr Woolley's statement about the protection of the pedestrian street edge,
awnings, et cetera on page 30.
We think it is very important to ensure that street vistas and streetscapes are maintained. It is
very disappointing that the HCC can only come up with three streetscapes which it thinks are
worthy of inclusion in the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme. There are many vistas which can easily
be identified, documented and monitored to ensure that what we have now is not lost and
enhanced if the opportunity arises.
There should be some recognition that the reinforcing of the urban form of Central Hobart as a
compact city centre does not incorporate providing high d ensity residential living for students.
There are alternatives to the proposed intensification of the city centre, using underutilised land
areas, such as Macquarie Point, car parks, car yards, warehouses et cetera which are in suitable
areas adjacent to or near the CBD, Does the City Centre need to be intensified? Has the HCC
undertaken any analysis that intensification will be economically viable? Will putting student
accommodation in the Central Business Zone achieve the desired intensification?
Council should limit the height of new developments in the Central Business Zone to the existing
45m without any options to go above this. This may result in a lot of applications being made for
developments of maximum permissible height which will need to be carefully managed to ensure
that the criteria set out in the review are always considered.
In the Central Business Fringe area, there should be absolute maximum height limits of 11.5m and
15.0m as specified in Figure 22.3 Amenity Building Envelope.
The document refers to the Amenity Building Envelope, but fails to define this anywhere in the
document. This should be remedied, particularly if it is to be attached to the Hobart Interim
Planning Scheme.
We congratulate the HCC on its initiative in developing and instigating Mr Woolley's paper and the
subsequent consultations and review. We hope that the resulting criteria are included in the
State-wide Planning Scheme when it is introduced.
Yours faithfully

Eric Pinkard
Treasurer
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REP 110
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

cosmintas <cosmintas@dodo.com.au>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 12:14 PM
Records Unit
Re: HCC proposed amendments to Hobart Interim Planning Scheme.

Dear Madam/Sir,
I wish to make a submission in regard to the Hobart City Council's proposed amendments to the
Hobart Interim Planning Scheme.
In a bid to protect the future shape and height of Hobart city I urge the HCC to consider the
following points when deciding on the proposed amendments. I also strongly recommend that
Council consider the resident's and community's concern about: High-rise buildings in the CBD
and Sullivan's Cove that are insensitive to the architecture around them; and the
resident's/community's passion for the heritage architecture we are fortunate to have in Hobart.
1. Maximum building height limits should be set to enable Council to reject inappropriate
development applications that do not meet the planning rules. These maximum height
limits should be developed with full community involvement and professional advice.
2. The Council has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits for the CBD.
Until the study is done and the report is available, any reference to height limits should
reflect the current rules in the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme (around 45 metres in the
CBD).
3. Proposed Amendment - The 'Woolley Report' is to be attached to the amendments so it is
incorporated into the planning scheme.
3a. The reference to 75 metres in the Woolley Report should be removed before the report
is included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If 75 metres is not removed,
then the Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments.
4. Proposed Amendment - Although Council intends to investigate new maximum height limits in a
separate process at a later date, the 'Woolley Report' recommends a maximum height limit of 75
metres in the zone of built intensity'.
4a. If your vision for Hobart is to remain a low to medium-rise city, then you should request
that a high-rise zone not be included, that is, references in the Desired Future Character
Statement to allow for 'intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity' should be deleted.
ie. The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs and lower contours of the
Hobart Rivulet trough and reinforce a transition in scale back from the low ground delta
and the lower contours of the Macquarie Ridge and also from the rising contours of Trinity
Hill, the Queens Domain and the Bathurst and Macquarie Ridges_
5. Proposed Amendment - Associated changes to performance criteria for building heights
regarding overshadowing, viewlines, and benefits to public amenity,
5a.There should be more than just three viewlines (Franklin Wharf to kunanyi, Hunter St to
kunanyi, Macquarie St to Cenotaph) incorporated in the planning scheme amendments.
These should include other viewlines such as West Hobart to the waterfront, or Glebe to
kunanyi, as discussed in the Woolley Report.
6. Proposed Amendment - The Future Character Statement also proposes a 'Zone Of Built
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Intensity' to allow for an 'intensification' of building heights in an area covering eight city blocks
bounded by Murray, Macquarie, Argyle and Melville Streets.
fia. Heritage streetscapes should be specifically recognised in the Desired Future
Character Statement, by including a reference to the importance of heritage to Hobart's
future character and the need to protect heritage streetscapes.
Yours sincerely,
Nigel Nichols,
West Hobart, 7000,
Tasmania
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REP 111
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Edward Furst <furstedward@gmail.com>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 12:14 PM
Records Unit
Submission regarding proposed Hobart Interim Planning Scheme amendments

To whom it may concern,
As part of the public submissions process, I would like to state my opposition to a number of key aspects of
the proposed amendments to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme, informed by the Woolley report.
First and foremost is the inclusion of a high rise zone in the city, which is not in Hobart's interests for
numerous reasons. It is inconsistent with the character and unique charm of our beautiful city, and will cast
neighbouring areas and inner streets into shadow. It will disrupt various viewlines (even if a select few are
preserved), and undermine Hobart's appeal as a tourist destination. One only needs to visit great European
cities like Paris, Amsterdam, Madrid, and Rome to see that modem developments need not damage a city's
unique heritage and history. Highrise building are not the be all and end all of modern development, and
indeed building upwards to compete with every other capital city in Australia is a game Hobart cannot and
indeed should not desire to win.
To this end, there should be no introduced 'zone of built intensity' and the Hobart City Council should have
maximum height limits set by which it can reject building proposals in breach of these limits. If such a zone
must be created, then reference to a maximum height of 75 metres should be removed as far too high given
the arguments above.
I hope the council will take these comments on board when they make their decision. The issue is one of
great importance to many people, young and old alike, and to go against community sentiment on this issue
would be a mistake.
Kind regards,
A concerned Hobart resident
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Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Hobart Nothighrise <hobartnothighrise@gmail.com >
Thursday, 31 August 2017 12:35 PM
Records Unit
Representation to Amendment to Height Standards in CBD
HNH representation.pdf

Dear General Manager,
Please find attached a representation from Hobart Not Highrise Inc. about the HIPS Amendment to Height
Standards in the CBD.
regards
Brian Corr
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General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart 7001
coh@hobartcity.com.au
PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone
Dear General Manager,
I write on behalf of Hobart Not Highrise Inc. to make a representation to the
Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone.
» CONTEXT OF BROAD PUBLIC SUPPORT
The foundations for this representation are deep-seated and widespread community
views that Hobart should not become a high-rise city.
These views are reflected in our online petition, now signed by more than 5800
people, most of whom live in Hobart and Tasmania.
The ReachTel poli in July 2017, commissioned by the Mercury, confirmed that 62.4%
of people state-wide do not support high-rise in central Hobart, with the highest
levels of opposition in the electorate of Denison (74.7%).
From comments on our facebook page and in the petition, it is clear that Hobartians
and Tasmanians want:
• respect for Hobart's history. Our city has a great story to tell that could
easily be lost if it became like other high-rise cities;
• respect for Hobart's architectural heritage. Hobart has many wonderful
buildings, pleasant streetscapes, special views, and a natural skyline that
residents are deeply proud of; and
• respect for the will of the people. People are unconvinced that politicians
(all three levels) have their best interests at heart. This is an opportunity
to reassure residents and ratepayers that their voice is important.
This representation conveys the motions passed unanimously by a public meeting of
more than 500 people at Town Hall on 26 July 2017. This meeting called on the
Hobart City Council to:
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• SUPPORT AND DEFEND current planning rules that protect important city
views (including of the mountain), avoid a windy and shaded city, and retain
Hobart's heritage character.
• REJECT development applications for buildings that breach height rules, such
as the Fragrance Group's proposals for 2-6 Collins St and 28-30 Davey St.
• SET absolute maximum upper height limits that reflect the existing height
rules in the planning schemes for Hobart city (up to 45 metres in the CBD,
depending on location) and Sullivans Cove (8 to 18 metres, depending on
location).
• RECONSIDER the process to amend CED height limits, to allow broader
community input to the design of improved planning rules and inclusion of
the documented heritage values of city streetscapes, buildings and other
features.

» RECOMMENDATIONS ON PROPOSED AMENDMENTS
I add further detail to each motion for consideration in the amendment of the Hobart
Interim Planning Scheme 2015 (HIPS), Please consider the sections numbered 1-4
before the amendments are finalised:
SUPPORT AND DEFEND current planning rules that protect important city
views (including of the mountain), avoid a windy and shaded city, and
retain Hobart's heritage character.
The urban design principles in the Leigh Woolley review are of benefit to decisionmaking about proposed developments that do not meet the acceptable solutions in
relation to height.
1. However, we recommend the following changes to the proposed
amendments:
a) the Desired Future Character Statement does not mention heritage. The Statement
should include recognition of the need to protect and rejuvenate heritage
streetscapes, and the importance of heritage to Hobart's character.
b) while a number of viewlines are detailed in the Woolley Report, only three are
attached to the PSA-17-3 amendments. Others such as Forest Rd to the city, Melville
St/West Hobart hill to the waterfront, and Glebe to kunanyi should be included.
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(Trinity Hill is actually a view from North Hobart, not West Hobart as described in
the Report).
c) language and terms used in the Performance Criteria are subjective, non-specific
and open to interpretation, such as "unacceptable" wind conditions (Pi iii, P3 ii), and
"not unreasonable" overshadowing (Pi vi, Pt vii, P3 iii). Specifications for solar
penetration should include seasonal angles. Specifications for wind should include
acceptable speeds.
REJECT development applications for buildings that breach height rules,
such as the Fragrance Group's proposals for 2-6 Collins St and 28-30 Davey
St.
2. While we understand that these proposals will be assessed under the
Sullivans Cove Planning Scheme (and therefore not directly relevant to
the HIPS amendments), we believe that Council is bound to reject the
development applications as they do not meet the requirements of the
SOPS.

SET absolute maximum upper height limits that reflect the existing height
rules in the planning schemes for Hobart city (up to 45 metres in the CBD,
depending on location) and Sullivans Cove (8 to i8 metres, depending on
location).
3. We recommend this principle should be built into the amendments, to
provide certainty and reduce discretion in applying performance criteria
when implementing the HIPS:

a) maximum building height limits should be set to enable Council to reject
inappropriate development applications that do not meet the planning rules. These
maximum height limits should be developed with full community involvement and
professional advice.
b) the Council has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits for the
CBD. Until the study is done and the report is available, any reference to height
limits should reflect the current rules in the HIPS (around 45 metres in the CBD).
c) the reference to 75 metres and associated diagrams about 'intensification' in the
Woolley Report should be removed before the report is included in the submission to
the Planning Commission. If 75 metres is not removed, then the Woolley Report
should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments (which would be
detrimental for the loss of the urban design principles it contains).
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d) the establishment of a potential 'high-rise zone' should be removed from the
amendments, that is, references in the Desired Future Character Statement to allow
for Intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity' should be deleted:
ie. "Precinctual scale (c) The compact city centre shall consolidate
within the environs and lower contours of the Hobart Rivulet trough
and

should-in-turn- reinforce a transition in scale back from the low ground
delta and the lower contours of the Macquarie Ridge and also from the
rising contours of Trinity Hill, the Queens Domain and the Bathurst
and Macquarie Ridges."
RECONSIDER the process to amend CBD height limits, to allow broader
community input to the design of improved planning rules and inclusion of
the documented heritage values of city streetscapes, buildings and other
features.
4. The existing process is confusing, appears disorganised, and could
lead to contradictory outcomes.

Currently, when it comes to concerns about high-rise, the community is faced with:
• proposed amendments arising from the Leigh Woolley Height Standards
Review Report (2016) for the Central Business lone;
• proposed amendments that increase building height limits to 65m and loom
in parts of the HIPS and SCPS to protect the airspace for helicopter operations
around the Royal Hobart Hospital;
• the intention of City of Hobart to further investigate maximum height limits in
a separate report at a later date;
• a motion from Planning Committee for a report into setting maximum height
limits of 45m in the HIPS and 18m in the SPCS;
• consideration of Hobart Not Highrise's petition calling for a public meeting
about building height limits, held by Council under 5.59 of the Local
Government Act;
• pending public release of development applications for Fragrance Group's
proposals for Davey and Collins Streets;
• potential impacts of the State Government's proposed Major Projects
legislation and introduction of the State-wide Planning Scheme.
a) We believe it would have been beneficial to seek community views about
aspirations for Hobart's shape, height, form and character first, to enable more
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comprehensive and participatory input to the development of planning scheme
amendments before they were initiated.
b) There are many improvements that could have been suggested for the planning
scheme (such as rezoning of commercial areas to allow residential development,
revitalisation and protection of heritage streetscapes, etc.) before amendments were
presented in the narrower frame of building height standards.
c) We request that further consideration of maximum building heights be based on
an expanded process of community involvement and broader professional advice.
d) Further, while the Woolley Report and associated planning scheme amendments
focus on urban design principles for townscapes, rather than streetscapes. We are
concerned that the townscape provisions could overwhelm heritage values of our
streetscapes, particularly in the zone identified for 'intensification' bounded by
Murray, Macquarie, Argyle and Melville Streets.
e) We propose that principles for protecting streetscapes previously documented by
Council — such as the .1993 Heritage Topic Report for the Hobart's Central Area
Strategy Plan — be implemented by incorporating them into the current planning
scheme amendments for the Central Business Zone (in the same way as the Woolley
Report is proposed to be attached as a reference document).
f) We recommend that Hobart's potential to be a leading heritage city, and its
documented heritage values of city streetscapes, buildings and other features, be
recognised by adopting UNESCO's Historic Urban Landscape principles and
approach.
g) We request advice and confirmation from Council that the townscape principles in
PSA-17-3 will complement and not contradict the streetscape principles already
defined by the city's existing heritage values.

Thank you for your consideration.
Yours sincerely,
Brian Corr
President, Hobart Not Highrise Inc.
63 Clare St, New Town
p 0417979989
e brian@corr.net.au
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REP 113
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

margaret taylor <matay20@gmail.com>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 12:58 PM
Records Unit
Submission to Hobart City Council re the Woolley Report and planning in the CEO
Submission to HCC.docx

City Manager
Hobart City Council
Please accept the attached document which is my Submission to Hobart City Council re the Woolley Report
and planning in the CBS.
Please reply to this email so that I know you have received the document. If you require a paper copy then
please inform me so that I can bring it in tomorrow
Yours sincerely
Margaret Taylor
matay20gmait.com
137 Nelson Rd
Mt Nelson
0429 978 327
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City Manager
Hobart City Council
Submission Regarding Changes to height and form standards in the City centre.
I am concerned that there is not a clear vision for Hobart as its residents wish to see it develop. I do not wish to see a
mini Sydney or Perth. We are not likely to have that sort of population and so we do not need a myriad of tall
buildings.
Why are we trying to bring all business into a central business area? This is not necessary with modem
communications and creates traffic problems. Why has more consideration not been given to decentralisation?
I believe we should protect our colonial heritage and see Hobart as a historical precinct, which places priority value on
existing built heritage and sympathetic development, which does not undermine that heritage?
It is crucial in terms to ensure that the Planning Scheme, which we create, allows for appropriate development for the
Hobart we want - not just now, but into the future.
We are most concerned that these advantages to Hobart be maintained and protected:
A

by decision makers actively recognizing the strength of our colonial past;

A

by ensuring that development is on a scale which does not overshadow those buildings and streetscapes;

•

by promoting those features integral to the identity of Hobart as an unique place to live, enjoy and visit.

We see it as an important opportunity for the Hobart City Council to take a genuine leadership position on developing
and promoting a positive and comprehensive vision for Hobart, and just as importantly, ensuring that changes to the
Planning Scheme do not undermine our best options.
"Development" which undermines the basic fabric of the city should be actively discouraged, as even one inappropriate
development is a dangerous precedent, which can undermine a coherent positive plan.
In the past, various positive but limited attempts have been made to identify features, which would make Hobart such a
unique, liveable, and accessible destination. The University has its own plan for an area of the city. This plan has not
been the subject of proper public consultation. As a resident of Mt Nelson, affected by University parking, I wonder if
real consideration has been given to providing for parking needs of students or sonic sort of integrated transport
arrangement, which will cater for early and late lectures and students who move from study to workplace.
The Woolley report does not answer these questions. I accept that his brief was too limited to take the longer view. His
emphasis on the natural features of the Hobart area is excellent but the 3 sightlines are insufficient and he does not
identify the features which need protection and which make Hobart unique.
Until a comprehensive analysis of our business, commercial and residential needs provides a vision for Hobart that is
supported by the majority of residents I believe we should not allow buildings above 3 storeys in the Salamanca zone
and 10 storeys in the city zone. I certainly believe we should be considering spreading the facilities that provide for
these needs into new areas of the city rather than concentrating development in tall buildings in the centre.
What is needed is a more sophisticated economic and social analysis, which incorporates more than just a
development agenda and which integrates a movement and transport strategy for example. A tourism strategy
would be another dimension of such a proper full-scale analysis.
Yours sincerely
Margaret Taylor
137 Nelson Rd
Mt Nelson
Tas 7007.
matay20@gmail.com
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REP 114
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

jenni bond <jenni_bond@internode.on.net>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 1:19 PM
Records Unit
Submission re planning scheme
Submission re Hobart CBD height 31 8 17.docx

Dear General Manager
Please find attached my submission re Hobart Planning Scheme.
Yours truly
Dr Jennifer Bond
11 Henry Street
West Hobart 7000

1
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General Manager
Hobart City Council
GPO Box 503, Hobart 7001

30 August 2017

Dear General Manager.
This is my submission on the City of Hobart initiated Amendments to the Height
Standards in the Central Business Zone (PSA-17-3) under the Hobart Interim Planning
Scheme 2015.
As I am not a town planner and don't know 'planning speak', I will speak from my
experience on how I hope Hobart will develop.
I have lived in Hobart for 53 years, since 1964 and I have travelled extensively all over
the world.
Our first home was in Battery Point where the small houses, many in poor condition,
gave a sense of community. The building of Empress Towers sent a shock wave
throughout the whole of Hobart. Thankfully, through hard work and determination,
further high rise development was stopped and the Battery Point planning scheme has
been honoured ever since.
The beauty and value of Hobart has been its rows of Victorian and Federation shops and
houses with views of river and mountain, giving a people friendly atmosphere so
admired by visitors ( shown by recent 'full houses' in hotels). The soulless chasms of high
rise do not attract visitors and make residents unhappy and uncomfortable (howling
winds and no sunshine). Building ever more hotels to satisfy the constant greed of
developers will destroy Hobart's very essence.
There are some beautiful new buildings which fit into the city and landscape, the new
Macq01 hotel being the latest and best.
Copenhagen, the capital city of Denmark has restricted all its buildings to 5 or 6 stories
and is much appreciated by visitors. Michael Portillo in a recent SBS travel programme
made particular note of the lack of high rises buildings making it such a pleasant city.
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After attending the information session last week I was profoundly depressed. Thanks are
due to HCC for providing the sessions but the plan comes nowhere near to fulfilling the
wishes of our community. Greedy developers will push and push then leave when the
profits drop. Vague wording e.g. 'positive impact on nearby building' are wide open to
legal challenges.
The large numbers of people at these sessions and meetings about proposed high rise
(75meters or more) buildings show what Hobart citizens want: a Council which will state
firmly height restrictions. On the waterfront, in the Sullivan's cove precinct a firm height
of no more than 15 metres and in the CBD and surrounding suburbs 5 or 6 stories , no
greater than 45 metres, written in legislation which cannot be challenged by developers
or State Government. I know there are buildings higher than 45 metres but there should
be NO MORE. Certainly extra height 'for economic reasons' should not be allowed.
Economic considerations are rarely beautiful.
In short
1. A maximum height limit be legally empowered of 45 metres in the city and 15 metres
in the Salamanca Cove area. No extra storeys allowed for any reason. The reference to 75
metres be removed from the Woolley report.
2. Heritage listed buildings and streetscapes of heritage value be protected.
3. Vista and viewlines from water to and from kunanyi, from suburbs on higher ground
(eg West Hobart and North Hobart) to waterfront and kunyani be preserved. Views along
streets to the water and beyond are valuable. Detailed assessment by expert planners
and architects should be obtained before a development is accepted.
4. Each building to be assessed on its impact on wind patterns and sunlight on adjacent
buildings and streets. Guidelines to be developed and implemented.
5. Leigh Woolley's 'Height Standards Performance Criteria Review' is an interesting
document which can be a useful reference but it's use of the words 'intensification', 'built
intensity' and 'development' are the opposite of what is needed in Hobart. The report
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should not be attached to the Planning Scheme and all reference to 75 metre heights for
buildings be removed as they could be the base for legal challenges.
6. This is a valuable opportunity for Hobart City Council, in consultation with citizen's of
Hobart to retain and protect those features which make our city unique. Treasures are
worth waiting to see. Hobart is a treasure now and if protected, will remain a place
where people wish to live and visit for many years to come.
Dr Jennifer Bond
11 Henry Street,
West Hobart, 7000. Ph 62868159
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REP 115
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gail Sorbian <gailsorbian©gmail.com>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 1:35 PM
Records Unit
Planning scheme submission

I would like to make a submission regarding the planning scheme amendments as
follows:
1. Until the commissioned report is completed on height I think the current rules
in the Hobart interim planning scheme should remain at 45metres for the CBD.
2. The Woolley Report reference to 75metre height should be removed from the attachment to the planning
scheme amendments.
3. In the Desired Future Character Statement there should be an inclusion of reference to the importance of
Heritage Streets capes and the importance of Heritage to Hobart's future character.
Please consider any changes with great respect for how we proceed. Hobart has a unique vista from river to
Mountain, which most other capital cities in Australia do not have. Do not just consider developers and the
almighty dollar.
Yours sincerely
Ms Gail Sorbian
Ridgeway resident.
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REP 116
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tom Beattie <torn b14 ©outlook.com>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 2:15 PM
Records Unit
PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 —Amendment to the
Height Standards in the Central Business Zone

Good afternoon, and thanks for the opportunity to comment on these issues. I trust the informal nature of
this submission is OK - I have no idea how to do it formally!
Amendment Document PSA-17-3-1
Regional Scale (e) [and elsewhere] ..."graduated reductions in bulk and massing..." This seems an obvious
solution to increasing floor space on a particular footprint, but I would say it can also lead to 'bitty' design
— like the Grand Chancellor building; and some aspects of -the fairly new UTAS accommodation buildings,
for example. I guess if the main aim of tapering is to preserve or highlight historic street fronts while being
able to redevelop less historic sites behind them I can understand it.
I don't understand the point of having height restrictions and then for HCC having ways to wriggle around
them. Let's settle on a maximum building height. Stop. However, I don't accept the report's
recommendation for a maximum height of 75m in part of the CBD zone. That height is way out of scale
with most of what we have and out of scale with what I believe we ought to have. 45m is enough. If
anyone suggests wriggle room, let's make it 40m with 10% wriggle room. Also, I would say it's a tenuous
argument for a developer to propose a particular tall building because it's no taller than neighbouring
buildings, or maybe because it's just a teeny weeny bit taller. The counter argument is that we've got
enough tall buildings already, thankyou.
Personally, 0 would not have even given Royal Hobart permission to wriggle around the limit. It was the
Government's choice to give the site a makeover, rather than to build at a greenfield site, and their
decisions ought to have been made within the accepted height limit. They and some developers have been
playing us for fools, I think.

Thanks and kind regards, Tom
Tom Beattie
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REP 117
Johnson, Diane
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Peter McGlone <peter@tct.org.au>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 2:28 PM
Records Unit
PS-17 3 Amendment TCT submission
PS-17 3 Amendment TCT submission 31 August 2017 pdf

Please find attached the TCT submission on the PS-17 3 Amendment.
Can we please have an acknowledgement that this is has been received.
Peter McGlone

Tasmanian Conservation Trust Inc

Level2, 191-193 Liverpool St, Hobart 7000
Phone: +61 3 6234 3552
Email : peter(@;tclorg.au
Web: www.tct.org.au
Considering joining the TCT as a member?
Wish to make a donation?
Please contact us for details.
Donations are tax-deductible.
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tasmanian conservation trust inc.

General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart 7001
Email: coh@hobartcity.com.au
31 August 2017
PSA-17-3 AMENDMENT HOBART INTERIM PLANNING SCHEME 2015
AMENDMENT TO THE HEIGHT STANDARDS IN THE CENTRAL BUSINESS ZONE
REPRESENTATION
The Tasmanian Conservation Trust is pleased to submit the following
representation in respect to the above amendment.
The amendment relates to clauses 22.1.3 Desired Future Character Statements
and 22.4.1 Building Height in the Central Business lone.
The amendment inserts a Desired Future Character Statement and
performance criteria setting out the townscape and streetscape elements that
would be considered in relation to proposed developments that do not meet
the acceptable solutions in relation to height.
This representation specifically addresses the anomaly that exists with respect to
building heights in the Central Business Zone.
Clause 22.4.1 Acceptable Solution Al provides specific heights for buildings
within the Central Business Core Area. Clause 22.4.1 Acceptable Solution A2
provides a specific building height of no more than 8.5 metres within 10 metres
of a residential zone. Clause 22.4.1 Acceptable Solution A3 provides specific
heights and maximum number of storeys for buildings within the Central Business
Fringe Area. Clause 22.4.1 Acceptable Solution A4 provides specific heights
and maximum number of storeys for developments on the same title as a place
listed in the Historic Heritage Code, where the specific extent of the heritage
place is specified in Table El 3.1 and directly behind that place. Clause 22.4.1
Acceptable Solution A5 provides specific heights and number of storeys for
developments within 15 metres of a frontage and not separated from a place
listed in the Historic Heritage Code by another building, full lot (excluding right
of ways and lots less than 5 metres width) or road.
Hoot 2,1;)1 Livelp<Apt Street, Hobart 1AS 7000 Austrolio
p (03) 6231 3552 t (03) 6231 2491 e tet600ipond.coin Altri r3C~l {7.5A7
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In each of the five Acceptable Solutions shown above, the heights and number
of storeys are extremely exact and detailed. Clearly considerable professional
effort has gone into determining these figures.
In the face of these exact and detailed figures, we are being asked to consider
Performance Criteria in relation to a proposed development that does not
meet the Acceptable Solution. These Performance Criteria are an
impenetrable collection of totally subjective statements that must be seen as a
planning lawyers dream.
One can only begin to imagine architects and planners producing voluminous
reports in architect/planners speak that show beyond a shadow of a doubt
that in every case the specific heights and number of storeys provided for in the
Acceptable Solution must be completely ignored.
The question must be asked. Why has so much time and effort gone into the
objective detail in the Acceptable Solution when it can simply be ignored by
architects and planners convincing Council that their development is good for
the city regardless of the fact that it does not meet the Acceptable Solution in
relation to height? Why indeed have an Acceptable Solution?
The final insult in this totally unacceptable solution is that there is no provision in
the impenetrable collection of totally subjective statements that are the
Performance Criteria for a maximum height. Is it 100 metres, 200 metres or 300
metres? Is it 40 storeys, 50 storeys or 60 storeys? Is there indeed any height limit
or any limit on the number of storeys?
The height standards will have very limited benefit if they are implemented in
the absence of maximum height limits. It will be very difficult to achieve the
proposed new building height objective without maximum height limits. The
outcomes in terms streetscape and townscape, view lines and residential
amenity will be compromised. It is the TCT's view that the public of Hobart want
appropriate maximum height limits for the CBD and other areas and this was
my clear impression of those who attended the HCC's workshop on 15 August
2017.
The TCT recommends that the HCC revises the PSA-17-3 Amendments to the
CBD zone to include maximum height limits and that the revised amendments
be re-advertised for public comment. The maximum heights should be set
cautiously low, until more detailed studies can be undertaken. The proposed
maximum heights could be as low as the heights in the proposed acceptable
solutions but no higher than the average for each part of the CBD.
We understand that the HCC intends to commission a consultant to provide
detailed advice to guide it in establishing maximum height limits in the CBD, but
this may take six months to complete. We further understand that the HCC
wanted to progress the PSA-17-3 Amendment prior to developing maximum
heights so that they will be in place prior to the commencement of. and will be
translated into, the Statewide Planning Scheme.
The HCC needs to balance its interests, in having a consultant's report to justify
maximum height limits, with the problems created by not having them in place
for six months or more. The HCC presumably wants strong arguments to put to
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3
the Tasmanian Planning Commission, but the counter to this argument is the
very strong interest in the Hobart community to have height limits as soon as
possible.
In the current investment environment, it is easy to image that some developers
will take advantage of the complex and subjective nature of the proposed
performance criteria and will seek to have very high buildings approved. While
the Woolley report only makes a cursory mention of a 75 metre height
maximum for the CBD, this height might be used by a developer as a bench
mark in the absence of any formal maximum.
A delay in setting a maximum height limit may enable some very unsuitable
high developments to be approved, potentially compromising the process of
setting acceptable maximum height limits at a later stage.
If the HCC does not accept the TCT's recommendation regarding revising PSA
17-3 to include maximum height limits, the next best solution would be for the
HCC to establish these height limits separately to the PSA 17-3 Amendments
and to commit to make every effort to incorporate them prior to the
commencement of the Statewide Planning Scheme.
Thank you for the opportunity to make this representation.
Yours sincerely

19,A

Ai,

Peter McGlone
Director
0406 380 545
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REP 118
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

alan alan@tassie.ws>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 2:25 PM
Records Unit
CITY MANAGER: submission — hobart city council re- woolley report
1-fobart.docx

please see attachment:
this is a submission in regard to the hobart city council high rise development

from:
alan taylor
137 nelcon road,
mt nelson. 7007

mobile: 0419887214
landline: 62254942
email address (as above) alan@tassie.ws
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Hobart – on a human scale

Hobart is set for a spate of high-rise developments. Those in favour of them
argue that they are necessary for commercial growth. That's a fallacious
argument but one that's difficult to contradict without going into the fine detail
of microeconomics.
What's needed is a clear counter-argument against these impending megastructures on other grounds. This counter argument is one that people are
feeling but find it hard to articulate. It is as follows:
The majority of people of our town have a connection with various elements in
the streetscape. These connections run deep. Quite apart from some families
having their names on shops and building, and other citizens being related to
those families, many people have worked in those places, or shopped in others,
over several generations. Many people have visited the various cultural centres
hundreds of time. Inner Hobart is a comparatively expensive place to live but it
is liveable.
It is not simply the individual buildings and places that people have a connection
to, however. It is the ambience of the place. The place is significant to them and,
in turn, the place gives them significance. People know who and what they are
in relation to the place.
What happens with a proliferation of high rise development is this: the
significance of the 'particular' is concentrated more and more into fewer and
fewer hands. The wealthiest developers will be able to say, "Yes, I built that."
Those places might have a significance to the corporations or temporary
residents or tourists who occupy the spaces. Many of them will be from
interstate and overseas and the significance for them will be tenuous. The
owners of the high rise structures will do well out of that. Much of profit will end
up interstate or overseas.
In the meantime, the people who have lived here all their lives—and those
whose families have come to know it over the generations—will be progressively
dispossessed. As the city grew over their lifetimes, they grew with it. They
were familiar with the growth. But, with an exponential rise in height and scale
of building, the capacity to grow along with their city grows out of reach. The
people who five in the place are disenfranchised from the use of particular
spaces, and in general. As the place becomes less and less 'people friendly', the
people are eased out. The sense of 'place' is lost.
The great cities of the world which have retained their sense of place, their
character, are the ones that have maintained the human scale. The inhabitants
can live in them. In the CBD in others, however, you could be anywhere else in
the world in a similar environment. Those places might be exciting to visit, to
tour, but you cannot live there. For a start, they are simply too expensive. The
native population is eased out.
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If there is one thing that came out of the Grenfell Tower disaster in London, it is
that the ordinary people who live and work there have been housed in shoddy,
poor quality tower blocks so they are conveniently nearby to service the needs of
the wealthy. They have been dispossessed from their own city, even though they
still live in it.
It is now acceptable as a sociological fact: indigenous people feel bereft of
significance when they are dispossessed of 'place'. In Tasmania, even the
European population now appreciates that acutely. Tasmania is not a place
where you can escape that sense of dispossession.
There is an odd paradox at work. We know the indigenous population was cast
out from their places of significance. They became disconnected from their own
culture, customs—even their own language— and yet the same thing is
happening to ourselves, on a lesser scale perhaps, not as abruptly, albeit more
slowly – but just as inexorably and insidiously. A slim majority of our city
councillors, our state cabinet and a small coterie of acquisitive developers are
colluding to diminish our sense of significance, our self of self worth and
connection to each other and to this place.
When I was a boy, downtown Sydney was my playground. The last time 1
visited, the CBD was taller, canyon-like, more intimidating, soulless, darker,
lonelier and unfriendly. I had lost all connection with the place. It was no
longer familiar. The inhabitants had become insignificant in comparison to their
surroundings. Their sense of place has been lost The vast majority of people
who work in the city no longer live there. That number is in the millions. They
travel somewhere else, often for hours, to conduct the more meaningful aspects
of their existence. The majority of workers simply cannot afford to live near
their place of work.
It is a savage paradox that a person on the average working wage in Sydney
cannot afford the cost of the average house. Outer suburbs have become
balkanised and self-contained. The inner central city has become a
conglomeration in which the various commercial sects have erected their
temples of worship and those who live in the suburbs avoid going there on a
regular basis.
When I was a child, people 'went to town' on a Saturday morning, or a Friday
night, or at another free time, simply to be there, for pleasure. Fewer and fewer
people go to the Hobart CBD just to 'be there'. People, increasingly, only go into
the CBD out of necessity. With the increase in high-rise development, that
process will be complete for those who live locally. The downtown area will
still be populated. It will be populated by other people, however – by visitors, by
tourists and those on commercial business. It will not be their city, however.
Neither will it be ours.
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REP 119
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barbara Edwards <barbhinman47@gmail.com>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 2:53 PM
Records Unit
PSA-17-3 Amendment- Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015- Amendment to the Height
Standards

Dear General Manager,
I am seventy years old, and have lived in Hobart all my life and I feel very deeply about the proposed amendments
to the height standards in the central business zone.
Unfortunately, in the last fifty years many bad decisions have been made which have already spoilt some areas of
the central business zone for example, corner of Collins Street and Elizabeth Street. It seems that those who have
had the power to protect the heritage and the street scape and all that which make our city special have chosen
another path.
The points which I think should be followed are set out below.
1. The maximum building heights should be set to enable the council to choose appropriately taking in to
consideration the heritage of Hobart
2. The current height limit is about 45 metres and these be adhered to until the study of proposed maximum
heights is completed.
3. The Leigh Wooley report mentions a 75 metres limit. This is not acceptable and does not take into account the
heritage of Hobart. The Wooley report should not be included in the planning scheme amendments if the
reference of 75 metres is not removed.
4. Hobart is a low to medium rise city and I seriously recommend that a high rise zone IS NOT included in any
future planning schemes.
I am not a regular protester, campaigner or stirrer but I care about the future of Hobart.
The many tourists we have at the moment are to see Hobart as a heritage city and if we were to become another
Sydney, Melbourne Brisbane our value as a tourist destination is gone.
One wonders who is really listening to public opinion.
In anticipation of a favourable recommendations for the protection of Hobart for future generations.
Barbara Edwards
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REP 120
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Odille & Warwick <analog6@internocie.on.net>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 2:46 PM
Records Unit
Wooley Height Report
Mr Nick Heath.doc

Please find attached our concerns re the above named document.
Your sincerely
Odille Esmonde-Morgan & Warwick Lawson
Glenorchy Tasmania
analo g6ainterno de. on. net
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Mr Nick Heath
General Manager
Hobart City Council
Town Hall, Macquarie St
Hobart, Tasmania, 7001
By email: cohP.hobartcity.com.au
Dear Mr Heath,
I wish to put forward my concerns regarding the Council lead proposal to use this
document as a legal Hobart City CBD character statement bound as an
amendment to the 2015 Hobart Interim Planning Scheme.
As a local tourist business operator of 4 years, albeit in Glenorchy City, we are
most concerned that this Wooley Height Report lacks any documented insertion
of Heritage value, the taking into consideration of the unique cultural and historic
landmark that is the character of the city itself as a whole, as well as specific
content regarding specific sites, streets, blocks or natural features.
Our guests visit to enjoy what they cannot find in their overcrowded, high rise,
garden bereft cities. Cities like Singapore where once junks were plentiful along
the waterfront are now devoid of historical and cultural significance, a city without
soul. Cities are communities, cities are not business and buildings, they are
people and landscape. I fear it will do a great disservice to the carefully cultivated
Tasmanian tourism industry, and those same guests who marvel at our valuable,
enviable lifestyle and want to return and to tell their friends.
The current planning rules for the CBD provide for buildings up to an 'Amenity
Building Envelope' of 45 metres, and for developers who want to build higher
than the 'Acceptable Solution' building limits of 75 metres for the city. The
document does not ensure this or any former height limits are to be put in place,
this is unacceptable as an amendment for our Hobart Interim Planning Scheme
2015. Instead, the intention of the Woolly Height Report is to escalate high rise
without cap within the CBD, at cost to Hobart's unique whole street and cityscape
character, at cost to nearby heritage and to sunlight. It could propagate the
exasperation of wind tunnels, affecting mood and foliage.
In short it can effect the whole psyche of our city, our city workers, family
shoppers and our blessed tourists, and in addition obstructing the outlook to
natural features, foothills and mountains. I do not see any firm wordings in the
document which create comfort around how the document will be interpreted by
opportunistic property builder/investors. Words such as promote a "positive
impact" and not a "negative impact" are not words that define, describe nor
provide for the protection of the cultural richness that we inherit here.
I propose;
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1

The Leigh Wooley Report be used as a social feedback document only and
not be included as an amendment to The Hobart Interim Planning Scheme
2015, lest it becomes a legal document binding the city to the nefarious
ambiguity of a 75 metre plus height limit without limits. I propose instead an
adherence to protecting our 45 metre height limit as it stands with deep
public consultation regarding any taller proposals. A transparent public
consultation will uncover what makes our city great for locals and visitors. I
understand community engagement is the intent of the upcoming City
Vision process, why not wait until then? The words we use are the laws we
put in place and must live by. To this end I propose public consultation, I do
not wish this document to become law.

2

The Hobart Council should strengthen the centrality of the 'Amenity Building
Envelope' of 45 metres to the CBD planning rules, and set a maximum
height limit at this level. The current planning rules for the COD provide for
buildings up to an 'Amenity Building Envelope' of 45 metres, for developers
who want to build higher than the 'Acceptable Solution' building limits for the
city.

3

The 'Acceptable Solution' limits for the CBD zone are set out in 22.4.1
Building Height, Al of the scheme and are as follows:
Building height within the Central Business Core Area in Figure 22.2 must
be no more than:
(a) 15m if on, or within 15m of, a southwest or southeast facing frontage;
(b) 20m if on, or within 15m of, a northwest or northeast facing frontage;
(c) 30m if set back more than 15m from a frontage; unless an extension to
an existing building:
(i) is necessary solely to provide access, toilets, or other facilities for
people with disabilities;
(ii) is necessary to provide facilities required by other legislation or
regulation.

4

The Council includes a strong worded character reference to 'Heritage' in
the new Desired Future Character Statement and the new Townscape
Performance Criteria.
(a) This to ensure our rich Colonial, Georgian, Federation, Deco heritage
remains central to the character of the Hobart CBD.
(b) Include this cultural people centric set of heritage values within the
Regional, Precinctual and Developmental Scale descriptions of the
character for the CBD.

5

Council removes the clause Precinctual Scale C that proposes a new zone
that proposes new zone of built intensification in the CBD blocks bounded
by Murray, Macquarie, Melville and Argyle Streets and the suggestion that
this development zone should "evolve as a defined (conical) expression of
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built intensity when viewed from beyond". Remove the clause - Regional
Scale clause (e) "Development above the permitted height limits will not
diminish the pattern of a compact city."
I would like to see a strengthening of the 45-metre height limit as the maximum
height limit for the city of Hobart.
I would like Hobart City Council's City Vision community engagement process to
take part first prior to any amendments being added to the Hobart Interim
Planning Scheme 2015. I ask that Council consult with the families that live here,
before considering the Woolley Report's dramatic changes. I do not see within
this document the depth of thinking that our city, that is our community deserves.
Yours Sincerely

Odille Esmonde-Morgan & Warwick Lawson
By email from: analog6@internode.on.net
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REP 121
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jan Hall 9rubenhaii@intemode on.net>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 3:25 PM
Records Unit
Highrise etc.

To the General Manager,
City of Hobart
I endorse the suggestions made by the President of "Hobart not Highrise". What follows is probably repetitive but
heartfelt.
Highrise buildings should not be part of Hobart's future, whether or not they are as ugly, unsympathetic and illsituated as the mockups we have seen.The politicians, aldermen and hangers-on who have invited and encouraged
the developers currently colonising the state must take the blame for the unacceptably high-handed nature of the
latters' proposals when next voters have their say. Refusing to accept any consideration of proposals which do not
respect the guidelines would save everyone time and money.
Lip-service is given to our unique built heritage, one of our major attractions, but in practice it is ignored or
undermined, as it was in the destructive 60's. That "transforming Hobart" exercise left us the "iconic" Empress
Towers. Do we need to make a similar mistake now?
The views of mountain, hills and water which give Hobart its unique character, are already compromised -the
much-photographed view of the mountain from Hunter Street is shrinking as yet another grey concrete hotel looms
up. It is several years since a Kudelka cartoon appeared showing some sad and confused people in a recognisable
Cove area "trying to find a building that was not a hotel". It is unfortunate that tourists are given such priority over
residents. Low-cost rental property is hard to find, and even under threat of being replaced by yet more tourist
accommodation.
Trying to force Hobart into a smaller version of Melbourne or Sydney is a great mistake. Vive la difference!
Janice Hall,
4/12 Wilmot Street, Hobart, 7000
(03)62233608
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REP 122
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anna Pafitis <anna(gannapatitis.com>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 3:32 PM
Records Unit
PSA-17-3 Amendment

PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 — Amendment to
the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone
Dear General Manager
Please find below my response to the proposed amendments.
I accept Leigh Woolley's analysis of Hobart as a basin that sits at the base of kunanyi but I do not accept
that an increase in height within defined zones to create a tiered effect to the city's topography is a logical or
acceptable conclusion for our city. This tiered 'wedding cake' effect may be one method of applying height
and development rules to a city but this ignores another significant feature of our city, that is, our heritage,
that I believe should be the starting point for thinking about the future desired characteristics and height of
our city.
The documents supplied by James McIlhenny at the town hall forums titled the Historic Heritage Code and
Heritage precincts shows the extent to which heritage is a dominant feature of our city. It is these buildings
which create the character and scale that the public predominantly identify as desirable and valuable and it
is these buildings / precincts which should therefore inform the desired future character statements. The
current documentation discusses controls over buildings adjacent to historic buildings but it does not
identify how they influence the character of our streetscapes and what can be done to protect these
characteristics in future developments. By beginning with the preservation of our heritage as a starting point
it will become obvious which proposed buildings enhance our city with beauty and respect and which don't.
I do not support a building height beyond 15m within the central business zone. I believe this should be the
only acceptable solution with no discretionary options.
Whilst I do not support any increase in height for the CBD and I think the proposed amendments have failed
to address or respond too the heritage of our city as its central character I do support the specific
amendments that relate to the following matters:
* Not obscuring view lines between waterfront and kunanyi.
* Increasing bulk (but not height)
* Ensuring light into streets and public spaces.
* Avoiding proposals that would result in individually prominent buildings
* No overshadowing of public paces
Yours Sincerely
Anna Pafitis
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REP 123
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Una Harbinson <una.harbinson@iinetnet.au>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 4:52 PM
Records Unit
Representation re building heights in Hobart

To whom it may concern:
Hobart is a beautiful city, full of character, which is loved and visited for its heritage and low-scale
construction.
The current preferred height for buildings is stated at 45m, and it is our very firm view that this should
remain so, with no more buildings permitted above that height. The rule was made for good reason and
should not be amended except by overwhelming request of the public - not by the overwhelming request of
developers.
Our impression is that most local residents do not want to see the city overlooked by high-rise buildings.
if our city is altered by the construction of tower buildings, those very characteristics, which cause this city
to be loved by residents and tourists alike, will be gone! We will be left with a bleak and unwelcoming city
centre full of shaded and windy streets, tall impersonal, blank buildings, higher property values and no
chance of a glimpse of our magnificent kunanyi / Mt Wellington. Our streetscapes would be irreparably
spoiled and sunless, and Hobart would lose its character and charm, becoming instead the kind of
anonymous conglomeration of buildings that can be found anywhere in the world.
We would also suggest / request that building height figures mentioned in public statements should also be
expressed as the equivalent number of storeys involved: 120m may not mean a lot to the man in the street but a number like 40 storeys is very clear indeed.
We request the Hobart City Council should please consider the future of this city and of those who live here
- not the commercial gain.
Una Harbinson
John Harbinson
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REP 124
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Patten <pattenjane4@gmail.com>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 4:56 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Please take these comments into consideration when discussing changes to the planning schemes that allow for
increased building heights in the city of Hobart.
1. Please restrict height limits to the existing levels contained within the current Salamanca and Hobart Interim
planning schemes.
2. Do not attach the Woolley Report to the planning documents especially with any reference to a height limit of 75
metres. One architects view should not be considered authoritative or taking into consideration the views of Hobart
ratepayers. To attach it to documents to go to the Planning Commission gives it status that has not been endorsed
by ratepayers. It also signals to developers that pressure for greater heights will be successful.
3. The city of Hobart is very special as it is, as witnessed by the increasing volumes of tourists who visit to experience
the City and our States charm. The residents of Hobart enjoy our city the way it is and do not seek the high rise ,
wind tunnels and shadow of other Australian cities.
4. In saying this there are opportunities to increase tourist accomodation and improve our city scape without high
rise. le encouraging developers to undertake makeovers of some existing ugly buildings, for example the very ugly
Marine Board building could be a wonderful hotel with a makeover, the Town House hotel, the building on the
corner of Liverpool and Murray, the TGIO in Macquarie street. Makeovers are equally valid to smaller low rise sites.
5. The Zone of Built intensity should be removed from consideration. Habartians want a low rise city. Is there a
realistic assumption that Tasmania's and Hobart's populations are going to rapidly expand and high rise buildings
will be needed?
6. High rise buildings will accelerate Hobart's traffic flow issues .
6. Council Members should not succumb to pressures from big business wishing to construct high ugly buildings on
our city. Poor decisions made today will put a blight on our cityscape and actual damage our special appeal for
visitors.
7. Hobart has its element now of very ugly cheaply built contemporary architecture, let's not exacerbate it by
allowing very ugly high rise buildings to be built.
8. Retention of the heritage character of the city should be paramount as is the retention of water and mountain
vistas from different parts of the city.
Thank you for taking into consideration my concerns.
Jane Patten
Sent from my iPad
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REP 125
Johnson, Diane
F rom:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Malcolm Roslyn Saltmarsh <saltyros@hotmail.corn>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 5702 PM
Records Unit
Amendments to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone
91 Wentworth St

South Hobart TAS 7004
Phone 62235504
General Manager
City of Hobart,
GPO Box 503,
Hobart 7001

1 September 2017

Dear General Manager,

We wish to make a submission on the City of Hobart initiated Amendments to the Height Standards in the
Central Business Zone (PSA-17-3) under the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015.

We would like the following issues considered before finalisation of the amendments:

1.The new Desired Future Character Statement should express recognition that heritage is a crucial
consideration in the Hobart townscape.

2. Along with heritage, streetscape is of vital importance to the future direction of Hobart City. We need a
human scale which allows sunshine and reduces wind effect in the CBD blocks bounded by Murray,
Macquarie, Melville and Argyle Streets. Here the preferred amenity building envelope is 45 metres and has
been the cornerstone of the CBD's development for many years with some unfortunate aberrations standing
out like the proverbial sore thumb. Very few people want aesthetically displeasing towers and high rise
buildings destroying the ambience of this city. The intersection of Murray and Macquarie Streets is a jewel
in the crown of Hobart's colonial sandstone heritage. It is essential that all these marvellous assets not be
compromised by nearby high rise.
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3. A beautiful capital city such as Hobart, with the natural appeal of the Derwent River, Mt Wellington/
Kunanyi and the heritage areas of Salamanca Place and Battery Point are what we residents love and visitors
crave. Similarly, the waterfront is a tantalising mecca for tourists and locals alike.

We plead with the Council to adhere to current height limits and to remove the discretion to ever go higher.

Thank you for considering our submission.

Yours truly,

MALCOLM & ROSLYN SALTMARSH
91 Wentworth Street
South Hobart TAS 7004
saltyros@hotmail.com

Phone: 62235504
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REP 126
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cate Ackland <c.ackland@internode.on.net>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 5:03 PM
Records Unit
PSA-17-3 Amendment

I am concerned that there is not enough thought going into what makes our city and its surrounds so special.
The unique character of Hobart's natural surrounding area is blessed with a wonderful river and mountain and the
city has many fine heritage buildings greatly admired by people both here and around the world. Don't block these
gems out, if they become completely over shadowed by large and inappropriate buildings that don't fit the
character of our city then it will be impossible to claim them back and we just become another uninteresting city of
no significance.
I am shocked the report mentions that buildings may be 75 metres high and that this will block the skyline of the city
against the background of hills, mountain, and river for the residents and visitors from all directions of our city.
Catherine Ackland
49 Salamanca Square
Battery Point 7004
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REP 127
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

rosewarnefamily@iinet.nelau
Thursday, 31 August 2017 5:17 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

To whom it may concern,
I am submitting a submission in response to the planned Planning Scheme Amendments.
Although I agree we need a Desirable Future Character Statement for Hobart I do not agree that we need to entertain high-rise
buildings in that equation, and do believe the majority of Tasmanians agree with this passionately. I agree that the intensive city
hub should be centralized but again without the proposed heights as suggested by the Woolley Report'. It is commendable that a
study for proposed building heights has been commissioned, but until such time that the report has been released, scrutinized and
the public has been given sufficient time to respond in transparent fashion, any future proposed development should reflect the
current rules in the Hobart Interim Panning Scheme ( around 45 metres in the CBD).
The Statement and the Planning Scheme need to address sunlight issues, heritage streetscapes, and there should definitely be
more than just three view lines considered.
The Desirable Future Character Statement should aim at reflecting the vision of the majority of Tasmanians, imbuing a national
pride, not creating division that will potentially linger with the cities new make up. Let's get it right.
Yours sincerely,
Krista Rosewame
59 Liverpool Gres,
West Hobart, TAS, 7000
ph. 0408174134
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REP 128
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Ackland <dackland@internode.on.net>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 6:21 PM
Records Unit
Hobart Interim Planning Scheme.

I wish to make the following points relating to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The High-Rise Zone should be excluded from the Desired Future Character Statement.
The reference to the 75 meters height be removed from the Woolley Report.If it is not removed then
the Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments.
Until the study of proposed maximum height limits for the CBD that were commissioned by the
Council is completed, the existing limit of about 45 metres in the CBD should continue.
Community and professional advice should be sought to set definite maximum building heights, so
that Council is able to reject development applications that do not meet the planning rules.
There should be additional viewlines incorporated in the planning scheme amendments such as West
Hobart to the Waterfront and the Glebe to Mt. Wellington.
Heritage Streetscapes are a vital aspect of Hobart's unique character and should be specifically
specified in the Desired Future Character Statement.

David Acktand
49 Salamanca Square
Battery Point Tas 7004
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REP 129

Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
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Kathleen McLaren <katmclaren999@gmail.corn>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 7:04 PM
Records Unit
Submission: Hobart Interim Planning Scheme

Dear Madam/Sir,
I wish to make a submission in regard to the Hobart City Council's proposed amendments to the Hobart
Interim Nanning Scheme.
In a bid to protect the future shape and height of Hobart city I urge the HCC to consider the following
points when deciding on the proposed amendments. I also strongly recommend that Council consider the
resident's and community's passion about the issues of: High-rise buildings in the CBD and 5ullivan's Cove;
future developments that are sensitive in keeping with the heritage architecture we are fortunate to have
in Hobart.
1. Maximum building height limits should be set to enable Council to reject inappropriate development
applications that do not meet the planning rules. These maximum height limits should be developed
with full community involvement and professional advice.
2. The Council has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits for the CBD. Until the
study is done and the report is available, any reference to height limits should reflect the current rules in
the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme (around 45 metres in the CBD}.
3. Proposed Amendment - The 'Woolley Report' is to be attached to the amendments so it is incorporated
into the planning scheme.
3a. The reference to 75 metres in the Woolley Report should be removed before the report is included in
the submission to the Planning Commission. If 75 metres is not removed, then the Woolley Report
should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments.
4. Proposed Amendment - Although Council intends to investigate new maximum height limits in a
separate process at a later date, the 'Woolley Report' recommends a maximum height limit of 75 metres in
the 'zone of built intensity'.
4a. If your vision for Hobart is to remain a low to medium-rise city, then you should request that a highrise zone not be included, that is, references in the Desired Future Character Statement to allow for
`intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity' should be deleted.
ie. The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs and lower contours of the Hobart
Rivulet trough and reinforce a transition in scale back from the low ground delta and the lower contours
of the Macquarie Ridge and also from the rising contours of Trinity Hill, the Queens Domain and the
Bathurst and Macquarie Ridges.
5. Proposed Amendment - Associated changes to performance criteria for building heights regarding
overshadowing, viewlines, and benefits to public amenity.
Sa.There should be more than just three viewlines (Franklin Wharf to kunanyi, Hunter St to kunanyi,
Macquarie St to Cenotaph) incorporated in the planning scheme amendments. These should include
other viewlines such as West Hobart to the waterfront, or Glebe to kunanyi, as discussed in the Woolley
Report.
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6. Proposed Amendment - The Future Character Statement also proposes a 'Zane Of Built Intensity' to allow
for an 'intensification' of building heights in an area covering eight city blocks bounded by Murray,
Macquarie, Argyle and Melville Streets.
6a. Heritage streetscapes should be specifically recognised in the Desired Future Character Statement,
by including a reference to the importance of heritage to Hobart's future character and the need to
protect heritage streetscapes.

Yours Sincerely,
Kathleen McLaren
83 Pottery Road, Lenah Valley, 7008, Tasmania.
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REP 130
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

margaret willoughby <margaretwilloughby©hotmail.com>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 7:46 PM
Records Unit
margaret willoughby
Planning scheme amendments

As a lifetime Tasmanian resident I would like to express concerns about the future development of our capital city,
Hobart. I am concerned about changes to planning that will have a long term effect on Hobart and its future
development.
It is a city which appeals to both residents and visitors. This is because it is a small-medium city within a beautiful
geographic landscape. The mountain and the river and the many heritage buildings make it a unique city. Tourists,
in particular, visit our city for these very qualities.
I am concerned that it will lose its 'personality' if planning laws are changed which allow for buildings of more than
45 metres. Sunlight, shade and wind are important issues that need consideration especially in regard to our
cooler climate and the residents of our CBD and their quality of life.
The scale of the city needs to be maintained. Taller buildings will have a huge impact in this regard. It is essential
that the shape and height of the city fits into the landscape. We also need to be reminded of previous ill considered
buildings ( Grand Chancellor and Marine Building are two obvious examples) and the impact they have had on the
look of our city and not make the same mistakes.
I believe that our heritage streetscapes and buildings need to be recognized and protected. View lines around the
city need to be maintained and vistas remain clear.
As a unique city in a beautiful location it is imperative that these characteristics and identity are maintained for the
current population and future generations.
Yours sincerely
Margaret Willoughby

Sent from my iPad
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REP 131
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Samantha Climie <samanthacrimie123@gmail.com>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 7:47 PM
Records Unit
Submission re Hobart Planning Scheme

1 am writing to express my opposition to the development of high rise buildings in Hobart. I do not want to see the interim planning
scheme allow this possibility.
I am a 19 year old student studying at the University of Tasmania. I have spent my whole life living in Hobart and regard it as a beautiful
haven of a city. This is further supported by my travels to over 25 countries. I have thus seen many beautiful cities, such as Cambridge
and Paris, that are a treasure because of their sensible height restrictions. Other cities have lost their beauty because they have not put in
place such restrictions.
I also work in the tourism industry and have seen this really bloom over the last few years. On almost every of the four-day trips that I
lead guests on I have someone comment on how beautiful and pristine Hobart is. I have heard a number of times: "the most beautiful
city I have been to". It is my honest belief that this would not be the impression if high rises were to be approved for Hobart.
It is an utter shame and I sincerely hope, as a young Tasmanian who wishes to preserve the beauty of Hobart for the future, that you also
see the drawbacks of this decision. It is time for us to look beyond the goals of profit maximisation and instead preserve our beautiful
city, for it is already drawing people to Hobart as well as keeping those whom call it home.
Please. This is a decision that you cannot turn back on.

Yours Sincerely,
Samantha CIirnie
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REP 132
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cath Garde <cathgarde@hotmail.com>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 8:30 PM
Records Unit
Objection to Panning Schemes

To whom it may concern
I wish to make my objections to two current planning schemes, firstly 'The Sullivan's Cove Planning
Scheme' for the waterfront and secondly, the 'Hobart Interim Planning Scheme' for the CBD.
I am a resident of West Hobart and feel that the current proposals will adversely and irrecoverably alter
our city to the detriment of all. I think Hobart is beautifully unique and allowing high-rise buildings over
45metres will destroy the stunning views currently enjoyed by so many. Additionally, I feel high-rise
buildings over 45 metres are more suited for larger cities (eg. Melbourne and Sydney) and they would look
ridiculously out of place. There are many examples of historical cities, such as Edinburgh or Barcelona,
where limiting building heights has enabled the integrity of the city centre to remain intact without
negatively impacting on tourism and local residents. I feel that a significant reason for tourists to visit
Hobart is because of the 'smaller city' feel, its history and the care taken to retain and honour that history
and it's point of difference from other Australian State Capitals.
I ask that the council pay particular attention to the following comments and suggested amendments
when considering how to respond and proceed in the planning decision making process.
•

•

•

•

•

•

I feel MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT LIMITS should be set and should be developed with FULL
community scrutiny and input. These set maximum building height limits should then allow
rejection of inappropriate development applications.
Until the Council commissioned study on CBD proposed maximum height limits is completed and
the report made available, I ask that any reference to height limits should REFLECT THE CURRENT
RULES in the HOBART INTERIM PLANNING SCHEME (AROUND 45 METRES IN THE CBD).
I feel that the reference to 75 METRES in the Woolley Report should be REMOVED before the
report is included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If 75 METRES is NOT removed,
then the Woolley Report should NOT BE ATTACHED to the planning scheme amendments.
Believing that Hobart should remain a low to medium-rise city, I request that a HIGH-RISE ZONE
NOT BE INCLUDED and all references allowing 'intensification' and zones of 'built intensity' in the
Desired Future Character Statement be deleted.
In my opinion, the planning scheme amendments SHOULD INCLUDE OTHER VIEWLINES potentially
impacted adversely such as West Hobart to the waterfront or Glebe to kunanyi, not just the three
noted (Franklin Wharf to kunanyi, Hunter Street to kunanyi, Macquarie Street to Cenotaph).
I believe Hobart's heritage streetscapes should be protected and carefully considered in
determining the future of the city. The importance of heritage should be specifically referenced in
the Desired Future Character Statement.

Yours Sincerely
Cath Garde
8 Danval Place
West Hobart
7000
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REP 133
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Herbert <azul@netspace.net.au>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 8:38 PM
Records Unit
Changes to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme - Written Submission

For the attention of:
General Manager, City of Hobart
We submit the following responses to the proposed changes to the planning scheme.
1. We believe that there should be no changes to the current rules in relation to building heights, namely 45 metres
in the CBD. We believe these should be explicitly expressed as MAXIMUM building heights to give the council power
to reject proposals that are not appropriate. This would also give the council the opportunity to approve certain
proposals above these limits only where there is an explicit PUBLIC benefit (not a corporate or economic one which
overrides a social or community justice concern), for example the need for the hospital to be high enough to allow
safe helicopter access.
2. We believe the reference to 75 metres in the Woolley report should be removed, or if it is not removed than this
report not be included in the submission to the Planning Commission. THIS HEIGHT LIMIT IS BLATANTLY AND
OBVIOUSLY COMPLETELY INAPPROPRIATE TO THE HERITAGE NATURE AND PUBLIC AMENITY OF OUR CITY.
3. Hobart has many features which make it unique and uniquely appealing to people around the world. Those
qualities which make it stand out from the crowd of mega-cities in the world, are its biggest assets, both
economically and in public amenity. In particular, its heritage features and unique connections directly to its natural
environment MUST be protected at all costs. In our climate, other considerations must be the protection from the
development of a wind tunnel like street level environment shadowed by tall buildings and cut off from the warming
sun.
For these reasons, a HIGH -RISE ZONE MUST ABSOLUTELY NOT BE INCLUDED! Any references in the Desired Future
Character Statement to intensification and a zone of built intensity should be deleted.
4. There should be more recognition and protection of multiple view lines, (not just three), from points all over the
city, to protect the visual amenity of our many suburbs and their connections to the waterfront, the river generally
and of course to kunanyi and our bush covered skylines.
The value of our heritage streetscapes and the particular low-to medium scale of our city should explicitly be
mentioned and protected in the planning scheme.
Please consider the long-term view of our city amenity. In an uncertain climatic and economic future, we should
protect those things which make us unique, and enable our citizens to both have the lifestyle we desire, and share
the economic benefits of having something unique to offer to our visitors from the rest of the world.
Thank you for considering our submission.
Jane Herbert and Michael Watson
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REP 134
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Kabalan <jane.kabalan©internode.on.net>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 8:53 PM
Records Unit
Representation re PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone

Representation Re: PSA-17-3 Amendment - Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 - Amendment to the
Height Standards in the Central Business Zone

Dear General Manager of the City of Hobart,
We wish to express our dismay at the proposed increase to the height limit of buildings in Hobart's Central
Business Zone.
The historic ambience of Hobart, which is an outstanding visual testament to the early settlement of Hobart
Town, will be greatly diminished by tall buildings. To dilute the historic feel and character of central Hobart
by not keeping buildings in proportion to each other will destroy the very reason why so many visitors come
to Hobart. There are only so many Georgian buildings in Australia, particularly in the concentration in
certain sections of our city including the CBD, and we should be enhancing this aspect of our unique city.
We believe tall buildings are NOT sympathetic to the character of Hobart and the reference to the 75 metres
in the Woolley Report should be removed or not attached to the planning scheme amendments. The
planning scheme should include height limits so that inappropriate development can be refused. Height
limits should be set based on professional judgement and on the views of the residents of Hobart.
We hope you will consider our views.
Kind Regards,
Jane and Ali Kabalan (139A Hampden Road, battery Point, TAS 7004)

31st August 2017
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REP 135
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Ruth Howard rufus.howard@gmail.com>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 9:34 PM
Records Unit
HCC Proposed Interim Planning Scheme 2015 Amendment, Woolley Height Report
Submission
Ruth Height Submission Hobart City Council General Manager.docx

General Manager Hobart City Council

31/8/2017

cohidthobartcity.com.au

Dear General Manager, I truly appreciate the opportunity to attend your Woolley Height Report
meeting recently and wish to put forward my concerns regarding the Council lead proposal to use
this document as a legal Hobart City CBD character statement bound as an amendment to the
2015 Hobart Interim Planning Scheme.

As a local tourist business operator for the past 5 years, I am most concerned that this Report lacks
documentation or discussion of Heritage values. The Report fails to consider the unique and
historic buildings and spaces that contribute to the character of the city as a whole, as well as
specific historical and/or cultural values of specific sites, streets, blocks or natural features.

My guests came specifically to enjoy what they cannot find in their overcrowded, high rise, garden
bereft cities. Cities like Singapore where once junks were plentiful along the waterfront are now
devoid of historical and cultural significance, a city without a soul. Cities are communities, cities
are not business and buildings, they are people and landscape. I fear you do a great disservice to
the tourism industry that has been so carefully cultivated as these same guests are the people that
marvel at our valuable, enviable lifestyle and want to return and to tell their friends.

The current planning rules for the CBD provide for buildings up to an 'Amenity Building Envelope'
of 45 metres, and for developers who want to build higher than the 'Acceptable Solution' building
limits of 75 metres for the city. The document does not ensure that this or any former height
limits are to be put in place, this is unacceptable as an amendment for our Hobart Interim
Planning Scheme 2015. Instead, the intention of the Report is to escalate high rise within the CBD,
at a cost to whole street and city scape character, at a cost to that heritage nearby and to sunlight,
the exasperation of any wind tunnels, affecting mood and foliage. Affecting the overall
microclimate of our city, our city workers, family shoppers and our blessed tourists and in
addition affecting any landscaping and obstructing our outlook to natural features, foothills, and
mountains. Alarmingly I do not see any firm wordings in the document that create comfort around
how the document will be interpreted by opportunistic property builder/investors. Words such as
promote "a positive contribution" and not a "negative" to our streetscape are not words that
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define, describe nor provide for the protection of the cultural richness, the heritage, that we inherit
here.
I propose;
1. The Leigh Wooley Report be used as a public feedback document only and not to be
included as an amendment to The Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015, lest it become a
legal document binding the city to the nefarious ambiguity of a 75 metre plus height limit
without limits. I propose instead an adherence to protecting our 45 metre height limit as it
stands with deep public consultation regarding any taller proposals. The transparent public
consultation will uncover what it is that makes our city great for locals and visitors. I
understand community engagement is the intent of the upcoming City Vision process, why
not wait until then? The words we use are the laws we put in place and must live by. To this
end I propose public consultation, I do not wish this document to become law.

2. The Hobart Council should strengthen the centrality of the 'Amenity Building Envelope'
of 45 metres to the CBD planning rules, and set a maximum height limit at this level. The
current planning rules for the CBD provide for buildings up to an 'Amenity Building
Envelope' of 45 metres, for developers who want to build higher than the 'Acceptable
Solution' building limits for the city.

3. The 'Acceptable Solution' limits for the CBD zone are set out in 22.4.1 Building Height, Al
of the scheme and are as follows,

Building height within the Central Business Core Area in Figure 22.2 must be no more than:
(a) 15m if on, or within 15m of, a southwest or southeast facing frontage; (b) 20M if on, or
within 15/n of, a northwest or northeast facing frontage; (c) 30m if set back more than 15m
from a frontage; unless an extension to an existing building that: (i) is necessary solely to
provide access, toilets, or other facilities for people with disabilities; (ii) is necessary to
provide facilities required by other legislation or regulation.
4. The Council includes a strong worded character reference to Heritage in the new Desired
Future Character Statement and the new Townscape Performance Criteria.
a. This to ensure our rich Colonial, Georgian, Federation, Deco heritage remains
central to the character of the Hobart CBD.
b. Include this cultural people centric set of heritage values within the Regional,
Precinctual and Developmental Scale descriptions of the character for the CBD.

5. Council removes the clause Precinctual Scale C, that proposes a new zone of built
intensification in the CBD blocks bounded by Murray, Macquarie, Melville and Argyle Streets
and the suggestion that this development zone should "evolve as a defined (conical)
expression of built intensity when viewed from beyond". Remove the clause - Regional Scale
clause (e) "Development above the permitted height limits will not diminish the pattern of a
compact city."
2
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6. That the documentation holds careful legally instructive wording that actually reflects the
values of our forebears and our current and future citizens regarding protection, promotion,
and pride in our cultural heritage and identity. These words must be used to guide all CBD
development higher than 45 metres or not.
I would like to see a strengthening of the 45 metre height limit as the maximum height limit for
the city of Hobart. I would like Hobart City Council's City Vision community engagement process
to take part first prior to any amendments being added to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme
2015. I ask that Council consult with the families that live here, before considering the Woolley
Report's dramatic changes. I do not see within this document the depth of careful forward
thinking that our city, our community deserves.

Yours Sincerely Ruth Howard

3
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General Manager Hobart City Council
31/8/2017
cohPhobartcity.com.au
Dear General Manager, I truly appreciate the opportunity to attend your Woolley
Height Report meeting recently and wish to put forward my concerns regarding the
Council lead proposal to use this document as a legal Hobart City CBD character
statement bound as an amendment to the 2015 Hobart Interim Planning Scheme.
As a local tourist business operator for the past 5 years, I am most concerned that
this Report lacks documentation or discussion of Heritage values. The Report fails to
consider the unique and historical buildings and spaces that contribute to the
character of the city as a whole, as well as specific historical and/or cultural values of
specific sites, streets, blocks or natural features.
My guests came specifically to enjoy what they cannot find in their overcrowded,
high rise, garden bereft cities. Cities like Singapore where once junks were plentiful
along the waterfront are now devoid of historic and cultural significance, a city
without soul. Cities are communities, cities are not business and buildings, they are
people and landscape. I fear you do a great disservice to the tourism industry that has
been so carefully cultivated as these same guests are the people that marvel at our
valuable, enviable lifestyle and want to return and to tell their friends.
The current planning rules for the CBD provide for buildings up to an 'Amenity
Building Envelope' of 45 metres, and for developers who want to build higher than
the 'Acceptable Solution' building limits of 75 metres for the city. The document
does not ensure that this or any former height limits are to be put in place, this is
unacceptable as an amendment for our Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015.
Instead the intention of the Report is to escalate high rise within the CBD, at a cost to
whole street and city scape character, at a cost to that heritage nearby and to
sunlight, the exasperation of any wind tunnels, affecting mood and foliage. Affecting
the overall microclimate of our city, our city workers, family shoppers and our
blessed tourists and in addition affecting any landscaping and obstructing our
outlook to natural features, foothills and mountains. Alarmingly I do not see any firm
wordings in the document that create comfort around how the document will be
interpreted by opportunistic property builder/investors. Words such as promote "a
positive contribution" and not a "negative" to our streetscape are not words that
define, describe nor provide for the protection of the cultural richness, the heritage,
that we inherit here.
I propose;
1. The Leigh Wooley Report be used as a public feedback document only and not to
be included as an amendment to The Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015,
lest it become a legal document binding the city to the nefarious ambiguity of a
75 metre plus height limit without limits. I propose instead an adherence to
protecting our 45 metre height limit as it stands with deep public consultation
regarding any taller proposals. The transparent public consultation will uncover
what it is that makes our city great for locals and visitors. I understand
community engagement is the intent of the upcoming City Vision process, why
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not wait until then? The words we use are the laws we put in place and must live
by. To this end I propose public consultation, I do not wish this document to
become law.
2. The Hobart Council should strengthen the centrality of the `Amenity Building

Envelope' of 45 metres to the CBD planning rules, and set a maximum height
limit at this level. The current planning rules for the CBD provide for buildings
up to an 'Amenity Building Envelope' of 45 metres, for developers who want to
build higher than the 'Acceptable Solution' building limits for the city.
3. The 'Acceptable Solution' limits for the CBD zone are set out in 22.4.1 Building
Height, Ai of the scheme and are as follows,
Building height within the Central Business Core Area in Figure 22.2 must be
no more than: (a) 15m if on, or within 1.5m of, a southwest or southeast facing
frontage; (b) tom if on, or within 15m of, a northwest or northeast facing
frontage; (c) 30m if set back more than 15m from a frontage; unless an
extension to an existing building that: (i) is necessary solely to provide access,
toilets, or other facilities for people with disabilities; (ii) is necessary to provide
facilities required by other legislation or regulation.
4. The Council includes a strong worded character reference to Heritage in the
new Desired Future Character Statement and the new Townscape Performance
Criteria.
a. This to ensure our rich Colonial, Georgian, Federation, Deco heritage
remains central to the character of the Hobart CBD.
b. Include this cultural people centric set of heritage values within the
Regional, Precinctual and Developmental Scale descriptions of the
character for the CBD.
5. Council removes the clause Precinctual Scale C, that proposes a new zone of
built intensification in the CBD blocks bounded by Murray, Macquarie, Melville
and Argyle Streets and the suggestion that this development zone should "evolve
as a defined (conical) expression of built intensity when viewed from beyond".
Remove the clause - Regional Scale clause (e) "Development above the
permitted height limits will not diminish the pattern of a compact city."
6. That the documentation includes careful legally instructive wording that actually
reflects the values of our forebears and our current and future citizens regarding
protection, promotion and pride in our cultural heritage and identity. These
words must be used to guide all CBD development.
I would like to see a strengthening of the 45 metre height limit as the maximum
height limit for the city of Hobart. I would like Hobart City Council's City Vision
community engagement process to take part first prior to any amendments being
added to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015. I ask that Council consult with
the families that live here, before considering the Woolley Report's dramatic changes.
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I do not see within this document the depth of careful forward thinking that our city,
our community deserves.
Yours Sincerely Ruth Howard
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REP 136
Johnson, Diane

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Julie Payne 1p@juliepayne.com.au>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 10:20 AM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Dear General Manager,
I write to strongly oppose any change to the current height limit of 45 metres for buildings in the CBD and
anything over current general building heights in the Sullivan Cove precinct.
I am also equally annoyed that I am called upon to be forever vigilant of developers looking to dramatically
change the skyline of the city which is my home.
I require a planning scheme that is understood by all and will protect the unique qualities of Hobart. This
would include:
1. Establish a set maximum building height. This would send an unequivocal message to developers that
anything over these limits will be rejected by the Hobart City Council and the Tasmanian Government. The
interim planning scheme is 45 metres. Even with this height limit we have already witnessed bulky
unattractive buildings within the CBD.
2. Please remove the reference to the 75 metre in the Wooley Report. Already we have seen proposals
that hyper-extend this to 200+ metres.
3. High-Rise zones should not be offered as a convenient fallback for developers and should not be
included in the planning scheme.
4. Recognise the unique low-rise building stock of the city that already exists. There are many
remaining heritage buildings in Hobart that contribute to the city's character. This has been joined by new
developments such as the Henry Jones IXL development and the newly constructed Macql hotel, both of
which have been welcomed into the fabric of Hobart.

Yours Sincerely,
Julie Payne
www.julienayne.com.au
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REP 137
Johnson, Diane
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Krystyna Shepherd <ks01@utas.edu.au>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 11:14 PM

Records Unit
New Height Rules for Hobart CBD

General Manager,
City of Hobart.

Dear Sir,

I am writing to express my dismay at the apparent willingness of the Hobart City Council to make
changes to the present maximum building height limits in the CBD in order to facilitate the
approval of future building applications that exceed current maximum building height limits.

I have lived in Hobart all my life and I have been a HCC ratepayer for over 35 years. Like
countless others, I value the heritage and historic aspects of Hobart's buildings and streetscapes
and wish to see them preserved.

I am disappointed by the apparent willingness of some on the Council to compromise existing
building standards and by their seeming preparedness to accommodate future developers by
removing maximum building height limits, and by their apparent lack of willingness to accept the
value and importance of protecting Hobart's heritage buildings and streetscapes.

I have read Leigh Woolley's Height Standards Performance Criteria Review and I would ask
whether the Hobart City Counsellors have also read the report in its entirety?

The report seems to me to be unnecessarily convoluted and difficult to understand - it is in fact,
rather like an exercise in obfuscation.

I notice that Mr Woolley has made reference to his rather important recommendation of a
`maximum height datum of 75m', by mentioning it only once, and not in the body of his report, but
in a side note on page 49 — as follows:

1
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"While the scale, form and height within the potential zone of increased density will be an outcome
of the principles, to ameliorate individual prominence a maximum height datum of 75m is
recommended." (page49)

It seems to me that Mr Woolley's recommendation is proposing a seemingly legitimate means of
accommodating developers whose plans do not accord with the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme
and belies a preparedness to accommodate the interests of developers, even against the wishes
of Hobartians.

I would like to submit the following with regard to the changes being proposed by the HCC:
•

maximum building heights should be set in order to provide certainty and to enable the
HCC to reject development applications that do not strictly accord with planning rules;

•

the value of heritage buildings and streetscapes should be specifically recognised in the
Desired Future Character Statement and the importance of protecting heritage
streetscapes should be confirmed, in order to ensure Hobart's unique character is
preserved;

• I understand that the HCC has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits
for the CBD, and I would suggest that, until that report is available, all references to height
limits should reflect the current rules in the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme - that is, 45
metres in the CBD;

•

the reference to 75 metres in the Woolley Report should be deleted before the report is
submitted to the Planning Commission; and

• since I value the present character and heritage status of Hobart, I ask that references in
the Desired Future Character Statement to allow for 'intensification' and a zone of 'built
intensity' be deleted. I emphatically ask that a High-Rise Zone not be included.

I would ask that my above submissions be considered.

Yours faithfully,
Krystyna J. Shepherd, BA LLB
38 Pirie Street
NEW TOWN 7008
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REP 138
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Eve Phillips <evephillips700@yahoo.com.au>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 11:21 PM
Records Unit
Representation on PSA-17-3 Amendment
Representation to the Hobart City Council on the matter of.docx

General Manager
City of Hobart
Dear Sir/Madam
Please find attached my Representation on the

PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone
Yours faithfully
Margaret Phillips
PO Box 131
Battery Point
TAS 7004
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PSA-17-3 Amendment— Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015— Amendment to the Height
Standards in the Central Business Zone

Representation to the Hobart City Council on the matter of
PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business
Zone
Introduction
As a resident of Hobart for almost nine years, having chosen to come here
because of its exceptional natural beauty and the charm and human scale of its
built environment, I submit the following comments.
The natural environment in which the city of Hobart is situated is extraordinarily
beautiful, and daily, as we residents go about our business, in just a few
moments of quiet observation from the bus stop, our car, in a city cafe, our
workplaces and homes, we have many opportunities to connect with the river
or the mountain and the still largely unspoilt environment in which we are
privileged to live. This creates a feeling of wellbeing and connection is rare in
an urban environment.
As a relative new-corner, one of the things that has always delighted me about
this city is how easy it is to strike up a conversation with a stranger, perhaps
with a comment about the weather, and how soon that conversation moves to
the joy and pride associated with living in this jewel of a small city. People are
happy to live here and this is something to be treasured and preserved.
Hobart remains a beautiful city despite too many unfortunate mistakes which
have been allowed through the planning approval process over the years. There
is no need to list these as most of us are agreed on which they are, Perhaps
controversially I would include in this list the brand new UTAS Hobart
Apartments building on the corner of Elizabeth and Melville Streets: it is not in
sympathy with the precinct in which it sits, either in scale, style or materials.
Neither is another relatively new UTAS building, the Medical Science 2 building
on the Brooker Highway.
The beauty of this small-scale, heritage city is on the cusp of destruction, since
there is a limit to the number of these ugly and inappropriate incursions which
can be absorbed before the overall character, scale and connection to
important nature features are lost.

Margaret E Phillips 31 August 2017
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PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2o25 — Amendment to the Height
5tandards in the Central Business Zone

To preserve the heritage and the beauty of Hobart, it is essential that we stop
the possibility of any further such inappropriate building.
The misguided arguments in favour of a more liberal planning scheme include
economic development, growth, and more accommodation for tourists.
Economic development — at what cost? Accommodation for tourists who will
come and find a replica of where they have come from —the tall shiny buildings
of Sydney, Melbourne, Perth, New York, London, Dubai.
Writers on architecture, such as Alain de Botton and Christopher Alexander et.
al., elucidate the qualities of urban environments in which it is healthy and
pleasurable to live or to visit. De Botton asserts that buildings should be no
more than five storeys high, and Alexander recommends no more than four
storeys. Alexander writes:
High buildings have no genuine advantages, except in speculative gains far banks and
land owners. They are not cheaper, they do not help create open space, they destroy the
townscape, they destroy social life, they promote crime, they make life difficult for
children, they are expensive to maintain, they wreck the open spaces near them, and
they damage light and air and view. But quite apart from all of this, which shows that
they aren't very sensible, empirical evidence shows that they can actually damage
people's minds and feelings.

De Botton lists qualities of an attractive city:
a. Order: buildings should be somewhat uniform in appearance and layout;
2. Visible life: see people walking in the streets, working in shop windows;
3. Compact: don't sprawl;
4. Orientation and mystery: balance of large and small streets;
5. Scale: a building should be five storeys max, unless really worth more;
6. A sense of the local: reflect its unique cultural and geographic qualities.'
De Botton asserts that the places tourists go are a measure of how beautiful we
find those places. Hobart still retains these beautiful qualities to a significant
degree, and thus its character and uniqueness. With this huge advantage,
which most cities of the world have already relinquished, the very thing that
tourists want to come to, why would we give it away to growth and
development? The developers may benefit: everyone else would be poorer.
IAlexander, Christopher, et. al.. A pattern language: towns, buildings, construction, Oxford University Press,
New York, 1977.
2 De Button, Alain. How to make an attractive city. citylab.
https://www.citylab.cornisolutions/2015/02/what-makes-a-city-beautiful/386291/

Margaret E Phillips 31 August 2017
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PSA-17-3 Amendment— Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015— Amendment to the Height
Standards in the Central Business Zone

To preserve what we have I urge the Council of the City of Hobart to adopt the
following principles;
• There should be no increase in the height limit for buildings beyond the
defacto height limit inherent in the 45 metre preferred building envelope.
• The planning regulations should be fixed and specific as to what is
permitted: they should not be negotiable with the possibility of
concessions to developers who offer amenities. If public amenities are
desirable in or around the site in question, developers should be required
to provide them as part of the cost of the development project. The
Hobart City Council, on behalf of the citizens of Hobart, should retain the
upper hand in negotiations, and not hand it to developers. Being open to
negotiation over amenities encourages corruption.
• Applications for development, which do not meet the city planning laws
and regulations, should not be accepted for consideration by the Council.
• When age overtakes any of the existing mistakes, buildings which have
exceeded height limits or failed to meet other planning laws and
regulations, any future building on the site should revert to development
which meets planning requirements. Existing mistakes should not set
precedents.
• Rather than the current practice of preferring architects who design
buildings that stand out on their sites, are taller, shinier, more outlandish
than the one before, we need to move to an approach that rewards
sensitivity to precinct in which a building is to be located. We need new
buildings that blend into their sites and enhance surrounding buildings
and streetscapes, rather than compete with them.
The city of Hobart enjoys a natural and built environment of extraordinary
beauty and to protect and enhance this precious asset should be the priority of
the Hobart City Council .

Margaret E Phillips 31 August 2017
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REP 139
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Cheers
Lynn

Lynn Pitt <lynn.pitt3@yahoo.com.au>
Thursday, 31 August 2017 11:28 PM
Records Unit
Letter re proposed planning amendment
planamend.docx
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Lynn Pitt
14 Tanga ra Rd
Mount Nelson
Tasmania 7007

General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart Tas 7001

Planning Scheme Amendments
I am writing to express my concern about the planning amendments currently being proposed.
From my perspective what makes Hobart different is what makes it desirable both to residents and
visitors. For me this is about retaining the identity, history, amenity and vistas and ensuring our
architecture has more merit but does not overtake the vistas and character of the city. I lived
interstate for 20 years, and one of the things that really struck me one day on a return visit was the
building of Zero Davey 5t whilst the debate around the design was polarising for me more
significantly it removed a magnificent vista of the city opening up for people driving in to the city.
Whilst everyone appreciates that development of some extent is required to refresh and sustain the
city heart, I believe it is beholden on us to ensure our city centre and waterfront retain their
uniqueness and history. From my perspective this is about imaginative and clever design rather than
replicating big population dense cities. Let us create buildings that are creative, leading edge that
people will want to come to see. Recent visitors from Melbourne were so disappointed to hear
about the potential skyscrapers as they loved our city's character and low rise buildings which you
don't often find anywhere else. Whilst I know we can also have low rise buildings that are ugly,
buildings like the high rise hotels being proposed are not special and will have an irreparable impact
from so many perspectives- visually, over shadowing, access to sunlight, impact of wind direction,
traffic congestion during and post development and taking away unparalled vistas which are what
our city is renowned for.
I also find it interesting that it is our city yet we seem to let the developers dictate to us. Yes
securing investment is a tricky balance but let us respect and appreciate the value of what we have
to offer and not give away what is so valuable to us and for our children. The hubris of developers
to propose buildings so outside the character of our city astounds me. The council should reject
inappropriate development applications that do not meet our planning rules. There are many sites
in the city that are empty, run down or would benefit from sensitive development and that would
also allow for more original artistic and inventive design solutions. There is also evidence of a
significant divergence between what professionals and non professionals judge to be good building
design, and this divergence becomes more consequential when buildings are taller, and thus more
conspicuous. We need buildings that are different yet also cohesive.
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Areas of specific concern are:
•

The proposed maximum building height limits that will significantly alter the city scape. I
don't think new buildings should extend beyond current heights limits and I believe 75
metres is way too high. Highrise buildings are out of character, scale and out of step with
our social and lifestyle approaches in Hobart. Research actually suggests that tall buildings
have many negative impacts on the liveability of cities. Until further studies are undertaken
it would also not be appropriate to be operating outside of current height limits, it would
make a mockery of our processes which developers already seem to feel they have the
power to disregard.

•

In terms of specifics the reference to 75 metres in the Woolley Report should be removed
before the report is included in the submission to the Planning Commission. if it is not
removed the report should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments. I also
believe that a high rise zone should not be included. Hobart should remain a low to
medium rise city, a point of difference that people want to live in and experience. Our
heritage streetscapes also should be recognised in the desired future character statement.

■ I also think there should be many more view lines incorporated into the amendments. I
think the Zero Davey example whilst smaller scale is a relevant example of the difference
one building can make, and it was not even high rise. It is the capacity to access the views
and full vistas that contribute to making Hobart such a special place to live.
Hobart has something very precious please make sure the values of our city are protected and not
given away to the highest bidder.
Regards

Lynn Pitt
31 August 2017
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REP 140
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Peter Black <peter©oitd.corn.au >
Thursday, 31 August 2017 11:31 PM
Records Unit
Ald Helen Burnet; Ald Bill Harvey; Ald Eva Ruzicka; Aid Philip Cocker; Ald Ron Christie;
Aid Jeff Briscoe; Ald Anna Reynolds; Ald Zucco; Aid Tanya Denison; Ald Damon Thomas;
Lord Mayor - External; Ald Peter Sexton
PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 — Amendment to the
Height Standards in the Central Business Zone

Mr N. Heath
General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart 7001
coh@hobartcitv.com.au
PSA-17-. Amendment —Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 —Amendment to the Height Standards in the
Central Business Zone
Dear Mr Heath,
I wish to make a representation to the Amendment to the Height Standards in the Hobart Central Business Zone.
I support the design principles in the Leigh Woolley review which benefit decision-making about proposed developments
that do not meet the acceptable solutions in relation to height, however, I believe the following changes to the proposed
amendments should be made:
• The Desired Future Character Statement does not mention heritage. The Statement should include recognition of
the need to protect heritage streetscapes, and the importance of heritage to Hobart's character.
■ While a number of viewlines are detailed in the Woolley Report, only three are attached to the PSA-17-3
amendments. Others such as Forest Rd to the city, Melville St/West Hobart hill to the city, and Glebe to kunanyi
should also be included.
■ Language and terms used in the Performance Criteria are non-specific and open to interpretation, such as
"unacceptable" wind conditions (P1 iii, P3 ii), and "not unreasonable" overshadowing (Pl vi, P1 vii, P3 iii).
Specifications for solar penetration should include seasonal angles. Specifications for wind should include
acceptable wind speeds.
I believe that maximum height limits that reflect the existing height rules should be reflected in the amendments (i.e. up to
45 metres in the CEO, depending on location) to provide certainty and reduce discretion in applying performance criteria
within the HIPS:
• Maximum building height limits should be set to enable Council to reject inappropriate development applications
that do not meet the existing planning rules.
• Further, discretion should be limited. Most reasonable people consider discretion to be plus or minus 10%, but
there have been recent examples where plus 50% has been applied by the council (eg. Palace Hotel) which is is
clearly beyond ratepayer expectations.
■ The Council has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits for the CBD. Until the study is done
and the report is available, any reference to height limits should strictly reflect the current rules in the HIPS (45
metres in the CBD).
• The reference to 75 metres and associated diagrams about `intensification' in the Woolley Report should be
removed before the report is included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If the 75 metre reference is
not removed, then the Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments as the reference
to 75 metres could be used in appeal. The removal of the whole report would be a great shame given the loss of
the beneficial urban design principles it contains.
Thank you for your consideration.
Yours sincerely,

Peter Black
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REP 141
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Austra Maddox Gmail <austramaddox@grnail.com>
Friday, 1 September 2017 12:36 AM
Records Unit
Height submission
Height submission to HCC August 2017 Maddox.doc

Please find submission attached. Please acknowledge receipt of the submission.
What is the next step in this process ?
Thank you.
Austra Maddox.
0408 280 189
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To : The General Manager,
City of Hobart,
G.P.O. Box 503,
Hobart. 7001.
cohAhobartcitv.com.au
PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 — Amendment to the
Height Standards in the Central Business Zone
To General Manager,
1.
As a long-time resident of Hobart who is concerned about the future of the City of
Hobart I wish to make a representation to the Amendment to the Height Standards in the
Central Business Zone.
2.
1 was heartened when I attended the public meeting of 26 July 2017 at the Town Hail
to see just who many other citizens had similar concerns. It is worth pointing out that after
considerable discussion the motions from that meeting were passed unanimously I! Speaking
to many people subsequently it is clear that there is wide-spread community concern on these
issues.
3.
The particular basis of concern I have is the failure on the part of either the Hobart
City Council or the State Government to enunciate a clear vision for Hobart. Unless there is
an agreed vision for the future of our city it just allows for virtually unrestricted development
to proceed by default, thereby undermining the character of the city as, for example, an
example of a colonial outpost with magnificent historic buildings.
4.
Even in the absence of such a comprehensive and forward-thinking vision for the
City, there are things that the Hobart City Council can do to ensure least harm to the fabric
of our city. The precautionary principle should apply, as bad decisions are not readily
un-made !!
5.
The Desired Future Character Statement in the Woolley report is an useful step
forward, but falls short of providing that comprehensive vision which would form a
solid basis for appropriate decision-making, which would actively protect the character
of the city.
6.
We need to adhere to, and strengthen, current planning rules which protect important
city views, including of the mountain, the river and the skyline. It is the mountain looming
over the city which gives it a very specific identity (often reflected in official logos and the
like I note with some wry amusement !) But it is also the other features of the natural setting
of the city, including the skyline, which enhance the nature of Hobart as a colonial settlement
and are an integral part of its unique charm and character. Famous paintings of early Hobart
Town can still be rccogni7ably linked to the city as it is today, but any further interference
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with those vistas would irredeemably change that historic aspect. That historic aspect is
integral to Hobart as a tourism attraction.
7.

We need to totally prohibit tall buildings which would
A limit views both across and through the city,
A create wind tunnels;
A. cause excess shade;
A limit sunlight on pedestrian areas; and
4 conflict with our heritage buildings.

8.
This means that development applications for buildings that breach height rules (such
as the Fragrance Group's proposals for 2-6 Collins St and 28-30 Davey Street) must be
rejected outright as totally out of keeping with the character of our city and because they
would cause the sort of problems I have listed above, of limiting views and sunlight, etc..
9.
Height limits must be absolute, with no exceptions. If any exceptions are allowed
they become a dangerous precedent. Whilst I personally would prefer lower heights than
those specified in the planning schemes for Hobart city (up to 45 metres in the CBD,
depending on location) and Sullivan Cove (8 to 18 metres, depending on location) I think
that by strictly adhering to those at least we avoid trashing the city irrevocably.
10. Community concerns need to be recognized and documented through a proper process
of consultation, and priority given to incorporating those concerns in the decision-making
process. There has been significant community concern expressed about possible current
proposals, but I do not see the Council actively taking those concern into consideration.
Where is the process for formally incorporating citizens' views ? For example, the impact of
some buildings on city street-stapes needs to be formally identified as one of the factors in
decision-making. Other relevant factors would include the impact of any proposal on
adjacent properties, particularly heritage buildings.
11. A disturbing feature of the Woolley report is that generic terms such as "reasonable"
and "unacceptable" allow far too much discretion and are not specific enough to provide
clear guidance either for developers or for decision-makers.
12.
The proposal for an area of "intensification" within Hobart city is totally at odds with
the issues I have raised above. Not only does such intensification potentially alter the
character of the city, but there is no real or even potential justification for such a proposal on
purely economic grounds. Hobart is not a major commercial or financial hub, I am not aware
of major Head Offices of national or international organizations being located here, and retail
business is changing in nature with the rise of on-line shopping - i.e. there is no realistic need
for old-fashioned corporate buildings which in the past housed large staff numbers and were
often prestige buildings designed in part to foster a particular corporate image.
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13. The sort of intensification we need is low-rise developments which are designed to
enhance amenity rather than dominate the sky-line. Developments which contribute to the
street-stapes, not overshadow everything within range. Tourist accommodation which is at a
scale which is compatible with the nature of the city and which can provide a more
personalized service than an impersonal large hotel. Also tourist accommodation at a range
of different price levels, not just large hotel rates.
14. I understand that the Council is seeking another report on the issue of maximum
heights in the city area. The brief for any such report should incorporate the sort of issues
which are included above and must include meaningful community consultation. It should
also incorporate a proper audit of heritage buildings (not just precincts), relevant streetscapes, and all sky-lines surrounding the city.
15.
I hope that the Council will appreciate that the level of community debate which the
current situation has generated is a positive response by residents who are anxious to protect
their city from unfettered "development". This is an opportunity for the Council to show
some leadership for the future of Hobart as a historic and liveable city with an unique
character and identity demonstrated through retaining visible links with its history and
physical setting and not just a poor man's mini-metropolis.

Yours sincerely,

Austra Maddox
Hobart Resident.
5 Albuera Street,
Battery Point.
31st. August 2017.
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REP 142

HCC CUSTOMEk bEtkViut. j
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REP 144
143 Hampden Road
Hobart
TAS 7000

HCCCUMOMERSERVICE

3 -f AUG 2017

RECEIVED
30th Sept 2017

Dear Sir/Madam
I wish to make a submission in regard to the proposed changes to
'The Hobart Interim Planning Scheme'. My concerns and
recommendations ore as follows:
- the proposed 'Zone of Built Intensity' (contained in 'the
future character statement') should be omitted. This term
represents encouragement to the sort of development not needed or
wanted in Hobart. With denser, greater development the existing
appeal of our city will be lost and traffic congestion will
become an even greater impediment to movement throughout Hobart.
- there needs to be a reference included (within the 'desired
future character statement') to the importance of heritage to the
city character and to its protection. The absence here of such an
important point is very worrying and, to my mind, casts doubt on
the integrity of the whole proposal.
- if the 'Woolley Report' is to be included in the submission to
The Planning Commission it should be done so only after removal
of the reference to a 75M building height limit. The present
height limit is 45M and this should be made definite and
inflexible. Get rid or 'discretion'? Rules need certainty to be
fair and effective.
Thank you for your consideration of my submission.

Yours sincerely

Julie McConaghy
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REP 145
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Philippa Fairbairn <phf@utas.edu.au>
Friday, 1 September 2017 8:40 AM
Records Unit
Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 PUBLIC CONSULTATION SUBMISSION
SUBMISSION Hobart city height linnits.pdf

To the General Manager City of Hobart,
Please see the attached submission regarding the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 amendments.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Kind Regards,
Philippa Fairbairn
Student Environmental Law Society
University of Tasmania

University of Tasmania Electronic Communications Policy (December, 2014).
This email is confidential, and is for the intended recipient only. Access, disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance on any of it
by anyone outside the intended recipient organisation is prohibited and may be a criminal offence. Please delete if obtained in
error and email confirmation to the sender. The views expressed in this email are not necessarily the views of the University of
Tasmania, unless clearly intended otherwise.
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Faculty of Law
University of Tasmania
Sandy Bay, Tas, 7005

SELS
The General Manager
Hobart City Council
16 Elizabeth St
Hobart Tas 7000

By email: coh@hobartcity.com.au
Date: 1 September 2017

Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015
PUBLIC CONSULTATION SUBMISSION
Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone
Dear General Manager,
The Student Environmental Law Society of the University of Tasmania wishes to express its
views on the proposed amendments to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 clause
22.4.1 Building Height in the Central Business Zone of Hobart City and clause 22.1.3 Desired
Future Character Statements.
We acknowledge that current scheme needs an update, in order to help planners and
tribunals understand the intent of the legislation and what types of development should
occur in Hobart. However, as the future lawyers of the city of Hobart we have a direct
interest in ensuring that our city's Planning laws provide sufficient clarity and protect its
inherent values. We believe there are a number of deficiencies in the proposed
amendments that need to be addressed.
1. Under the proposed clause 22.4.1 the amended objective states: To ensure that the
building height contributes positively to the streetscape and townscape and does
not result in unreasonable impact on identified view lines..."
The identified view lines were outlined in Leigh Woolley's report. It is unclear why these
specific 'lines of view' were chosen and does not provide guidance as to how these values
are protected outside these lines of sight.
If a building application is above the height limits prescribed in the Acceptable Solution the
Council will look at the performance criteria to exercise their discretion in approving the
project. The development must make a 'positive contribution' to the streetscape and
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townscape values. This is an amendment from the previous criterion 'does not significantly
adversely impact' and we can see that this does in theory, create a more stringent test; the
requirement to prove positively, not negatively, its impact on the Amenity Building
Envelope. However it is only effective in practice if the 'values' identified are sufficiently
clear, which they are not: they are lengthy and ambiguous. There is not enough evidence as
to what these values are based on. The term 'Positive contribution' should reflect our desire
to remain a small, compact city characterised by history as well as its cooperation with the
flow from mountain to the sea.
2. The focus of clause 22.1.3 Desired Future Character Statement is on the 'evolution'
of the city and does not pay enough attention to its history and affords too wide a
discretion.
Leigh Woolley in his report identified the key values to be considered in assessing buildings
outside the Amenity Building Envelope as containment, enclosure, connectivity,
permeability and intensity, rhythm, there is no mention of heritage values.1This city has
important heritage listed architecture that shouldn't be overshadowed by overbearing
buildings.
The proposed amendments expand council discretion too far, where development
applications of heights allegedly up to 75m could fit within the "values" identified in the
report. Without further clarification a building application for 75m could become the norm,
The amendments are therefore too subjective. There is a further burden on lawyers and
members of the public in interpreting these provisions in cases of development application
challenges. The Tribunal will have to assess each application against a number of broad
values, coming to no coherent and clear approach. This is a lengthy and unnecessary
process.
Recommendations

1. There should be a maximum height limited considered, to place an objective cap on
the 'values' identified in the amendments.
2. There should be additional guidance/ refinement of terms such as 'makes a positive
contribution to..:
3. The urban amphitheatre should not be the only consideration as to height standards.
It is only taken from particular points of view and the considerations of 'layering' and
'stepping back' does not provide any objective clarity as to what our city will look like
in the future.
Thank you for spending the time to consider our submission.
Kindest Regards,
Members of the Student Environmental Law Society

1Leigh

Woolley Architect, Height Standards- Performance Criteria Review, 51.
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REP 146
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

DAVID JACK qa74823@bigpond.net.au>
Friday, 1 September 2017 8:52 AM
Records Unit
PSA-17-3 Amendment - Hobart Interim Planning Scheme
HCC Response to Amendment PSA-17-3,pdf

The General Manager
City of Hobart.
Please find attached our response to PSA-17-3 Amendment - Hobart Interim Planning Scheme.
Regards
David & Jan Jack
11 Dysart Street
Clifton Beach TAS 7020

1
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1 September 2017

The General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
HOBART TAS 7001
Dear Sir
PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015— Amendment to the Height
Standards in the Central Business Zone - 22.13 Desired Future Character Statements and 22.4.1
Building Height in the Central Business Zone.
Whilst this amendment to height is centred on the Central Business Zone, we are writing to

strongly oppose any changes to building heights as set down in the two planning schemes
currently in place for the Hobart City area —the Sullivan's Cove Planning Scheme, and the
Hobart Interim Planning Scheme. The schemes have served Hobart well and have protected
us from becoming just another high-rise city.
Hobart city is quite unique and one of Tasmania's main industries is now Tourism. People
come to Tasmania and Hobart because of its beauty, our heritage streetscape and historic
charm and that it's just not another city full of massive high-rise buildings. This unique
character needs to be protected at all costs for the benefit of all Tasmania's now and our
future generations.
Paramount to this is that any amendments to the Central Business Zone should not
incorporate a "high rise zone" and that the reference to a height of 75 metres in the
recently released Woolley report should be removed before being submitted to the
Planning Commission. If not, then the Woolley report should not be attached to the
planning scheme amendments.
It is acknowledged that with the growth of Tourism that more hotel rooms are required in
Hobart. There are however ample areas around Hobart to cater for development
opportunities and meet the growth requirements without resorting to inappropriate highrise developments in either the Central Business Zone or those just outside such as those
recently proposed by the Fragrance Group.

You s's sincerely

Davi
Jan Jack
11 Dysart Street
Clifton Beach TAS 7020
Email: jja74823@bigpond.net.au
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A, /

Mr Nick heath
General Manager
Hobart City Council
Davey St ,
Hobart
TAS 7000
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Thursday 315' August 2017

Re:PSA-17-3 Amendment HIPS 2015
Height and Performance Standards CBZ.

I understand the above amendment was triggered by concerns raised during the recent
application for the Palace Hotel in Elizabeth St.
Council commissioned a report from Consultant, Leigh Woolley to discuss matters
relating to height standard, performance criteria and concentration of the CEO.
Woolley went to a lot of trouble to identify a "Basin" behind the Macquarie St ridge,
wherein he envisaged an "intensification" of development. He used extensive view lines to help
him arrive at the proposed "basin".
Included in his report was a recommendation to change and elaborate on the 'Desired Future
Character Statements", Performance Criteria and a veiled reference, via a small footnote, to a
maximum "recommended" height limit of 75 metres.
Of great concern is the fact that Council Officers have blindly accepted the report, and
have recommended its approval by Councillors, which was subsequently granted.
There has been no critical analysis of the report and it has left the public staring at, at least, a
list of subjective statements in the Performance Criteria and no tangible guidelines as to a
recommended maximum height apart from "Acceptable Solutions"
in fact, at the two public meetings held by Council Officers, it was categorically stated
that further analysis and modelling must take place before Council would be in a position to
make any decision on heights over and above the aforementioned "Acceptable Solutions'
My submission is that:
1. The Woolley Report be qualified to revoke endorsement of his statement on a
"recommended maximum height of 75 metres". Woolley is big on view lines, history,
performance words, and geography, but is appallingly absent on any reasoning /
analysis for his 75m statement.
2. Council immediately move to set a measurable maximum height limit of no more
than 45m, albeit subject to the stated "requirement for further studies and modelling
to determine a recommendation".

3. That Council , whilst accepting Woolley's basin development area, state that his
bubble indicating the potential Intensification Area, not be construed or accepted as
a height limiting screen.

3 St Georges Terrace, Battery Point Tas 7004

Email: andrew@edwardsproperty.coni.au
Andrew Edwards' Mobile - 0419 34] 364
ARN 57 R37 375 959
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oper t y
Consultants

4. That further studies undertaken on the height argument take in to account all the
Woolley view tines, not just the three which seem to have identified the triangular
" Intensification Area"

5. That Council, in considering this and all future planning scheme amendments move
away from the Performance Based Schemes and revert to more clearly defined
guidelines for practical interpretation of schemes. The subjective nature of current
Performance Schemes opens the floodgates for the loudest voice and deepest
pocket advocates.
6. That Council Officers take a stronger leadership role in long term strategic planning,
without relying on Consultants' reports which are accepted unconditionally. To do
this the Planning Depart must be more appropriately funded and resourced.

Should it be appropriate, I would be willing to discuss any of the above issues with concerned
decision makers. However I shall be away until 29th September.
Yours faithfully,

Andrew Edwards

6,1../ 9. 3. 4.--A ?A/ 4e7
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REP 148
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mclihenny, James
Friday, 1 September 2017 9:24 AM
Loring, Jacqui
FW: Planning scheme amendments to the Central Business Zone area covered by the
City of Hobart Interim Planning Scheme

Hi Jacqui
Another rep for Jarvis
Thanks
James

James Mcllhenny I Acting Director City Planning
6238 2891 1 0409 038 514

From: Anna M Williams [mailto:annamarguerite@netspace.netau]
Sent: Monday, 24 July 2017 10:33 AM
To: Records Unit <RecordsUnit@hobartcity.com.au>
Subject: Planning scheme amendments to the Central Business Zone area covered by the City of Hobart Interim
Planning Scheme
Attention: The General Manager
Dear Sir
I write in relation to the proposed Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone of
Hobart. Specifically, I wish to lodge my objection to the proposed changes to the clauses 22.1.3 Desired
Future Character Statements and 22.4.1 Building Height in the Central Business Zone.
Both these clauses relate to standards which I believe to be appropriate as they stand.
Yours sincerely,
Anna M Williams
46 St George's Terrace,
Battery Point,
Hobart TAS 7004
0419 238085.
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REP 149
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jarrod Sorbian <jarrodsorbian@gnnaii.com>
Friday, 1 September 2017 9:54 AM
Records Unit
No to high rise

Gday guys.
Look there's no need to go into too much detail here.
I have a lot of bands come down to play shows here. And every single one of them never want to leave
because of how beautiful our city is.
Don't mess this up.
Sincerely,
Everyone.
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REP 150
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Peter. Essex <the.stayers@gmail.corn>
Friday, 1 September 2017 10:03 AM
Records Unit
Height limits in Hobart
Height limits in Hobart CBD.docx

Please find attached my submission regarding height limits in Hobart.
Regards,
Peter Essex.
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Submission relating to future development in Hobart.
Tasmania as a whole and Hobart in particular are in a transition period. Our
state's and capital city's image as clean, liveable and rich in heritage has
contributed to an economic boom. The successful future of this boom depends
on the protection of the natural and built heritage of Tasmania so those who
live in and visit our state can enjoy the benefits.
Those who are currently deciding the direction of future development in
Hobart must consider the long term impact of high rise development in the
Hobart CBD. The unique positioning of the city means that zones of "built
intensity" are inappropriate due to their negative impact on the viewlines from
West Hobart to the waterfront and Glebe to kunanyi. The proposed zones of
"built intensity" would also cause shading and wind tunnels that would
negatively impact the amenity of people living and working in our city.
Like many of the world's great cities, Hobart is rich in built heritage. These
cities have ensured protection of that heritage by restricting building heights in
their CBDs and moving high rise development to outskirts and hinterlands.
While Hobart City Council is considering maximum height limits for our CBD,
and until their report is available, height limits must be kept at the current 45
metres.
The next few years will determine the future of Tasmania. Many people have
worked hard and achieved success in developing Brand Tasmania. This has
involved emphasising Tasmania's unique natural and built heritage and
character. Part of that must be the protection of Hobart's character and
amenity, not just for visitors but for those who live and work here every day.
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REP 151
Johnson, Diane
From;
Sent:
To
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments;

Frazer Read <frazer@allurbanplanning.conn.au>
Friday, 1 September 2017 10:28 AM
Records Unit; Mcllhenny, James
Neal Denning; Jacinta Young
Representation - PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone
UTAS represntation to HCC re CBD height performance criteria amendments.pdf

Hi James, please see attached a representation on behalf of the University in relation to these amendments.
I would be pleased discuss further as necessary
Regards

Frazer Read
Principal
Call 0900 109 582 Email frazera?allurbanplanninc.com.au
19 Mawhera Ave, Sandy Bay Tasmania 7005
allurbanplanning.com.au

AllUrbanPlanning
Planning
Institute
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AllUrbanPlannhig
31 August 2017
Nick Heath
General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
HOBART 7001

Dear Nick,
Representation
PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 —Amendment to the
Height Standards in the Central Business Zone
Acting on behalf of the University of Tasmania, All Urban Planning is making representation in
relation to the above amendments.
We understand that the scope of the amendments is limited to review of the performance criteria
for consideration of building height in the Central Business Zone of the Hobart Interim Planning
Scheme 2015. The effect of the amendments is to add new performance criteria that will guide the
consideration of the streetscape and townscape matters. No change is proposed to the existing
permitted numeric height standards of the Central Business Zone.
The University does not object to the draft amendment.
As Council is aware, the University has made and continues to plan for significant investment in the
CBD. To support these plans, it is important that the planning scheme maintains flexibility for
discretionary consideration of a range of well designed proposals that contribute to the evolution
and life of the City. The University's recently completed student accommodation development at
157 Elizabeth Street is an example of a well-designed building exceeding permitted height limits
that provides a significant positive contribution to the appearance and vitality of the City.
Beyond this draft amendment, we urge the Council to maintain planning flexibility to consider such
proposals into the future. The University would be concerned with setting conservative absolute
height limits that could be counter-productive for its developing presence in the CBD.

1.9 Mawhera Ave, Sandy gay Tasmania 7005 Call 0400 109 582 Email frazeriJ)allurbanplaniiing.corn,au allurbanplanning.com.au
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I am available to discuss further as necessary and [ook forward to further advice regarding any
changes and the passage of these amendments through Council and the Tasmanian Planning
Commission.
Regards

Frazer Read
Principal

AllUrbanPlanniri§
m 0400109582
e frazer@allurbanplanning.com.au
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REP 152
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

TEA Inc <Tea@antmail.com.au>
Fr i day, 1 September 2017 10:46 AM
Records Unit
Advertised amendments,PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015
— Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone

Hobart City Council.
Tasmania
Dear General Manager,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft amendment, being
,PSA-17-3 Amendment Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015.
The Environment Association (TEA) Inc. wishes to strenuously object and oppose the advertised, PSA-17-3 draft
Amendment— to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015.
TEA has repeatedly called for planning schemes to be underpinned by a comprehensive suite of land use policies. It
is obviously very poor planning to not have a rigorous and comprehensive set of land use policies underpinning
strategies, templates and schemes in Tasmania.
Trying to cope with such a pathetic State planning vacuum makes Hobart City Council's job harder of course. But
that simply means Hobart Council needs to be more diligent and assiduous.
We actually have several reasons for our opposition at this stage.
There are no State Policies relevant to guide the draft amendment
PSA-17-3 Amendment to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015. This deficiency concern has been criticised for
decades.
There is no proper Land Use Strategy for the City of Hobart, being the capital city of the State of Tasmania. We
understand there is a commitment to have such a strategy in place. TEA considers the regional strategy, which is
now limited to local provisions to not be adequate to guide the current amendment. The RMPS commits to
Strategies. We consider there are or may be many possible solutions to land use in Hobart which should be explored
strategically before being lumped into planning schemes. This deficit
There is currently a Bill, that is a legislative process to create new Major Projects legislation, an amendment is being
proposed to the LUPAA.
This miserable legislation replacing the failed Regional Projects drivel is not finalised. Governments lurch from one
land use planning failure to another.
We realise this whole shambles of planning is not necessarily the fault of Hobart City Council. But you currently only
have an Interim Scheme, not a finalised one. It is a pathetic situation that Hobart is proposing an amendment to an
interim scheme now legislatively unable to be finalised.
We were not aware of the public information sessions to explain the proposed amendments nor the amendments
themselves until recently. We have been aware of the proposals for much higher buildings in Hobart. We were not
aware of Mr Woolley's report.
We are also aware that the Heritage Commission has been undermining Tasmania's Heritage and de-listing it and
that a new Bill to facilitate a cable car or multiple cable cars in Hobart for a mate has been open for comment.
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Hobart is an extremely historic Australian city with a very important scenic amenity, The extent and quality of that
amenity has not been adequately quantified as far as we can see. Indeed the definition of amenity would also seem
deficient. This is a relevant matter. The Sullivans Cove Planning Scheme 1997 mentions amenity many times in its
scheme document but has no definition of the term. The Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 defines amenity as:
"means, in relation to a locality, place or building, any quality, condition or factor that makes or contributes to
making the locality, place or building harmonious, pleasant or enjoyable." This is an inadequate definition.
The amenity of a place includes a resident's (or other stakeholders) subjective perceptions of the place, and involves
subjective judgements for which it would be difficult to offer a 'rational concrete foundation'. The social and
economic effects of proposed use or development of land are relevant to the concept of amenity. Local amenities
are produced and or impacted by land use planning. This is a crucial issue and one where there remains an
unsatisfactory resolution including with this amendment.
TEA considers there should be more work done on the matter of defining amenity. Amenity of course is a collection
of values and it is generally agreed the values are desirable ones. Therefore a deficiency in this area of the scheme
hampers the amendment's ability to achieve sustainable development.
TEA considers there to be already buildings within the CBD which are too high and where the height is imposing and
out of character, that is where the building diminishes the amenity of the town. NB the shadows in some of
Woolley's undated streetscapes within his report. Existing shadows with existing buildings, why make it worse? Who
wants to walk down dingy cold shadowy streets simply because some developer wants to build a high rise to make
more profit from a given plot of land? Your role is to make Hobart more pleasant and not less!!!!
We do not intend to critique in detail Mr Woolley's work in this submission except to say we consider there to be
significant ambiguities and significant problems with the approach. Mr Woolley's work is not adequate for the
purposes of a comprehensive background paper on the issue of Hobart's amenity and the potential impacts of
various development options. It considers only the proposition of the height of CBD buildings and discusses only
some of the possible impacts.
We especially however refute there is "a single statement of Desired Future Character" as asserted at pp 53 and 54
in Mr Woolley's document dated December 31 2016 titled 'Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 Central Business
Zone Height Standards - Performance Criteria Review'.
TEA considers that the amendment does not demonstrate that the application furthers the objectives set out in
Schedule 1 of the Act,
TEA considers the amendment will not provide sufficient scope to allow Council or indeed the public the power to
reign in and control the proclivity of some developers to ride roughshod over the local community amenity.
A very small number of view perspectives has been chosen for some arcane reason. The people of the city and those
visiting the city derive pleasure from a vast array of perspectives. To limit the assessment to a few views such as Mr
Woolley has attempted is arcane. To base a Council decision on such a report would be unwise.
There are many approaches to urban planning and the landscape context thereof. To quote selectively is worrisome.
For example to not consider Alexander's seminal A Pattern Language would seem unfortunate especially if one is
touting a holistic approach. We do not see a holistic approach in the report nor in the amendment. Indeed if a
holistic consideration of the landscape in the urban context reference could have been made to Haynes' book
Tasmanian Visions. For example how does the scene (that is the perspective) of John Glover's Hobart Town appear
today? Now that is a private view (from a private property) by Glover but Glover has immortalised this view but
seemingly it may not be a relevant consideration if this amendment were successful. See p 24 of Haynes.
(ISBN 0 9775738 0 X)

Mr Woolley's report importantly states at p28: ''The principles indicated are an initial consideration only. They
provide a foundation for a more extensive future framework." TEA has not seen the ''more extensive future
framework" and suspect it simply does not exist. So you are proceeding in the absence of a completed study it
seems.
2
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It is unfortunate Mr Woolley has chosen as a principle the term "
Intensity", because in land use planning there is a well known development term: Intensification. Intensification is a
critical threat to the urban landscape and cultural landscape context and amenity of Hobart. In Tasmania the
concept of an intensification of use is largely disregarded and that is unsustainable.
We oppose allowing more above ground utilities anywhere, what an incomprehensibly dumb idea.
TEA considers that all new building developments in the Hobart CBD should attract a Discretionary Use tag and
therefore be advertised. It would be more simple of course. We do not support a more relaxed constraint within the
built up area of the CBD.
Hobart City Councillors: Why not try and establish a more open and consultative engagement with the community
over its aspirations for land use planning and the local values it wishes to retain and enhance, the rights it wishes to
retain and the responsibilities it wishes to accept.
It is always worth remembering that Tasmania is remote, isolated and economically poor, with a lower living
standard, a lower education standard and a shorter life expectancy. Governments should therefore be relying on
genuine and carefully constructed consultation and seeking reasoned community input and then with a generous
time frame making an informed and neutral response to the representations and to the proposals including at the
design stage.
Mr Woolley should really have the last word: The interplay between an enduring landscape, and a city's evolving
urban form, should provide the precondition to its future urban scale and form." (from his Churchill Fellowship blurb
at
httplichurchillfellowstas.org.aufiellows/leigh-woolley/)
In summary however the draft amendment will allow development which is of a scale which would have the strong
potential to diminish the spectacular Hobart scenic amenity and would likely make Hobart less pleasant. We seek
this amendment be quashed please.
We hope you will consider the matters raised above.
Yours sincerely
Andrew Ricketts
Convenor
The Environment Association (TEA) Inc.
PO Box 261
Deloraine 7304.

The Environment Association (TEA) Inc is a not for profit, volunteer based, regional environment community
association. We are a long-term stakeholder in this land use process.
TEA has a long-term interest in environmental, social and and use planning outcomes in Tasmania. We have long
worked on various land use issues including planning schemes, strategies, so called legislative reforms, heritage
issues, scenic protection and the lack thereof, catchment management, forest conservation, biodiversity and
forestry issues.
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REP 153
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Richard Stoklosa <r.stokiosa@e-systems.com.au>
Friday, 1 September 2017 11:05 AM
Records Unit
Margaret Stoklosa
Representation to Council - PSA-17-3 Amendment to the Hobart Interim Planning
Scheme 2015
Letter to General Manager, Hobart City Council - 01 Sep 2017.pdf

To the Attention of the General Manager:
Please accept our attached representation today, which is the closing date for the subject representations.
Kind regards, Richard and Margaret Stoklosa

Richard Stoklosa
Margaret Stoklosa
14 Sunvale Avenue
Sandy Bay, Tasmania 7005
Australia
0407 870 058
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transmitted by email

General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart Tasmania 7001

Proposed Amendments to the Planning Scheme Ordinance PSA-17-3

Dear General Manager,
We have reviewed the subject proposed amendments and we have grave concerns
about the changes that are proposed:
1. The Council must be required by the Planning Scheme to comply with
maximum building height limits. The ratepayers of Hobart cannot be
expected to defer judgement about what constitutes acceptable building
heights to the Council because it invites arbitrary decisions and corrupt
practices. Ratepayers like us who enjoy the views of the heritage of Hobart's
buildings, foreshore and mountains would certainly agree that exceptions to
existing character result in abominations like Princess Tower in the middle of
Battery Point!
2. The Council has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits
for the Central Business District (CBD). The proposed amendments certainly
cannot be adopted without the results of this report and public consultation.
To adopt the proposed amendments without this important information
would show contempt for the Council's ratepayers and a planning process
lacking any genuine regard for residents, businesses and visitors.
3. We do not agree with references to a height limit for buildings of 75 metres
in the Wooley Report (2016). Buildings of such height would eradicate the
character and heritage values of Hobart. The Council must give regard to the
height limits currently existing in the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme—
around 45 metre building height in the CBD which results in the high quality
built environment that lifelong residents of Hobart have appreciated and
have a right to expect.

14 Sunvale Avenue
Sandy Bay, Tasmania
7000
AUSTRALIA
mobile
0407 870 058

r. stoklosa
@e-systems.corn.au

4. The concept of a high-rise zone in the CBD is a poor vision of Hobart's
future. It would alienate existing residents, businesses and visitors from the
200-year history of development that makes Hobart a special place, unlike
the congested, dark and sterile environments of other capital cities in
Australia. Already Hobart is experiencing traffic congestion in the CBD
without any sign of abating. Imagine the gridlock with a step-change in the
density of the CBD, and the decline in the quality of life for those affected by
shadow and loss of the visual values we currently enjoy!
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General Manager, Hobart City Council
1 September 2017

Page Two

5. The language used in the proposed amendments is vague, using poorly-defined terms and emotive
phrases that lack any clear direction to decision-makers. Take, for example (among numerous others),
performance criteria P1 (b) (ii) (d):
"providing a lightness of form and graduated reductions in bulk and massing above
their street wall edge becoming slimmest at their peaks".
There is no arguable justification for this type of language in a Planning Scheme that must have clear
and prescriptive meaning. The text of the proposed amendments would not lead to consistent and
predictable interpretation of the intent of the Planning Scheme. This would certainly lead to
unintended and undesirable outcomes of proposed new developments. Further, such vague language
again invites arbitrary decisions and corrupt practices.

6. Notwithstanding our grave concerns stated above, it is obvious that the process of developing changes
to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 is deeply flawed. Here we have proposed changes that
will impact the future of our city without a well-informed, consultative, and agreed vision of what the
future of the Hobart CBD looks like. Amendments such as those proposed must not address only the
size, scale and density of the built environment for the future. These proposed amendments would
induce changes to traffic, amenity, cultural and heritage values and the overall liveability of our city.
The proposed amendments to the Planning Scheme wrongly precede any comprehensive vision for
how we want to live and do business in the CBD for future generations.

We strongly oppose the adoption of the subject amendments and recommend that the Council address our
stated concerns.

Respectfully submitted,

aLe

Richard Stoklosa
14 Sunvale Avenue
Sandy Bay, Tasmania 7005

Margaret Stoklosa
14 Sunvale Avenue
Sandy Bay, Tasmania 7005
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REP 154
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Zoe Magnus <zoe.c,magnus@gmail.com>
Friday, 1 September 2017 12:16 PM
Records Unit
Submission: Height standards in Hobart CRC

Dear Mr Heath,

I'm concerned about the proposed changes to the Hobart CBD Interim Planning Scheme, and I know that
for each person making a similar submission, there are a huge number of people who are of the same
opinion but will not make a submission, so I do hope that you take the submissions seriously.
believe making dramatic changes (eg increasing maximum height from 45m to 75m, more than 1,5 times
the current maximum height) is risky and importantly: irreversible. Hobart's unique character is at stake,
which is what draws people here to live and to visit. We should be proactively seeking out appropriate

developments that draw on and augment the city's unique characteristics, rather than changing the rules
to attract inappropriate development that most Hobartians do not welcome,
I also believe that with the trend towards online shopping, many shops will be pushed out of business,
vacating Hobart's CRC buildings to be repurposed. This means there are other options for future
development in the CBD.

I am fully in support of the points made by the group "Hobart Not Highrise":
•

MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT LIMITS should be set to enable Council to reject inappropriate
development applications that do not meet the planning rules. These maximum height limits
should be developed with full community involvement and professional advice.

•

The Council has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits for the CBD. Until the
study is done and the report is available, any reference to HEIGHT LIMITS SHOULD REFLECT THE
CURRENT RULES in the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme (around 45 metres in the CBD).

•

The reference to 75 METRES in the Woolley Report should be REMOVED before the report is
included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If 75 metres is not removed, then the
Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments,

•

A HIGH -RISE ZONE SOULD NOT BE INCLUDED in the planning scheme.

•

There should be more than just THREE VIEWLINES incorporated in the planning scheme
amendments. These should include other viewlines such as West Hobart to the waterfront, or
Glebe to kunanyi, as discussed in the Woolley Report.
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HERITAGE STREETSCAPES should be specifically recognised in the Desired Future Character
Statement, by including a reference to the importance of heritage to Hobart's future character and
the need to protect heritage streetscapes.

Please act on these points in your upcoming review of the CBD Interim Planning Scheme.
Yours sincerely,
Zoe Magnus
Woodbridge (Greater Hobart!)
0407 323 761
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Johnson, Diane
From
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

!yell mcdermott <IyalInncd@internode.on.net>
Friday, 1 September 201712:09 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3
Planning Scheme - Submission.docx

Please find attached my submission relating to the planning Scheme Amendments.
Yours sincerely,
Lya II McDermott
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General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart 7001

Submission regarding changes to height and form standards in the city centre.
While I find much to applaud in Leigh Woolley's report to Council, some aspects are of concern.
Firstly, why are we even considering 'intensification' for our city? Has there been any research to
suggest that this really necessary for the future functionality of our city? If there is, when will the
results of that research be made public so that residents can fully appreciate the situation? Why
are we trying to bring all business into a central business area anyway? Surely this is not
required given modern communication possibilities and it creates traffic problems, as we are
already too well aware. Would not some decentralisation be a solution to this not-yet-confirmed
future scenario?
Tourism is recognised as a most important industry for our city and our state but if we do not
plan sufficiently well, we will allow inappropriate development (as we have already in the past to
the city's great cost) that will completely over-shadow or destroy the very things that tourists
come here to see. It should be noted that governments and corporations around the world are
already seeing this happening. Regions and cities that were once tourist meccas are becoming
generic as development to house and feed the tourists has become its own industry and been
undertaken with little imagination and no care for the local history, architecture, culture, food,
art, or people. (see e.g. Elizabeth Becker's recent book, Overbooked: the exploding business of
tourism and travel. Becker is a former economics correspondent for the New York Times). We
need to do our utmost to limit the damage to our city to that which has already been done!
It is crucial to ensure that the Planning Scheme, which we create, allows for appropriate
development for the Hobart we want - not just now, but into the future. Any form of (new) highrise building is totally inappropriate and there needs to be a mechanism for Council to reject out
of hand any such proposals. There currently exists a maximum height limit (45 metres); this
should be absolute, anything more is completely out of character and unnecessary.
As Leigh Woolley points out, there needs to be careful consideration given to light, sun,
streetscapes, view lines but I fear that with the best of intentions, such things will be too easily
forgotten, over-ridden, ignored or overlooked as they have in the past unless definitions and
'characteristics' are very clearly defined and strongly enforced. just one 'exception' and there's a
precedent to be exploited by corporations who do not care.
Hobart has a great colonial heritage and unlike other cities in the country, much of the period
architecture remains intact and that we should most certainly be protecting. Our city is a unique
place in which to live but it is incumbent upon government at all levels that the needs of
Hobartians into the future be recognized and defended. If those things are managed well, Hobart
will continue to be a magnificent place in which to live and the visitors will continue to come to
enjoy our city and they will continue to contribute to our economy.
This is an important opportunity for the Hobart City Council to take a genuine leadership
position on developing and promoting a positive and comprehensive vision for Hobart!
'Development' is neither intrinsically good nor bad but that which undermines the basic fabric of
the city must not be accepted.
Yours sincerely
Lyall McDermott
184 Axiom Way
Acton Park
TASMANIA 7170
Iyallmcd@internode.on.net
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REP 156
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gwenda Sheridan <gwendarns@bigpond.com>
Friday, 1 September 2017 12:38 PM
Records Unit
City Heights and Amendments to Interim Planning Scheme 1 Sept
31 August Sheridan PSA-17-3 Amendments HCC - Copy.pdf

Dear General Manager, Mayor and Aldermen,
I trust that will read the attached.
Yours sincerely,
Gwenda Sheridan.
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General Manager, Mayor and Aldermen
Hobart City Council,
PO Box 503
Hobart. 7001.
coh@hobartcitu.carn.au
Gwenda Sheridan
54 Auburn Road
Kingston Beach, 7050.
Email: gwenclams@bigpond.com
31 August 2017
Submission re Hobart High Rise and Height Limits for the City.
Dear General Manager, Mayor and Aldermen,
I contacted the Councillors 7 May 2017 on the issue of the Fragrance Group and high rise buildings
for the city. I refer you back to that document and have attached it as an Appendix. Some aldermen
and the mayor responded; thank you for the comments.
I have been working in heritage and planning professionally in some related capacity many, many
decades. Twenty two of these have been spent in Hobart which includes major work for your
Council. Quite recently it was work for the Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens sourcing Colonial
Secretary Office files; those from the 1820s and 1830s. In such work, I encountered files connected
with John Lee Archer, architect, engineer to whom we owe an enormous legacy far what he built
which still remains in Hobart.
Then too I well remember the historic city of Sydney in the late 1950s, across the 1960s when the
historic buildings started to be demolished, the huge holes were dug, followed by the skyscraper
brigade. Once doesn't walk the Sydney streets these days; they are windy, cold, narrow and lifeless
corridors, illustrative of the mania for tall buildings. Macquarie Street Sydney, the one street that
might have been saved, wasn't in my view.
Sydney was the first settlement of Australia. Hobart was the second place settled. Tasmanian
Governments ought to be interested in, involved with heritage in my professional view; its tourism
.gulf of having a place, (a city) NOT like every other place. This is a very large drawcard for tourists.
Hobart, second oldest Australian city

•

Heritage matters are largely missing from the Woolley material that has been released.

•

Heritage and what it means It is such a profound and grave issue (re the proposed
Amendments) that there ought to have been a number of experts writing the said Report,
not just one. A number of inputs, not just one. An overall heritage cultural landscape
approach ought to be employed for any future work. it has to sit alongside an architectural
and social assessment.
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•

Woolley may have been given a Brief that was very limiting in terms of its expense and
scope.

■

It is suggested that Council employ the services of a well recognised Sydney or Melbourne
firm which specialises in heritage, who understand the Burra Charter and importantly work
in the arena of cultural landscape. Such a team could work with Woolley for the best future
result.

•

In my professional view, heritage has to be re-thought in the Interim Scheme to become
very much more rigorous, the primary significant determiner of what gets built or what
doesn't in Hobart city. Then where it gets built.

•

The Burra Charter 2013 has to become centre focus.

•

This is Article 1, 1.1: for example
For the purposes of this Charter:
1.1Place means a geographically defined area. It may include elements, objects,
spaces and views. Place may have tangible and intangible dimensions.
Place has a broad scope and includes natural and cultural features. Place can be large or
small: for example, a memorial, a tree, an individual building or group of buildings, the
location of an historical event, an urban area or town, a cultural landscape, a garden, an
industrial plant, a shipwreck, a site with in situ remains, a stone arrangement, a road or
travel route, a community meeting place, a site with spiritual or religious connections.

Similarly other parts of Article 1 are significant as are Articles 2, 3, 6, 7, 8,9,13, 15, 24 for example
but the entire Charter needs to be absorbed in its detail.
•

We are past push and time shove time given where the State Government appears to be
heading, (ie Major Projects etc). Hobart-Place has to be very well understood in its
historicity significance, meanings and values, and most significantly how it can be so easily
destroyed.

■

Hobart-Place cannot just be left and assessed as a single parcel lot, or even a few parcel lots
in single Development Applications. This is why a historic cultural landscape based approach
is fundamentally required prior to any decisions re Amendments.

•

It's my professional view that heritage must be the central tenet of whatever decision is
made by Council.

•

Developers would have to understand that it is heritage values they will have to comply with
in the future.
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•

It is the heritage values, and the heritage landscape values that have to be determined and
placed in the amendments to the Scheme. "Townscape" and "amenity" simply doesn't cover
what has to be ironed out. I'll come to that.

■ Much as I liked Leigh Woolley's earlier work on the Cove I cannot and do not agree with him
on this issue of a 75 metre height for a part of the Central Business District. Nor do I agree
with a great deal of his summary of proposed amendments to the CBZ (2017 12 pages) or
the approach taken in P5A-17-3, CBD Review (54 pages).
•

One of the documents cited that Heritage listings in the Central Area had increased from 132
to 255. [Hobart IPS Height Standards Information Session slides]. The information session
illustrated that the buildings are an integral part of the area proposed for height changes
within the city. It outlines the total inadequacy of the single land parcel approach in
Development Applications, but significantly how heritage listed buildings are everywhere
across the area within the red line.

■ While the Heritage Council is busy de-listing buildings, Hobart City must take the reverse
approach. The de-listing is a scandal as far as I'm professionally concerned. The former
Register of the National Estate (RNE) can still be accessed as an Inventory. Council has an
excellent heritage section of planning, the best in the state. It needs to take the advice of its
own Principal Heritage Officer.
•

Are we to see one side of Argyle Street for example with buildings 75 Metres high with the

other side of the street, not so? Then ditto Macquarie, Murray, Melville Streets?
•

Whatever happens with the height decided upon, remember, it's an irreversible decision.
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•

If the 75 metre height is agreed upon a creep in height is liable to begin upwards of that;
death by a thousand cuts of Australia's second oldest historic city.

•
•

A 45 metre height limit as an interim is not supported for the same reason as previous.

Have you ever experienced a developer who will work within Scheme limits? The envelope is
consistently pushed, in this instance upwards. That pattern is continuous.

•

Why do you think a Scheme height limit, and a defined areal location will actually stop this?

I remember when the height limit was 12 metres and Government buildings (the Marine Board
building, 144 Macquarie Street, 134 Macquarie Street, the Executive building in Murray Streets) all
went beyond the then Scheme requirements. The Grand Chancellor too, had set the pattern of
pushing the envelope; ditto the then Commonwealth building on the corner of Sandy Bay
Road/Davey Street, No. 10 Murray Street etc. Height limits became a consistent haggle with
developers, heritage and planning officers and Council.
•

There is no Capital City Plan for Hobart. The Southern Regional Land Use Strategy was not a
greater Hobart city plan. It failed to articulate any policy towards population, settlement
while its density table was not explained (as to why those numbers were chosen).

•

The State Government in its proposed one state planning scheme aims to increase
population numbers artificially, via the regulation end of the planning process to increase
growth. Personally I find this professionally egregious.

•

No design principles re buildings were formulated, no guidelines were offered as to how the
growth of population/settlement was to proceed.

PSA-17-3 CBD: Amendment Summary.... See pp. 26-32. (Taken from Hobart Intermim Planning
Scheme 2015, Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone: Information
Session and from PSA 17-3.Woolley Review (54 pages)
Where has the case been rigorously made for the height limit as a curving limit to 75 metres?
Where has the case been rigorously made for the height limit to be as high as 45 metres?
How to arrive at Heritage values? In Woolley's Report, "townscape' is not defined, neither is
"amenity" (re the envelope), neither are ''streetscape" "values."
What is considered a "positive contribution"?
What is a "lightness in form"?
"Development of spatial principles to inform appreciation of the 'urban amphitheatre%
What is meant by "spatial principles"; where is it defined?
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Which exactly is the area that encompasses the "urban amphitheatre"; is topography the defining
parameter?
Vague statements are not going to be strong enough in changed Amendments. Think Tribunal.
In the Hobart Interim Scheme any Desired Future Character (however strong its statement becomes)
will not stand up to a Tribunal Appeal as I see it. These parts of schemes are considered fluffy stuff
by the lawyers, when the push-and-shove comes down to numbers.
Viewlines inwards have not been discussed that I'm aware of. Think views in towards Hobart from
the Huon Road, from the Brooker Highway as one enters the city from the north, from the Domain,
Glebe, from parts of the Eastern shore etc. Viewlines inwards are equally as significant as those
along a street or views outwards.
What happens within the ''urban amphitheatre" is critical. At least a part of the Macquarie Street,
Murray Street, Melville Street, Argyle Street area micro topographically rises in height, thus
magnifying any 75 metre height buildings.
With the Government's proposed One-State-Planning-Scheme and the disgraceful bypassing of
heritage (devolved principally to Local Government) any changes to be made have to be thought
through extremely carefully.
It really is push-and-shove-time.
A city Historic Urban Heritage Precinct (and a number of sub-historic Heritage Urban Precincts)
need to be articulated based on a cultural landscape approach, (this would also incorporate
architecture in great detail).
Within each precinct the acceptable solution/performance criteria must be formulated as very
rigorous indeed. The statements re the Historic Urban Heritage Precinct (multiple precincts) must
be equally very rigorous, based on the identified heritage values, meaning, and identity of that
particular precinct.
Then too:
Essentially in my view, in brief a "new" building has to harmonise and "fit" to what is around it, the
context of the historicity of the place, of the surrounds, one that people instinctively recognise as
being an excellent "fit' to the heritage building possibly next door, or across the street, or close by.
The best example of this in Hobart remains the Law Courts, placed in the Salamanca precinct
alongside of lB3Ds buildings. Please think long and hard about "harmony" and its meanings and
"life". In the case of the Law Courts, think colours, materials used (natural), scale, design, significant
attention to detail, a building bulk and density structure that is extremely sensitive to its surrounds,
a new building demonstrating how the "modern" can fit seamlessly into the evolved landscape of
which it became a part.
Too many new buildings have gone into Hobart city trying to make an architectural statement about
what "they" individually are, lie in essence, "look at mel. There has been no public discussion in my
view concerning how the "new" was to fit "seamlessly" into its existing evolved surrounds nor
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critically what part the then planning Scheme played in allowing that to happen. There are new
buildings which literally, "scream" at the old. If this pattern continues the city becomes a
hotchpotch of non recognisable elements, its former historic patterns so diminished as to become
unrecognisable. Or what is even worse, many are demolished.
Tourists don't come to see hotchpotch cities.
Many European cities do the rigour of heritage values re new buildings fitting to old, well; ditto the
U.K which includes Scotland and Ireland. There appears to be an inherent understanding in how to
keep the historic values, meanings, authenticity of a city (and its buildings) intact.
We have to ask ourselves, why is Australia (and increasingly Tasmania) so appallingly bad at this?
Do we want Hobart known for its very early heritage values and the evolved landscape of its city or
do we simply want the city to become an Asian type high rise place, just like Sydney, Melbourne etc.
For what good reasons? Is the economics of building the only matter to be considered?
Existing Character of Place:
It is not the Desired ''Future" Character which is the issue, it is rather the currently defined character
of the place and exactly how that is to be articulated in the Interim Scheme Amendments. Similarly
"amenity", or "townscape" or some of the other non defined words do not address the essence of
what is at stake. This is the retention of the ''wholeness", of the authenticity and distinctiveness that
is currently present for the place or precinct. The identified historicity assessment critically links and
interconnects the micro natural landscape features, aesthetic historical contribution, the social,
cultural memories and associations, the collective cultural landscape memory of the place in
question. Such an assessment would be the means by which the wholeness of the PLACE is to be
kept alive and retains its authenticity and distinctive character. it is the collective which matters, not
the DA assessment on individual land parcels.
Most significantly it would also accord to LUPAA, Schedule 1, Part 2 (g).
And from May 7 (below) and ICOMOS:
The comments by ICOMOS also draw the attention to the need to encourage
excellence in all architectural and urbanistic interventions, in conservation
efforts and also in new buildings and programmes. Quality interventions are
rooted in the place or genius loci. its history and different lavers.
[Sheridan emphasis]
This approach by ICOMOS suggests that for Historic Urban landscapes, excellence is necessary,
change has to be "rooted" in place, and any new fabric or change has to be fully aware of the
different (evolved) layers of place and its meaning. See Appendix 1 and Burra Charter articles.
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An entirely new approach: please think about it.
I have been a student of Christopher Alexander's approach to building, construction, patterns since
the 19805.1 Alexander trained as a mathematician, then architect and planner, is a philosopher; his
works a product of a life time of creative, imaginative thought where buildings, cities and places a re
the issue.
In Book 1of The Nature of Order, Alexander sets out fifteen distinct principles. Among these are
included Levels of scale, boundaries, good shape, deep interlock and ambiguity, contrast, simplicity
and inner calm these contributing collectively to what Alexander aims to achieve for a building;
"life"-in -a-buildings-in-a-place, space, town, city. It is "life" of the building and its collective
articulated wholeness that contributes to its surrounds and can add or detract from the wholeness
of the place. Books 2 and 3 set out how these principles can actually be employed in a practical
sense.
There is a subtlety and very real sensitivity to design, enormous consideration of detail , a beauty, an
almost unrecognised creative process at work - resulting in a an end contribution to the landscape of
the place, (whether in the micro, or macro form). It is a type of architecture, building and planning,
one not yet apparent in what the Woolley Review suggested, one that honours what is already

present in the space/place/area.
When one becomes familiar with the Alexandrine principles one understands why some places and
buildings "work" very well in their spaces, (they contain 'life") while others belong to the
"screaming" variety.
It is certainly not facadism or anything of that ilk.

In Book 1, Alexander defines life and living structure as the necessary criteria for quality in
buildings. Starting with an analysis of the arbitrariness of present-day architecture, and
going to the root of functional order in the world, he proposes a scientific basis for looking at
life as an objective concept that is rooted in structure. The book shows living structure in
good buildings and bad, human artifacts, and natural systems, and discusses the presence of
the same living order in all systems. It is proposed that living structure, or living order,

depends on features which make a close connection with the human self. This way of
regarding living structures makes them amenable to empirical treatment. The quality of
works of art, artifacts, and buildings is defined, not merely in terms of living structure, but
also in their capacity to affect human growth and human well-being.2
Yours sincerely
Gwenda Sheridan.

See for example A Pattern Language; Towns, Suildings, Constructions 1977.
http://www.patternlanguage.com/
Nature of Order {released in the 2000s): four discrete books. www.natureoforder.com
2
Taken from http://www.natureoforder.com/summarybkl.htm Book 1. The Phenomenon of Life.
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Appendix 1. Submission 7 May 2017.
Hobart City Council
Aldermen and women,
Macquarie Street,
Hobart 7000.

Gwenda Sheridan
54 Auburn Road,
Kingston Beach.
gwendams@bigpond.com
Re the Development Applications (either before the Councillors or to come) for high rise
Buildings in Hobart by the Fragrance Group.
7 May 2017.
Dear Councillors,
I have worked professionally in landscape, heritage and planning for most of my professional life;
that includes over 20 years of contract work in Tasmania. I was part of the team that put Woolmers
and Brickendon on to their World Heritage listing, my responsibility, planning, heritage, gardens,
trees and landscape. There are two Reports (1999, 2009) on the Queen's Domain for your Council
and 5 volumes of work (2010) completed for the Wellington Park Trust.
The applications for the extraordinary high rise buildings that are before the Council as of this
coming week, and future high rise would take in my professional opinion exactly in the wrong
direction.
It is not the direction that a very historic city such as Hobart needs to travel.
Heritage remains at the apex of this issue. Not just the heritage of buildings, but of streetscapes,
landscapes, of the authenticity of an evolved place and its meaning.
I wish to alert Councillors to the fact that UNESCO and in tandem ICOMOS, (the International Council
on Monuments and Sites) have well recognised the problems which cities world-wide face with the
tide of modern development. In 2010 iCOMOS instituted what they called the Historic Urban
Landscape programme, (HUL). Recommendations 4 and 8 (below) from the document, A New
International instrument : the proposed UNESCO Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape
(NUL), 24 December 2010.
ICOMOS must also underscore the importance of the significant urban fabric, which is irreplaceable:
once lost, it is lost forever. For this reason, the comments by ICOMOS also emphasise the intergenerational nature of heritage conservation in that heritage resources must not be sacrificed needlessly
to suit the passing needs and aspirations of any one generation. ICOMOS understands the difficulty in
relation to the terminology: some still fear that 'historic urban landscapes' may be perceived as a
typology whereas there is now consensus that it constitutes an approach or a tool for planning for the
management and protection of historic urban centres. For that reason, the comments by ICOMOS have
emphasized this subtle but important difference in numerous places in the text. We recall that the same
debate has taken place on the meaning of 'archaeology', which is accepted an approach that is not
limited to underground artefacts and certainly not to underground artefacts of a certain period of time
The comments by ICOMOS also draw the attention to the need to encourage excellence in all
architectural and urbanistic interventions, in conservation efforts and also in new buildings and
programmes. Quality interventions are rooted in the place or genius loci, its history and different Payers.
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Yes quality interventions are rooted in place and genius loci (spirit of place) for Hobart
recognised in Australian Planner 1999 (36) 4 when Oceanport was on the drawing board.
Below: From UNESCO's Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape... The Historic Urban
Landscape Guidebook. 201.1, Please refer to this document.
A. The HUL Definition:
Core to the HUL approach is a new understanding of the historic environment. As defined by
the Recommendation, ''the historic urban landscape is the urban area understood as the
result of a historic layering of cultural and natural values and attributes, extending beyond
the notion of 'historic centre' or 'ensemble' to include the broader urban context and its
geographical setting. This wider context includes notably the site's topography,
geomorphology, hydrology and natural features, its built environment, both historic and
contemporary, its infrastructures above and below ground, its open spaces and gardens, its
land use patterns and spatial organization, perceptions and visual relationships, as well as all
other elements of the urban structure. It also includes social and cultural practices and
values, economic processes and the intangible dimensions of heritage as related to diversity
and identity." (UNESCO, 2011) Understanding our cities in this way provides us with
important knowledge to guide planning decisions and manage change.
Can you imagine the historic Old Town and New Town of Edinburgh approving these types of quite
inappropriate structures? Edinburgh, capital of Scotland has around 4 million visitors a year who
injet £1.32 billion a year into the local economy. It has a multiple award-winning reputation as one
of the most attractive destinations in the world, with an ideal mix of shopping, culture, music,
heritage and leisure facilities. See http://www.investinedinburgh.com/industrystrengths/tourismittsthash.gQULHnS4.dpuf
Ballarat not nearly as large as Hobart, but a part of the pilot UNESCO programme notes,
In September 2013 Ballarat became the first city to become part of an international pilot
program to implement UNESCO's Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape (HUL).
Ballarat is implementing the Historic Urban Landscape approach through a strategic
cooperation agreement with the World Heritage Institute of Training and Research for the
Asia and the Pacific Region (WHITR-AP).
This is a crucial step to ensure future growth and change in Ballarat is managed in a more
holistic and inclusive way, with a commitment to incorporating HUL knowledge and research
into future planning and development strategies.
http://www.ballarat.vic.gov.au/shiheritage/historic-urban-landscape-approach.aspx
Let's celebrate our heritage of place-Hobart, invest in its wonder and charm and not desecrate it
with phallic symbols such as those proposed which simply in one hit, take away the existing
authenticity of the place. Approve one, and the precautionary principle is lost.
Yours sincerely,
Gwenda Sheridan. MPIA, M-ICOMOS, A-ICOMOS-ISC-CL.
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REP 157
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Roger McLennan <rogermclennan@gmail.com>
Friday, 1 September 2017 1:33 PM
Records Unit
General Manager, City of Hobart - Representation
Submission 01092017.doc

Addressed to:
General Manager, City of Hobart:

Representation in respect to:
PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 — Amendment
to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone. Hobart City Council.

Submission to the Hobart City Council concerning proposed changes to the Hobart Interim Planning
Scheme being informed by the Height Standards Performance Criteria Review (draft) prepared by Hobart
architect Leigh Woolley.

I am concerned about this process, as I own a commercial property which is listed by the Tasmanian
Heritage Council and situated within Leigh Woolley's proposed "Zone of Built Intensity"
I am concerned about this process, as I am a citizen in the inner Hobart area and spend a lot of time within
this proposed area.
I am concerned about this process because if adopted it will mean an unwanted change in the unfolding of
Hobart City development.

■ I was present at the Council meeting on the evening of July Yd, when a representative from Hobart
Not Highrise presented council with a petition. Leigh Woolley was at that meeting and I asked
him about the 75m height limit that he had included as an addendum to his draft report. He
told me that he had some concerns about the figure he had chosen. Firstly that he bad felt
under considerable pressure to come up with a figure and Secondly, that he was concerned
that that figure would become a default height on which to build. Thus it is very clear to me
that Leigh Woolley did NOT intend that the figure of 75m would be his strongly held view and
clearly it should not be seen as such, given what I heard directly from him and the manner in
which it was said (with doubt and reservation) Thus the 75m limit should not be included in
planning scheme amendments. If the 75m questionable limit is not removed from the Woolley
report, then that report, as it now stands as a draft report, should not be attached to the
planning scheme amendments.

•

Leigh Woolley's report responds to the heart of what Hobartians want in the future direction of our
city. le, How do we facilitate renewal and development whilst retaining the things we love about our
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city. He has identified some of these things — primarily the retention of sight-lines to the mountain
and the Derwent river through the city. This has informed his suggestion of an extra height
possibility within the lowest-lying area of the city ie. the "Zone of Built Intensity". Whilst I can see
his reasoning for this, I would ask council to consider what this would actually produce in this area
and how it would be experienced. A greater height and/or bulk for new developments in this area
would be experienced by the majority of residents, visitors and pedestrians in the city as this area
represents the greatest concentration of people at any given time in our city. Regardless of retention
of sight-lines from a greater height distance, this increased height and bulk in the central CBD area
would be experienced by the people in it as increased looming, overbearing buildings which cut
down on natural light and sunlight and will produce more unpleasant wind and overall conditions,
create much more shading etc. I do NOT think Leigh Woolley's solution is right for this area as
it is the primary area in Hobart for human activity and experience, not, as he sees it, an area to
be overlooked from afar or from a greater height, as he has framed it. In fact, there is a
COMPELLING CASE to argue that height limits either should be LOWER than current
height limits for this proposed area, or this proposed area should be abandoned and not
included in any planning scheme amendments.

• Having an area of increased height and bulk would put pressure on the Heritage feeling and
experience in this area. An increased height for development would put a new and significant
pressure on the owners of Heritage properties, many of whom see only the problems associated with
ownership, rather than the delights as I do. This pressure would take the form of increased property
values, both adding a burden of cost to the owner and providing what I would guess and suggest will
be a significant incentive to sell to developers. I have already heard that is happening. Even if
council does it's best to safeguard Heritage in this area, it will come under substantial pressure
and there will be a diminished experience of Heritage streetscapes due to increased significant,
overwhelming and overbearing development overshadowing it. Do we really want this?

• What kind of city do we want into the future? This is the overarching question. Do we want a city
like most others (like Melbourne eg), with a tall and anti-human centre, or do we want a more
human scale eg. Noosa in Queensland or Byron Bay in NSW? Both of those places have a
considered restriction of height allowed in development, but no lack of development as a result. It is
possible to control the height of development in our beautiful city and with that restriction we
can create something unique, creative, nourishing, architecturally excellent and in keeping
with our city residents' wishes for the retention of their felt special nature of our place. There
are plenty of examples in our city of this. We can do this without saying no to development.
(appropriate development is the key) There will be no shortage of applications for
development here and if our planning scheme reflects the need for quality appropriate
development, that is what will happen. I think a lowering of height limits would be far more
appropriate to Hobart's development.

Kindly Yours,
Roger McLennan
15 Cavell St. West Hobart 7000
ph. 0408 312509
2
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Representation in respect to:
PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart interim Planning Scheme 2015
— Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business
Zone. Hobart City Council.

Submission to the Hobart City Council concerning proposed changes
to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme being informed by the
Height Standards Performance Criteria Review (draft) prepared by
Hobart architect Leigh Woolley,
I am concerned about this process, as I own a commercial property which is listed by
the Tasmanian Heritage Council and situated within Leigh Woolley's proposed "Zone
of Built Intensity"
I am concerned about this process, as I am a citizen in the inner Hobart area and spend
a lot of time within this proposed area.
I am concerned about this process because if adopted it will mean an unwanted
change in the unfolding of Hobart City development.
•

I was present at the Council meeting on the evening of July 3`11, when a
representative from Hobart Not Highrise presented council with a petition.
Leigh Woolley was at that meeting and I asked him about the 75m height
limit that he had included as an addendum to his draft report. He told me
that he had some concerns about the figure he had chosen. Firstly that he
had felt under considerable pressure to come up with a figure and
Secondly, that he was concerned that that figure would become a default
height on which to build. Thus it is very clear to me that Leigh Woolley
did NOT intend that the figure of 75m would be his strongly held view
and clearly it should not be seen as such, given what I heard directly from
him and the manner in which it was said (with doubt and reservation)
Thus the 75m limit should not be included in planning scheme
amendments. If the 75m questionable limit is not removed from the
Woolley report, then that report, as it now stands as a draft report,
should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments.

•

Leigh Woolley's report responds to the heart of what Hobartians want in the
future direction of our city. Ie. How do we facilitate renewal and development
whilst retaining the things we love about our city. He has identified some of
these things — primarily the retention of sight-lines to the mountain and the
Derwent river through the city. This has informed his suggestion of an extra
height possibility within the lowest-lying area of the city ie. the "Zone of Built
Intensity". Whilst I can see his reasoning for this, I would ask council to
consider what this would actually produce in this area and how it would be
experienced. A greater height and/or bulk for new developments in this area
would be experienced by the majority of residents, visitors and pedestrians in
the city as this area represents the greatest concentration of people at any
given time in our city. Regardless of retention of sight-lines from a greater
height distance, this increased height and bulk in the central CBD area would
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be experienced by the people in it as increased looming, overbearing buildings
which cut down on natural light and sunlight and will produce more
unpleasant wind and overall conditions, create much more shading etc. I do
NOT think Leigh Woolley's solution is right for this area as it is the
primary area in Hobart for human activity and experience, not, as he sees
it, an area to be overlooked from afar or from a greater height, as he has
framed it. In fact, there is a COMPELLING CASE to argue that height
limits either should be LOWER than current height limits for this
proposed area, or this proposed area should be abandoned and not
included in any planning scheme amendments.

■ Having an area of increased height and bulk would put pressure on the
Heritage feeling and experience in this area. An increased height for
development would put a new and significant pressure on the owners of
Heritage properties, many of whom see only the problems associated with
ownership, rather than the delights as I do. This pressure would take the form
of increased property values, both adding a burden of cost to the owner and
providing what I would guess and suggest will be a significant incentive to sell
to developers. I have already heard that is happening. Even if council does
it's best to safeguard Heritage in this area, it will come under substantial
pressure and there will be a diminished experience of Heritage
streetscapes due to increased significant, overwhelming and overbearing
development overshadowing it. Do we really want this?

■ What kind of city do we want into the future? This is the overarching question.
Do we want a city like most others (like Melbourne eg), with a tall and antihuman centre, or do we want a more human scale eg. Noosa in Queensland or
Byron Bay in NSW? Both of those places have a considered restriction of
height allowed in development, but no lack of development as a result. It is
possible to control the height of development in our beautiful city and
with that restriction we can create something unique, creative,
nourishing, architecturally excellent and in keeping with our city
residents' wishes for the retention of their felt special nature of our place.
There are plenty of examples in our city of this. We can do this without
saying no to development. (appropriate development is the key) There
will be no shortage of applications for development here and if our
planning scheme reflects the need for quality appropriate development,
that is what will happen. I think a lowering of height limits would be far
more appropriate to Hobart's development.

Kindly Yours,
Roger McLennan
15 Cavell St. West Hobart 7000
ph. 0408 312509
email: roRermclennanialtunail.corn.
01/09/2017
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REP 158
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Robert Murfet <rkmurfet©Oigpond.netau>
Friday, 1 September 2017 1:44 PM
Records Unit
Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 PSA -17-3 AMENDMENT
31 August 2017.docx

Please forward the Attached submission on to the General Manager, City of Hobart.
Thank You
Dr Robert K Murfet

1
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31 August 2017

General Manager,
City of Hobart,
Hobart 7001,
Dear Sir,

Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015
PSA-17-3 AMENDMENT

I strongly object to the proposed amendment of clause 22.4.1 P3 at :
(d)iv c and g
(c)reinforce the compact urban form

(P5)

(g) provide permeability in support of

(6)

Background
At the outset, 1 want to commend the work of Leigh Woolley in his study of the important elements
and features that make Hobart what it is. He provides an important framework around which
detailed work can begin.
Problem
The problem is that Mr Wooley has had to draw on some fairly abstract concepts about urban form
in the literature and discussed by planners for many years. A number of these concepts come out of
the New Urbanism movement in the USA in the 1980's. Although many of the ideas in that
movement were relevant to master planning of significant redevelopment projects on a major scale
rather than guiding existing city centres. It is far more difficult to apply them to adjustments to the
build form of an existing city or new individual developments within an existing city. Permeability is
for example, of a central p rinciple of New Urbanism
Now in regard to HCC PSA-17-3 AMENDMENT I use the concepts of "Compact Urban Form" and
more particularly "Permeability" to make my point.
"Permeability" is a concept that can be applied to a number of urban planning elements such as
traffic flow, pedestrian paths, visual lines of sight and built form. The problem is that people will
have different ideas about what it is and what it should be applied to. Introducing such an
ambiguous concept into planning regulation/legislation is a fraught proposition. Imagine people
that are not specialists in urban design trying to determine whether a large new building in the
Hobart CBD adds to the permeability of the city centre. What an opportunity for vested interests to

1
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interrupt the efficient flow of development in the city and imagine the barrister? glee about the
time they will spend in courts trying to work out what these concepts mean.
No, this is poor drafting of regulation with ambiguity that must be resisted.
Solution
The solution is to start from these useful concepts and develop a small number of quantitative
prescriptive measures that arrive at the result suggested by these urban planning constructs.
Planners have been working on how to regulate development in city centres around the major cities
of the world for many years. That work should be used to inform the amendments to the
regulations of the planning scheme for Hobart. Only then will amendments to the planning scheme
give the community confidence that professional urban planners are protecting the elements that
they love and that they are retained in the Hobart city centre.

Signed,

Dr Robert K Murfet
BA Hons.(UTas) PhD (Applied Science) UNSW
Urban Planner

Dr Mullet has taught urban planning at UNSW, was instrumental in preparing the legislation and set
up of the Commonwealth Defence Housing Authority with 250,000 dwellings across Australia. He
has worked on major urban development project in all mainland States and Territories for
governments and out of a private sector practice in Canberra. His PhD was in the field of
Environmental Psychology.
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REP 159
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Sharon Connolly <sharonkc@gmail.com>
Friday, 1 September 2017 2:01 PM
Records Unit
PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015— Amendment to the
Height Standards in the Central Business Zone
HCC planning amendment .docx

Please find attached my representation in relation to the amendment PSA-17-3.

PO Box 350
South Hobart
Tasmania 7004

August 31,201.7
General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart 7001

coil@ hobartcitv .com.au

PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 — Amendment to the
Height Standards in the Central Business Zone

Dear General Manager,

I am writing because I support maintenance of current planning rules that protect important
city views (including of the mountain), avoid a windy and shaded city, and retain Hobart's
heritage character.

1.

I believe that the Desired Future Character Statement should explicitly refer to
heritage. The Statement should include recognition of the need to protect and
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rejuvenate heritage streetscapes, and the importance of heritage to Hobart's
character.
2.

Absolute maximum upper height limits that reflect existing height rules in the
planning schemes for Hobart city (up to 45 metres in the CBD, depending on
location) and Sullivans Cove (8 to 18 metres, depending on location) should be set
and articulated in the amendment.

3.

Development applications for buildings that breach height rules, such as the
Fragrance Group's proposals for 2-6 Collins St and 28-30 Davey St, should be
rejected as a matter of procedure.

4.

The reference to 75 metres and associated diagrams about 'intensification' in the
Woolley Report should be removed before the report is included in the submission
to the Planning Commission. If 75 metres is not removed, then the Woolley Report
should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments.

References in the Desired Future Character Statement to allow for 'intensification'
5.
and a zone of 'built intensity' should be deleted.
It's unfortunate that community views about aspirations for Hobart's shape, height, form
and character were not sought earlier, to enable more comprehensive input into the
development of planning scheme amendments. I hope that further consideration of
maximum building heights is based on a process that involves the wider community and the
advice of professionals of diverse views.

Yours sincerely,

Sharon Connolly

2
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PO Box 350
South Hobart
Tasmania 7004
August 31,2017
General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart 7001
coh@hobartcity.com.au
PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 201.5 Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone
Dear General Manager,

I am writing because I support maintenance of current planning rules that
protect important city views (including of the mountain), avoid a windy
and shaded city, and retain Hobart's heritage character.
1.

I believe that the Desired Future Character Statement should
explicitly refer to heritage. The Statement should include
recognition of the need to protect and rejuvenate heritage
streetscapes, and the importance of heritage to Hobart's
character.

2.

Absolute maximum upper height limits that reflect existing
height rules in the planning schemes for Hobart city (up to 45
metres in the CBD, depending on location) and Sullivans Cove
(B to 18 metres, depending on location) should be set and
articulated in the amendment.

3.

Development applications for buildings that breach height
rules, such as the Fragrance Group's proposals for 2-6 Collins
St and 28-30 Davey St, should be rejected as a matter of
procedure.

4.

The reference to 75 metres and associated diagrams about
'intensification' in the Woolley Report should be removed before
the report is included in the submission to the Planning
Commission. If 75 metres is not removed, then the Woolley
Report should not be attached to the planning scheme
amendments.
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References in the Desired Future Character Statement to allow
for 'intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity' should be
deleted.

It's unfortunate that community views about aspirations for Hobart's
shape, height, form and character were not sought earlier, to enable
more comprehensive input into the development of planning scheme
amendments. I hope that further consideration of maximum building
heights is based on a process that involves the wider community and the
advice of professionals of diverse views.
Yours sincerely,

Sharon Connolly
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REP 160
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jen Welch <jen@ireneinc.com.au>
Friday, 1 September 2017 2:51 PM
Records Unit
PSA-17-3 - Amendment Representation
riverlee - amendment submission.pdf

Good Afternoon,
Please find attached representation in response to the proposed amendments to the height standards in the Central Business
Zone.
Regards,
Jen Welch
Senior Planner

ireneinc PLANNING a URBAN DESIGN
49 Tasma Street
North Hobart TAS 7000
Tel 03 6234 9281
Fax 03 6231 4727
Email jen@ireneinc.com.au
Website ireneinc.com.au
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ireneinc
smithstreetstudio
PLANNING & URBAN DESIGN

1 September 2017

Mr Nick Heath
General Manager
Hobart City Council
email: coh@hobartcity.com.au>

Dear Mr Heath,
ADVERTISED AMENDMENT PSA- 1 7-3 - RIVERLEE
i am writing on behalf of our client Riverlee Pty Ltd to make a representation in relation to the
proposed amendment to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 for the Height Standards in
the Central Business Zone (CR). Riverlee owns several titles in the Hobart CBD and has valid
planning permits for re-development of the site that includes the properties at 145-161 Liverpool
Street and 104-110 Murray Street (PLN-15-00414-01, and PLN-15-00415-01).
BACKGROUND
The redevelopment of the Liverpool Street properties includes the Odeon Theatre, which at the
time of making the original development application was not heritage listed. The application was
prepared with a heritage impact assessment that treated the Odeon as though it were subject to
heritage provisions.
The approved permit included advice encouraging continued discussions for the possible
retention of fabric that continues the function of the Odeon Theatre (Advice 27, PLN-15-0041401). Riverlee has subsequently entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with MONA
subsidiary DarkLab to explore options for the retention and continued operation of the Odeon as
the centrepiece of a larger cultural and entertainment precinct.
The future proposal for the site presents an opportunity to continue Hobart's growth as a
globally competitive vibrant innovative city. The redevelopment will also facilitate the long term
maintenance and viability of a number of heritage buildings that form part of the site, including
the Odeon. The engagement of Fender Katsalidis Architects in the building design, and the
integration of the Odeon have the potential to contribute significantly to the urban fabric of
Hobart.
PLANNING REFORM
Riverlee has gradually amalgamated a number of consecutive titles within the inner city block,
and has the potential to achieve an inner city development of considerable scope. The time and
investment in acquiring the land has been substantial and further commitment to develop the
site requires long term confidence in the capabilities of the site.
Changes to the planning provisions with the introduction of the Draft Interim Planning Scheme
(2013), the Interim Planning Scheme (2015), the State Planning Provisions (2017), and with
further potential changes with the introduction of the Local Planning Provisions (2018?) has
resulted in continued revisions to the development potential of the land. Confidence in the
applicable planning provisions has not extended beyond a 2 year timeframe.
smithstreetstudio

Irene
49 Tasma 5t, North Hobart, TAS 7000
Tel (03) 6234 9281
Fax (03) 6231 4727
Mob 0418 346 283
Email pianninggireneinc.com.au
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The introduction of the Interim Planning Provisions has resulted in substantially increased
prescriptive provisions that new development is required to demonstrate compliance with, and
within the constraints of an inner urban area results in numerous mandatory discretions.
Futhermore, the development envelopes are restricting development opportunities within the
Central Business Area beyond the height and envelope of buildings that are existing or approved.
Changes to the planning schemes have resulted in a reduction in the development rights
available to the site, and to other development sites within the city. To retain these rights
Riverlee could achieve substantial commencement for the approved development, which would
undermine the continued work that has been undertaken to retain the Odeon.
STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITIES
The State Government is working towards an ambitious target of increasing the states population
to 650,000 by 20501, with planning for high growth scenario to increase density within the Hobart
LGA of 3312 dwellings2. Densification is intended along the main integrated transit corridors. The
Gehl report', and the purpose statements for the Central Business Zone have emphasised the
importance of bringing people to the city for greater intensity within the city, night and day.
The Southern Tasmanian Regional Land Use Strategy (STRLUS) emphasises the importance of
Hobart CBD as the centre for the region and the State as a whole. In particular the policies for
the Principal Activity Centres requires the following:
AC 2.3 Undertake master planning for the Primary and Principal Activity Centres taking
into account this Strategy. These should examine issues of urban amenity, economic
development, accessibility, urban design and pedestrian movement.
While the proposed amendment recognises the importance of urban design for the shape and
form of the city it has not necessarily been prepared with respect to the other key strategic
needs that the region has for the city centre. In particular the Desired Future Character
Statements include Regional scale (b) and Precinctual Scale (b) that make statements about the
strategic intent of the surrounding area that may not necessarily fit with the strategic
intensification of the transit corridor and growth strategy for the municipality.
An important component of the STRLUS is the introduction of an Urban Growth Boundary for
Settlement and Residential Development to 'minimise urban sprawl and Lower density
development' (p85). There is a strong emphasis on the consolidation of Land use and greater
efficiency of land use, including providing 50% of new dwellings as infill. The strategy recognises
that there should be 'Reduction in regulatory barriers to multiple dwellings and higher density
development within planning schemes (subject to heritage constraints)' (p 92). Overall, the
strategy highlights the importance of Greater Hobart being a more sustainable and compact
settlement, with the CBD as the Principal Activity Centre.
Section 8 of the Council planners report (Agenda, City Planning Committee Meeting, 26/6/2017),
discusses the implications relative to the legislative considerations. It is recommended that the
amendment should be considered relative to the further strategic needs of the city and the
region, particularly for meeting anticipated growth, and employment and economic activity.

Building your Future, Tasmanian Liberals, accessed 29 August 2017,
flitiSVEADvav7.taealitIteml.ta4ratoltarliaggional Land Use Strategy 2010-2035.
3

Hobart 2010 Public Spaces and Public Life- A city with people in mind
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DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Quality urban design and form are an important to the consideration in the assessment of the
appropriateness of development within Hobart. The report by Leigh Woolley provides a detailed
response to quality of urban form, in response to the recommended brief. However the resulting
amendment has given little consideration to the availability of developable land.

Figure 1; Central Business Zone showing heritage listed properties (in yellow)
The amendment applies only to the Central Business Zone (CBZ), as can be seen in Figure 1 this
zone has a substantial number of heritage properties that would be either incorporated into or
adjacent to any substantial redevelopment site. Further to this Figure 2 maps the focal point for
the city identified in p.49 of the Woolley report.
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Outline of focal point
on49 Woolley)

Figure 2: Focal point of built form relative to zoning and heritage
The focal point is specificied in 22.1.3 Desired Future Character Statements, Precinctual Scale
(r) as the land bounded by Murray, Macquarie, Argyle and Melville Street. The focal point for the
city is either not within the Central Business Zone, has already been substantially developed, or
has substantial controls imposed by the heritage listing of properties. The exemption to available
land is the potential University STEM site on the corner of Argyle and Melville Street.
By adopting the assessment by Leigh Woolley the rezoning is effectively diminishing the
opportunities for much of the Central Business Zone that falls outside the "'pear shaped' zone"
that is to evolve as a defined (conical) expression of built intensity, when viewed from beyond"
(P_4, P 53).
)

The Height Standards - Performance Criteria Review does not adequately assess
heights relative to the respective zone, and consideration has not been given to the
available land opportunities to achieve the modelled built intensity.

WORDING OF THE AMENDMENT
The Woolley report provides a subjective analysis of the form and shape of Hobart City. The
resulting Desired Future Character Statements (DFCS) lose some of the context of Woolley's
analysis and read in isolation can be challenging to interpret. The large number of statements
are primarily focused on the importance of building and urban form, where the experience of
most people within this zone is related to fabric at, or just above street level.
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A primary concern is in the proposed wording of 22.4.1 Building Height P1 (b) and P3 (b):
Development outside the Amenity Building Envelope illustrated in Figure 22.3 must only
be approved if:...

This standard requires mandatory compliance with a complex subjective standard, which refers
to the DFCS, which in turn also references the Leigh Woolley report. Greater scope should be
given for interpretation of the standards:
22.4.1 Building Height P1 (b), and P3 (b), should be revised from 'must' to 'should
have regard to'.
Modification and/or a reduction in the number of Desired Future Character Statements is
recommended to assist comprehension; including reviewing those that overlap with the purpose
statements of the Zone. Subsequently the DFCS should be the primary means of assessing the
Standards without duplicating the intents of the DFCS in the Performance Criteria.
22.4.1 Building Height P1 (b)(ii), and P3 (b)(iv), should reduce the number of
Performance Criteria for 'siting, bulk and design', and rely on the DFCS.
In accordance with clause 8.10.2 all discretionary applications must refer to DFCS, and are also
called up in 22.4.2 Setback provisions P1, 22.4.3 Design P1, 22.4.7 Fencing P1, Development
Standards for 22.5.1 Subdivision P1, P2, and P3.
DFCS should be more explicit with regard to the provisions that they are relevant to.

The DFCS should likewise extrapolate on the findings of the Jahn Gehl report Hobart 2010 Public
Spaces and Public Life- a city with people in mind. This offers opportunities within the private
realm improve the richness of the city through more active uses into the CBD night and date;
contribute to the fine grain of the city with landscaping, laneways and lighting; and high quality
streetscapes with the re-use of heritage, and considerate treatment of buildings at ground floor.
A number of terms have been used within the proposed amendment including 'urban
amphitheatre', 'amphitheatre to the Cove', 'basin', 'ridge', 'floor', and 'street wall'. This
terminology should preferably be defined within the Scheme to assist in statutory assessment of
development.
Precinctual Scale (c) defines the boundaries of the 'Compact City Centre', which as discussed
previously, is already a substantially developed area, or not within the CBZ. This definition is
potentially prohibitive for feasible development outside specified the development envelope for
land within the CBZ that is not within the 'intensification' area.
Precinctual Scale (c) should remove reference to the intensification area of Murray,
Macquarie, Argyle, and Melville Street to respect the opportunities for development
within the CBD.

Performance Criteria within or outside of the Amenity Building Envelope should expand on civic
amenities to recognise any benefits to heritage values. For example, while not within the Central
Business Zone, 'the Hedburg' currently under construction by UTAS relies on complimentary
development on the land neighbouring Theatre Royal to ensure the ongoing operation of the
historic theatre. This circumstance is similarly applicable to the long term feasibility of the
Odeon Theatre.
Variations to the Amenity Building Envelope should be drafted with respect to
benefits to heritage buildings.
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In summary, it is appreciated that the Council is recognising the importance of quality urban
design within our city. However, changes to the planning scheme should give consideration to
substantial projects that are anticipated and are being revised at Council's request. The
Riverlee/DarkLab project is of potential substantial benefit to the city and the region. The
continued changes to provisions that apply to development do not provide certainty for
substantial long term investment within the CBD.
Strategically, provisions need to recognise the implications not only of Hobart as an Activity
Centre, but Greater Hobart as a compact and sustainable settlement. With regard to not only the
cities urban form, but its ability to provide for residential activity, employment, and to generate
economic activity. There needs to be greater recognition of the existing zoning, available land,
and heritage constraints relative to the recommended urban form of the city to ensure that
development potential still exists within the City Centre.
A number of recommendations have been provided consistent with these findings, to simplify the
provisions, and to reduce prescriptive controls to enable Council's Aldermen and Officers with
greater scope to assess applications.
If you would Like to discuss this matter further please do not hesitate to contact me on 6234
9281.
Yours sincerely

Jen Welch
Senior Planner
IRENEINC PLANNING
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REP 161
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Brian VVighlman <BWfghtman@propertycouncil.com.au>
Friday, 1 September 2017 2:57 PM
Records Unit
Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 Proposed Amendment Response
HCC Interim Planning Scheme Amendment.pdf

To Whom It May Concern:
Please find attached a response via submission in relation to the proposed Amendment to the Hobart
Interim Planning Scheme 2015 on behalf of the Tasmanian Division of the Property Council of Australia.
With warm regards,
Brian

Brian Wightman► I TAS Executive Director

Property Council of Australia
PO BOX 8072
Trevallyn TAS 7250
M +61 429 073 773
E bwif:/htmanoropertvcounoil.com.au
@BrianWightman78

PROSPERITY 1 JOBS I STRONG COMMUNITIES

We work flexibly at the Property Council. I'm sending this message now because it suits me, but I
don't expect that you will read, respond to or action it outside of regular hours.
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of Australia

Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015

Response to Advertised Amendment
PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning
Scheme 2015 — Amendment to the Height Standards in
the Central Business Zone

Property Council of Australia
01 September 2017

propertycouncil.com.au 1 yr @propertycouncil
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Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the Hobart City Council's advertised amendment P5A-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 — Amendment to the Height Standards
in the Central Business Zone.

The submission focuses on the contribution of the property industry to the broader Tasmanian
community, and the subsequent impact of the proposed amendments to the planning scheme.
The Property Council of Australia's submission in relation to the proposed PSA-17-3 Amendment to the
Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 (HIPS) is predicated on the Tasmanian Division's understanding
that there is a fundamental imperative to facilitate economic development within Tasmania. This
understanding is articulated in LUPA 1993 which has, amongst its objectives, that the Tasmanian
planning process should facilitate economic development.
The importance of the property sector in assisting the economic development of the State cannot be
understated. Nationally the property sector contributes $182 billion of Gross Domestic Product or
11.5% of economic activity annually, and provides 1.1 million jobs. In Tasmania, the property and
construction industry directly employs 13,000 people, is the state's largest single contributor to Gross
State Product at 7.8 per cent, and pays over $927 million in property-specific state and local taxes.
Economic development in Tasmania is negatively affected by three things: slow population growth;
poor academic achievement, which has a direct correlation with low average earnings; and an overreliance on a generous GST distribution, the future of which is uncertain. The Property Council has
advocated for measures to address each of these limits on economic growth but, more than anything,
given the contribution that the property sector makes to the economy, the provision of clear, fair,
orderly and sustainable development rules under planning regimes is essential for the property sector
to continue to make the economic contribution that it does. The provision of clarity in planning
requirements is essential to give investors' confidence to commit to development.
We support Hobart City Council in reviewing the issue of building height in the Hobart CBD, but the
views of Leigh Woolley have not been tested in the wider community. That said, the Woolley report
accurately defines the topography of Hobart and identifies key vistas which should be protected, but
doesn't define what specific building heights should apply. It is understood this work is currently being
undertaken.
The Property Council is grateful for the background briefing given by James Mcllhenny, which
illustrated that the controls in the basic scheme were based on some economic and shadow modelling.
Hobart is one of the major economic drivers of the State and the issue of development scale is critical
to its economic success. This amendment is only part of the picture in defining the desirable built form
of the City. Our point is simple; the economic future of the City is too important to do a rush job. The
scale of development in the City needs to be evidence based and incorporate, townscape principles,
shadow modelling, view corridors, wind modelling and importantly economic viability.
It is our view that the Woolley Report and any subsequent report on building height should be placed
on the record for public comment. Once the feedback has been received and the review is complete,
then appropriate amendments to the planning scheme should be drafted.

propertycouncii.com.au I y @propertycouncil
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Generally, regarding the Amendment:
The Woolley report should not be referenced as it will then become an incorporated document of the
scheme and give the consultant an exclusive role to pass judgement on developments in the City.
Development Scale (e): The concept of 'individual prominence' is subjective and is not an appropriate
measure for determining building height. fts use in the Sullivan's Cove Planning Scheme demonstrates
this fact.
Development Scale (f): the term 'tower' is undefined. Clearly the intent is to prevent vary tall buildings
from forming a wall to the street which is laudable, but this needs to be defined, particularly for small
floor plate sites that may become 'tower' like even at low scale.
The view lines in figure 22.6 need to be better defined. There are other view-lines across the City
(some referred to in the Woolley report) which are also significant. This seems a very limited
selection.
Specifically, regarding the Amendment:
1) The proposed Amendment uses a lot of terms and words in quotation marks (e.g, `urban
amphitheatre', 'amphitheatre to the Cove', and many others). The accentuation of these
terms and words is not explained and their meanings are not articulated in a glossary or list of
definitions. If these terms and words have special significance, a glossary including them
should form part of the Amendment, otherwise the accentuation should be removed as it is
arbitrary, confusing and at odds with the balance of the HIPS. In addition, the proposed
Amendment uses several terms and words without quotation marks (e.g. Macquarie Ridge,
Amphitheatre, and many others) about which there may not be a common understanding. A
glossary including them should form part of the Amendment, otherwise they should be
amended to wording that can be commonly understood.
2) The Leigh Woolley 'Height Standards Performance Criteria Review' represents an individual's
view of the potential form for future development of the City of Hobart. Despite a
presentation to IJDAP, it has not been peer reviewed, nor has it been subject to public
comment. Therefore, the Property Council does not accept that it should necessarily be
accepted carte blanche as the basis for changes to the HIPS 2015.
3) Given observation 1) above, the proposal within clause 22.3.1 to refer to the 'Height Standards
Performance Criteria Review' as part of the Amendment is problematic. If the Report is, in
effect, going to form part of the HIPS then it too should be subject to the rigour of public
scrutiny and comment. In the alternative, the proposal to reference the Report should be
removed from the Amendment.
4) Given observations 1) and 2) above, the individual view of the potential form for future
development of Hobart articulated in the proposed changes to clause 22.3.1 in the form of
Desired Future Character Statements does not necessarily represent the only or the best or
even, perhaps, a good model for restrictions on the future development of Hobart. The
Property Council is concerned that developers will have great difficulty in showing compliance
with some of the concepts articulated in the Statements simply because they are highly
subjective and lack clarity. Instances of concern are itemised below about clauses which are
proposed to implement the Statements within HIPS.
5) The proposed change at 22.3.1 Precinctual Scale (c) represents an individual view of how
Hobart should develop. This view, of a city centre consolidated within, and confined to the
propertycouncil,corn.au I VT @propertycouncil
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area bounded by Murray, Macquarie, Argyle and Melville Streets, does not necessarily
represent an appropriate or even desirable outcome for the City. It also ignores the reality of
existing nodes of higher density development outside this zone such as that comprising the
northern end of the city block bounded by Barrack, Macquarie and Collins Streets (containing
the Travelodge Hotel, the Ibis Styles Hotel and 188 Collins Street) or that comprising the two
city block bounded by Salamanca Place, Morrison Street, Macquarie Street and Elizabeth
Street (containing the HCC Building, the Executive Building, Parliament Square and the Hydro
Building). The view that Hobart does or should develop around a "(conical) expression of built
intensity" —that is around a single central point of highest development — is not borne out by
the current reality; by the reality in any number of other cities in Australia and internationally;
or by the nature of development, which is necessarily opportunistic and piecemeal.
6) The proposed changes at 22.4.1 P1 (a) from "does not significantly adversely impact on" to
"makes a positive contribution to", which is then linked to the criteria listed in clauses 22.4.1
P1 (b) (ii), (iv), (vi) and (vii); at 22.4.1 P3 (a) from "not have a materially adverse impact on" to
"make a positive contribution to"; and at 22.4.1 P3 (b) (iv), which is new, and which is then
linked to the criteria listed in clauses 22.4.1 P3 (b) (iv) (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g), represent
a marked shift in the onerousness of the requirements placed on a development. Ultimately
the Property Council and the development community seek objective clarity but this wording,
in effect, will bring development decisions down to subjective opinion. To be clear, in effect
developers who wish to utilise the Performance Criteria will need to seek the subjective
opinion of an "expert" in streetscape and townscape to support any application. This is a cost
impost on development and does not provide clarity in establishing what is required of a
development to comply. Furthermore, in a relatively small development arena such as Hobart,
there are a limited number of "experts" able and willing to provide such an opinion, which
potentially puts too much influence into the hands of too few. We also note that the
repeating of "makes a positive contribution to" within clause 22.4.1 P1 (b) (ii) is a circular
reference and a tautology given the existing use of this terminology in the over-arching initial
clause 22.4.1 P1 (a).
7) The proposed changes within the Desired Future Character Statements (Development Scale
clauses (a) and (b)) and detailed at 22.4.1 P1 (b) (ii) (a) and (b) and at 22.4.1 P3 (b) (iv) (a) and
(b) will be impossible to verify and offer absolutely no clarity to developers in establishing
what it required of a development to comply. How, for example, is a developer supposed to
demonstrate that a design makes a "positive contribution to the streetscape and townscape"
of Hobart by "reinforcing and reflecting the topography, scale and form of the 'urban
amphitheatre' of central Hobart, formed as a progressive layering of rising ground, hills and
ridges climbing away from the original cove outfall, its low grounds and defining headlands"?
Or demonstrate that a design makes a "positive contribution to the streetscape and
townscape" of Hobart by "reinforcing the urban form of central Hobart as a compact city
centre consolidating within the 'basin' behind the Macquarie 'ridge' and reclaimed 'floor', with
an emphasis inclining east and north west"? Once again developers who wish to utilise the
Performance Criteria will need to seek the subjective opinion of an "expert" in streetscape and
townscape to support any application. This is a cost impost on development and does not
provide clarity in establishing what is required of a development to comply.
8) The proposed change at 22.4.1 P1 (b) (ii) (c) represents an individual view of how Hobart
should develop. This view, of a contiguous, relatively uniform building envelope, repeated,
potentially, across the Hobart CBD, does not necessarily represent an appropriate or even
desirable outcome for the City. There has already been much community criticism of the sorts
of buildings that this kind of proscription on buildings that are "individually prominent" has
encouraged, and this is not a policy commonly followed in other urban jurisdictions in
propertycouncil.corn.au I401 @propertycouncl
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Australia or internationally — consider Melbourne for example, which has a city now
substantially defined by "individually prominent" buildings.
In conclusion, the Property Council has concerns that the proposed amendments to the HIPS have the
potential for a negative impact on economic development within the City of Hobart. Proposed new
clauses are poorly drafted and do not provide clarity. The absence of clarity in what is required to
show compliance will add cost to development and/or deter investment.
In addition, the vision for the future form of the City, articulated in the `Height Standards Performance Criteria Review', and on which the proposed amendments are based, is not one that the
Property Council necessarily supports. The pattern of development that it promotes does not reflect
the current reality; the reality in any number of other highly liveable cities in Australia and
internationally; or the way in which development occurs.
The Tasmanian Division of the Property Council of Australia would like to thank the Hobart City Council
for the opportunity to respond via this submission to PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning
Scheme 2015 — Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone.

Yours sincerely,

/1E, .;(7, z

Brian Wightman J TAS Executive Director
Property Council of Australia
PO BOX 8072
Trevallyn TAS 7250
M +61 429 073 773
F bwightman2pro pertycouncil.com.a u
@BrianWightman76
PROSPERITY J JOBS I STRONG COMMUNITIES

propertycouncil.com.au

I W @propertycouncil
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REP 162
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Margaret Reynolds <jollyfarmersinn©outiook.com>
Friday, 1 September 2017 3:25 PM
Records Unit
Hobart 's Heritage Streetscapes- A comment on the omission of 'heritage' in considering
future development of the CBD
Hobart's Heritage Streetscapes.docx

Dear Mr Heath
I attach my submission as a comment on the Wooley Report.
I attended one of the public consultations and found it frustrating that heritage had been sidelined in considering
the future development of the Central Business District of Hobart.
I have a background in local government policy development over several years and wonder just why Hobart ignores
best practice in maintaining its heritage streetscapes.
I am disappointed that the Hobart City Council has not yet developed a heritage strategy that is committed to
enhancing its CBD and I wonder if planners actually study how their colleagues elsewhere manage to better
integrate heritage into policy practice
So many Australian and international cities with fewer heritage assets have been able to offer more imaginative and
compatible planning that integrates and values their urban streetscapes.
I respectfully suggest that senior staff and aldermen may like to take a slow walk around the CBD to see just how
poorly Hobart compares with Launceston , Ballarat Fremantle or Melbourne
It is not too late to take stock and plan real recognition of Hobarts urban streetscapes.
With thank for your consideration
Regards
Margaret Reynolds
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OUR HOBART STREETSCAPE- WHAT DO VISITORS SEE?

It's great to see the recent groundswell of public interest in how Hobart should develop into the future.
The pages of the Mercury have been dominated by announcements and comment about how the Hobart
City Council will oversee the development of the inner city as new high-rise proposals are received
There has been strong reaction against unlimited high-rise buildings changing our city while there are
also professional proponents trying to convince us that change is not only essential but inevitable.
How should these two opposing opinions be resolved?
It is essential that the Hobart City Council first consider the unique heritage it has inherited from the 19u1
and 20th centuries, There are some excellent examples of careful preservation and creative re use of
prominent heritage buildings.
However, it can be depressing to walk around parts of the central business district because scant
attention has been given to consistency in development standards and the impact on Hobart's historic
streetscapes.
Some Colonial, Victorian and Art Deco buildings have been poorly "updated "so their special features are
obscured. There appears to be no guidance about appropriate re painting standards. Signage is ad hoc
and one wonders if Council has any guidelines about scale, colour and placement of signage to the best
effect. The result in many parts of the central business district is a jumble of ad hoc development which
has allowed the loss of some of our most potentially appealing street scapes. Furthermore, there is little
serious interpretation of key buildings or sites so special characteristics are not explained.
Why have Hobart's streetscapes become "the good the bad and the ugly "? Where is the collective
imagination and drive to preserve the heritage assets Hobart has inherited? Hobart City Council needs to
learn from national best practice where there are numerous examples in other cities that showcase how
heritage architecture and modern development can coexist.
It is not possible to remove some of the concrete blocks that have been accepted by previous
administrations over the past sixty years but it IS possible to take stock of what Hobart has managed to
retain and set a new standard for inner city development. A commitment to a Heritage Strategy which
retains cultural assets and values historic streetscapes that are so significant in our city. We need human
scale enhancement of our inner city so that people can enjoy both past and future development.
Modern building setbacks like the University of Tasmania's Student Housing block is accepted as one way
to incorporate modern structures within a heritage precinct. But who was watching out for preserving
the heritage street scape when that modernist design was introduced at street level.?
Well known architect Robert Morris Nunn has emphasised the importance of sensitive adaptive re use
of built heritage and his expertise can be viewed at several locations around the city. As a result Hobart
has benefitted from creative re use of heritage buildings and added value to buildings restored with
appropriate attention to both their original design and strategic restoration to enable new usage.
Both Councils and Government have a leadership role in encouraging potential developers to consider
this option, especially if professional advice and support is offered. Unfortunately, there has been a
tendency to see heritage as a "problem' and the state's heritage protection laws have been viewed as
barriers rather than providing special opportunities If Tasmanian government leadership is convincing in
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advocating creative re use of some of our heritage buildings it would become a significant step in
changing attitudes.
Councils too need to adopt more thoughtful strategies in managing heritage and development. Some
may actually employ Heritage Officers but those individuals are not part of senior management teams
and too often their professional advice is marginalised in favour of private developers and outside
consultants. Big companies often intimidate councils which are then overwhelmed by economic
argument regardless of how a new structure will fit within a heritage urban landscape.
It is hard to understand why Hobart City Council excluded reference to "heritage "when setting priories
for a recent Central Business District Planning consultancy. Heritage is NOT an optional extra when
considering the future of inner city planning . It gives the impression that Council may have a heritage
strategy on a shelf somewhere, but heritage is not regarded as part of the main game!
Hobart has its share of modern development that has been allowed to be in breach of quality heritage
standards but there is still time for our capital city to be proactive in prioritising how to protect its unique
streetscapes. Developers need to see historic buildings as potentially adding value to their business
proposals
We need to ask more of those developers who try to impose their building style preferences on our city.
Surely at least some could be persuaded to take advice and work to adapt their proposals accordingly. It
is up to Hobart City Council to have high expectations of compliance with best practice standards about
the future development of Hobart as a very significant heritage city.

Margaret Reynolds
Further Information contact
0418181843

jollvfarmersinn@bigpond.com
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REP 163
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Fagan, Sandra (DPaC) <Sandra.Fagan@dpac.tas,gov.au>
Friday, 1 September 2017 4:12 PM
Records Unit
Chris Merridew
REPRESENTATIONS - COMMENT ON LEIGH WOOLLEY'S REPORT
Building Height ODD Proposal Aug 2017.docx

Dear General Manager
Please find attached my Representation on the building height CBD proposal.
Kind regards
Chris Merridew

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER
The information in this transmission may be confidential andlor protected by legal professional privilege, and is intended only for the person or persons to
whom it is addressed. If you are not Such a person, you are warned that any disclosure, copying or dissemination of the information is unauthorised. If you
have received the transmission in error, please immediately contact this office by telephone, fax or email, to inform us of the error and to enable
arrangements to be made for the destruction of the transmission, or its return at our cost. No liability is accepted for any unauthorised use of the information
contained in this transmission.
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C. Merridew
12 Quannby Ave
SANDY BAY 7005
0419252818
14 August 2017
The General Manager
Hobart City Council
HO BART 7000
COMMENT: REFERENCE BUILDING HEIGHT CBD PROPOSAL
Dear Sir
Having listened very carefully to your consultant Mr Woolley's very comprehensive report and
montages illustrated I would like to outline the following issues.
The only reference to the 75 metre recommended new base line maxim for the CBD crowned by the
Macquarie and the Melville ridges, is an almost one liner saying he think 75 metres would be the right
number at the end of his presentation.
At no time in his 45 minute presentation does he say how he arrived at that figure. Likewise there is
no supporting argument on that line of 75 meters — not discretionary just a new normal.
Likewise within his 20 or so montages there was no montage depicting 75 meters — say the AMP which always frames the city being depicted at a growth from 57 meters to 75 meters or the Reserve
Bank, ESA CENTRE + 50% elevation was very clearly absent. The Macquarie Ridge adds 12 meters
above cove level to the IBIS as viewed from Kings Pier.
My general comment to Council is that in the light of some 1500 motel rooms approved over the past
3 years with an expected hire car activity of 62% take up generates an additional 930 hire cars that
will be frequenting the CBD looking to park each day.
Buses and taxis servicing the other 38% will all need access to the CBD and environs for pick up and
put down events.
On this basis one would think it fair to say that our City will be already at capacity, to provide access
and services without funnelling thousands more movements into a currently inadequate CBD road
network.
As one can't elevate roads so elevating buildings to create more pressure on the existing infrastructure
seems singularly unwise.
Yours faithfully

CHRIS MERRIDEW
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REP 164
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Anne Parrott <anne.parrott2@gmail.com>
Friday, 1 September 2017 4:15 PM
Records Unit; Anne Parrott
Submission re proposed changes to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme
Submission re proposed changes to Hobart Interim Planning Scheme.pages

Dear General Manager,
Attached is my submission re the proposed changes.
I am a Hobart ratepayer and can be contacted on this email address or by phone 0409 278877
Regards
(Patricia) Anne Parrott
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Submission regarding the proposed planning scheme amendments
I have lived in Hobart all my life and been lucky enough to have travelled overseas extensively too. On
returning home I am always struck anew by the wonderful natural and built beauty of my city - the majestic Mt
Wellington with the city tucked beneath it.
I feel really strongly about my home city and this is why I have always lived here, raised my children here and
now watch as my grandchildren grow up here too.
With this is mind,1 felt that I had to make a submission regarding the proposed changes to the Hobart Interim
Planning Scheme which protects our city.
The most important issue I think, is that of height limits. I think that there should be maximum building height
limits set and that these should be adhered to. The current limit is 45 m which is clear and unequivocal so
council should not be able to discretionarily approve taller buildings. And since the council has commissioned a
study of proposed maximum height limits for the CBD, there is no way height limit changes should be
considered until this report has been received and analysed.
know that there are already some buildings in Hobart that exceed the 45m height limit but most people would
see these buildings as outliers and certainly not a reason to build more_ Surely no-one can see Empress Towers
or the Vodaphone Centre as anything but architectural and council approval errors.
I can see no reason to increase the height limit in the "Zone of Built Intensity" as is being proposed by Leigh
Woolley. There are so many beautiful tourist cities around the world such as Madrid and Rome, where
buildings don't exceed six storeys so I fail to see why we need buildings in our city centre which are so much
taller than this. It also concerns me that the Woolley Report is going to be attached to the Planning Scheme
amendments when it refers to a 75 m height limit. This height is one man's opinion and does not reflect
necessarily the results of the study of proposed maximum height limits for the CBD nor indeed that of many
Hobart residents and tourists. It is therefore wrong and misleading to include it in the submission to the
Planning Commission.
Furthermore I would like the reference to a Zone of Built Intensity to be deleted as follows: (c) The compact
city centre shall consolidate within the environs and lower contours of the Hobart Rivulet trough and also allow
for an intensification within the area bounded by Murray, Macquarie, Argyle and Melville Streets to evolve as a
defined (conical) expression of built intensity, when viewed from beyond. This should in turn reinforce a
transition in scale back from the low ground delta and the lower contours of the Macquarie Ridge and also
from the rising contours of Trinity Hill, the Queens Domain and the Bathurst and Macquarie Ridges.
I believe that the building height limit should either remain at 45 m with no council discretionary power or if it
is to be changed then this needs to be with full community involvement and professional advice not just the
recommendation of one man.
And whatever limit we finally decide, I strongly believe that council should have no power to approve
buildings which exceed this set height limit.
I am also concerned that only three sight lines are included in the proposed planning scheme amendments,
two to Mt Wellington and one to the cenotaph. The joy of our current mostly low-rise city is that there are so
many sight lines almost regardless of where you happen to be. It is this that makes the city such a joy to walk
around and it is something that our visitors always comment upon.
Lastly I am very concerned about the our heritage streetscapes. I am a descendent of A.P.M filer whose heritage
pharmacy at Miller's Corner (corner of Liverpool and Murray Streets) was demolished in the 505 to make way
for the MLC building. This is but one of many of these heritage buildings which have been lost in the last 60
years and we need to ensure that we protect them and revitalise our inner city rather than allowing demolition
and building ever taller replacements. A step towards doing this is to specifically recognise heritage
streetscapes in the Desired Future Character Statement and to outline a means by which they will be
protected.
Anne Parrott (0409 278877) Hobart Ratepayer
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REP 165
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

tamzin hookway <tamzinpeta@bigpond.conn>
Friday, 1 September 2017 4:15 PM
Records Ur-tit
Submission against the Proposed amendments to the Hobart planning scheme

To the Genera] Manager
The proposed changes suggest a shift towards high-rise buildings in the Hobart CBD, potentially allowing 75 metres
or more in the 'zone of built intensity', a significant increase from the current 45 metres in the CBD. Our city is
unique and for it to retain its current charm a high rise zone should not be included.
I am not anti-development, but any development needs to be in keeping with Hobart's heritage and low rise charm,
to ensure it does not become the same as other cities. Maximum height limits need to be set to provide guidance to
all councillors and any changes to the height limit needs to be developed with the involvement of the community.
Many tall buildings overshadow other areas and buildings and create windy areas/streets, which we don't need any
more of.
Empress Towers, 50 years on is still an eyesore to this beautiful city. It is not in keeping with the charm of Battery
Point and a good example of why we need set height restrictions to ensure the council members have the
confidence and power to prevent the wrong developments, and the community feedback is imperative to any
changes to the planning scheme for Hobart. We need to ensure an Empress Towers never happens again.

Tamzin Hookway
tamzinoeta@bigoond.com
0419 661261
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REP 166
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Neil Shephard <neilsh@bigpond.com>
Friday, 1 September 2017 4:26 PM
Records Unit
❑raft Amendment PSA-17-13 submission
Hadleys sub 310817,pdt

Please find attached a submission in respect of the above draft amendment to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme
2015.
Kind regards,
Neil Shephard
Oho. Don Neil
Fellow of the Planning Institute of Australia
Certified Practicing Planner

( t
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r

0316225 4200
n I sh (it) bum ond.com
PO Rox 273 Sandy Bay, 7006
Levet 2, 11 Morrison street, Hobart, 7300
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31 August 2017

Dear Mr Heath,
RE: DRAFT AMENDMENT PSA-17-3 TO THE HOBART INTERIM PLANNING SCHEME 2015
Please accept this submission in respect of the exhibited draft Amendment.
I write on behalf of The Old Woolstore Apartment Hotel at 1 Macquarie Street, Hobart, and Hadleys Orient Hotel
34 Murray Street, Hobart, both of which I am the Director.
Our main concern is the potential impact of the draft Amendment on the Hobart CBD, within which we believe
that Hadleys Orient Hotel is a significant part of the character and amenity. However we also have concerns
about the impact of the draft Amendment on the overall character of the surrounding areas of the city including
Sullivans Cove and the Wapping precinct.
We are concerned that the character of Hobart, and thus the interstate and international image of Hobart ['the
brand') has the potential to be changed forever by the draft Amendment to the extent that Hobart will be at risk
of losing its 'point of difference. Once gone, this essential element in the character and attraction of Hobart to
residents and visitors alike cannot be reclaimed. It is essential to ensure that precedents cannot be set that will
lead to the overall destruction of the very elements that attract people to visit and live in Hobart.
Our particular concerns include the following:
1. The draft Amendment does not further the Objectives of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management
and Planning System of Tasmania
In particular the draft Amendment does not enable people and communities to provide for their social,
economic and cultural well-being.
The draft Amendment has been based on the recommendations arising from an urban design report.
Without meaning to deprecate the level of analysis undertaken in the respective Height Standards —
Peifarmance Criteria Review (Woolley, L. 2017) ('the Woolley report') this report has not included:
•

A survey or assessment of the community, stakeholder or visitor opinion;

•
•

A consideration of the economic impacts of the proposed changes; or
A consideration of the impacts on the heritage character or the cultural values of the CBD.

The Woolley report is a report by a technical specialist, It has value as part of a broader consideration
of the issue of the appropriate height and scale of buildings in the CBD, but it is not (and we believe it
does not purport to be) a holistic and integrated assessment of all of the matters that need to be
considered.
On this basis alone we submit that the draft Amendment is 'underdone' and inadequately justified. It
does not address or further the Objectives of Schedule 1 and should not be approved.
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2.

Including the Woolley report as part of the draft Amendment is problematic
In order to understand the concepts and terms in the Desired Future Character Statements under clause
22.1.3, reference to the Woolley report is required. This indicates that not only is the draft Amendment
difficult to understand without resort to a technical report (or a specialist technician), but that words,
phrases and concepts are given a particular meaning that is not necessarily consistent with accepted
planning terms or even lay usage.
In our submission, this is an entirely unacceptable practice. Planning scheme amendments should
employ commonly used and accepted terms and phrases that are consistent with the overall format of
the planning scheme. It should not be necessary to refer to a lengthy and complex technical document
in order to understand the Desired Future Character Statements or the more specific provisions of the
draft Amendment. It should also not be necessary to consult the author of such a document to explain
or interpret what is meant or what was intended in either the draft Amendment or the accompanying
technical report, The draft Amendment does not pass the test of being self-explanatory and easily
understood if it needs to rely on a 54-page supporting report.

We are also concerned that the additional detail and graphics that appear in the Woolley report will
become de-facto standards, simply because they are presented as being potentially acceptable. As an
example there is no maximum height specified in the Performance Criteria in the draft Amendment.
However in the Woolley report a maximum 75m is recommended as a column note on page 49. The
report therefore provides the de facto standard. Other diagrams and references in the Woolley report
will also therefore become central to decision-making by Council planners and aldermen.

3.

The draft Amendment is fundamentally un-democratic
A particular concern is that there is a risk of Council abrogating its decision-making responsibility to
technical experts who are capable of, firstly understanding the concepts and language of the draft
Amendment and the Woolley report; and secondly who are able to subjectively interpret and justify
proposals in a self-serving manner. A related risk is that Mr Woolley will become the de-facto planning
authority, in order to ensure consistency of interpretation and assessment. With due respect to Mr
Woolley's considerable expertise, we consider that this presents a fundamentally undemocratic
situation that should not be enabled. Unfortunately, the draft Amendment presents that potential risk.

4.

Esote pica
The Desired Future Character Statements include a number of esoteric words and phrases that should
be reviewed, simplified, clarified, or defined eg

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"fine grained residential patterns of development"
"lightness of form";
"the Hobart Rivulet trough";
"the low ground delta";
"managing vistas";
"accented contextual cues";
"the original Cove outfall";
"development will acknowledge and seek";

•

"the pleasing arrangement";

Similarly, there is scope for confusion arising from the desired outcomes when the statements are read
together, ie:
•
▪

Adopting a lightness of form, and graduated reductions in bulk and massing...becoming
slimmest at their peaks (tall, slim and transparent?); but
not be individually prominent by virtue of height or bulk; whilst

Super Waulsiorc
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3
■
•

providing a layering effect of distinct but cohesive forms separated by appropriate gaps; and
also
providing a compact consolidation of the city centre without the appearance of a contiguous
wall of towers.

5. Subjectivity of performance criteria
Marty of the performance criteria are vague and subjective, difficult to interpret, resulting in
uncertainty. Technical expertise and personal judgement is required to assess:
■
■

"positive contribution to the streetscape"
providing "significant (community) benefits";

■
•
•

'reinforcing the compact urban form"
'providing a lightness of form"
providing necessary (but unquantified) setbacks

•
•

"providing permeability";
"unreasonable impact".

It is appreciated that the generality of the draft Amendment is the root cause for the vagueness and
overly subjective nature of the performance criteria. However to Mr Woolley's credit he has identified
and recommended a lot more detailed investigation and analysis in his report than has been translated
into the draft Amendment. We support a more detailed lot-by-lot assessment of development potential
rather than a 'one-size-fits all approach'. The future of Hobart's CBI:), and the protection of Its unique
character demands such an approach.
6. Impacts outside the Murray, Macquarie, Argyle, Melville area
Hadleys Orient Hotel is within the Central Business Zone, but outside the identified 'high-rise' area.
Nonetheless Hadleys is immediately across the street from the boundary of this area, and currently both
enjoys and contributes to the heritage amenity and relatively low-rise human scale of that part of
Murray Street. The nearest street intersection with Macquarie Street is famous for having high quality
colonial sandstone buildings on each corner.
The degree to which a new high-rise development could be contemplated in the vicinity of these
important buildings is unclear. It appears as if the draft Amendment actually encourages it, and there is
no apparent restriction or requirement for assessment on the impacts of such a development on these
buildings and on the particular street intersection. We submit that this is also a fundamental flaw in the
draft Amendment. No development that impacts on the heritage values and amenity of this important
area should be contemplated.
It is not clear how the Woolley report's 'pear-shaped cone' development envelope Is to be utilised. Is it
a defined envelope? Will it be blurred in its application at or outside the boundary? Many questions
arise as to how it will be applied within and outside the Murray, Macquarie, Argyle, Melville area. Will
it be possible, for example, for developers of a site in Davey or Collins Street, within the Sullivan Cove
Planning Scheme, to argue that a building less than the 75m maximum height represents a graded,
layered transition that reflects the topography? Such a building could, depending on the base level, be
considerably taller than 75m, yet still be justified as consistent with the principles adopted under this
draft Amendment. There are no ultimate height limits within the Sullivans Cove Planning Scheme, but
there is clearly scope to argue that the approach taken in the Woolley report should be adopted more
widely. The risk is that this could happen, thus ultimately undermining the intent of that planning
scheme.
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4
Conclusion
We submit that the draft Amendment in its current form does not further the Objectives of Schedule 1 of the
RMPS.
It does not demonstrate that it reflects the needs or desires of the community, stakeholders or visitors.
It does not consider impacts on heritage values or the character of Hobart.
It assumes that there is a need and desire for higher buildings, rather than fundamentally considering what an
appropriate height might be to maintain the unique character of the city.
The draft Amendment is overly subjective and esoteric, to the extent that it requires an equally complex and
esoteric technical report to explain what it means.
The attachment of the Woolley report to the draft Amendment is flawed in principle, as it contains standards,
references and diagrams that are not directly referenced in the amendment itself, but have the potential to
become de facto standards.
We acknowledge and understand the importance of Council receiving appropriate technical advice from relevant
experts, when framing planning scheme provisions. However there is another important element to such
exercises, and that involves consideration of the community's views. Good public policy cannot be developed
without either element. And good planning scheme provisions should reflect good public policy.

Yours faithfully,

DONALD NEIL
Director
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REP 167
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

O'Brien, Bobbie (DPIPWE)<Babbie.0Brien@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Friday, 1 September 2017 4:33 PM
Records Unit
Proposed amendment to the Planning Scheme Ordinance PSA-17-3
HCC submission 1 Sept 17.pdf

Attention General Manager, Hobart City Council.
Please find attached my letter concerning the Proposed Amendment to the Planning Scheme Ordinance P5A-17-3
for your consideration.
With kind regards
Bernadette O'Brien

CONFIDENTIALITY NIOTICE AND DISCLAIMER
The information in this transmission may be confidential andlor protected by legal professional privilege, and is intended only for the person or persons to
whom it is addressed. If you are not such a person, you are warned that any disclosure, copying or dissemination of the information is unauthorised. If you
have received the transmission in error, please immediately contact this office by telephone, fax or email, to inform us of the error and to enable
arrangements to be made for the destruction of the transmission, or @s return at our cost. No liability is accepted for any unauthorised use of the information
contained in this transmission.
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Bernadette O'Brien
13 Tennyson Court
West Hobart TAS 7000

General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart Tasmania 7001
By email: coh@hobartcity.com.au

Dear General Manager
Re: Proposed Amendment to the Planning Scheme Ordinance P5A-17-3
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the said proposed amendments. I wish to express my
grave concerns at the proposed changes and place my trust in the Council that you will consider my
points of view as you progress through the review process.
1.

Hobart residents must have confidence in the Council to comply with the maximum building
height requirements set down in the Planning Scheme. This has not been the case in the past
and the community is rightfully concerned about the direction the Council appears to be
heading in considering the recommendations of the report 'Hobart Interim Planning Scheme
2015 — Central Business Zone — Height Standards — Performance Criteria Review', Leigh Woolley
(2016).

2.

I reject outright Leigh Woolley's recommendations for the high-rise zone in the CBD (Zone of
built intensity) and its suggested height limit, the 'so called' maximum of 75 metres. This is not
acceptable. It is an ill-considered proposition and does not take into considedration a
community viewpoint. It appears more so to reflect undue influence on a self-interested
Council (the prospect of increased rates revenue) by greedy developers with zero concern for
the community's 'ownership' of Hobart's intrinsic appeal, its treasured heritage, streetscapes
and unrivalled quality of life values which make it unique and which we are prepared to protect.

3. Associated changes to the Performance Criteria for building heights regarding overshadowing,
viewlines, and benefits to public amenity must be tested on the community. Hobart is a very
different place now, a city of well-informed and committed residents who demand the right to
have input to Council decisions that affect them and the integrity and character of the place
they proudly and lovingly call 'home'. The Council's decisions must reflect the community's
position on important matters such as the future 'look and feel' of their city and its surrounds.
4. Such community involvement places Council in a stronger position when enforcing planning
rules for applications that, for example, go beyond stated height restrictions.
5.

I fully support a recommendation being put by the Council's Planning Committee for an
independent report on height restrictions to be limited to 18 metres for the Sullivan's Cove
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Planning Scheme and 45 metres for the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme. I strongly disagree
with a 45-metre restriction applying to both Schemes.
6. With regard to Leigh Woolley's suggested viewlines for the planning scheme amendments, more
of these need to be considered, such as from West Hobart to the waterfront (to protect the
limited remaining viewlines!) and Hunter Street to Sullivan's Cove, now partially destroyed by
the Council's approval of MacOne which obscures the view of the Art School facade.
7. Further evidence that Hobart City Council has not considered the importance of heritage
streetscapes in past development approvals is the addition of one extra level on the No. 1 Davey
I Evans Streets apartment block which towers over the significant heritage buildings of Hunter
Street. This abomination, which escaped any action by a weak council to have it rectified, has
totally destroyed the precious heritage streetscape that has contributed to Hobart's unique
tourism assets over untold years in which it has been protected from such ravages I
8. Liveability considerations for planning schemes raise the issue of the current mis-management
of traffic flow in around and through Hobart as every day the gridlock becomes worse. It's time
for the Council to take the matter out of the `too hard' basket and face up to the fact that,
unless it takes a 'can do' attitude to fixing the problem, it will never be able to guarantee an
efficient traffic management system for future allowable development or convince the
community that it has that capability.
9. Hobart City Council and its operation of city car parks, apart from being a blatant revenue grab,
puts the Council in a conflict of interest position when the community expects it to be the
relevant body to put pressure on the Government and its instrumentalities to provide a reliable,
efficient, user-friendly and safe public transport service. This issue can't be ignored when
considering safeguards for the liveability of the capital city which should be enshrined in the
Planning Scheme.
10. Hobart residents, businesses and visitors are asking that their quality of life not be diminished,
that their voices are heard and concerns taken into account in planning decisions that will have
an irreversible effect on present and future generations.
I call upon you to consider the issues I have raised above and I wish it to be conveyed to Council that I
urge them not to adopt the proposed amendments to the Planning Scheme.
Yours sincerely

Bernadette O'Brien
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REP 168
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

David Halse Rogers <dhalserogers@gmaiLconn>
Friday, 1 September 2017 4:35 PM
Records Unit
Hobart Interim Planning Scheme, 2015 - Amendment to the Height Standards in the
Central Business Zone - PSA-17-3 Amendment.
SHPA Inc. Letter to GM re Hobart Interim Planning Scheme, 2015 - Amendment to the
Height Standards in the CB Zone - PSA-17-3- Amendment, 1st September 2017.doc

S'OUTH HOBART
aosilEsti Assoc ArioN

Dear Sir/Madam,
Would you kindly forward the attached submission regarding PSA-17-3 Amendment to the
HCC Interim Planning Scheme, 2015 - Amendment to the Height Standards in the
Central Business Zone from The South Hobart Progress Association (Inc) to the
appropriate officer/s.
Yours faithfully,
David Hake Rogers.
Hon. Secretary. SHPA (Inc.)
6223 3149
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Nick Heath Esq.
General Manager
Hobart City Council
GPO BOX 503E
HOBART TAS 7001
1s} September, 2017
Dear Mr. Heath,
re: Hobart Interim Planning Scheme, 2015

Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone
PSA-17-3 Amendment.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Amendment to the Height
Standards in the CBD Zone - PSA-17-3 Amendment.
The South Hobarf Progress Association inc. (SI-IPA Inc) has, for many years, been

concerned that the Planning Scheme tar Hobart was not prescriptive enough. This
state of affairs not only causes uncertainty for potential developers. ratepayers and
residents alike, but places undue and unwarranted onus on the elected
representatives to make decisions about which they are simply unqualified to make.
The opportunity now arises to limit discretionary powers of the Aldermen and provide
certainty for developer and citizen alike.
The Association urges Council to set maximum building height limits to enable the
Hobart City Council to reject inappropriate development applications that do not
meet community expectations or the planning rules in the first instance.
The SHPA (Inc.) understands that Council has commissioned a study into proposed
maximum height limits for the CBD. Mention in the Press (Woolley Report) of a height
limit of 75 metres should be deleted immediately, and the current height limn (viz: 45
metres), as stated in the City of Hobart Interim Planning Scheme, 2015, retained.
If it is intended to attach the Woolley Report, as it now stands, to the Planning
Scheme, the Association considers this a retrograde action. 75 metres is a completely
inappropriate height for buildings in the CBD, especially if the heritage aspects of the
City are to be retained and, hopefully, enhanced over time.
The SHPA (Inc.) maintains that Hobart should remain a low to medium-rise city. This
has a number of benefits, not least being the tourist interest in a city that still manages
to retain its charm and human scale. For this reason the "Desired Future Character"
statement in the Scheme should reflect this aim. Further, Heritage Streetscapes
should be specifically recognised in the "Desired Future Character.' statement, by
including a reference to the importance of heritage to Hobart's future character and
the need to protect heritage streetscapes.

PO Box 200 South Hobart Tasmania 7004
+61 3 6223 3149
d ha Iserog ers@g m ail corn
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References to a "high-rise zone" should not be included and the terms
"intensification" and a "zone of built intensity" should be deleted. The aim as stated
in (c) should read:fc) The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs and lower contours of the
Hobart Rivulet trough and also allow far an intonsit-iGG4istri within the area bounded by
- e e- •
of built-intensity, when viewed from beyond. This should if4- turn reinforce a transition in
scale back from the low ground delta and the lower contours of the Macquarie Ridge and
also from the rising contours of Trinity Hilf. the Queens Domain and the Bathurst and
Macquarie Ridges.
Hobart is unique amongst Australian capital cities in possessing such varied view lines
down most streets in the City grid. The importance of retaining these mountain/river
vistas e.g: the Domain to South Hobart along Liverpool or Collins Streets; North Hobart
to the Derwent down all but Murray Street, which has had a restaurant placed in the
view line; West Hobart to the waterfront, etc.) cannot be overstated, and is of crucial
importance to retaining this advantage.

Yours faithfully,

David liaise Rogers.
Hon. Secretary. SHPA Inc.

PO Box 200 South Hobart Tasmania 7004
+61 3 6223 3149
dhalsero9ers@amail.corn
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REP 169
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lyall McDermott <Iyall.modermOtt@utaS.edU.aU>
Friday, 1 September 2017 5:03 PM
Records Unit
Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 Amendments

The General Manager
City of Hobart

Dear Sir,
Please accept the following as my submission regarding the Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone,
Hobart Interim Planning Scheme.

I recently attended the Council's information session regarding the proposed changes to the Height Standards in the Hobart
CBD. While I was heartened by Leigh Woolley's obvious connection to our beautiful city and his respect for its heritage and
environment, I felt that there does not seem to have been a broad enough view of what we want our city to be into the future. This
may have been because of restrictions in his brief. If so, I consider it vital that much broader public consultation must be
undertaken, rather than just a narrow view of heights and setbacks.
Firstly, I consider it imperative that any changes retain the current height limits until the further report on heights is completed.
Secondly, we must consider what type of city we want. Hobart is a unique place and our heritage values and buildings must be
preserved by development that is SYMPATHETIC to our distinct heritage. The planned amendments are very narrow in scope and
do not address this. What is the point of more ugly concrete monoliths that do nothing to make our home liveable, even if they do
conform to the welcome restrictions to height, breadth and setback? Above all, we Hobartians have to live here, and we must not
ruin the very thing that visitors come to see. There are already monstrosities like the Myer and Vodaphone buildings; the new IBIS
hotel and the UTAS student accommodation that block the light, the RACT hotel that completely hems in a beautiful old sandstone
building. There is nothing in the amendments that refers to the type of buildings that we want.
Thirdly, where are the studies that show a need for intensification? Where are the public transport plans and the social impact
studies?
Let us not continue the mistakes of the past by development for development's sake, and let us have a much broader consultation.
Yours faithfully,
Melanie Archer
Acton Park
melarchenantemode.on.net

University of Tasmania Electronic Communications Policy (December, 2014).
This email is confidential, and is for the intended recipient only. Access, disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance on any of it
by anyone outside the intended recipient organisation is prohibited and may be a criminal offence. Please delete if obtained in
error and email confirmation to the sender. The views expressed in this email are not necessarily the views of the University of
Tasmania, unless dearly intended otherwise.
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REP 170
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Geoffrey Bradshaw <geoffrey.bracIshaw@gmail.com>
Friday, 1 September 2017 5:05 PM
Records Unit
PSA-17-3 Amendment - Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015
2017-08-31 to HCC.pdf

Please see the attached letter.
Geoffrey Bradshaw
South Hobart
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MAIL: PO Box 350
South Hobart TAS 7004

General Manager
City of Hobart
GPO Box 503
Hobart 7001
coh@hobartcity.com.au
PSA-17-3 Amendment - Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone
Dear General Manager,
I am writing because I am very concerned about the nature of future
developments in Hobart.
I support maintenance of current planning rules that protect important
city views (including of the mountain), avoid a windy and shaded city, and
retain Hobart's heritage character.
My specific concerns are as follows:
The Desired Future Character Statement should refer to
heritage. The Statement should include recognition of the need
to protect and rejuvenate heritage streetscapes, and the
importance of heritage to Hobart's character.
2.

There should be ABSOLUTE (i.e. non-negotiable) maximum
upper height limits that reflect existing height rules in the
planning schemes for Hobart city (up to 45 metres in the CBD,
depending on location) and Sullivans Cove (8 to 18 metres,
depending on location), and these should be set and articulated
in the amendment.

3.

Development applications for buildings that breach height rules,
such as the Fragrance Group's proposals for 2-6 Coiling St and
28-30 Davey St, should be rejected.

4.

The reference to 75 metres and associated diagrams about
'intensification' in the Woolley Report should be removed before
the report is included in the submission to the Planning
Commission.

5.

References in the Desired Future Character Statement to allow
for 'Intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity' should be
deleted.
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2

6.

The Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning
scheme amendments.

it is most unfortunate that community views about aspirations for
Hobart's shape, height, form and character were not sought earlier and
more carefully, to have enabled more comprehensive and participatory
input to the development of planning scheme amendments before they
were initiated.
Further consideration of maximum building heights should be based on an
expanded process of community involvement and broader professional
advice.
Yours sincerely,

Geoffrey Bradshaw
geoffrey.bradshaw@grnail.corn
(1.

.

X01-7
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REP 171
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To;
Subject:
Attachments:

Fiona Ringrose <fionaringrose@gmail.com>
Friday, 1 September 2017 5:10 PM
Records Unit
Changes to the Hobart Planning Scheme
Height of buildings in the center of Hobart.pdf

Dear General Manager
Attached are my recommendations regarding changes to the Hobart Planning scheme,
Kind Regards
Fiona Ringrose
Bachelor of Environmental Design

1
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Submission Regarding Changes to Hobart Planning Scheme
Regarding the Future Character of Hobart I think the following areas need to be included to protect
our city.
Sun, warmth, comfort
Have a think about the most popular parts of cities, generally tourists are draw to the older historic
sections. They enjoy walking among the historic buildings but also walking in the sun and love the
human scale of the spaces. Look up at the buildings surrounding your favourite parts of Hobart, how
high are they?
Talk to anyone in Hobart and they will tell you that a sunny winter's day is not so bad. It can be very
pleasant standing in the sun but as soon as the sun goes in it turns bitterly cold. A bit of sun can
warm things up dramatically. To encourage winter tourism it is important to preserve sunshine in
the city streets. k had a walk around the main shopping blocks in Hobart at midday in August to
demonstrate how the current height of buildings influences shading and the comfort of shoppers
and workers in Hobart.

Walking down Liverpool Street in the sun is a pleasure.
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The other side of the street has a row of low rise buildings. If the heights are increased both sides
will be in shadow as demonstrated by the next photo.

At the end of the Mall the Commonwealth Bank building casts a huge shadow.
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The next block along from the sunny Mall is the shady often cold and windy Bus Mall. Not a nice
place to hangout. The shading is from the 58m NAB building.

The 48m high Jaffa building casts a large shadow on the other side of the street that should be in
sun. The Murray/ Collins intersection is often dark, cold and windy.
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Murray Street shadowed by a number of high-rise buildings (39 Murray is 48m, 45 Murray is 40m
and 65 Murray is 45m).

Both sides of the street cast in shadow.
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A cold dark street with only a small shaft of sunlight reaching the ramp into the hospital. The
remaining sunny parts of Hobart could become the same if we keep building high-rise buildings. Do
we want a shady or sunny city?
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Hobart's connections and vistas

The Marine board building cuts off the visual connection with the water. What would the view from
Franklin Square have been like before the high-rise buildings on Davey St?

The view of the mountain from the docks is one of the iconic views of Hobart. Standing on the docks
with the mountain in the background is where all the politicians go when being interviewed in
Hobart. We will lose this beautiful view if we build more high-rise buildings in the centre of Hobart.
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Hobares Historical buildings and Streetscapes

Beautiful historic Hobart, the only intersection in Australia with a historic sandstone building on each
corner. No high-rise buildings in sight. Sadly this not the norm. Even viewed from a distance they
compromise Hobart's beauty.

47rn high 10 Murray Street spoils the view.
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On the other side of the block 144 Maquarie 5t 51m high and Lands building 40m high take our
attention away from the lovely heritage streetscape.

Lands building 40m high.
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Shadow cast by the Shadforth building 46m high.

Casting long shadows over the docks. the Hydro building 46m high and the Marine Board building
39m high are completely out of scale with the heritage buildings.
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Thank goodness this building Is going to be demolished. At 47m high in a heritage area it is way too
large and towers over the smaller heritage buildings.
When the façade of the building next door is more than one floor higher the new building changes
the scale of the streetscape compromising the heritage buildings.
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The clock tower on the GPO designed to stand proudly above its neighbouring buildings seen, and
heard, providing a public service is now a tiny building among giants built by large mainland
companies.
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This cottage will never be the same, would you want to live next to the three floor apartments?

The awe of the church steeple soaring up into the sky is diminished by the addition of new high-rise.
Would have been designed to be as invisible as possible through colour and glass that reflects the
sky. Stepping back is not enough, the middle section is too tall. It competes with the church tower
for dominance. The choice of black draws attention to the building's bulk. Ideally the taller sections
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It is not very often that we get to lose an ugly high-rise_ Mostly once built we are stuck with it!
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Hotel Grand Chancellor 42m high. Hobart council should be able to say no, come back to us with a
nicer design that will enhance our city. if the planning rules don't currently give the power to reject
inappropriate, ugly thoughtless buildings then they should be strengthened.

Hobart is full of amazing old buildings. Here the Hope and Anchor Tavern 1807 proudly proclaims
that it is the oldest hotel establishment in Australia. This is an important part of our heritage_ How
much thought and care went into designing a new building to fit sympathetically into this setting?
The answer is only as much as the developer thought they needed to get building approval] If you
set the bar low that's how high the standard of buildings will be. Why fork out extra for more
expensive cladding. They are going to build the largest cheapest building they can get away with.
Business is about maximising returns. They do not care what it does to Hobart! These are selfish
buildings.
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So far I have shown buildings that have degraded Hobart, new buildings can be built to enhance
their setting or at the very least not detract from the beauty that we have.

The police building is high-rise but it works. It takes style ques from the old police building bottom
right. The heritage building bottom left has some space around it with a lovely garden which for the
centre of Hobart is a real treat to behold. All three buildings along the bottom of the photo have
similar size and bulk. The new building with its off white detailing, red brick panels, window shapes
lines between each storey, classical triangular shapes on the roof lines are all inspired by the old
building. It is warm in colour and interesting to look at.

This new building respects the height of the heritage building next to It. It has lines between floors
like the old building and cut outs are similar shape to the windows. It has the same set back from
the road, stone cladding on the façade with a similar bulk.at the front.
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The new court buildings are heritage of the future. They fit so well into their surroundings. The line
of Salamanca is continued, the window pattern echoes the buildings around them and the honey
coloured sandstone glows with warmth in the winter sunlight matching in with the buildings around
it. It is clearly not a copy of the old but attractive in it's own right. There is a reason why it fits so
successfully. The reason is the people of Hobart were very angry to see the Salamanca warehouses
demolished and an ugly high-rise tower being proposed, they demanded better.
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Here are examples of appropriate new hotel accommodation. Recycling heritage buildings like the
IXL buildings on Hunter Street or building new buildings of a sensible scale for their surroundings is
the way to go.
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Don't let tourism destroy the very thing that tourists come to see, if you do they will stop coming.
Where would the economic advantage be it that? Creating a more beautiful Hobart that attracts the
tourists also creates a more wonderful place for the people of Hobart to enjoy.

The Casino is on my list of favourite buildings. It is hobart's Sydney Opera House, our Leaning Tower
of Pisa. Its an icon in Hobart. It's high-rise but I love it. The reason that it works is that it is far
enough out on the point that it's shadow is not a major nuisance. It adds interest to the view, and is
pleasant to look at. If it had been a rectangular tower bland and boring it would not have added to
the beauty of Hobart.
If you were to move it into the centre of Hobart it would block views of the mountain from the
docks, stick up behind heritage buildings compromising their beauty and dwarf them in scale, make
it colder and darker down on street level and in neighbouring buildings, an absolute disaster for
Hobart. The Casino is 73m high, there is no way buildings of this size or higher should be built in
Hobart.
Recommendations
-Do not allow buildings above 45m in Hobart without a majority vote by the rate payers of Hobart.
-The shadow cast should not extend to the pavement on the opposite side of the road during the
shortest day in winter at midday. We currently have buildings doing this in the central pedestrian
and shopping area of Hobart, we do not want to make the situation worse by adding more!
-Degrading the look and feel of Hobart does not benefit Hobart economically, tourists come to enjoy
a beautiful city. New buildings should enhance their surrounds and should be designed not to
compromise neighbouring heritage buildings or streetscapes. I would recommend that the height
limit be lowered near heritage buildings
-No new buildings should block out any more of the view of the mountain from the docks.
Fiona Bingrose

Bachelor of Environmental Design
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REP 172
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Daniel Palmer <daniel.paimer7@bigpond.com>
Friday, I September 2017 6:24 PM
Records Unit
Representation for the 2015 Interim Hobart City Planning Scheme
CityofHobartCouncilSubmission1Sep17.docx

Dear General Manager,
Please find my submission attached below, Kind regards, Alison Palmer
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General Manager

City of Hobart,
GPO Box 503,
Hobart 7001

31 August 2017
Dear General Manager,

I am writing to make a submission on the City of Hobart initiated Amendments to the
Height Standards in the Central Business Zone (PSA-17-3) under the Hobart Interim
Planning Scheme 2015.
I would like to ask that the following points be considered before the amendments are
finalized:
- The new Desired Future Character does not mention the word 'heritage' once. Nor
does heritage feature anywhere in the new performance criteria to define what is
unique and important about Hobart's townscape and streetscapes. This has to be one of
the most important and appreciated parts of our city as it is, and even more into the
future, and I believe should be foremost in the consideration of any further
development.
- The new Desired Future Character Statement lays the foundations for a much taller
CBD and undermines current height rules, by including:
a. In Precinctual Scale (c) a proposed new zone of built intensification (in effect,
a 'higher-rise zone') in the CBD blocks bounded by Murray, Macquarie, Melville and
Argyle Streets and that this development zone should "evolve as a defined (conical)
expression of built intensity when viewed from beyond'.
b. In Regional Scale clause (e) which envisages buildings pushing through height
limits — by stating that, "Development above the permitted heights limits will not
diminish the pattern of a compact city".
- The amendments provide more ability for planners and decision-makers to allow
buildings to exceed the 'Amenity Building Envelope' of 45 metres.
- Including the current version of the Woolley Report as an official attachment to the
amendments means that diagrams and references in the report that envisage much
taller buildings in the CBD will become part of planning law and therefore central to
decision-making for the city.
- The amendments present an unnecessarily narrow vision for Hobart's heart - all about
more height, when there are so many other unique and more appropriate ways this area
could be developed, and are a missed opportunity to reform our planning laws in the
CBD in a more considered way.
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I would like to request the following changes to the amendments :
1. Include better and stronger references to heritage in the new Desired Future
Character Statement and the new Townscape Performance Criteria
While Hobart's CBD has lost some of its heritage buildings and streetscapes, there
remain some beautiful colonial, Georgian, federation and deco heritage in the CBD zone
that is fundamental to the character and charm of the city. This needs to be
acknowledged and defended as a central part of the CBD's future character.
For example, some of the following statements could be included in both the statement
and also the performance criteria:
El Regional Scale — (add) The unique and nationally significant heritage assets in the city
centre are protected and celebrated as a central and defining feature of the area
Precinctual Scale — (add) The city centre will develop in a way that protects and
enhances the characteristics of the area that contribute to its cultural heritage
significance.
M Development Scale (add)
- development will seek to utilise, enhance, conserve, interpret and promote heritage
places and streetscapes
- development sitting within heritage streetscapes will be designed to reinforce and not
overwhelm the heritage character of the street
2. Remove references in the amendments that lay the foundations for a significant
increase in CBD building heights
To avoid these amendments becoming the first step in facilitating a high-rise CBD, I
propose removing the specific references to this vision in the amendments.
Remove the clause - Precinctual Scale (c) that proposes new zone of built intensification
in the CBD blocks bounded by Murray, Macquarie, Melville and Argyle Streets and the
suggestion that this development zone should "evolve as a defined conical expression of
built intensity when viewed from beyond".
Remove the clause - Regional Scale clause (a) "Development above the permitted height
limits will not diminish the pattern of a compact city"
I propose removing the Leigh Woolley report as an official attachment to the scheme
amendments, because of its height specific references which would allow much taller
buildings than are currently allowed.
Including the report means that a number of diagrams suggesting much taller buildings
and guidance notes that "a maximum height datum of 75m is recommended" become
part of planning law. If the report is included, could it please have the 75 metre
reference removed (and the diagrams illustrating the proposed new zone of built
intensity).
3. Strengthen the centrality of the 'Amenity Building Envelope' of 45 metres to the
CBD planning rules, and set a maximum height limit at this level.
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The 45 metre 'Amenity Building Envelope' was designed to provide some flexibility for
developers in the CBD, while still acknowledging the importance of Hobart's human
scale, climate considerations and the importance of not overwhelming the heritage
character of the city.
The suite of new performance criteria taken from the Woolley Report moves the focus
of the CBD planning rules to building heights above this 45 metres. Many of the
performance criteria are vague, subjective and difficult to interpret and could create a
great deal of uncertainty.
A better approach for Hobart would be to strengthen the city's commitment to the 45
metre limit and set this as the maximum limit for the city.
4. The amendments present a narrow vision for Hobart's heart and a missed
opportunity for a more in-depth discussion about planning for our future CBD
These amendments come at a time when the City of Hobart is in a period of change and
they signal a major shift in strategic direction for the look of the CBD, but seem to be
without the corresponding depth of thought and community conversation about what
overall planning guidance and improvements we want for the heart of our city.
The City of Hobart is poised to undertake a major new City Vision process which will
include undertaking significant community engagement on what people want for the
city. Developing and setting a vision for the desired character for the CBD heart of
Hobart should be a key part of that City Vision discussion.
This fairly major planning amendment process seems to be largely based on one report
about the look of the city within the wider landscape. This is just one element of
planning for the city that should be considered.
In developing a Specific Area Plan for the Hobart CBD Zone, I would like to see the plan
consider a number of important issues including a more strategic approach to the microclimate effects of development on the city, with the Council setting much stronger
requirements to ensure that the city is a comfortable place to be for people who work,
shop and live in the city.
Currently each building developer produces a report showing that their individual
proposal will "minimize unacceptable wind conditions in adjacent streets" and the new
rules suggest that each individual development should be "consolidated to ensure an
adequate amount of light above the street wall" and that "overshadowing of public
open space does not unreasonably impact on the amenity of that space".
I am of the understanding that there has been no detailed planning work undertaken by
the Council in the public interest on the cumulative effect of development over a certain
height on the city micro-climate.
This is a crucial consideration given Hobart's location at 42 degrees South and the
impact this has on the position of the sun through winter and the amount of wind. Other
Australian cities provide recent examples of how this can go very wrong for a city and its
residents, especially Melbourne with a similarly cold and windy climate over the winter
months. We have an incredible opportunity here to create plans that will protect &
enhance the beautiful, unique character of Hobart for the future, while still allowing
development that is sensitive to the current character. This is a win for everyone.
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I would strong urge that the Council take a more strategic and overarching approach to
planning to create a positive micro-climate in the zone.
Thank you for considering my submission and proposed changes.
Regards,
Alison Palmer

Ph 0410 589 036
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REP 173
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Robert Rands ‹rrands@bigpond.net.au>
Friday, 1 September 2017 7:45 PM
Records Unit
Representation on PSA-17-3 Amendment
Boom and Bust_ The Influence of Macroscale Economics on the Worlds Coas....pdf

Dear sir or madam,
Regarding PSA-17-3 Amendment — Hobart Interim Planning Scheme 2015 Amendment to the Height Standards in the Central Business Zone, I make the
following comments.
Allowing buildings of over three storeys along Hobart's business district
streets, as well as elsewhere, impacts on streetscapes and solar access
thoughout the areas where these tall structures are allowed.
There appears to be no systematised allowance for solar access by shaded
buildings, when adjacent structures overshadow them. There is currently a
pressing to reduce electricity generation and consumption, which may be
met in part by installing solar panels which allow onsite electricity generation
and use which is free of transmission losses. There is also a need to reduce
heat energy use through sustainable building design that maximises passive
solar input, all in the crucial interest of reducing carbon flow through the built
environment. PSA-17-3 does not address the energy flow changes in Hobart's
Central Business Zone.
We are past the era of allowing any building to be constructed in absence of a
policy which justifies the distribution of sun exposure and shadows on
adjacent properties. In the absence of a just policy, which the HCC should
develop and enact within a year, height restrictions on new buildings should
be set at a non-negotiable upper limit of 4 storeys.
The driving force behind current proposals for development are arguably
entirely commercial. It appears that Hobart's cultural heritage is a very minor
consideration in any large development application.
This viewpoint deserves consideration from the viewpoint of coastal
development, as Hobart is a coastal city. The attached article surveys several
issues related to coastal development, from the perspective of economic
development. While the article was written just after the GFC, and deals
mainly with Europe, lessons it teaches are still relevant to Hobart, eight years
later. This is particularly so in view of the fact that no analysis has been made
of the economic impact of several high buildings currently proposed for
Hobart, and the shift in development pattern which they represent. While the
article speaks of construction development along coastlines, generally, rather
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than building heights within central business districts, several points
are worthy of discussion.
J. A. G. Cooper and J. McKenna (2009) Boom and Bust: The Influence of Macroscale Economics on the World's Coasts. Journal of Coastal
Research: Volume 25, Issue 3: pp. 533 — 538.
httn://www.icronline.orcedotfullil 0.2112/09A-0001 17code=cerf-site

(1) Predicting the time frame of a real estate boom
" In late 2007. the economic downturn that resulted from the realisation that the boom was based on unsustainable levels of credit had immediate
effects on the construction industry. Almost immediately, the entire property market ground to a standstill as credit dried up and speculators
were left with outstanding loans on property that was now falling in value."

(2) Time frames of policies which interact with this amendment
A sustainable approach to coastal management must by definition take a temporal perspective of several years or even decades: Anything that is
shorter in its outlook would ignore the implIcations for future generations. The coast Is at the interface of development pressure and natural
processes. The two find it difficult to coexist under any circumstances because development often demands stability while natural processes
involve change. Increased development heightens the tension on one side by demanding stabilisation."

(3) Coastal protection may become an issue that impacts the margins of the
Hobart Central Business Zone, as sea level rises and storm patterns change.
"The negative effects of coastal protection on the environment are well known, although their patently unsustainable nature at a time of rising sea
level is less commonly appreciated. A recent study of the Humber estuary in England (Turner at at., 2007) concluded that coastal defence and
conservation goals could be met most economically by managed retreat if the costs and benefits were considered at periods greater than 25
years. At shorter timescales, coastal defence was economically favourable."

(4) Weakness of local leadership and management structures, in the face
of pressure from developers intent on capitalising on a real estate boom or
poorly conceived development regime
The negative impacts of a speculation-fueled rush for coastal development are vast. The impacts of the boom—postboom situation of the past
decade should be a wake-up call for society as a whole. The inability of managers to cope with the surge in coastal development is party
responsible. "

These are general points which merit consideration during the amendment
process. The impact of macroeconomic processes and changes in global
energy flow and use patterns cannot be ignored during these considerations.
Robert Rands
60 Waterworks Road
Dynnyrne, Tasmania 7005
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May 2009

Boom and Bust: The Influence of Macroscale Economics on
the World's Coasts
J.A.G. Cooper and J. McKenna
Centre for Coastal and Marine Research
School of Environmental Sciences
University of Ulster
Coleraine B152 1SA
Northern Ireland, UK
INTRODUCTION
The recent and ongoing global economic crisis and its immediately preceding boom have had profound impacts on
coastlines worldwide. They provide some insights regarding
the influence of macroscale economics on coastal sustainability, and here we explore the implications for coasts and the
communities that use them. We conclude that the economic
boom has had disastrous consequences for coastal sustainability worldwide. One of the major lessons from this period
of rampant development is that current coastal management
is not up to the task.
BOOM TIMES—LET CONSTRUCTION ROLL
The past decade has been a period of abundant and easy
credit that fueled a massive growth in construction. Property
!meanie the central focus of the economic boom. No other investment vehicle offered returns on the scale available in
property. Risk was perceived as minimal compared, for example, to playing the stock market. The lending policies of
hanks ensured the easy availability of cheap money. With
steadily rising property values perceived as removing virtually all risk to lenders, banks abandoned their previous cautious rule of thumb of giving mortgages to about three times
annual income to six to seven times income, and in many
cases they offered 100% mortgages or more. The ready availability of low-interest loans both for developers and buyers,
and the desire of investors to get a slice of the profitable property market, led to a surge in construction of coastal housing,
especially holiday homes and apartments. Demand rocketed,
causing property prices to rise to previously unimagined levels, which in turn encouraged coastal land owners to sell.
Unlike earlier phases of intensive development in Europe
when tourism infrastructure comprising mainly hotels was
constructed, the recent period chiefly involved the private
property market. Indeed, many hotels were demolished to
make way for apartments. Throughout Europe, coastal propDOI: 10.2112109A-0001d

erty development boomed with huge developments of single
and multiunit dwellings being constructed for sale as holiday
homes to those availing themselves of easy credit. The coast
was effectively consumed by housing development. The effects were particularly dramatic in southern Europe (Spain,
France, Italy, Greece, and the Canary Islands) with massive
areas of coastal land being covered with apartments, condominiums, and houses, overwhelmingly for use as holiday
homes (Figures 1 and 2). The purchasers, however, were
drawn from across the continent and beyond, their travel being facilitated by the growth in cheap flights. The demand
outstripped supply and prices rocketed, commonly increasing
by 10%-20% per year, In Great Britain, several coastal towns
saw the sale price of property rise by 90%-100% over a 2year period. Those with a mere 25% increase over the same
2-year period were reported in the press as "relatively stable."
The demand for coastal property was such that market
prices reached levels that would previously have been unthinkable. In Wales, the price of 12 x 10 It beach huts, which
cannot be connected to water or electricity supply and cannot
be used for accommodation, rose in price from £20,000
(SUS29,000) in 2002 to £28,000 ($US45,000) in 2003 and
£56,000 ($US100,000) in 2004. A 12.-ft wide strip of sand dune
without a but sold for £S0,000 ($USS9,000). In Bournemouth,
England, similar beach huts with a 25-year lease were being
sold for £350,000 ($US670,000) in 2005. A seafront public toilet block in western Ireland went on sale for £250,000
($US320,000). In Portballintrae, Northern Ireland, a 17 x 33
ft shed (Figure 3) was on sale at £200,000 ($US356,000) in
May 2006.
Against interest rates on loans of 5% or less, and relaxed
approaches by financial institutions to lending, the obvious
result of the rush for property and the rapid increases in value was going to be rampant speculation by investors, many
of whom had not previously been active in the property market. The situation rapidly arose that the footprints of houses
were worth more than the buildings themselves; consequently all around the British Isles, houses were demolished and
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Figure 1. Apartments under construction on the cuffed coastline of Gran
Canaria, May 2005. For a color version of this figure, see page 659.

replaced with multiple units a few years after initial construction.
Increased mobility fueled property development in new EU
member states keen to gain a slice of the action, and intensive development began in eastern Europe along the Black
Sea coasts of Romania and Bulgaria, The countries of the
former Yugoslavia, newly emerged from war, also saw tourism-based development as an economic saviour and here too
coastal development mushroomed. The same was true in Cyprus, both north and south. Demand from the credit-fueled
European market was so large that coastal properties began
to be developed rapidly in adjacent Turkey and North Africa.
The increasing value of properties increased the value of
coastal land, which was already a finite resource in any case.
In Spain, go to the margin of any coastal national park and
the development starts within inches of the fence—cheek by
cheek, holiday apartments have been squeezed into the available space. In many countries even public land was being sold
for development, such was the perceived demand for housing
and the profit to be made by local authorities from the sale
of public land. The answer to the space problem was either
to build more units per square metre, look further afield, or
create more coastal land.
The European market had already extended to North Africa and Turkey, but so easy was credit and so big the profits
to be made that distance became less of an object. European
Sunday newspapers became festooned with advertisements
for coastal property for sale in all the places already mentioned, but also further locations like the Cape Verde Islands,
Brazil, Costa Rica, Tanzania, Kenya, South Africa, Australia,
and New Zealand—in fact anywhere perceived to have a stable government with low risk to investment was on the radar
of the property developers and governments keen to cash in
on the boom facilitated by development. Such was the willingness to cash in that even counties with less stable governments (e.g., Thailand, which had a military coup) were regarded as favourable for coastal development.

Figure 2. Intensive apartment development on the Algarve coast &Portugal in locations patently at high risk from erosion of the soft, semicon.
solidated cliffs. For a color version of this figure, see page 660.

In the Middle East, coastal property development for sale
to foreign owners saw the construction of massive numbers
of apartments and villas initially on dry land (Figure 4), but
as that became exhausted, on land specially reclaimed for the
purpose (Figure 5). The enormous engineering works of Dubai, closely followed by other Gulf states, are intended to create as much apace for building on the coast as possible. On
the Gold Coast, Australia, large-scale apartment block development on a sand barrier with finite space forced a skyward rush for space (Figure 6). In the back-barrier area, lowlying land was converted to canal estates with multimillion
dollar homes for sate to a global market.

Figure 3. A shed in Porthallintrae, Northern Ireland, on sale at
£200,000 ($1.13266,000) in May 2006. The price included no land other
than the footprint of the building itself. For a color version of this figure,
see page 661.
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Figure 4. Multiple high rise apartment blocks on the beachfront in Dubai, December 2005, indicate the demand for coastal apace during the
property boom. For a color version of this figure, see page 662.

The home markets in many countries were also boosted by
easy credit, and even on colder temperate coasts increased
demand for coastal property created a boom in construction.
In Ireland, land in small rural villages was bought up and
new housing developments were constructed. In rural coastal
villages, any property on the market was bought up by outsiders as second homes. These second homes had typical occupancy rates of 1 week in 52. Owners didn't need to stay in
them—they were simply investments that existed on the
landscape as huge, empty housing estates. All that was needed to complete the ghost town effect was tumbleweed blowing
down the empty street. The scenic blighting of the rural Irish
coast by such "unrestrained development" owned by nonresidents was commented on by the press. In the UK, planning
restrictions and environmental designations constrain the
availability of coastal development land to some extent, but
this constraint on development was overcome by the purchase of single dwellings at hugely inflated prices, followed
by their demolition and construction of blocks of apartments
on the same footprint. The effect wasn't limited to existing
dwellings—hotels, pubs, and shops were demolished and replaced by apartments because far more quick money could he
made through property development and speculation than in
these services.
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Figure 5. Artificial land for construction of apartments and houses being
created offshore of Dubai by seafloor dredging. For a color version of this
figure, sec page sea.

local people, for example, young married couples, found it impossible to go on living in their home town. In rural communities, emigration speeded up, and communities were engolfed by relatively well-heeled foreigners. In the rural Gaelic-speaking areas of western Ireland, the influx of Englishspeaking holiday home owners on the weekend was seen to
dilute the culture. The same was true of the Mediterranean
coasts with a massive influx of second-home owners speaking
foreign languages and with different cultural outlooks. In developing countries, the demands and attitudes of western
coastal holiday home owners often conflicted with those of the
host rural communities.

SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS
While it lasted the boom was good for construction and all
its ancillary services. Rural areas saw employment boosted
and the local economy stimulated by the trickle-down effect
into the community. In Spain, more than 20% of all jobs created between 2004 and 2607 were in construction. For some
coastal communities, however, the construction boom had disastrous social consequences. Elderly people, who had formerly been surrounded by families and a normal neighbourhood support system, found their homes lost in a sea of unoccupied apartment blocks. Property prices were so high that

Figure 6. High rise apartment blocks on the Gold Coast of Australia,
April 2007. The demand for second homes in the Surfers paradise resort,
fueled by the economic boom meant that buildings soared skyward. For
a color version of this figure, see page 664.
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Efforts to stem some of these negative social effects in
northern Europe included requirements on property developers to provide a percentage of social housing or low cost
housing. Often these were thwarted by developers simply
leaving the requisite areas undeveloped and buying their way
out of such commitments—more profit could be made on the
next private development than by constructing social housing. Efforts to stem the influx by raising property taxes were
also ineffectual because of the size of profits to be made.
Services often didn't keep up with residential development
because the land needed to accommodate them was more
valuable for housing. The coastal town of Portballintrae in
Northern Ireland now has no shops and until recently no hotel because they had been converted into apartments. More
than 60% of the housing in the village comprises second
homes. On the few days that these units are heavily occupied,
services such as water supply and sewerage are under strain.
With shops and hotels sold for development in rural coastal
areas, stable, long-term jobs were lost, and services for local
communities diminished. The coast was becoming privatised
and access increasingly difficult. As some local residents sold
up in response to vast sums of money being waved in front
of them, those who were left saw the social fabric decay
around them.
Aspects of the tourism industry suffered from the boom.
Privately owned second homes bring little long-term benefit
to coastal economies. When they are occupied by the owners,
provisions are often brought from home or bought from multinational supermarkets outside the coastal zone. Hotels and
guesthouses suffer as speculators' property is let to holidaymakers, and the revenue that might have entered the local
community though hotel occupancy and the associated jobs
dries up. Some economies don't even gain by taxes. In Ireland, nonresidents don't pay property taxes—because it is extracted via income tax, In the UK, unoccupied homes do not
attract property tax. In Dubai, there is no property tax for
nonresidents.
The lure of fast cash also encourages corruption and illegal
development. Many cases of corruption have been reported
in the press because permission is granted for construction
illegally. In November 2005, Greenpeace activists seized a
hotel under construction in southeastern Spain, claiming that
it was illegal under the national Ley de Costes but was being
built with the connivance of local authorities. The activists
contended that this exemplified the free-for-all on the coast
where environmental protection was ignored in favour of

known that many resist further development because it spoils
the view or leads to crowding. The development process itself
can be destructive. In Phuket, Thailand, two-thirds of the
reefs have been reportedly damaged by debris and sludge created by construction work. In Dubai, dredging of sand for
construction of artificial islands and peninsulas destroyed
seabed habitats and increased turbidity in the nearshore.
An inevitable consequence of coastal development on soft
shorelines in particular is a demand for shoreline armouring
or beach nourishment. The explosion of building development
in coastal areas generated by a buoyant economy also promoted the construction of coastal defences. Cash-rich devel-

opers and property speculators want to protect their investments from erosion and flooding, so they put pressure on
planning authorities to permit the construction of hard defences such as seawalls and rock armour revetments.
Often shoreline management and housing development are
managed by different public bodies, and building along natural shorelines proceeds with little regard to the long-term
implications of shoreline change. It is inevitable that investors who see their capital threatened by shoreline recession
will demand coastal protection. Often local authorities have
no previous experience of such demands and of the effects of
coastal defence works on the coast. Nonetheless, the perceived benefits of beachfront property lead them to be supportive of coastal defence structures. The increased value of
the property skews the cost-benefit analysis in favour of some
form of defence. The money to be made and the short-term
economic benefits of construction in job creation and ancillary
professions makes local governments look favourably on it.
Even where local groups and NOOs protest against environmental degradation, there is a grotesque mismatch in financial (and usually political) muscle between them and the powerful development lobby.
The marked difference in attitude between second-home
owners and local residents is well illustrated by a 2007 BBC
report from Zanzibar that described coastal erosion that
threatened the beachfront holiday homes of wealthy foreigners. Several generations of sea defences had been constructed
in efforts to defend the houses. In contrast, the traditional
solution to such problems by locale was simply If the sea
comes, move further up the beach. No problem,"
BUST—THE BUBBLE BURSTS
In late 2007, the economic downturn that resulted from the

speculative interests. The opposing, developer's view that

realisation that the boom was based on unsustainable levels

halting work would have negative impacts on the socioeconomic development in the region is probably typical. The
Spanish government has recently announced plans to regain
control over the coast after provincial and local governments
had breached national laws to encourage development of hun-

of credit had immediate effects on the construction industry.
Almost immediately, the entire property market ground to a
standstill as credit dried up and speculators were left with
outstanding loans on property that was now falling in value.

dreds of thousands of housing units.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Coastal development transforms the coast. This is even appreciated by some second-home owners (in particular by

those who actually use their second home), and it is well

In the UK, property prices have been falling consistently
since October 2007 by relatively small annual amounts

(about 16%) compared with the rises seen during the boom
times, but the most dramatic impact is seen in the seldomreported sales volumes that are down by 90% in some localities (45% overall). In the giant construction site that is modern Dubai, British newspapers reported in November 2008,
mansions on the Palm Jumeirah that had cost 15 million
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UAE Dirhams ($US4.1 million) in September could be had
for a mere 10 million Dirhams ($US2.7 million) in November.
Ongoing development in Dubai is being deliberately slowed
down as prices drop.
A poreboom view of the world's coast is like surveying a
battlefield after the fighting has stopped. Across Europe
many developments stand empty or are half-finished and other sites remain undeveloped. Where the original property had
been demolished, the sites remain vacant. In some towns,
rows of boarded-up former houses stand awaiting demolition.
In Spain, where huge stretches of the Mediterranean coast
were covered in apartments aimed at a largely North European market, many blocks are either unsold or unoccupied.
These bleak monuments to the boom indicate that as far as
the coast is concerned, speculation is now at an end. With the
lack of available credit, it is now clear that many more buildings have been constructed than can be sold—there is now
an oversupply. These empty structures indicate a wider
point—that it is immoral to degrade the natural environment
and decimate coastal communities by tying up scarce coastal
space in investment property for a nonresident population
that doesn't even use it.
In January 2009, planners in Britain reported that the
number of planning applications being submitted to local authorities fell by 6016 in the past year. Concerns overjob losses

in construction and all the ancillary services (planning, conveyancing, quarrying, real estate) exposed the short-term nature of the economic benefits of a construction boom.
During times of economic depression and falling tax revenues, central government agencies, and the regional administrations that they fund, face a shortfall of funding leading
to a series of stringent cutbacks. One advantage of this is that
they are much less likely to fund hard engineered coastal
defence structures. However, an economic downturn generates some potential problems for coastal management. During bad times authorities will do only what they must do, i.e.,
they will spend money on their statutory functions and nothing else. In many countries in Europe, and around the world
because coastal zone management per as is not a statutory
responsibility, authorities may not fund any new coastal zone
management (CZM) initiatives and even suspend ongoing
ones.
Staff cutbacks in local authorities are also a factor. A general atmosphere of crisis and insecurity among the staff of a
management authority is not conducive to new coastal management initiatives. Furthermore, redundancies mean that
the permanent staff (and surviving contract staff) have to
take on more work. Naturally, they have little enthusiasm
for activities that are not absolutely essential, and coastal
management is often regarded as being in this category
A further problem may be that during a downturn authorities feel obliged to support any green shoots of economic development that might arise. Thus, an application to build an
industrial or tourist complex in an environmentally sensitive
area might get a more sympathetic hearing than in better
times. This echoes a common perception that in bad times
communities cannot afford the luxury of environmental perfectionism.
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MACROECONOMICS AND COASTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
A sustainable approach to coastal management must by
definition take a temporal perspective of several years or
even decades: Anything that is shorter in its outlook would
ignore the implications for future generations. The coast is at
the interface of development pressure and natural processes.
The two find it difficult to coexist under any circumstances
because development often demands stability while natural
processes involve change. Increased development heightens
the tension on one side by demanding stabilisation. On the
other side, accelerated sea-level rise enhances the chances of
large-scale coastal geomorphological change. A construction
boom at a time of accelerating sea level rise is like a headon collision. In the short term, society often seeks to resolve
this through coastal engineering. In the longer term, of
course, this is simply storing up problems for another day and
another generation because people continue to strive to protect ill-sited development in the face of natural coastal processes.

In the UK, there is growing realisation, manifest in the
government's "Making Space for Water" policy, that the extent of existing coastal and flood defences is so great that it
will be increasingly difficult to continue with maintenance.
The present situation is therefore clearly unsustainable.
Some tentative experiments in managed retreat have been
attempted, and large-scale retreat in low-lying areas of East
Anglia has been mooted, but a major shift in shoreline management practice has yet to be realised.
In Ireland, the recent economic boom associated with the
so-called Celtic Tiger economy, saw a spate of coastal development on what was formerly a predominantly natural coast.
According to the European Environment Agency, Ireland had
the highest rate of increase in area of urbanised coastal land
of any European nation between 1990 and 2000. The inevitable outcome has bean an increase in demand for coastal
protection. During the present economic downturn when finances are stretched, those seeking public funds for coastal
protection are unlikely to receive a hearing.
The negative effects of coastal protection on the environment are well known, although their patently unsustainable
nature at a time of rising sea level is less commonly appreciated. A recent study of the Humber estuary in England
(Turner et al., 2007) concluded that coastal defence and conservation goals could be met most economically by managed
retreat if the costs and benefits were considered at periods
greater than 25 years. At shorter timeecales, coastal defence
was economically favourable.
The effect of property development is that the coast is being
privatised and rather than providing a benefit to society as
a whole, its limited space is being used to make money for a
few individuals. Coastal communities suffer directly but so
too does wider society because the coast is covered in a ribbon
of unnecessary development, the benefits of which to the
economy are fleeting, but whose long-term impacts on the
coast are dramatically harmful. It is surely immoral for a
communal resource that is enjoyed by the population as a
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Cooper and McKenna

whole to be damaged or destroyed by wanton profit-driven
development.
The obvious conclusion is that economic boom times are
bad for the coast. They create unsustainable pressures on
coastal resources and negatively affect the communities that
live there. The short-term economic gains through construction are far outweighed by the costs to society at any meaningful management or natural timeacale. It is undoubtedly
true that construction brings immediate but short-term economic benefits, particularly to rural coastal economies, but
also to national economies, as exemplified by Spain. There is,
however, long-term damage to the environment, increased
risk from flooding and erosion, enhanced economic argument
for hard defence as a shoreline management policy, damage
to the social fabric, and all without any long-term economic
benefit.
There are two routes to a decision not to defend a coastline.
One is through enlightenment when the long term damage
created by holding a coastline stable is weighed up against
the short-term benefits of defending property. A second route
is through pragmatism. That route is followed when there
simply isn't enough money to pursue any other option than
retreat. During a recession, the frequency of pragmatic decisions not to defend is likely to increase. The lack of money
for coastal defence in Ireland in the past forced other options
to be pursued when property was threatened by shoreline
recession. Better still, the lack of money prevented unnecessary development at the coast and largely preserved it in its
scenic natural condition.
During the economic boom times of the past decade and a
half, the costs of coastal defence seemed tiny compared with
the profits to be made. The long-term consequences of such
an approach mean a commitment to defence forever (Cooper
and McKenna, 2008). The blatant contradiction during the
boom of moves toward managed retreat in some places (in
part motivated by economies and in part by concern over climate change) and the construction of new housing developments on high risk coastal land elsewhere (motivated by speculation) was striking. On an average weekend any British
Sunday newspaper contained articles warning of the dangers
of climate change, but the property section of the same newspapers were bulging with advertisements of prime coastal
land and property for sale. The disconnect between development and shoreline management could not have been more
evident. Not only did property developers and government
authorities show a lack of concern regarding the risks of development on coastal land, but in some places fresh risks
were being created by construction of artificial islands in the
ocean and excavation of canal estates in back-barrier lagoons.
The length of coastline in Dubai, for example, is being increased to 625 miles compared with its original 43 miles by
construction of artificial islands and promontories.
Contrary to intuition, which says that during hard times,

money for environmental projects is in short supply and that
the coast might suffer (indeed some CZM initiatives might go
under), a general lack of money is good for coastal sustainability. A lack of money might prompt reappraisal of coastal
defence practice, as in the UK. It will almost certainly slow
development of the coast. It might prompt changes in policy
from the near ubiquitous strategy of hard or soft defence to
abandoning sites where the costs of continued human occupation are too great. In letting the coast operate naturally, a
more sustainable future could be achieved. The coast doesn't
need money to be spent on it—it can manage quite well by
itself if left alone to do so- Cooper and McKenna (2008) have
pointed out that the general absence of hard coastal defences
in Ireland compared with the neighbouring island Britain
largely reflects the fact that the relatively poor Irish economy
could not afford these structures.
Public works on infrastructure are a common approach to
economic downturn. As long ago as the Famine of the 1840s,
roads and estate walls were constructed across Ireland to create work. In the United States, the interstate highway system was funded in part to stimulate the postwar economy.
In the UK at present, government has promised to bring forward major public construction projects for the same purpose.
Unfortunately some of these are on low lying coastal land
vulnerable to flooding and risk repeating some of the problems that were manifest during the boom. It would be a tragedy if coastal defence works were ever considered as a job
creation scheme. In an earlier misconceived job creation
scheme during the 1930s depression, the Civilian Conservation Corps built a series of artificial dunes from the Virginia
line to Ocracoke on the outer Banks of North Carolina to
`stop' erosion and protect the road. By tying up sand from the
beaches in these artificial dunes, the actions are now known
to have steepened the beach and probably accelerated coastal
erosion rates.
The negative impacts of a speculation-fueled rush for coastal development are vast. The impacts of the boom-postboom
situation of the past decade should be a wake-up call for society as a whole. The inability of managers to cope with the
surge in coastal development is partly responsible. This
might have been due to the unprecedented volume of development activity and inexperience in dealing with coastal issues in a holistic way. In either case, it underscores the need
for effective management structures to regulate coastal development—not just in the developed world—but across the
world's coasts.
LITERATURE CITED
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REP 174
Johnson, Diane
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Christine Chiavassa <craftybugl@gmail.com>
Friday, 1 September 2017 8:10 PM
Records Unit
Planned changes to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme

To Whom It may Concern

I would like to express my opinion on the proposed amendments to the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme
- I do not want to see building heights of 75m set as the maximum for Hobart. I would rather see the
existing maximum building height limits strongly enforced, with no exceptions built into the regulations for
Council planners to be guided by. (ie 45m in CBD and l 8m in Sullivans Cove)
2 - Until Council has received the study on maximum heights for Hobart's CBD that has recently been
commissioned, there should be no reference to new height limits in any legislation that is proposed or
passed. All legislation that is proposed or passed at the current time should reflect the existing height limits.
3 - If the Woolley report is going to become part of the Hobart Planning Scheme then I would like to see all
reference to 75m maximum height be removed from it. If it is not possible to remove those limits then the
Woolley report should not become part of our Planning Scheme.
4-I

am concerned that there is little or no reference to preserving the heritage buildings in our CBD in your
planned amendments. These buildings are valuable for future generations as well as our Tourism industry
today. I would Iike to see our Planning Scheme have strong provision for the preservation of these
buildings and provision for the whole building to be maintained rather than just a facade (eg the current
Myer redevelopment and the recent proposed Odeon developments). I would like heritage streetscapes to
be recognised as an integral part of Hobart in the Desired Future Character Statement. If we don't protect
and maintain these buildings much of what is valuable and unique about Hobart will be lost.
5 - I would like to see Hobart Council and the State government put more money into the preservation of
existing heritage buildings - many of which are in a sorry state of repair due to the current owners having
little or no incentive to maintain them. (In fact it seems many developers buy these buildings only because
they are a cheap way to get ownership of the land, and they seem content to wait for the building to fall
down so they can then build something modem and ugly)
6 - I would prefer Hobart to continue to be a low to medium rise, human scale city with preference given to
developers who will maintain heritage buildings, use them for modem purposes and respect the history and
culture of our city. I do not want to see Singaporean or Gold Coast style towers here - they are not
appropriate and will have a detrimental effect on the values that make us a unique tourist destination. For
this reason I would like to see the high-rise zone of built intensity as proposed by Mr Woolley be removed
from the proposed changes to the Hobart Planning Scheme.
7 - I also think there should be more provision for city viewlines than the 3 that are being proposed by your
scheme amendments. What about West Hobart to the waterfront or Glebe to Kunanyi as discussed in the
Woolley report ? Most people's objections to high rise and intensification centre around views and shadows
- it seems strange to me that you would include only 3 viewlines when 5 are mentioned in his report.
S - I understand that the current planning scheme has many loopholes in it and such vague definitions that
planners find it hard to enforce the limits that are currently set, but I for one would like to see the existing
height limits of 45m strongly enforced. We don't need higher, we need buidings that are attractive and fit
in. Buildings that complement our city rather than take away from it. Would we rather look like Qattar or
Amsterdam ?
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Christine Chiavassa
1 Beach Street
Bellerive TAS 7018
040 226 4499
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REP 175
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gamy Clarke <gazdarkel @yahoo.com.au>
Friday, 1 September 2017 8:26 PM
Records Unit
Proposed amendments to the iterim hobart planning scheme

To whom it may concern
I, like many others that have an opinion, cannot but feel cynical about the ineffective framework of the current height
regulations.
On the face of it it would seem we have a practical and well considered set of planning regulations already in place.
However, it is quite obvious from the continuing debate whenever a new development is proposed that there are too
many subjective loopholes in the legislation.
Could anybody hold up as an example a recent (from the last 25 years) building that is a worthwhile addition to the
city streetscape ? Even a short period of time generally exposes the same tired concept hidden behind decorative
panels, coloured aluminium and 'decorative' additions.
Their contribution to their immediate surroundings and to the vista of Hobart would not appear to be a positive one.
Given the progress of time they just expose the lack of any real vision in their decoration.
We don't need a zone of intensification and high rise, we need contributions of buildings that are considerate of their
surroundings and have a positive impact on the streetscape and the amenity of the folk who live and work here. That
don't stick out or dominate by their height or their style.
Need I hold up QattartSingapore as examples of buildings that are cartoonish in nature ?
Garry Clarke
1 Beach Street
Bellerive Tas 7018
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REP 176
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Pru Blundell <prublundell§netspace.net.au>
Friday, 1 September 2017 9:54 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart Warming scheme amendments PSA-17-3

P lease stop the denigration of the city I was born in, raised my family, as my parents, grand and great great grand

parents did.
Hobart is unique.
Having lived all over Europe for many years, in cities larger than Ho ba rt....they have retained their identity, history
and integrity.
Keep high rise on the Gold Coast, and let them be the butt of awful planning Not Hobart
Sent from my iPad
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REP 177
Johnson, Diane
ANN I MCCUAIG <nash_mccuaig@netspace.net.au>
Friday, 1 September 201710:37 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear CoH
I wish to make a submission an the proposed changes to the Hobart Interim
Planning Scheme for the city.
I have worked in the city for many years and are very familiar with its layout,
features and buildings. Also, from my home in Bellerive the city is always
in full view.
Residents and visitors to Hobart comment on the character, charm and human
scale of Hobart. I love the scale of the city, without too many tall buildings and
no skyscrapers.
Where some taller buildings have crept in over the years, they create a noticeably
dark and windy place in the city, a place to pass by quickly. The AMP building is
an example.

a ZONE OF BUILT
INTENSITY to allow for an 'intensification' of building heights
in an area covering eight city blocks bounded by Murray,
Macquarie, Argyle and Melville Streets.
I am very concerned about proposals to delineate a

Tall buildings in this area, up to 75m as recommended in the Woolley Report,
would create massive shading of the Hobart CBD & waterfront. They would be
out of keeping with the character of Hobart. A "zone of built intensity" would be
a grave mistake and I urge Council to reject this proposal.
The reference to 75 m in the Woolley Report should be removed before the
report is included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If 75
metres is not removed, then the Woolley Report should not be attached to
the planning scheme amendments.

be set to
enable Council to reject inappropriate development applications
that do not meet the planning rules. These maximum height limits
should be developed with full community involvement and
professional advice.
I strongly advise that maximum building height limits

I understand that the Council has commissioned a study of proposed
maximum height limits for the CBD. Until the study is done and the report is available,
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any reference to height limits should reflect current rules in the Hobart Interim
Planning Scheme (around 45 metres in the CBD).
It is my firm view that Hobart should remain a low to medium-rise
city. Accordingly, I request that a HIGH-RISE ZONE NOT BE INCLUDED, that
is, references in the Desired Future Character Statement to allow for
`intensification' and a zone of `built intensity' should be deleted.
ie. (c) The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs and lower
contours of the Hobart Rivulet trough and also-allow-for an intonsification within
• ::

:

0

•

should in turn reinforce a transition in scale back from the low ground delta and
the lower contours of the Macquarie Ridge and also from the rising contours of
Trinity Hill, the Queens Domain and the Bathurst and Macquarie Ridges.
More than just three view lines (Franklin Wharf to kunanyi, Hunter St to kunanyi,
Macquarie St to Cenotaph) incorporated in the planning scheme amendments. All
major view lines to the Cenotaph should be retained.
Although, over the years, parts of Hobart's heritage streetscapes have been lost to
nondescript development, much remains, even if sometimes
fragmentary. HERITAGE STREETSCAPES should be specifically recognised in
the Desired Future Character Statement, by including a reference to the
importance of heritage to Hobart's future character and the need to protect
heritage streetscapes.

Yours sincerely
Ann i McCuaig
7 Britannia Place
Bellerive 7018
nash mccuaignetspace.net.au
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REP 178
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

fennton8@optusnet.com.au
Saturday, 2 September 2017 10:06 PM
Records Unit
Hobart not highrise

Dear Sir, please do not include the 75 metre height change referred to by Leigh Woolley for the Hobart CDB. As I stated before
because we have wonderful places to visit and this will change completely the city landscape and one should not kowtow to
foreigner interests when it is Hobartians who live in this city. I have been here for 75 years and the changes have been sensitive
and for the most part good for our city. We do not want to look like other cities we are unique and need to keep it so. Why do
tourists come to Tassie because they want to see the difference and our wonderful scenery. Look what has happened to the Gold
Coast. Lois of visitors but the locals are not happy there. Look at Venice where the locals leave in the tourist season and have
asked for the visitor numbers to be limited. They want their city back. Once you change it is forever.
You must consider very carefully. It is not all about MONEY.
Toni post Bonnet Hill 7053
Email sent using Optus Webmail
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REP 179 —
Robyn Mathiso
336 Murray St
North Hobart TAS '
Australia
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REP 180
Johnson, Diane
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Masters, Fiona <fiona.masters@medtronic.corn>
Friday, 25 August 2017 1:28 PM
Records Unit
Submission on Hobart planning scheme amendments PSA-17-3

Dear Hobart city

It is rare that I move myself to object to something, let alone put fingers to iPad to protest, but here I am,
protesting and writing.
I am one of the many lovers of our lovely city and all it's quirks and I would hate to see this destroyed
because we all seem to be driven by money and a "change is a good thing" attitude.
I am somewhat befuddled by the insistence that we need to put new developments and hotels bang smack on
the waterfront and not in suburbs??? Why not Bellerive for a new hotel development? Kingston? Glenorchy
(a a light rail!)
Yes, I do object to what appears to be a sneaky way to change rules so that a tower can be built in Hobart.
See below:

.

MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT LIMITS should be set to enable Council to reject
inappropriate development applications that do not meet the planning rules. These maximum height
limits should be developed with full community involvement and professional advice.

•

The Council has commissioned a study of proposed maximum height limits for the CBD. Until the
study is done and the report is available, any reference to HEIGHT LIMITS SHOULD REFLECT
THE CURRENT RULES in the Hobart Interim Planning Scheme (around 45 metres in the CBD).

■ The reference to 75 METRES in the Woolley Report should be REMOVED before the report is
included in the submission to the Planning Commission. If 75 metres is not removed, then the
Woolley Report should not be attached to the planning scheme amendments.

•

•

If your vision for Hobart is to remain a low to medium-rise city, then you should request that
a HIGH-RISE ZONE NOT BE INCLUDED, that is, references in the Desired Future Character
Statement to allow for 'intensification' and a zone of 'built intensity' should be deleted.
ie. (c) The compact city centre shall consolidate within the environs and lower contours of the
Hobart Rivulet trough and
Macquarie, Argyle and Afelvillc Streets to evolve as a defined (conical) expression of
reinforce a transition in scale back
from the low ground delta and the lower contours of the Macquarie Ridge and also from the rising
contours of Trinity Hill, the Queens Domain and the Bathurst and Macquarie Ridges.

1
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There should be more than just THREE VIEWLINES (Franklin Wharf to kunanyi, Hunter St
to kunanyi, Macquarie St to Cenotaph) incorporated in the planning scheme amendments. These
should include other viewlines such as West Hobart to the waterfront, or Glebe to kunanyi, as
discussed in the Woolley Report.

■ HERITAGE STREETSCAPES should be specifically recognised in the Desired Future Character
Statement, by including a reference to the importance of heritage to Hobart's future character and
the need to protect heritage streetscapes.

Tourists come here to see our beautiful buildings, not another mass processed hotel they can see in every
other city (yep, I have exaggerated).
Please don't
Kind regards
Fiona Masters
11 Auburn Road
Kingston
0456945400
[CONFIDENTIALITY AND PRIVACY NOTICE] Information transmitted by this email is proprietary to
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